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INTRODUCTION
By, way of self-introduction. I arii a 69-year-old former lawyer and a ciii en or the State of Minnesota.
I am also its involuntary guest at the Minnesota Sex Offender Program's Moose We, MN facility, a
parallel program to the sex of tender 'civiI'' commitment prograni in place in Virginia. My presence iii
ripened into wrongful con ictioir.
this facility was prompted by a false accusation against me I 1995,
Frankly, this perspective makes the horrific folly of this ''cornrnitnient' a personal matter.
Nonetheless. from the beginning. I have made my investigation into this topic as impartial and as
complete as facts allow. The facts comprising this Report are not a slant' on this issue, but simply the
facts I encountered. I conclude that there really is no valid defense of such so-called commitment.
I write and Submit this Report to the Virginia Crime Commission on the occasion, and in support of
the recent introduction of a hill in the Virginia legislature by Senator Joe Morrissey proposing an end to
that Virginia commitment program via repeal or me statute authorizing it. It is my understanding that this
bill has been referred to the Commission for its study and report to the Legislature. I hope this Report
"All provide great illumination to the Commission on the anti-scientific outrage presented by strcli socalled commitment.
For any technical shortcomings that may appear in the following pages, I must beg the Commission's
indulgence. I only learned of the Commission's willingness to receive input from those. myself included,
with no invitation seven days ago. Putting ON Report together I that time flame has been a frantic
process not permitting close inspection of every jot and tittle.
More to the substance included, this Report had to he pieced together iR)rO pre\iOus writings in order
to make the deadline for its receipt. This is unfortunate because, subsequent to those earlier writings, I
have received mountains of research dwarfing the previous atiiount reflected herein, 'that misfortune is
doubled by the fact that the overvhe I ni i rig portion of such subsequently received items not only
completely confirms the points made herein. but in fact paints a much more harshly clear damning
picture of all of the mnisdaings that comprise sex offender 'conimilmeril. As to this regrettable situation,
I can only offer, upon request. further (new) support for any point herein and/or ill response to any
question peripheral to the content hereof, but which is of interest to the Commission in this studs
I confine this Report to matters addressing the defiance of science by sex offender 'comrnitriient"
regimes in otrr country (the only place on the planet where such commitment is practiced). I pass by
issues concerning the massively burdensome cost of operating such svsterils, which saps away dollar's that
could instead be put toward financing amazingly effective sex-en me prevent ion programs. States which

have opted to follow the latter path rather than pouring funds down the rat hole of sex offender
Comm itrnent have pleasantly discovered that their sex-crime incidence rates have p ninmeted, while
'commitment states' have struggled to make headway against such rates. Jhe moral is that sex offender
commitment does not work to reduce sex crime rates and hence is a massive and reckless waste.
I also choose to pass by the very troubling issue of the human tragedy posed by infliction of longterm involuntary con Irnement cinder title of so-called commitment of one with a history of one or more
sex offenses committed decades ago. Others, I am sure, can and will present that description, with its
issues of ethics and the morals of public governance, to the Coriirnission. While I am a real-time witness
to much of this aspect of the 'commitment ' under examination, I am confident that others in great
numbers can testify to such horrors and mistreatment, as well as simply to the 'retroactive death penalty
in slow notion which confinement tinder rubric of' comm itnient ' until death comprises.
Instead of these matters, I confine myself herein to a subject that very few in such commitment have
more than a dim awareness of (beyond the experience of personal victimization by such C011111litinent
itself). I bring to the Commission the knowledge I have amassed on the impact of science, real science.
not the junk science constantly advanced in fraudulent seeming support of such commitment.
Since 1
-011, I have been engaged in extensive and in-depth research into all legal and scientific issues
concerning this type of commitment. the more I discovered about the scientific aspects involved in such
commitments, the more I became convinced that such so-called ''civil commitment," intended to reduce
the incidence of sex crimes, does not in fact do so, and is such a wildly anti-scientific process as to
warrant the revocation of the professional licenses of all expert witnesses and attorneys advocating such
corn ni i tme nt of any i mid iv id u at.
I wrote a hook on my findings, sit h nom. ''I .awyer X," titled Deviant Justice - i/ce A merican Gulag
(Yonkers, NY: In Depth Media imprint, M indGlow Media. 2014). While hardly a best-seller and
although it bc uses on judicial decisions in Minnesota. it nonetheless is a good place to stail for those
utterly Unfamiliar with the monstrosity that this supplemental incarceration comprises tinder mere rubric
of commitment. I lowes er. white that book was aimed at laypersons and was conversational in approach,
this document focuses exclusively on the science involved and is aimed at professionals familiar with the
basics of the problem presented by such commitment. I am confident that the Commission has great,
collective knowledge, certainly in the field of criminology and even in the role of mental health issues
sometimes involved in criminal cases.
However, the field of psychological knowledge related to sex oltender commitment is quite esoteric,
even insular. Indeed, those practicing in that field, in my perception, frequently hide its details behind
that insularity to avoid scrutiny by scientific investigators and to thwart their investigations. A good
example discussed herein is a 'checklist' of supposed "psychopathy" (a classic junk-science concept

without valid application to the question of sex-crime recidivism). The creator of that checklist has
stead lastly refused to divulge any of the research lie claims to have conducted in that creation process and
has even litigated against those who have revealed any of the text of, or even suniniarized the manual he
provides only to those lie selects to use that checklist in so-called sex-offender assessments
I fervently hope this hook-length report, consisting mostly of the words of noted academic figures in
psychology and allied fields, appearing in peer-reviewed academic articles and academic-press hooks,
will turn over the rocks and cast light on the sc ientif'ical lv corrupt, alarming practices in this charade at
commitment. I urge the Commission to attend to it closely and thoroughly. Doing so should convince
you abundantly that this practice has no basis in science, and pointlessly and needlessly inflicts long,
often natu al-I ife confinement ill pseudo-i nearcerat ye facilities upon lormer sex offenders whose prison
sentences. long as they were, have already expired.
It is a study in the artificially heightened fear and loathing experience by the public merely to create a
'demand' for this full-employment act at public expense of a vast army of participants in this commitment
system. Ibis is a corruption of what civil commitment should he. It simply cannot he allowed to stand. I
hope that, when you have finished studying this Report and following through with inrilier investigation
into each of its points, you will join me in concluding that the statute authorizing this System to exist
must. as all i ni mediate, urgent need, he re pea ed.

1. THE BARFLY-DISGUISED REAL MOTIVATIONS FOR ENACTMENT OF SEX
OFFENDER CIVIL. COMMITMENT LAWS IN THE 20 STATES HAVING "THEM
DEMONSTRATE THEIR UNETHICAL, EVEN IMMORAL NATURE, CASTING A PAIL
ON THE LEGISLATURES THAT ENACTED THEM AND FAIL TO REPEAL THEM
WHEN CONFRONTED WITH THE TRUE FACTS C()NTR()iLING''l'HE MATTER.

A. Sex Offender Civil Commitment ("50CC") Is Part of the "War on Sex Offenders"
Relying on Preventive Detention Disguised as Civil Commitment, and Hence Is a War
Against Constitutional Liberty for All, with Fear its Weapon of Mass Destruction and
Universal Tyranny Its Goal.

Precm inent scholars on the subject of sex-offender civil corn ii itntent, ki-ic S. Jaii,ts & Wayne Logan.
writing in "Substantive [)tme Process and the Involuntary Confinement of Sexually Violent l'rcdators.' 35

('ann, L. Rev. 3 9 (Winter. 2003), observe at p.320 that civil commitment of sexually violent predators is
a ''cornerstone of what has been aptly called Amer ca's emerging preventive state.' which, rather than

achieving social control by means of avowed penal regimes behind prison walls, seeks to identify, and
neutralize dangerous individuals before they commit crimes by restricting their liberty Ili it variety of
ways—(quoting 0-aol S. S'wiker, ''The Limits
its of the Preventive State," 88 .1. ('rim, L. & (i.'riniino/ogv
77!, 774 1998]).
Hills, illustrativel), in lie/frau v, lEa/I c't at, 201 5 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 125909 (ED. Wis. 2015), the
court stated:
Aj psychologist's opinion that a particular person is more likely than others to commit a
serious crime has never in our nation's past been held it stitticientjuslihcation for the State to restrain
one's iL
berty in such a lash ion $ l'he problem with such an argument is that (here is no reason to limit
its application to individuals who we believe are more likely than others to commit crimes of child
sexual assault. As hnrriRing as such crimes are, there are other horrifying crimes from which the
public also demands proteci inn, such as adult sexual assault, armed robbery, murder, or terrorism. To
accept the argument that the unquestionably good end of preventing despicable crimes against
children justifies the State imposing such restraint upon those it thinks more likely to commit such
crimes in die future has dangerous implications for the liberty of all. it I thelind of reasoning that
can turn a nation with a Ii

ii ited

governmenta
into police state.'' (emphasis
added).

David Goitlieb, 'Preventive Detention of Sex Offenders," 50 U Kan. L. Rev, 1011 (June 2002),
expounds upon the perils of substituting preventive detention for the criminal law thus:
p. 1032:- While [sex offender commitment] Acts are politically popular, they carry with them
significant potential for abuse. The suspension of the great sa fegtiards which the law adopts in the
punishment oI'erime and the upholding ofjustice' and the use of civil commitment against criminally
responsible individuals isan assumption of power that ought to concern its greatly. As much
potential for abuse as there is in the awesonie poker of the government to punish crime, there is
perhaps even more in government deprivations of liberty! for preventive purposes."
p. 1040:.. ...Mental abnormalities include such conditions such as alcoholism, insomnia, learning
disorders, eating disorders, and other psychological conditions possessed by individuals we have
always thought of as sane. More importantly, perhaps, personality disorders i tie lode 'antisocial
personality disorder,' it condition possessed by all
from 40b/ to 75% of convicted criminals.
Under the literal terms of the .SVP Act, indefinite confinement of individuals possessing this 'chronic
condition' characterized by 'a pervasive pattern of disregard for, and violation of', the rights of others'
is permissible. so long as the other reqtarements oI'the Act are met,''
p. I 04 I Of course, the SV P Act does not purport to incarcerate ill] iridividuaIs with it mental disorder
that predisposes them toward crime, but rather cony ieted criminals (primarily) with a predisposition
to commit sex crimes,

flat neither of these restrictions is of any constitutional significance.

Therefore, there would he no additional basis for attacking it civil commitment law targeting
individuals predisposed to commit crimes of violence or crimes against property, as well as sex
crimes. Not is there any constittitional requirement that a state limit a commitment law to convicted
criminals. II' the Act is truly civil, it should he applicable to any members of the population who are
'likely' to commit ftiture acts of criminal violence. 'Ihus, the SVP Act at least threatens

it

regime of

civil detention for individuals who possess a statistical likelihood of committing future climes.
rimes,''
-

-4
-'-I

Jan us & Logan supra. observe that the longest sex oliender treatment programs were designed to be
completed within three years. Congruent to this is the assertion in ('cry Ray/inn, lung. "Sex Off ender
Exceptionalism and Preventive Detention," 0!). Cr/m. L, & Criminology 969. 983 (Summer, 2011), that
there is 110 reason to think that such treatment "could not be done during an a fiender' S time in prison."

Yung concludes: dlhe end result of these new [sex offender cOnil1litllietit] programs hardly seems to be
medical treatment, but instead is large-scale preventive detention." (hi,, p. 984).
Stepping hack, lung. at 997-98, observes:
'the distinction between those who commit sex offenses and other Criminals is not so tune h
substantive as it is political. America has heguti what can 0111N, he described as a criminal war on sex
offenders akin to the War on Drugs that has continued for nearly forty, Years. And as in any wal.
domestic or foreign, the normal rules protecting liberty are suspended and sign i leant except ions are
made to allow for wartime governmental action. In the case of the drug war, the changes to
constitutional doctrine and po l icing in general have been substantial. Once these exceptions are
made, they are rarely, if ever, removed. A criminal war is marked by three elements: myth creation.
exception-making. and a marshaling of resources.
"A highly salient point throughout this article has been the way in which precedents have
enormous staying power. And when an exception is created for sex offenders, it becomes a rationale
tbr another vulnerable group to he targeted. Ii Itiniately. the exception stops being exceptional and
instead becomes the rule. 'Ihis has been a particularly negative aspect of the War on Drugs. Police
forces have become militarized in areas beyond drug-fueled gang violence. The doctrines of the First.
Second, Fourth, Fifth. Sixth, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, and Fourteenth Amendments have all been
Changed because of certain aspects of the drug war. As the War on Sex Offenders is still in its early
stages, it is too earl)' to tell what the long-term implications of ongoing exception-making will be.

(Id.. at 1001-02).
Yung is specifically discussing sex of tender commitment-as-preventive-detention. B)' design, an
50CC law is vague, overbroad, and it allows proof of commitment elements by a combination of
unwarranted presuiiptiutis and utterly unsc ictit i tic testimony by so-called experts. That combination
essentially reduces to scientifically impossible prediction of future recidivism by the sheer innuendo of
"risk."
In sum, an 50CC law is a deliberate violation, oh in/I/o in any given case. of die 'limited duration
principle, as being, by design and performance, in reality a 'permanent duration' detention.
This is no small matter, even to others who have never had any connection to sex crimes. There has
been a small, hut persistent undercurrent advocating this more general 'tyratinv of lear.' Consider, Cot
example, this assertion by Edward P. Richards, "The Jurisprudence of Prevention: The Right of Societal
Self-Defense Against Dangerous Individuals." 16 JJasI/ng,s Consi. L. Q. 329. 329 (1989):

"As America

moves into the twenty- first centu rv, we must determine to what extent individual liberties must be

sacrificed for the conitiioti good.

See also Adam Klein & Benjamin I'Vitte.c, "Preventive Detention in

American Theory and Practice," 2 I/cry. Na/ 7 Sec. J. 85. 191 (2011) (claiming, with approval, that

government has many preventive detention powers Ao protect the public 1mm serious harms" by "the
tru lv dangerous'').

Isaac I). Buck, "the Indefinite Quarantine: A Public Health Review of Chronic Inconsistencies in
Sexuafly Violent Predator Statutes." 87 S, John 's L. Rev. 847, note 50 (Fall 20 3). states:
"For a compelling thesis on why society is becoming more comfortable with 'preventive action,
and more general iy. preventive detention -- from sexually violent predator statutes to the detention of
suspected terrorists, see Joseph Margulies, Deviance, Risk, and I ,aw: Reflections on the Demand for
the Preventive Detention of Suspected Terrorists,' 101 J. ('rim. L. & Criminology 729, 731 (2011 ).

Margulies argues that a triumvirate Of movements: (I) society's increased desire to 'purge the
community of' the undesirable elements by dramatically increasing the government's power to
monitor, exclude, restrain, and imprison those considered a threat,' (2) a refinement of 'security'
which seeks an elimination of risk, and (3) an increased call in criminal procedure for protection by
the state. have resulted in increased preventive detention. Id. Some scholars have begun to argue for
an extension by prCkentive detention regimes that wou Id establish commitment without requiring a
showing of mental illness, See. e.g., Adam I,cinipare/Io. ''Why Wait Until the Crime Happens?
Providing for the involuntary Commitment of Dangerous Individuals Without Requiring a Showing
of Mental Illness," 41 Scion JAW L. Rev. 875 (2011)."

Justin Engef. Comment: ''Constitutional Limitations
itations on the Expansion of Involuntary Civil
Commitment for Violent and Dangerous Offenders," S U. Pal, tons!. L, 841 (Atig. 2006), at P 873),
bluntly concludes: ''...{T]here is little standing in the way of a massive expansion of civil commitment,''
explaining at footnote 46:
"See also Fred Cohen. '''11w Law and Sexually Violent Predators - 1 'hrougli the l- Iendricks
I 'ook ing Glass," in: the Sexual Predator: Lair. Policy L.valieaieon and 'I)eaunen! 1-8 (Anita Sch lank
& Fred Cohen eds., 999) (suggesting that, under Hendricks, it would he doctrinally feasible to enact
a statute that provides for the involuntary civil commitment of pathological gamblers); John Kip

Cortiweff, "Understanding the Role of' the Police and Parens Pan/ac Powers in Involuntary Civil
Commitment I3eIbre and After ilenclricks.'' 4 Psvchot, Pith. Pol

& L.377, 400-0 (I 998)

(suggesting that arson i sts and women suffering from acute ''premenstrual dysphoric disorder" con Id
be committed based on a mental abnormality formulation similar to that approved in Hendricks);
In a generally darker time and place, homosexuality was declared illegal in Nazi Germany in 1933 not just homosexual acts, but the very nature of being a homosexual. Fhie leading spokesman of the
German homosexual segment. Rudolf Brazda, "was arrested a second time under Section 175A [that
statute] in 1941, By that time, the official line from the Reich Main Security Office was that 'all
homosexuals who have seduced more than one partner are, after their release from prison, to he placed in
preventive custody.' Yet another instance of Nazi double-speak, 'preventive custody' was code for
internment in a concentration camp, which had been taking place since the fall of

933." (Alistair

New/on. "Children of a Lesser I holocaust," The Gay and Lesbian RevieuvWorldwide [Jan,/Feb. -20121).
'ihus, the current post-incarceration persecution of sex offenders is not the first instance of such identity-
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based persecution. This modern sex offender ''conimitinent' is just ''preventive custody" by another
n a inc.
l'o prevent this trend from changing our nation into a totalitarian nightmare along the lines of 1984
and !t'fmarl v Report, this vanguard ol sue h a return to the tyranny of unrestrained and unrestra nab Ic bills
Of attainder must be struck down. Not is this merely a 'fringe' alarmist view. Prof. Eric S. Janus. in his
provocative. Net rigorously analytical hook, Pal/are to Protect. America Scvucif

P':ciqwj: Lwv.s and lilt,

Rise of the Preventive Stale (Cornell Univ. Press, 2006), expands upon this very real prospect thus:
pp. 4-5: . . . [Sexual predator] laws allow the establishment of an expansive alternate system of justice.
in which radical prevention prevails at the expense of I iherty . Sexual predator laws do this by
reintroducing and re-legitimizing the concept of the degraded other. Membership in this outsider
group is then used to ratinnali,.e a diminished system of[ustice, in which the normal protections of
he Con st it ut ion do not a pp I
"Here is the cause for alarm: the predator laws ... may jump from the relatively narrow realm of
sexual violence to the radically broader universe Of providing protection from the risk of crime - and
terrori s ii -. in general."
''the preventive state claims the right to deprive people of liberty before criminal action is afoot.
Under this approach, it is enough that there is a potential for harm, that the individual's psychological
makeup -. or political inclinations - poses a grave risk. This attitude rips a large hole in the fabric of
our American concepts of justice....
"If tIle government can lock up sexual predators in advance of their (predicted) en nies. why not
other criminals? Why not terrorists? Why not political subversives? What is to stop (lie state fi'cni
assessina all of us for 'risk' and locking up prophylactically those whose RQ risk quotient -- is
assessed above an arbitrary threshold?" cmphasis added. All following emphases are also editorially
Supplied, but without notation as such.]
"We do not allow incarceration for the propensity to coni in it a crime. ... TIle predator laws pick
out a group of people and place them in a specially degraded legal status that a I loss t lie state to treat
them in ways that no other person can be t i'eated
p. 41: .....[I]n the technical details of the legal system, as the broad principles of limitation are
interpreted and applied in individual cases, these hopeful principles of constitutional limitation are
largely eviscerated. The rhetoric is preserved: the evisceration is nearly invisible ...in the silent
findings of fact of hundreds of local courts.
"If we are honest, we know that the constitutional pronouncements are a fig leaf. designed to
cover the embarrassment of a law that plainly breaks from Fundamental American principles Of
freedom.
pp. 94-5: ''We are at risk of becoming a 'preventive state,' in which the paradigm of governmental
societal control has shifted front solving and punishing crimes that have been committed to
identifying 'dangerous' people and depriving them of their I ihertv be fore they can do harm. Fite
impulse for prevention has taken its strongest form in two disparate areas: the anti-terrorism efforts
since 9/11 and the sexual predator laws. In both areas, the government has erected an 'alternate
system of justice' in which the normal protections of our civil liberties are substantially degraded in
order to make room for an aggressive preentive agenda."

Thus, the fundamental question that is inherently implicated in the issue Of sex offender commitment
is that of governmental pocrs versus individual liberties. it cannot and should not be ignored ill a
tunnel-visioned locus solely on the current context itself. It is the question the answer to which will pass
down to posterity and will in lame part determine the fate of our American Republic and the future
preservation of' the very concept of the rgIits of the individual. And it

IS

the question that must be faced

in resolving this issue.
this not unIv violates the aforesaid duration principle, it reveals the 50CC system for what it is: a
usurpation of the primacy of the criminal law, and IlatLinil-life prevention as a political act of raw fearbased incapacitation, deterrence, and group-rein htition

efiècti ye ly, mob-rule by governmental fiat.

Illus, for example, Pc/er C'. J'/h//enro/h, writing in -The Need for Coherence: States' Civil Commitment
Of Sex Offenders in the Wake of Kansas v. Crane," 55 Sian. L. Pci'. 2229 (June 2003), at 2257. states:
"Civil commitment changes the nature of punishment from

it

system based on conviction for past offenses

beyond a reasonable doubt, to one based on preventive detention j ustit ed by civalitati'e estimates of
hiture dangerousness. It erects a 'shadow criminal law.'''
In short. 20 states, including Virginia, have, through 50CC laws, signed onto Yang's "War on Sex
0 lenders. All of Yimg' s three indicia of such a "criminal war" are present here ill:
I) ''Myth creation." especially by the Acts presumption that a past record of Offenses, plus a
"d isoider,", i nherentiv equate both serious difficulty'' in Controlling one's sexual behavior and a "high
likehhood'' of recidivism:
(2) "Exception-making," in that, despite the incontrovertible fact that all oilier crimes have higher
recidivism rates than that of sex crimes, and despite that a majority of prison inmates in general have
''antisocial persoilolity disorder" and that one in five of them are patently obvious psychopaths, it is
sex offenders who have been singled out for such post-prison-tern detention; and
(3) "Mai'sllaling of i'esotirces.' in that combined costs of the commitment process, of the
amortized facility construction costs, and of the annual cost of confinement and 'treatment, of MSOP.
are staggering -. in all amounting to several times the annual cost of prison confinement, and
approximately ten tinles the entire cost of' [SIR surveillance, monitoring, and treatment of sex
offenders in the corn in u iily.
As Yang aptly points out, the violence done to bedrock individual rights of the Bill of Rights in sole
service of the perfectly transpal ent. monstrously totalitarian judicial decision-making just to keep on
relegaiing sex olTendcrs to SOCC facilities is enormous, devastating, and irreparable short of a new
Constitution. Yang is too tactful.
"Flie very concept of mental illness - which can provide the 'plus something, that justifies
detention - is both fluid and deeply contingent. Over the past century, new mental illnesses have
been created and definitions of existing menial illnesses have been expanded.

]'he process of

medicahzation of any deviant behavior is relentless, and it is ongoing.'' (Thc/ $'anrpse//-.Jones,

"Preventive Detention, Character [vidence, and the New Criminal law.'' 20/0 (i/a/i L. Rev. 723. 742
(2010). citing Pelcr Conrad, ftc Medicalization of Society: On the Iranslorniation of I luman
Conditions into Treatable Disorders 3-4 (2007).

''Ihe expanding scope of recognized mental

disorders means that nearly all people who are highly dangerous are also likely to he disordered in
some Way." Id, at 743).

lack Al Ba(krn, ill "'I lie Constitution in the National Surveillance State. 93 A/fin,. L. Rev, 1, 15-16
2008), predicts thai, concomitant to the rise of the National Stirve I lance State. the "government xviil
create a parallel track of prevcniati ye law enforcement that routes around the traditional guarantees of the
Bill of Rights

''

See also: ('hr/crop/icr S/o/'og/n, "A i nrisprudence of Dangerousness," 98 Nil, U. L

Rev. 1, 103 (2003) Paul If Robinson, "Punishing Dangerousness: [baking Preventive Detention as
Criminal Justice, 114 Barr. L. Rex. 1429. 1429 (2001).
What has happened here as to sex offenders under the SOCC law can and will happen elsewhere, and
to oilier groups of what .lams calls "degraded others. in ever-larger and widening circles of applicabil itv,
until the entire country has become the ''preventive state," in which only those deemed perfectly sale' are
left unrestricted by the government. 'I his is the aim of totalitarian states such as the Nazi regime of the
German Third Reich. It is a surreptitious means of deliberately creating a two-class society, enforced by
law that benefits only the privileged ruling class at the expense Of the liberty of everyone else.
this is intolerable tyranny writ large. Because this end cannot be countenanced in a liberty-loving
land, and because

Socc:

laws are a deeply disturbing. but proibtindly preeedential first step toward that

nightmarish end, they must he repealed.

B. Claimed 'Facts' Underlying And Prompting, And Manipulated To Provide Seeming
Support For Enactment Of 50CC Statutes Are Patent Falsehoods.

I. Selective Media Attention to Sex Crimes and Sex Offenders, Wildly Distorting the
Actual Facts, Deliberately Created a 'Moral Panic' in the Populace of States Where
SOCC Was Proposed, Suggesting That Only Permanent Confinement Could Present
a 'Sex Crime Wave.'

Heather Ellis (;,co/o & Michael I. Per/in, '''1' hey' re Planting Stories in the Press': 'ftc Impact Of
Media Distortions on Sex Offender I .aw and Polic ," 3 U Denier Cr/on. L. Rev. 185 (Spring 2011).
points out that police have often made litlse and unsupportable assertions to the media concerning sex
crimes and sex offenders.
Illustratively, Cuco/o * Per/i,, (at

19 I ) cite the case of Earl Shriner. an extremely unusual sex

offender in Washington State whose violent sexual attacks included sexual mutilation of a small boy. The
investigating police sergeant took the occasion to claim to a reporter that "Sex Offenders always
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reoffend, (4ssoc. Press. "Tacoma Sex Offender Faces Latest Charges in Mutilation of' Boy," f/k'
.Sipo/ces;nan-Revies•v, May 23. 1989 -- an assertion diametrically opposite from the truth, as will be
demonstrated in a later section, in/ru.
In a st tidy of' Media InallipU lation of this panic, Marcus A. Oaks/c, !Ieni-v F. trade/la d Brenda
Vogel. "Sex Offender Myths in Print Media: Separating Fact from Fiction in U.S. Newspapers." 13
U'esiern ('rinii#rologv Rev/tnt' 4-24 (20 12) (http://wcr.sonoma.edu/vl3n2/Galeste.pdft at pp. 4-5, explain:
1 his exploratory study

... exam i n[es] the presentation of sex offender myths in newspaper

articles. Employing content analysis, this study evaluated a sample of 334 articles published in 2009
in newspapers across the United States for the presence of sex offender n1yths ....Myths were
sign i licantly associated with articles reporting on various types of sex offender polices, often in a
manner which runs contrary to empirical research

....

'When it social problem is legitimated by the media, policy makers often respond with crime
control strategies that address the socially constructed reality vis-a-vis the moral panic, rather than
creating policies that are responsive to empirical data. (Lisa L. Sample & Colleen Kad/eck, 'Sex
Offender Laws: Legislators' Accounts of the Need for Policy," 19 Criminal .bat/ce Pal/c) Rev/eu' 4062 (NC). 1, 2008)). Timothy (hi//li, & Monica K. All//er. "Child Abduction, AMBER Alert, and Crime
Control 'I heater." 33

0—/mina/.Just ice Review

159-176 (2008), at toO, describe this process as crime

control theater - a public response or set of responses to crime which generate the appearance, hut not
the fact, of crime control.'

. . . [As Terry 'I/mounts', "'[he Sex Offender Register, Community

Notification and Some Reflections oil Privacy,'' in Mwiqg/g Hii/j-I?isk Sex ()Jknders in the
Coin,nmmiIv. 61-80, ed. Karen 1-farrison (Cullomnpton, UK: Willan. 2010) pointed out, basing policy (iii
high profile cases is a flawed approach."
Accord: "Cotnnterf'acl na I 'Ili inking About Crime Control lheater

22 Psychology,

Public

Po/icy

and Liar' 349 [Nov. 20161: "Cr inie control theater refers to policies enacted as a response to a niora I
panic. based on folk beliefs about crime: such policies are perceived as more effective than they really
are."
In 1996, as Congress deliberated nationalizing the sex offender registration requirement. "kihe
media's coverage

... ..eported oil statements from ... Rep. Charles Schumner, 1)-N.Y. - Sex olfenders are

different ...No matter w hat we do, the iii in tm te they get back on the stm'eet, many of them resume their' hunt
for Victims, begi in ing

It

rest less and unrelent i rig prowl fbr clii Idren , innocent ch i Idreri, to molest, abuse,

and in the worst eases, to kill.''' (Carolyn ,SRurneck, "I louse Considers 'I'ougher Version of Megan's
Law, — Associated Press. May 7. 1996: see also "Remember-ing Megan," N.Y Times. Nov. 5. 1994
[''Children are more apt to he sexually abused in the home than outside it. Even so, the threat posed by an
unknown predator tern ties A muerican families the most.''

I.)

]'his illustrates man pu lation of language and

lurid imagery to cast a deliberately in tlaniniatory picture and to apply it to all sex offenders, again
completely contrary to known statistical facts, in an effort to enlist the media to disseminate such hateand fear-i tic it in g propaganda.
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Euro/u & Per/in (at p. 207-08) explain the impact of such news coverage and propaganda thus:
"The media-driven panic over sex offenders has directly influenced judicial decisions - both at
the trial and appellate levels •-- in this area of the law, especially in jurisdictions with elected judges....
"Regularly reviled as monsters' by district attorneys in jury summations. by judges at
sentencings, by elected representatives at legislative hearings (Daniel Al, Filler, "Making the Case for
Megan's: A Study in Legislative Rhetoric. 76 hid. L. J. 315. 339 (2001) [quoting Sen. I lutch isonj)
and by the media (see, e.g.. John U. U'incler, The Monster Next Door: 'l 'lie Plague of American Sex
Offenders, (ipre.s's limes, Nov. 20! 2_010: '''There's no such thing as monsters.' We tell our kids
that. The truth is that monsters are real . . . . These monsters are called 'Sex Offenders ....... Hie
demonization of this population has helped create a 'moral panic' Isee, e.g., Filler, supra. at 317-18:
Erie I'm/c, "Liars and Terrorists and Judges, Oh My: Moral Panic and the Symbolic Politics of
Appellate Review in Asylum Cases," 83 Notre Dame L. Rev. 2019, 2038-39 (2008); Launcum
(Jarral'mne, "Media. Crime and Culture: Simulating Identities, Constructing Realities." in .Th

RoutledL'e handbook of huernciiiona/ Crime and ,/ItctI 'e Snudies ( I3J'lft'e A FF1go A' 1/rae/icr Bee'.s o/.
eds.) (2013, in press) (''International Crime''). See generally, .c,au,lev Cohen. 1(1/k Devils ceeicl A/oral
J'ank's 1-2 (3d ccl. 2002)1, that has dri'.eti the passage of legislation. Ion "legislative panic" in this
context, see (Vai'ne Logan, ''Megan's Laws as

it

Case Study in Political Slasis." 61 Svraeuce I.. Rev.

371, 371 (2011): Deborah W Deu,no, "Life Before the Modern Sex Offender Statales."92 Vir. U L.
Rev. 1317 (1 998) at 13201, much of which has been found by valid and reliable research to he
counterproductive and engendering a more dangerous set of conditions -- and judicial decisions, at (lie
trial, intermediate appellate and Supreme Cmiii levels, all reflecting the 'anger and hostility the public
feels' about this population. The public is thus devoted to a 'predator icon' that drives all our law arid
policy in this area [see, e.g., Ray S'ureue, ''Predator Criminals as Media Icons," in Media Process,
and the Social Constriction of Crime. 13 1 . 140, 147 (Gregg Barak. ed. 995): see id. at 132
(discussing how the media has raised the specter of the predator criminal to that of an ''ever-present
m ige ) see also, Ray Sw c/Ic

't/ccla C

/

IFF2C

and Criminal 'us/Icc /n;agc s Rc a/nec s and l'olu a.

(1992). at 45.1, a devotion that is augmented by the media's 'obsession' on criminal justice issues. The
term 'sexual I>' violent predator' in itself is an emotional I)' charged one that eonj tries up many
misleading or inaccurate images. [lieu/bee' E Cuc'olo & Michael L. Perlin, 'Preventing Sex-Offender
Reeidi v ism through Therapeutic .1 urisprudenee Approaches and Specialized Community Integration,"
22 Ten. Pat & ('iv. RLc. L. Rev. 1(2012), at 5-7.1
Norman .1. fbi/ce!. 'Moral Monster's and Patriot Acts: Rights and Duties in the Worst of 'limes. 12

Psvc'hol., Pub, Pa/b' & 1.. 242 (2006), at 260. adds this hopeful counterpoint:
lilt was predominantly the scholarly and scientific press, through law reviews and empirical
articles, that took a serious Look at what are complex psychological, empirical, normative, and
constitutional issues (e.g.. Slohogin. 1996). Additionally, these articles examined the validity of the
factual assumptions that propelled the enactments (e.g., Freeriian-i .on go. 1996: I Ia feriiei ster. 2001:
Hanson. 2003; Petrosino & Petr'osino. 999: Winick & l.a Fond, 2003; ievitz & Farkas, 2000), the
limits of forensic assessment (e.g.. Grisso & Vincent, 2005), and the consequential and therapeutic
jurisprudence effects that followed (e.g.. Winick, 1998). Although this growing literature has yet to
counter the prevailing niyt hs, lime favor's facts over fictions."
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2. The Surreptitiously Pernicious Psychological Power of Heuristics Was Deliberately
Employed to Manipulate Citizens to Back Passage of the 50CC Laws.

('nec/a & Perlin, cupra at 212-214, explain thus:
'"Heuristics' is a cognitive psychology construct that refers to the implicit thinking devices that
individuals use to simplify complex. information-processing tasks, [see generally /Jiehae/ Saks&

Robert KU/cl. "II uman Information Processing and Adjudication: Iiial by Heuristics," 15 Lcew &
Soc ic'tv Rev. 123 (1980-81): the use of which frequently leads to distorted and systematically
erroneous decisions Isee, e.g... Saks & Kk/d,snpra; M,e/,c,e/ L. Perlin, ''Are Courts Competent to
Decide Questions of Competency? Stripping the Façade from /4/i/i'd States v. (iarte,'s,'' 38 U Kan.
I,.. Rev. 957 (1990) [Per//n. 'Façade"] (arguing that courts' use of heuristic reasoning has led to
i rational and erroneous decisions)' [Michael L. Per/in, ''Fatal Assumption: A Critical Evaluation of
the Role of Counsel in Mental Disability Cases," 16 Lan & liwna;, Behav. 39. 57 n. 11'5 (1992)
[Perim, "Fatal Assumption'] (Heuristics arc "simplif)'ing cognitive devices that Irequently lead to
ystematically erroneous decisions through ignoring or misusing rationally useful information').
For a comprehensive overv iw, see Donald J?ersoj/, "Judicial Deference to Nonlegal Decisionmakers:
Imposing Simplistic Solutions on Problems of Cognitive Complexity in Mental Disability Law, 46

SAW L. Re 329 (1992); see also Phi//p Gould & Patricia Murrell, Therapeutic Jurisprudence and
Cognitive Complexity: An Overview." 29 Ford/ian, Urh. L. .J 2117 (2002).] One single vivid,
niemorab Ic case overwhe ms motinta ins of abstract, colorless data upon which rational choices should
he ritade.

I See generally, David Rosen/ion,

Psychological Realities and Judicial Policy" 19 Sian. L.

Rev, 10. 13 (1984), President Reagan's famous ''welfare queen" anecdote is thus a textbook example
of heuristic behavior. On the failures of the vividness heuristic as a cognitive device, see .ini//cu

,ivirani, ''The Placebo Effect of Law: I ,asv's Role in Manipulating Perceptions. 75(1ev. Was/i. I.. Rev.
54, 73-74 (2006)J Empirical studies reveal jurors' susceptibility to the use of these devices. [See,
e.g.,. Jonathan Koehler & Daniel 5havuo, Veridical Verdicts: Increasing Verdict Accuracy 'through
the Use of Overtly Probabilistic Evidence and Methods, 75 Cornell 1,, Rev. 247, 264-65 (1990).
"...['IjhroLrgh the 'availability' heuristic, we judge the probability of an event based upon (lie
ease with which we recall it. 1011 the availability heuristic in general. see Rach/insh'i, sripra note 242,
at 399-401. On the availability heuristic's "potential lbr exploitation," see it!. at 405.] Through the
'typification' heuristic, we characterize
behavior:

I M'c'Iccl L Per/if,

lie/jui. Sc/. & L. I I I

it

current experience via reference to past stereotypic

''Power Imbalances in Therapeutic and Forensic Relationships.", 9

25 (1991) (use of the typification heuristic by which a treating doctor slots

patients into certain categories, and prescribes a similar regimen for all.'')] through the 'attribution'
heuristic, we interpret a wide variety of additional information to reinforce pre-existing stereotypes.
I'lirough the heuristic of the 'hindsight bias.' we exaggerate how easily we could have predicted an
event beforehand. Through the heuristic of outcome bias,' we base our evaluation ol a decision on
our evaluation of an outcome.

[Judgment Under Uncertainty. Heuristics and Biases (Daniel

/talinenian ci at eds., 1982) Judgment] .

through the 'representative heuristic,' we extrapolate,

oven'eontidently. based upon a small sample size of which we happen to be aware. [See, e.g., zln,os

Tvers/cy & Daniel KaIn,emcn,, ''Be I cf in the Law of Small

12

Numbers,"

in Judgment, supra note 262, at

23, 24-25. as discussed in Per//n, supra note 252, at 898 it 89].

lhrotigh the heuristic of

.confirmation bias,' people Lend to lavor 'information that confirms their theory over d iscon rm ng
information. H/a/air S. Burke, ''Improving Prosecutorial Decision Making: Some Lessons of'
Cognitive Science," 47 Wv,, & Mary L. Rei, 1 587, 1594 (2006), as discussed in Covey Sit/MO. note
256, at 1381 ii. 22.]

Jeffrey .1. Rac/,/insk/, "Selling I leuristics." 64 Alabama L. Rev. 389 (2012), explains how crafty
politicians use heuristics to ensnare public thought, particularly in emotional contexts:
...An understanding of how the public thinks ... enables savvy interest groups to take

(p. 391):

advantage of peoples simplistic ways of thinking to subvert the political agenda.' lNote 13: See

7'/niiir Kuran & ('a.c' I?. Suns/cia. ''Availability Cascades and Risk Regulatiorl." 5 I Sian I.. Rev, 683.
733-35 (1999) (discussing how to use the availability lletrristic to affect public opinion).]
Politicians and interest groups help promote mental shortcuts - or 'sell heuristics' --as

(p. 392):

a vay of furthering public support for their positions and mobilizing pull lie support."
(p. .398):

''Reliance on heuristics thus has a paradoxical effect on jucignicin.

Even tllortgil

heuristics can lead to errors, people tend to he more confident when they i.e I' on heuristics than when
file), rely on deliberation.''
(p. 405):

'"lo the extent that the public makes widespread use of availability, experienced political

actors can spin issues so as to exploit these heuristics to drive the public to embrace particular
attitudes or beliefs.

INcte 108: Kiv'an & Suns/c/n, su/M'a note 13, at 713 (''Skillful a•ailability

entrepreneurs have insights into the sorts of events to \vllicil relevant segments of' society- arc
receptive.'').]

ku,'an and Sw,sie/n have argued that 'availability entrepreneurs can work to make

examples salient so as to move public opinion ill a particular directiorl. [Note 09: li/]"
Cueolo & Per//n, s upra, at 2 iS, apply the principle ol heuristics to sex-offender commitment law
thus:
"Research confirms that heuristic thinking dominates all aspects of the mental disability law
process shether the question is one of inoluntary civil corurnitnierlt lass, violence assessment.

.Jeiinije; MIOIIIt; (' A-tory F. Thonts- on. ''Applying Decision Making Theory to Clinical Judgments in
Violence Risk Asscssnlenl," 2 Lur. .1 Psveho/. ISO (2010)1. It similarly dominates tIle publics vie\%
of' criminal justice policy (animated by' a media-driven fear of'erinie). ISec. e.g.. floridA .5/ag/c/on.
"Sex Offender Residency Statutes and the Culture of Fear: The Case for More Meaningful Rational
Basis Review of Fear-Driven Public Safety Laws," 3 U. St. 7'/ioma.s' 1.1 600 (2006). at 603-4
(discussing the vividness heuristic and the availability heuristic in this context).] Additionally. jtidges
- 'embedded in tile cultural presuppositions that engulf us all' [ AJ/c/iae/ L. I'm/n, The Ilk/Jeti

Prejudice: Mcnia/ DLoth/1/iv on 'I//al 47 (2000) (ci uot i rig Anthony I) A via/u. " 1- larru I'll] Speech and
the Culture of' Indeterminacy," $2 Win. & A-fury L. Rev. 329, $32 (1991 ))j - are as susceptible to
heuristics as are all other citiiens. 15cc. e.g.. Chris Cu/hr/c c/ a/,, 'Inside the Judicial Mirld," 86
('vine/I L. Rev. 777, 784 (200 1 ) (discussing judicial susceptibility to heuristics and biases when
making dcci soils).''
At pp. 2 15-16, ('rico/v & Per//n continue:
"So it is \'itil the development of sex offender law and policy. 'Ilie media's intense fbcus on the most
heinous sex offenders - making it appear that all persons charged with 'sex c ri nies' share these
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characteristics - triggers the ava ilahi lity heuristic and the representativeness heuristic, 'causing the
public to perceive most or all so-called sex offenders as extremely threatening and intractably
deviant.' [Julie 'F Rickert, "Denying Defendants the Benefit of a Reasonable Doubt: Federal Rule of
Evidence 609 and Past Sex Crime Convictions," lOG J. (7/rn. L. & Criminology 213, 228 (2010)
(citing Robert Paul Doi'lc' & Craig /fanev, Proposition 83. Framing and Public Attitudes loward Sex
Offenders: An Application of Heuristic Models of Social Judgment (working paper), available at
http://papers.ssrn.crti/sol3/papers.cITh/Ahstractid'- 1444688. at 3 ("In modern times, the focus on
criminal justice borders on an obsession.').] By way of example, Daniel Filler has argued that the
availability heuristic was significantly responsible for the passage of Megan's Law. [Fillersupra, at
346.1 James Billings and Crystal Bulges explain comprehensively:
i'Ilie representativeness heuristic theory hypothcsizes that people judge the likelihood of events by
how vell they match any previously formed representations of' such an event, For example.
individuals are more likely to believe all sex offenders are similar to those sex offenders they have
already well. Because most people's readily accessible memories of sex offenders are derived from
violent and outrageous media depictions, they are more likely to believe that all sex offenders are like
those they see on 'IV.,, 10111C of the great dangers of the representativeness heuristic is that it
encourages maintenance of these beliefs to the exclusion of other reliable information. Thus, people
who come to believe sex offenders are violent predators in this way are s'ei'v likely to ignore more
accurate in Format ioti that advises toward more realistic beliefs.
Another] example of psychological theory demonstrating the power of media to portray false
images is the availability heuristic.

The availability heuristic states that individuals judge the

likelihood of events by the availability of similar occurrences in their memory. Under this theoi'y'.
therefore, if instances of violent sexual offense readily come to mind, individuals will pi'esttnie their
occurrence to he more frequent than it really is. The available memories may also include fiction: if
someone has just seen a movie about a sex offender, he is more likely to inflate the rate of sex offense
he believes to he accurate. The media contribLite to this theory by providing the prior instances of sex
offense with which to compare current events. 'l 'his is especially true if the media are presenting
more violent sex crime information than nonviolent sex crime information; people will fInns
overestimate the rate of sex offense in general as well as the incidence of violent sex offense.
Because most sex offenses are nonviolent, these media portrayals of violent sex offenses cause people
to increase their belief in the prevalence of such crimes.

[James A. Billings' & Crnctal Bulges,

"Maine's Sex Offender Registration and Notification Act: Wise or Wicked?," 52 Ale 1. Rev. 175, 242
(2000) (footnotes oniitted). See also A1ic/wel L. Perlin, "Equality, I Spoke the Word/As if a
Wedding Vow': Mental Disability Law and I low We Treat Marginalized Persons," 53/V Y U .S'c'h, L.
Rev, 9, 20 (2008-09) (''Every Time Detective Benson or Stabler - on NBC's popular Law and Order:

svu

program -- says, 'There's rio cure. And they all do it again.' that speaks to society's Ikilse

o 'di ia ry common se rise J about this topic.'').]
We believe it is impossible to understand the thrall in which the 'sex offender story' has captured the
public without understanding the pernicious power of these cognitive-simplifying heuristics. ....
'1 here can no longer be all): questiorl that sex olietider laws were enacted without any consideration
being given to the valid and reliable research available to (and accessible Ii)") the lawmakers at the

me of enactment, and that. frequently, legislators were never asked questions that would have been
essential to understand whether such legislation would be effective in its goal of coinniunity'
protection.' Karen ftrr , Sex Offenders: Editorial I ntrod uct ion,' 3 Crinihiokt: d Pub, Pol v 57.
57 (2003). On the frequent disconnect between research findings and adopted legislative policies. see
Michael Four)' & David ('7re01. "Criminology and Public Policy iii the US
Critnitwlogiccil iouiiduiioeis

if Public Policy:

/ssa3

and UK,'' iii Thc

in Honour if' Roger hood 485.508- 0 ( Roger

G. Flood et al., eds. 2003). On how reliable research is often consc iouslv ignored, see Iou;:
Peterstiw, "Policy Relevance and the Future of Criminology.'' 29 ('rin:inologi' 1(1991

'I his tiulure

to consider such data calls into question the legitimacy of all such legislation. Sexual offender
registration laws were enacted without any systematic study of their consequences or of the
diagnostic accuracy involved in the classification of such offenders.

I See Robeii Prenikv ci at.

"Sexually Violent Predators in the Courtroom: Science on Iria I," 12 Psjchologv, Pub. Po/ .' & L.
357. 36 (2006) (citing twin concerns that "good science' will be unrecognized or misunderstood by
the law, and that the pressures of the law will tot only use but encourage "bad seience.)j These
diagnostic tools that support confinement and containment continue to he flawed.. . .'' [.Iolm Matthew
Flie Risky Business of Conducting Risk Assessments for [hose Already Civilly Committed

Fabian,

as Sexually! Violent Predators,' 32 Win, Mitchell L. Rev. 8 I (2005).]
At P 222, GucoTh & Peril;: conclude thus:
U Intil we take stock of the realities that we have sketched out in this section of the article - the
impact of media distortions on legislative policies., the lack of a factual basis for the public's
obsessive fears (fears based on - biased recall and unrealistic crime stereotypes') I Dtic & h-fancy,
.cupra note 216, manuscript at 24j, the ways that such media distortion and public pressures affect
judicial decision-making -- we are doomed to endlessly play out a'pathological' morality drama,
15cc William .1 Stuiuz, "'[he Pathological Politics of Criminal Law,'' IOU Auich. L. Rev. 505. 511
(2001).] And we do this in spite of the overwhelming empirical evidence that shows that the laws in
question have little or no effect on sexual offending rates and recidivism.- [Elizabeth Lelow-neaue ci
at, "Effects of South Carolina's Sex Offender Registration and Notification Policy on Deterrence of
Adult Sex Crimes,'' 37 Cr/ni hat. and Bel:a-. 537, 550 (2010); Richard Teii ksbury & We.s'icr (1.
Je)inings. Assessing tile Impact of Sex Offender Registration and Community Notification on Sex
Offending 'Irajectories.' 37 ('ri/n. .J:tsi. & liehai. 570, 572 (201

H. 50CC LAWS SERVE NO CONSTITUTIONALLY VALID INTEREST AND HAVE NO
BASIS IN PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE, BUT INSTEAD ARE PUNITIVE IN INTENT
AND EFFECT.

A. 50CC Statutes Inherently Do Not Fulfill The Interest Claimed To Support Their
Enactment, Establishing Unconstitutionality on Their Face.
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1. No Valid Ground Arises from Diagnosis or "Abnormality" to Support SOCC Laws.

Eric .V Janus d( Wat',ie Logan. ''Sn hstantive Due Process and the involuntary Confinement of
Sexual lv Violent Predators.'' 35 C 'unit L. Rev. 3 19 (Winter, 2003), explain the constitutional requirement
of I real ment as

it

ma in ust i heat ion for sex offender commitment thus:

(at p. 346): '''... hendricks made no elThrt to distinguish mental illness' from mere 'disorders.' [lie
latter are simply declared by unscientific fiat and are highly controversial.., fin the absence olany
scientific basis for such hat-decreed 'disorders,' the rationale for treatment that exists in patently
disabling mental illness simply does not exist; at best those committed due to such claimed
'disorders.' whose only symptom , is commission cia crime/crimes. are merely 'politically ill.' Thus
all that is lolt is the claim that the State has an interest in protecting the public from 'dangerous'
individuals by confining them.

This, of course, is simply pure preventive detention, simply

proceeding under it fuilse rtihric of conirii itruent.
Mary Prescott, ''Invasion of the Body Snatchers: Civil Commitment after Adam Walsh,'' 71 U Pitt L.
Rev, 839. 847-49 (Summer 2010), observes,

'By liniiting his concurrence to the specific facts of the case, Kennedy essentially provided it
potential linlit to a state's power of comm itment. Despite a presumed remedial intent, an SV P statute
autliori,.i rig civil commitment may nonetheless have ptmn it ive effects or tuiconst iti,mtional l•' vague
standards of application (that is, if practice illustrates the unconstitutional imprecision of the term
mental abnormality').

''. . . Ini

effect, the 'mental ahnorniality

language is 'circularly defined

collapsing all badness into madness': it 'is neither medicine not science: it is legislative
legerdemain.... (q troti rig Stephen •J.Morse, "T ear of Change. Flight 11Dm Culpability.'' 4 Psycho!.
Pub. P0/fl) (V L, 250. 261 (998)) and noting, at p. 861: .....the circularity of the term 'mental
abnormality,' because the' abnormal its'' is derived from the sexual behavior which in turn is used to
establish the predisposition to other sexual behavior." At footnote 70, Prescott explains further thus:
Because the goals of sex offender civil commitment legislation are grounded in both medicine and
law, it is unhelpful to base a statute's reasonableness solely oil language, when the reasonableness of
the language necessarily depends on the quantity and q tin I ity of its in"ficinal counterpart.....'nt ics
tend to lament the ciretrtarily Of the terrii 'mental abnormality.'' since ''the abnormality is derived
from the sexual behavior which in turn is used to establish the predisposition to other sexual
behavior.'

Robert AL Wet stein. ''A Psychiatric Perspective on Washington's Sexually Violent

Predators Statute," 15 Pugei Sound L. Rev. 597, 602 (1992)"
Annher/v Kessler Eer:in. writing in ''Beyond Crime and Commitment: Justifying Liberty'
Deprivations of the Dangerous and Responsible. 96 Minn. L. Rev. 141 (November 201 1 ), oilers these
butt g lit s
pp. 111 -42:

'. .

. With respect to responsible actors, the State can use the criminal law. It can ptrnish

the deserving fur the commission of a crime. For a responsible agent, the State should not intervene
in any srmhstantinl liherty -depnivirig way prior to Iris col n Ill ission o an offense Ior lear of denying his
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autonomy. 'I lie State Must respect that a responsible agent Illay choose not to commit an offense it
cannot detain an actor for who lie is. It nitist wait to see what lie will do. Thus, to the extent that we
have preventive practices that do not fit either model these mechanisms are typically condemned as
hal list.

pp. 43-44: .....'[llmpaired self-control is not a ''diagnosis" or a "mental disorder" that makes sex
offenders different from oilier criminals -- it is precisely what makes them similar to other criminals.'
And Stephen Morse denounces the 'mental abnormality' criterion approved by the Supreme Court ill

Kansctc v. ('lane and Kansas v, 1/ena'rieks as' obse lire, c ire ii br. and mostly incoherent.' (Stephen .1.
Morse, "Preventive Confinement of Dangerous Ofinders." 32 J. L. Mccl. & Ethic's 56, )6 (2004).)
The message scholars are sending is clear: prevention and punishment are two distinct practices, but
ill both instances, the State is failing to maintain the clear boundaries between the two."
pp. 153-55: ......Tihe mental abnormality condition (toes no distinguishing work.

Kansas's

definition for mental abnormality is a 'congenital or acquired condition affecting the emotional or
volitional capacity which predisposes ihe person to commit sexually violent offenses,' btrt as Stephen
Morse notes, 'the definition is siniplv a (partial) generic description of all behavior and it is not a
limiting definition of abnorinalit.' [Morse. s ujna note 3, at 62.1 Moreover, with respect to the lack
of control criteria, there is a significantnjustice at work here. The detainees in Crime and hendricks
were sex offenders who had already been punished.. If they could riot control their conduct, then, as a
normative matter, they should have been excused. The question of rationality should remai tithe same
-- if these actors are sufficiently rational to choose to act, theil they can he punished, but they cannot
be detained. If they are strf'ficientl irrational that they ought to he detained, then they cannot be
pun shed. The State should riot be able to inconsistently maintain that these actors are responsible so
it can pUlliSh them, and then based on the same facts, also maintain that they are ion-responsible so it
can detain thein post-punt ishment. File State should he required to pick one view, either responsible
and punishable or non-responsible and detai nable."

2. "Undeterability," Even Were It True, Does Not Support the Necessity or
Constitutionality of SOCC Laws.

1''c','zcni, ibid.. continues

.....Christopher S lobogi n offer's a criterion of ' undeterab i I ity' for the pure

pre%ention model. 'iliis model includes not only those who truly do not understand the nature of their
acts but also those who know they will he pun ished but act anyway. 'I lie latter category includes
everyone from those who kill abortion clinic doctors to terrorists - 'they know they will either be
caught or die, but are convinced their ideological agenda justifies their actions and glorifies their
pun ishnient or death.' ...As Michael Corrado notes,livery criminal takes a chance that he will be
apprehended arid punished. I low great Must the chance he hefbre lie moves Irorti the category of the
punishable into the category of the detainable?' Indeed, Alec Walen adds, 'it is simply False that
those who cannot he deterred because they are more dedicated to committing a criniie than to avoiding
punishment are outside the reach of the criminal law.'''
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3.

Statistics Cannot Provide a Prediction of Recidivism Specific to Any Individual.

Continuing the Eerzan quote, at pp. 156-57: "The use of 'naked statistical evidence' may also he
normatively problematic. A piece of evidence is nakedly statistical when it applies to an individual
case by affiliating that case to a general category of cases.' [Alex Stein. Foundations of Evidence Low
43 (2005).

The sort of evidence presented against a criminal defendant points to facts - the

defendant can dispute those frets by, for example, pointing to evidence that raises doubt as to whether
he was present, or had the mental state, or lacked a justification. On the other hand, naked statistical
cv idcnce does not point to anything that a detainee can disprove. An eighteen-year-old African
American man who is unmarried and unemployed is statistically more likely to offend than a fortyfive-year-old, married soccer mom. The man cannot disprove that lie ills within this class '' the
statistics do it all, The evidence is nakedly statistical because it is 'information about a category of
people or events not evidencing anything relevant in relation to any person or event i rid iv id ual ly.
Llbid. I

If all that the status or condition does is make it somewhat more likely that the individual

will coniiriit the offense, then the State is still relying on statistical evidence. Either way, it is an
impersonal predict ion ....(em phases supplied)

4.

The Claimed Alternative Purpose of Treatment Toward Release from 50CC Is
Illusory.

Eric 5, ian its & 14'ewie Logan, "Substantive Dire Process and the Involuntary Confinement of
Sexually Violent Predator's," supra, states:
(at p. 347): "The no punishment' principle emanates directly from the central command that'civil'
commitment not be
loenstire compliance with this command, the Court has historically

'Punitive.' '

employed the test first enunciated in Kenneth, v. Mendoza-Marnije: [372 L.S. 144 (1963), where the
Court invalidated a federal law because it deprived an individual of citizenship as punishment, btrt did
SO

without providing the strict procedural protections of the criminal law. [hi at 183.841 lhc Court

identified a variety of flictors to he cons idei'ed in judging whether a non-criminal sanction betrays a
forbidden punitive purpose. Two of those factors are especially relevant here: ' [W]hether an
alternative purpose to WhiCh it may rationally he connected is assignable to it, and whether it appears
excessive in relation to the alternative purpose assigned.' [hi at 168-691"
(at p.348): 'The 'alternative purpose' in civil eonimitriierit (in addition to incapacitation) is
treatment. Treatment is the alternative purpose the state niust pirrstre to establish the bona tides of its
ion-punitive cornriiitrnemil regiriie. for instance, in Allen v, Illinois 1478 U.S. 364 (1969)1. the Court
addressed a first generation' S VP law . . . , and emphasized that the State serves its pill-pose of treating
rather than pun isli ing sexually dangerous persons

by

committing them to an institution expressly

designed to provide psychiatric care and treatment.' [Id. at 373] hendricks is quite consistent with
this view, and lo\ver courts consistently cite tt'eatment' as the pirr'pose that redeems the
constitutionality of SVP laws. [See Kansas v. Ilendriek,c, 521 U.S. 346, 367. noting the state's
"obligation to provide treatriierit for committed personis.'') sec also ii. at 371 (Kennedy conctrrririg)
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(denoniinating the absence of treatment as an "indication of the forbidden purpose to punish"); id, at
383 (Breyer, J., dissenting) (asserting that It "statutory scheme that provides cOnfIrierI)ent that does not
reasonably fit a practically available, medically oriented treatment objective, more likely reflects a
primarily punitive legislative purpose'). Also see: Slate r'. Pact, 54 I N.W.2d 115, 129 (Wis. 1995)
(holding that treatment for parapliilias provides the "medical justification" for Wisconsin's SVP law);
[Vest v. Mach:. 614 N.W.2d 34. 40 (Wis. App. 2000) ("To be Iawtil. the restriction on the involuntary

committee's constitutional rights must he reasonably related 10 legitimate therapeutic and institutional
interests.''); see also Ohlinger r. Watson. 652 F.2d 775, 777-78 (9th Cir. 1981) (holding, with respect
to sex offenders incarcerated under a "rehabilitative rationale, that "adequate and efkcti ye treatment
is constitutionally required because, absent treatment, appellants could be held indefinitely ....)J
(at 348-49): "In Foucha. the Court made clear that 'mental illness' (along with dangerousness) was a
constitutional predicate for police power civil commitments. I /i. at 80-81] Justice O'Connor, who in
concurring, provided the key fi Hi vote for the majority in i-our/ia, averted that involinitary civil
commitments must have a medical justification.' [Id at 88] Otherwise, she concluded. 'the
necessary connection between the nature and purposes of con finemerit would he absent.' Ibid I
(at 349):

''In i/em/ricks, While the Court disavowed the necessity of

riieiiral illness' requirement

per se, instead condoning the statutory criteria of 'mental abnormality' /-fenc/nckv, 52 I U.S. at 35859, the Court insisted that the Kansas .SVP law employ some mental impairment requirement.
"Describing the requ red, mental impairment alternately as a special and serious lack of ahi lily to
control behavior. andiir()()i of serious difficulty in conrrollmg behavior,' (Kansas v. ('vane, 534
U.S. 407 at 413(2002)]....
"In sum, the requirement that SV P committees have a mental impairment serves to Substantiate
the police power right to trea tm cit....''
Ostensibly, the non-punitive interest claimed in support of the MCCTA of 1 994 is treatment of the
sex olieruders covered by that statute. I lo ever, as CXI) [a med by Jessica Morcek,
Rc lot ni itron of U.S. Civil C on! rruLmL rut La

Resident Nv i I: A

22 C arc/o:o I liii / ( 4( C 0/ni, /,(ill 665 (Spring 201 4)

pp. 695-97: ''The punitive nature ot' sexually violent predator statutes is readily visible when
examining the coniruuon requirement that offenders must first serve out a criminal sentence before
ever being evaluated as a candidate for Civil eon fineiuuent . [citing Slate i'. /'ost .s iipra, A braharuu son,
dissenting, at 140 ('Furthermore, because chapter 980 requires that convicted sex offenders serve
iheir criminal sentences before [icing committed trruder its auspices. the statute is inextricably linked
to a punitive purpose and effect, notwithstanding its remedial features.)] This practice purposely
delays the imposition of specialized treatment until the offender's criminal sentence is nearly
complete. Ihere is no non-punitivejustilication for first initialing civil confinement proceedings. and
the imposition of allegedly necessary treatment, )cars after the erinu inal act requiring it occurred.
[Again citing Post, ibid. ("Why would a legislature with a principal interest in treatment create a
statute deliberately delaying the promised treatment and thereby exacerbating the alleged ills which it
is designed to cure?'')I It is difficult to imagine that requiring a period of incarceration first advances
the interest in treatment in any tangible way, since prison is generally considered a poor envi ronrlierut
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For rehabilitation [fIe,ubict, 521 U.S. at 386 (F3reyer. J .. dissenting) (the Kansas statute specifically
states that "prognosis fbr rehabilitating . . in a prison setting is poor.''); Post, ibid. I

This purposeful

delay seems intentional. [Jlencfricks,s upru, at 385 (Brevet, J., dissenting) ("time-related circumstance
seems deliberate."). See also In a' Young. 857 P.2d at 1025 (Johnson, J., dissenting) ("The timing
alone is a strong indication that the legislature was less interested in treatment than in
confiricnient.'')i It enables the more punitive interest in total and indefinite incapacitation to
overpower and dom nate the civil i merest in treatment, [hendricks. ibid. ("An act that simply seeks
con inement . . . ou Id not need to begin cvil commitment proceedings sooner.''): In ye Young. ibid.
("Although the Statute provides fix treatment, this goal is completely subordinated to pumushnient.'')J
In this perspective, the practice begins to look more like a statutory scheme simply seeking to confine
certain offenders when those offenders become eligible for release. [Young v. Weston. 898 F. Stipp.
744, 753 (WI). Wash, 995) (holding that the punishment interest is advanced when the sitatute
Forecloses the possibility that offenders will he evaluated and treated until after they have been
punished.''): In ic }"oiing. 857 11.2d at 1025 (Johnson, .1., dissenting) ("An individual's need for
diagnosis and treatment is never sullic ient ly compelling under the Statute until the individual is
nearing the end of his or her criminal sentence.")]
"Additionally, it is suspicious that the offender contracts a newly discovered mental abnoi mality.
vhicli is now in dire 11CCd of treatment, upon the imminent expiration of the current method of
incapacitation. [citing Breyer ci issent in hendricks, 51
.1U.S. at 3811. It is an utter fallacy' to claim
that mental abnormalities, v h icli cause uncontrollable propensities to commit future sexual offenses,
are identifiable only at the completion Of a criminal sentence. [citing Weston, 898 F. Stipp. at 753.
Arc these mental abnormalities, which \vi II propel an offender to commit future sexual offenses,
absent when these sexual offenses actually occurred ill the past? [lies/on. 898 F. .Supp. at 753
(''Common sense suggests that such mental conditions, if they are indeed the cause of sexual
violence, are present at the time the oftensc is committed.'')] The reliance oil this circular logic by
sexually violent predator statutes supports the idea that the interest in effectuating treatment is
minimal, if not nonexistent.

Rather, a stated interest in treatment enables the statutes to he

characterized as 'civil,' and therefore isolated Crom the procedural safeguards of ex post facto and
double jeopardy.'
PP 700-70 1:

2.

'['lie Therapeutic Disadvantages of the Delayed Treatment' Scheme

"As mentioned in die di sscnti rig opinion of I lendrieks, delayed treatment could potentially harm
the goal of administering effective rehabilitation. According to [)r. Robert Wettstein [fn. 289: ...an
Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at the I)niivcrsity Of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. Additionally,
Dr. Wettstein serves as co-director of the I .aw arid Psychiatry Program at the Western Psychiatric
Institute and Clinic.''], it is much riiorc difficult to begin treatment for the sexual offense years after
its commission than when treatment occurs soon thereafter. [Robert Al. We/tv/c/n, "A Psych iatric
Perspective oil Washington's Sexually Violent Predators Statute," 'IS If Puget Sound L. Rev. 597
992), at 6 7] The longer the period between the commission of the offense and the beginning of
treatment. the more opportu ii ities for the offenderr to distort the facts and circumstances stmrrouncl i rig
the offense, which can serve as a hindrance to the offenders ability to take responsibility. [lb/cu
Additionally, this lapse in time gives the offender ample opportunity to formulate justifications,
excuses, and defenses fOr his or her action. (Ibid.]

'11w prison environment has been viewed, in
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general, as non-conducive to therapeutic purposes. I Hendricks, supra, at 385 (Breyer. J dissenting):
U (1t/stein ,.s up-a, at 6 1 7 ("Few, if any, correctional institutions are designed to function as therapeutic
environments, much less actually do so.')1 A prisoner faces: stigmatization and possible violence
from other inniates, by exhibiting any form of 'weakness.' such as engaging in thcrapy, or simply
disclosing his status as a sexual offender. [Ibid.!

therefore, an inmate has no real nicentive to discuss

or take responsibility for his offense. [ibid.] If there is a real and tangible treatment aim embedded in
the sexually violent predator statutes, its mission is not being effectively achieved by first processing
nd ivid ua Is through the corrections system

.4dliiional j,i1p I.t aiI t/oo/Jj9 /e:
129 Weston, 898 F.Supp. at 750: In re Young, 857 P.2d at 1021 (holding that the definition for mental
abnormality is "merely circular'): See also IIendt'icks. 912 P.2d at 138 (citing Weston, 898 I. Supp. at
750) ("The unIv observed characteristic of the [mental abnorniaiitv or persunalitvl disorder is the
predisposition to comm it sex crimes.).

5.

SOCC Laws Do Not Reduce the Incidence of Sex Crimes,

Even as to the claim that incapacitation I lirough commitment is requ red and is served by comm itnient
under the MCC FA of 1994. that claim as well has been soundly factually disproved. Twnara Rice Lure

,I,tctin klc( 'tart'. ''Do Sexually Violent Predator Laws Violate Double Jeopardy or Substantive Due
Process?,'' 78 Brook. L. Rev. 1391, 1392 (Summer 2013) undertook to'S... question a core empirical
foundation for the Court's holding in [KaiLsas r. I 1-lendricks : that SV N are so dangerous that they will
commit repeat acts of sexual violence if they are not confined. Our findings suggest that SVP laws have
had no discernible impact on the incidence of sex crimes.
constitutionally permissible justification for SVP legislation

At p. 1396, Late

Ihese results challenge the only
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and AIcCiary continue:

'In our analysis. we use original data gathered directly from SVP states to review commitments
across the country. Next, using panel data for the last few decades, we examine tile impact of SVP
laws on the incidence of sex-related homicide and forcible rape. We also use data collected in the
National Child Abuse and Neglect Data System (NCANDS) [Sec Nat'l Data Archive on Child Abuse
& Neglect, National Child Abuse and Neglect Data System (N('ANDS), Detailed Case Data
Component

( DCDC),

N DACAN.

http://www.ndacan.cornell.edu/ndacanlDatasets/Abstracts/

DatasetAbstractNCAN DS General .htni I -- herei na fler NC AN DS Data] to examine the impact of
SVP legislation on the incidence of noti-aital child sexual abuse. Finally, since tniderreporting poses
problems in accurately nienstiring the incidence of sex crimes, we also examine gonorrhea rates. a
common proxy for the prevalence of sexual abuse."

In their Conclusion (at p. 1436), Lure and McCrary

epoit: ''In this article, we analyzed that

theory from three different perspectives. First, we ran a difference-in-differences regression. We
found that there is no statistically significant change in the incidence of sex homicide, forcible rape,
or child sexual abuse post passage. We then ran a disparate impact analysis and once again lound that
.SVP laws have had no noticeable effect on the rate of sex killing, forcible rape, or child sexual abuse.
Finally. we analyzed whet icr SVP laws have had an impact on the incidence ol gonorrhea, and we
find that they have not."
Based on these findings, Law and McCrary, at: 1402, conclude...... Overall, ...our estimates are
consistent with S V P laws liavi ng no di sceni i ble deterrent or incapacitation effects.- ihey add these
further statements on this conclusion:
p. 1414: "...J1 Ilicic is little evidence SVP passage had a discernible effect on sex crimes.p. 1419:

...The decline is statistically indistinguishable from zero ....

... [T]he data indicate that

SVP laws have had no discernible deterrent or incapacitation effects on the rate of forcible rape Ion
.of child sexual abuse."
p. 1422:

...l:ither there are no preventive benefits associated with these laws, or the benefits are too

small to measure wit Ii these methods."
pp. 422-23: "AlthOUgh our findings may seem surprising, the results are to he expected when the
advanced age of SVPs is taken in to account. Studies show that, like oilier types of offenders. as sex
offenders age, their recidivism rate drops.

...Interestingly, advancing age seems to afl'ect sex

of lenders at different ales. Hanson found that the recidivism iateof1both incest offenders and rapists
dccl ned steadily over tine, and tie itlier type of offender released atier age 60 rec id ivated . Although
the recidivism rate of extra-Ihinilial child molesters also declined with age, the drop was mitch less
dramatic until the offender icached age 49, when recidivism dropped dramatically.''
p. 1425: 'We have shown that SVP laws had no discernible impact of the incidence of sexual
homicide. forcible rape, child sexual abuse, or gonorrhea."
pp. 1435-36:

"Our findings show that this threshold ibr dangerousness has not been met. if the

state was successfUlly locking up only those who had a difficult it- not impossible time refraining from
committing violent sex crimes, then there should be an incapacitation effect. The lack of such an
effect as demonstrated by our data suggests that the state is locking up people who are equally or even
less dangerous than the typical recidivist.
pp. 1434-35:

''...[O]tir findings show that locking tip adjudicated SVPs is not 'narrowly

tailored' to meet this goal. The lack of an incapacitation effect means that we are indefinitel
eoniiniiig tia

people who are at low risk of committing it violent sexual oli'ense if released. Our

findings show that SVP legislation is neither 'carefully muted' regarding the circumstance tinder
which delcntion is allowed, not 'sharply foe used' on the problem of preventing violent sex crimes.
Instead, we show, flint SVP legislation is just it ' scanershuot attempt' at addressing a serious problem
that rest Its from the indefinite commitment of nian• people who won cl 1101 reoffend

6. The Virginia Legislature Should Abandon Any Legislative Findings Offered in
Support of Its 50CC Enactment, and Should, to the Contrary. Embrace Current
Science, as Described infra, as Justification for SOCC Repeal.

C:hanging the subject somewhat, at pp. 427-28. Lave and AkCrarv state:
When constitutional rights are at stake. however, the Court should maintain a more detached
and critical perspective

l'he Court retains an independent constitutional diit>' to review fact ua

findings where constitutional rights are at stake."

I See, e.g., C a/i/in

F. Bargnzann. " Rethinking

Judicial Deference to Legislative Fact-Finding," 34 bid. LI I (2009) (arguing that legislatures are
poorly suited br gathering and evaluating facts impartially, especially when considering legislation
restricting controversial or minority rights and thus advocating that cowls should independently
review, the factual foundation of legislation that curtails basic individual rights, regardless of whether
those rights are subject to heightened scrttt I ny).
See. e.g., Iironn v, Rd. Of Educalion at Topeka, Kan., 347 U.S. 483 (I 954) (where the Court held that
segregated public school education violated the Equal Protection Clause). In coming to this
conclusion. the Court contradicted specific findings to the contrary by slate legislatures and courts.
Indeed, in P/essv v Ferguson, 16.3 U.S. 537 (1896), the Court had held that "separate but equal' (lid
not violate equal protection. Key to the Court's decision in /3,-own were psychological studies that
showed the detrimental impact of segregated education oil minority children. 1 he Court held that
these studies were relevant regardless of whether they had exited at the time Mess)v was decided.
"Whatever may have been the extent of psychological knowledge at the time of P/e.cst r', Ferguson.
this finding is amply supported by modern authority. Any language in P/essv i'. /'ergiison contrary to
this finding is rejected." Bi'm•'n, 347 U.S. at 494-95.]
Late and MeCra,v add these thoughts on this issue:
"...[Tjhere is precedent for using empirical studies to challenge the constitutionality of a
P. 429:
particular law, even when it reqttires overturning legislative Findings of fact.act.''
".'[I..[
here
I is a robust debate in legal academia regarding the extent to which courts should defer to
legislative findings. We hope that our article will lend support to the importance of independent l)tctfinding, especially when fundamental rights of trnpopular groups are at stake."
In sitln from the tare & Me( Fury article, riot only does the MCCIA of 1994 fail to ftrlt'ill its aim
of' providing treatment to rehabilitate those committed, on a more basic level, it fails at the elemental
aim of preventing sex crimes because those it incapacitates through detention would not be any More
likely to commit crimes than those not detained, and since sex crimes have not been significantly
reduced by reason of passage of the MCCIA or similar laws elsewhere.

7. The Padilla Study Disproves the Claimed Need for 50CC Laws.
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Paul Deniko. "Throwing Away the Key," Cliv Pages (MpIs.-St. Paul, MN), March 31, 2002, at
15, notes that between 1994 and 2002 only one Minnesota 50CC eonf'inee was released even
conditionally. Demko quotes then-ltanlsey Count) I MN] Attorney Susan (Jaertner as characterizing
the lack of SVP discharges as a sign that the system is workingproperlv!
Tamura Rice Love & Prank/in E. Ziniring, writing in "Assessing the Real Risk of Sexually
Violent Predators: Doctor Padilla's Dangerous Data" 55 .4w. Cri,;i. L. Rev. 705 (2018), examined
results ol a study performed on sex Offenders released from mental health facilities in California
under commitments pursuant to its 50CC law. The Abstract to that article summarizes thus:
''p. 705, "This Article uses internal memoranda and eniails to describe the efibrts of the California
Department of Mental l-lealth to suppress a serious and well-designed study that showed just 6.5% of
untreated sexual lv violent predators were arrested for a new sex crime within 4.8 years of release
from a locked mental facility. ...'file Article —explains how the U.S. Supreme Court and the highest
state courts have allowed these laws to exist without requiring any proof of actual danger! It then
describes the California study ....Finally the Article explains how these results undermine the
justification Im indeterminate lifetime commitment of sex otfenders.
The following excerpts (ruin that articles text expand usefully on this overview:
Text: p. 705:

''Introduction

This Article On sexually violent predator ( SVP) laws ... is . . .a narrative of legal and political events
that help capture what we consider our legal system's egregious mishandling of the SVP issue, and,
as we will elaborate below, the narrative will center on one great unresolved mystery: why a crucial
piece of empirical research that could have corrected the system's misapprehension of the dangers of
SV Ps was suppressed."
''In Kansas o, lk'ndrict, . . . [t jhe Court accepted as true the legislature's empirical claims
p. 707:
about S\'I's: they are extremely dangerous" their 'likelihood of engaging in repeated acts of
predatory sexual violence is high' H 'the prognosis for rehabilitating {themij in a prison setting is
poor' 0: and their treatment needs are 'very long term.''7 The Court did not oiler any proof for these
assertions, and even though there was a wide body of research studying the recidivism rate of sex
offenders. none of it was cited. ...Whatever the reason, .—the Court never asked for proof of the
central justifying premise for the law - that an identifiable group of sex offenders is highly likely to
coriirtirt new predators sex crimes if released into the community,''
One such
p. 708: I lie Court's holding in Hem/ricks has been criticized for a number of reasons.
criticism focuses oil the distinction between civil and criminal law, and whether the SVP law is
act italy criminal, w Ii ich would make it an unconstitutional second punishment. Roll nan argued that
various foctors show the law is really criminal, including 'the fact that implementation of the Act is
delayed until the "anticipated release" of a prisoner, thereby lessening the effect of any treatment
'20
While 5i mu Itaneous I)' maximizing punishment. Campbell criticized the majority for allow rig states
to

merely redefine any [pun it ivel measure ..as 'regulation." and magically, the Constitution no

longer prohibits its imposition."'J antis argued that by inappropriately blurring the line between
Punishment and civil commitment, SV P laws trrtder'ni inc the Const tin ion's due Process pr'otections:
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Carl smith. M onahan. and Evans Conducted expeririietits to determine how the law should be class tied
and lotrnd that civil Coal mit III e[It of' sexually violent predators was primarily motivated by retributive
goals, thus demonstrating that it is impermissibly criminal in efibci,
"Others have foe used attClIti011 on the niehu I ous q liii Ii Iv of a menial abtiorma lily.' Morse argued that
'the ten-rn ''nierital abnormality" is circularly defined ... collapslingl all badness into madness,'13 and
W nick contended that the definition of mental abnormality is so broad that it can apply to any
behavior." In 1999, the American Psychiatric Association created a task Force to evaluate SVP laws
and concluded. 'sexual predator coriini itment laws represent a Seriotrs assault on the integrity of
psychiatry, particularly with regard to defining mental illness and the clinical conditions for
coii put so
pp. 708-09:

ti-eat men

'2>"

''Still another line of inquir-y Focuses on the use of actuarial instrurrierits to prove

dangerousness. . .Wolhert and Lave28 contended that we simply do not have the ability to
accurately predict future dangerousness This means that ci tre to tire low base i-ate of recid iv isrir, we
are locking away people who would not reoffend if released ''''
p. 709: ''Others have explicitly questioned the laws' empirical justification - Lave and McCrary used
panel data on U.S. states for the last kw decades to examine the impact of SV I' laws on the incidence
of sex-related homicide. forcible rape, non-fatal child sexual abuse, and gonorrhea. a common proxy
for the prevalence of sexual abuse.'2 'I he) found that SVP laws had no discernible impact on the
incidence of sex crimes or gonorrhea, the exact opposite of what would be expected iF SVP laws were
locking away violent sex offenders. III a related inquiry. Ellnian arid Ellnian

showed how the

Supreme Court relied on misleading and unsubstantiated statements about sex offender danger in
Upholding what would orherts' ise be an unconstitutional second pomrishrriient 1 or an unconstitutional
ex post facto law.35 Although Justice Kennedy described sex offender recidivism as 'frightening and
hr ith,

El Iman and El lriian pointed to multiple studies that have shown the opposite to be true

pp. 709-10: ''We expand on these criticisms by tell rig the story of a serious arid well-designed study.
the Padilla study, which the California Department of Menial Health quashed after the study showed
that untreated sex offenders .ithi all of the risk factors of committed SVPs had just a 6.5% rate of
contact sex crimes dLrririg all almost live-year exposure in the corriniitmnity. M SLICh a low recidivism
rate undermines the State's authority to confine these persons n rider the rat iona Ic dial they are too
dangerous to he released.''
p. 719.... ...he 2003 1)0.1 I U.S. Dept. of Justicel study found that sex offenders were among the least
in found
likely to he rearrested for the same crime. Bureau of Justice Statisticians Langan and Levin
that 2.5% of rapists were rearrested fOr rape within three years of release from prison,

and the DOJ

found that 3.3% of child molesters were arrested fOr another sex crime against a child dun rig that
same period.'° "
pp. 720-21: "III. Ihe Padilla Study
"In 2000, Dr. Jesus Padilla was lured as a clinical psychologist at Atascadero State Hospital.'

11

The

nistitution held all committed California SVPs from the inception of the program in 1995 trntil
September 2005 when they were moved to a new facility. - - . Padil Ia SOOn began working with . - . a
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social worker named Kahe Russell - on a long-range study of how SV Ps who had completed
treatment fared in the community as compared with SVPs who had not.
Padilla was

able to study released, untreated SVPs because at the time, California was the only

state ill the country that limited SVP commitment to two-year periods"' This meant that every two
years, the state had to go through the entire SVP commitment process again for each offende.....The
recommitment process meant that there were multiple opportunities for people to fall out of the
syste iii.
"Padilla collected detailed dauioneach indi idtial who was released without treatment including their
age, criminal history, and where the subject went after leaving the program's control.
p. 722:

"Padilla also collected data where available on each individual's Static-99 score.

p. 723:

''A total of 12 I persons left Ataseadero without sign i icon! exposure to its treatment program.

Oh' these 12 I persons, Padilla was able to obtain clear records of extensive time in the community and
detailed criminal record information for 93, with an average documented time of 4.7

cars living in

community settings, .....I tist 6.5% were arrested tor a contact sex crime. ....his was despite the thct
that their average Static-99 score was a six, which the scoring manual equates to a high risk of
lil
'ce id iv at in g.
"A person with a score of six on the Static-99 was estimated as having a 36% chance of being
convicted of a new sexually violent offense within live years of release .°". ... That means that the
released SVPs perfo'iiied much better than expected based on their Static-99 score, 'l'he difference is
that much more striking considering that Padilla used arrests to measure rccidiv isni, and the creators
of the Static-99 used convictions. Since many arrests do not result in a conviction, the disparity
won Id have been even greater if they had both used arrests as their basis of measurement.
pp. 724-26: [The article describes in detail the long-lasting efforts by officials of the Atascadcro
program and its odin ill strat ye 'parent' agency to quash the Padilla study. These ctforts I nd tided
falsely claiming that Padilla had illegally obtained the records of the offenders in the study,
terminating that study without cause and denying any ftrrther access to the documents already
compiled by the study, including all Excel-based spreadsheets calculating the percentages of
recidivism. ultimately destroying such documents and deliberately mangling the Excel tiles
containing such rec id i vi sin statistics, refusing to honor formal req nests per law for access to stale
data, and finally. falsely denying that any such study had ever been approved and ii nderiaken
p. 727:

''Once Padilla testified, DM11 [CA's Dept. Of Mental licalthl may have realized the study

had to be stopped because it threatened the legitimacy of the entire SVP program. As explained
earl icr, the only constitrmt iona I ly acceptable rationale for SVP commitment is that offenders are so
dangerous that they must be locked away, and this study showed otherwise, If the SVP law were to
he declared unconst it ut iona I. it wotild threaten the $1 47.3 million annual btrdget DM II (and now
Department of State I hospitals) receives for the civil commitment program. People have (101K' far
worse than bury a study t'nr a kindred million dollars.
p. 728:

"A. General Data on Sex OlTender Recidivism
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'Although the Padilla results seem surprising, they are actually consistent with other studies of sex
offender recidivism. The largest (iS. follow-up study of released sex offenders was published by the
DOJ in 2016.180 It analyzed the recidivism of 20,422 persons released from prison in 2005 from 30
states after conviction br rape or sexual assault.
p. 729: "...In 2003. the DOJ published what was then the largest study of American sex offendersi
Both studies reported sexual assault/rape/sex contact crime re-arrests as less than 60/;,. 1 .1 List as with
the 2016 study, the measure of possible recidivism is re-arrest rather than reconviction, a much looser
standard than proven guilt,
p. 730-3 I

''.. OjIder age at release in the 2003 DO.I report cuts the re-arrest rate for sex crime

almost in half. wilh 3.3% of the 45-and-over persons released re-arrested or a sex crime versus 5.8%
for the three yo tin gest groups.
p 731: ''Wilson, Looman, Abracen, and Pake were able to study the recidivism of 31 SVI's who
2q0
were released into the community after completing treatment in Florida
Their average Static-99
score (5.86) was about the same as that in the Padilla study (6), bitt the mean age at release (4572)
(50
was lower than in the Padilla study
)201 Wilson ci al. found that 3.2% ( 1/3 1) of the SVPs
committed a new sexual offense Within 2.54 years of release from the Florida Civil Caminitment
Center. °2 These recidivism rates were 'considerably below' the 26.2% projected by the Static-99'
'This suggests,' Wilson ci a]. wrote, 'that even though these two programs may provide treatment to
offenders substantively meeting the "high-risk/needs" standard, the attendant actuarial normative data
.2fl4
In other words, the offenders may meet the criteria associated with being Ii igli
may not apply.
risk, hut the risk of reoliending associated with that criteria may not apply to them.'
pp. 737-8: 'IV. Why the Padilla Study Matters
"it would he hard to ignore a srud showing that the vast majority of recently released individuals
committed under the current SVP regime did not recidivate. The range of sexual danger found in the
Padilla study is not substantial enough to justify perrllanent eorif nernent, and this finding threatens
the entire SVP apparatus. If SVPs are no different than the 'dangerous bitt typical recidivist
convicted in an ordinary criminal ease,'2 then the state has no constitutionally permissible reason to
continue locking them away.
Even more remarkable is that the Padilla subjects had two cliaraeteri st ics that should have placed
them at higher risk of reoliending than currently committed SVI's. First. California law at the time
required that it person have two or more sexually violent predatory prior offenses in order no he
committed as an SVP. Now every state, including California, requires just one. ]'his difference
matters because increased criminal history is correlated with higher risk of icc id i vati ng. In addition,
the average Static-99 score of currently committed SVPs across the country is actually lower than in
Padil la's sample, According to the Static-99 and 2016 SOCCPN anritiah report, the average Static-99
24
score across programs was 4.69 which is below the average score from Padi I la's study. According
to the scoring manual for the Static-99R, it score of live would actually place those individuals at
moderate-high risk of reoffendiiig.2a As previously noted, the average score in the Padilla study Was
six, which equates to a high risk Of reoli'endirig. That iriearis that SVPs across the country would be
expected to do even better than Pad ill a s sample if released into the corn mu ii):

"CONCLUSION
"SVP laws are premised on the fact that they are incapacitating dangerous sex offenders who would
he committing sexually violent crimes if released into the community. The only other possible
justificaiion

that these individuals deserve to be punished because they conrinitied reprehensible

crimes -- would violate the Constitution's double jeopardy prohibition:1

Thus, prevention is not

merely the most important objective of SVI strategy, it is the only legitimate legal objective.
p. 740:

''Despite the critical importance of dangerousness. the Supreme Court upheld the

eonstituuonality of Kansas' SVP law without requiring any actual proof that SVPs would commit
predatory sex crimes if released. If the justices had looked for empirical proof instead of simply
deferring to the assertions of the Kansas legislattrrc, they would have seen that sex offenders actually
have a low recidivism rate. Indeed, the DOJ has published three major studies - in 1997, 2003. and
2016 - that have shown that the vast niaori ty of convicted sex offenders do not rec ti ivate once
released from prison. Of particular note is the 2016 DOJ study, which found jUst 5.6% of 20,422
convicted sex offenders were rearrested for rape or sexual assault within Five years of release from
218
prison.
"And vet sexually violent predator laws are necessari lv premised on the idea that SVPs are different
than run-of-the-mill sex oflbnders, which means the DOi studies may be irrelevant in assessing their
danger. What we really need then are studies that look specifically at how released SVPs perform in
the community, but conducting such a study is difficult because most SVPs are never released.
Indeed, we know of only two studies that have examined how released SVPs fare in the community.
The Padilla study Was shut down after it showed a 6.5% recidivism rate for 4.8 years at risk in the
eonuntlnits, l he Washington State Institute study, which initially appeared to support the notion that
S V l's are extremely dangerous, ended tip being consistent with the Padilla results once attention was
toe ased on the offenders' age.
Pad i I la's study and the statistics in table 2 hem the Washington study undermine any theory of fixed
levels of sexual violence risk. The men in Washington who were 50 or older when eligible tbr SVP
status had historical records of sex offending that were almost certainly as long as the younger group.
When had they become so low risk that no niernber of the population re-offended? It can't have been
that a treatment program succeeded, because they weren't treated. Age alone seems to have
dim iii ished the pr'opensi tv to sexually o ft'crrd. If so, the notion of fixed and immutable danger
requires reconsideration.
"Even though niost of the SVPs that California locks up are over 50 now, it is unlikely that they will
ever he released. like all other SVP states, California now makes commitment indeterminate21 - in
effect presuni i ng that the risk a person poses at the age of 40 remains the same when he is 50, 60, or
even 90, The Padilla study demonstrates why states Should be required at the very least to prove
recidivism danger at regular intervals, as California tised to do. Putting the bUrden on the eoniniiited
person to prove lie is no longer dangerous is not a legitimate alternative. The polities of crime and
fear of sex offenders nieani that someone like Mr. I lendricks, who is now 83-years-old and con fined
to a wheelchair, will never prevail.
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B. SOCC Laws Are Not Based on Psychological Science. but Instead Are Aimed at Ensuring
Public Safety through Indefinite and Most Probably Lifetime Preventive Detention. a
Quintessentially Punitive Aim and Effect.

As a lesson fi'ojii hi story, Mary Pj'escofl, "Invasion of the Body Snatchers: Civil Commitment after
Adam Walsh," 71 U

I'li, L. Rev. 839. 843 (Summer 2010), recounts:

[Manv states chose to abolish sexual Psychopath laws ill the wake of criticism from the
Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry (GAP) and the American Bar Association's Criminal
Justice Mental I lealih Standards.

these groups claimed that labeling offenders as 'sexual

psychopaths' lacked se ienti Re support, that treatment was essentially inc hi'eet ive, and that predicting
recidivism was unworthy of credence," further explaining at pp. 849-50, ''.1 P)sychiatrists maintain
that no treatment exists because there is no 'disease' to treat. If there is no disease to treat, and no
meaningful or properly evaluated treatment technique available, how can

e hope to satisfy the

treat m cut requirement'?''
Consider that. ...[to date. there are no rigorous sc ienti Really established means of' detecting
ugh risk of sexual reoffending, or whether an individual is a sexually violent offender.'' (James L.

Knoll IV. "Hie Political Diagnosis," Psvc/,iair/c Times, Feb. 16. 2010.) 'Legislatures typically
devised their own concepts, and then required clinicians to make assessments of those concepts."

Dennis Al. Doren, Evaluating Sex O/,frncle,'s: 1 Manual fin' (lvii C olnt??lit?Ie'nIs anti 13çjotnl (Sage
Puhl'ns. 2002). p. 13.

f

Eric Janus, writing ill Failure to Protect: America Sexual Predator Lasts and the Rise o the
Preventive State (Cornell University Press, Ithaca, N.Y., 2006), at p. 27, speaking of attempts to limit
who can he committed under sex-offender comnsitrnent laws, stales. "I lie limitations of inability to
control, of mental disorder, and of dangerousness have proved so permeable that they are no boundary at
all."

At pp. 33-4, he concludes:

"[Sexually dangerous] predator eases incarcerate people for the

status of being a dangerous mentally disordered person, so the relevant 'facts are psychological
constructs, whose only reality is in the expert judgment of mental health professionals.
At pp. 40, Janus adds this troubling consideration: _ Else legal standards set by the courts for risk,
mental disorder, and volitional i inpa irnient are exceedingly vagtie offering little guidance to courts or
experts in selecting people for the extraordinary deprivation of liberty'
I he competence of psychologists is in the science of psychology, not in politically correct, junkscience hate-and-fear-propaganda legislative concepts. When psychologists purport to testify as to
whether a given sex offender meets such unscientific statutory criteria, they are not testifying as experts,
but are merely offering lay opinions as to the law. Such lay opinion testimony as to the law and its
application in a given case are strictly Forbidden in all courts, and no judge can rest a decision in any
given case on such lay opinions.
Eric .Jaiiit, "Examining Our Approaches to Sex Offenders & the Law: Minnesota's Sex Offender
Corn in it merit Program: Would an Urn p rical ly: -liasecl Prevention Policy Be More F ffecti ye. 29 William
Mitchell Lass' Review 1083, 1084 2003]). tiatly states:

jhe 996 Interim Report of an American Psychiatric Association 'lask Force concluded that
Sexual Violent Predator (''SV P'') laws ''m isallocate psychiatric facilities and resources, and constitttte
an abuse of psych iatr."[Citing: Am. Psychiatric' Ass ½., 'lask Force Report on Sexually Daqgprous
Offenders (1996), quoted in IV lawrence F/ic'!,, ''Sex Oti'ender Commitment in the United States:
Legislative and Policy Concerns," in Sexual (.'oe,'chni: Uiclersuintlinç' and Management (it. Prentky,
F. Janus & M. Seto eds., 2003)].

Ill fact, floweud Zonana, ci a/. , Dangerous Sex Offenders: A 'task Force Report of' the American
Psychiatric Association (1999), 'Iegal Control of Dangerous Sex Offenders: The Propriety of' Civil
Comm itmcnt." bluntly observes:

IJj n like many of the earlier laws . . Laws that provided for commitment as an alternative to
prison - these new laws typically provide f'or cons ni (inent only a icr an offender has completed his oi-r
lier
her criminal sentence. 'thus, their primary purpose would appear to he incapacitative rather than
therapeutic." (p. 12)
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"Sexual predator coniniitiiient statutes are not fundamentally paternalistic. These statutes reflect
a backlash against determinate sentencing refbrm and are devised to extend the punishment of sex
offenders and to protect society. 'l'o evade constitutional protections against ex post facto laws, to
impose indeterminate confinement, and to take advantage of relaxed procedural safeguards, drafters
of sexual predator commitment statutes have attempted to cloak their q tiasi-pun live intent ill the
language of i ned i cal commitment.
"In the opinion of the 'I ask Force, sexual predator commitment laws represent a seriotis assault

Oil

the integrity of psychiatry, particularly with regard to defining mental illness and the clinical
conditions for compulsory treatment Moreover, by bending civil commitment to serve essential lv
non medical purposes, sexual predator commitment statutes threaten to undermine the legitimacy of
the medical model of commitment. In the opinion of the 'I ask Force, psychiatry must vigorously
Oppose these statutes in order to preserve the moral authority of the profess ion and to ensure
continuing societal confidence in the medical model ol civil commitment. (p. 2)
"I lie Misuse of Diagnostic Terminology and Methods
[IJn some countries, corrupt governments have wielded the machinery of cvl commitment to
punish dissidents. In the Ui iled States. civil commitments have sometimes been misused to cnn fine
social deviants.
"In contrast to the true Medical model of' commitment, the sexual predator comm itnient laws do
not base the criteria for the 'diagnosis' of sexual predator on psychiatric research or therapeutic
findings. 'lypical lv, sexual predator status is based on a vague and c ire ti at determination that an
offender has a 'mental abnormality' that has led him to engage in repeated criminal behavior.
Because the element of mental abnormality is so vague, it does little or nothing In qualify the
requirement for criminal acts. 'Ihus, these statutes have the effect of defining 'mental illness' in
terms of criminal behavior....
"In the opinion of the 'l ask I orce, the sexual predator commitment laws establish a non medical
definition of what purpoils to be a clinical condition without regard to scientific and clinical
knowledge. In doing so, legislators have used psychiatric commitment to effect nonmedical societal
ends that cannot he openly avowed. In the opinion of the Task Force, this represents an unacceptable
misuse Of l'Y clii aU'v. (I) 3)
'i'eatni cot Of 'Sex tia I Predators
"Under the medical model, civil commitment is justified when effective treatment is provided....
"A Ithotigh a body of research indicates that some types of paraph i I ias may be treatable. this
research for the most part concerns patients who are treated voluntarily
recognizes that many sex offenders .....efuse available treatment.

['I' he task fbrce

Thus, there is no evidence

regarding the efficacy of available treatments for the group of patients who have little or no
motivation for treatment. Moreover, no evidence supports the notion that persons with paraph i I as
can be treated successful 1% sv i thout their cooperation. Indeed. ... to date there is no clear basis fur
making the claim that treatment of any class of patients with paraphihias \vill result in lower rates of
recidivism,
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T here is ample anecdotal evidence that those committed as sexual predators cannot benefit
from treatment. In many cases, the lack of treatment prospects appears to flow from the lack of a
legitimate psychiatric diagnosis.

In oilier instances, it appears that offenders who suffer from

parapliilias cannot he treated because they are uncooperative. Regardless of the reason, it is the
opinion of the Task Force that coil Ill neriient withoLit a reasonable prospect of beneficial treatment of
the underlying disorder is nothing more than preventive detention and violates the norms of the
medical model.
Large-scale academic statistical studies, both in Minnesota in 1997 and in California in 2005, have
Ibund no significant dilftrcnces in rates of sexual re-ollensc between those receiving sex uflender
treatment and those not. ISce, e.g., .1. K. Marques,

Al

JViederanc/erc Ii Al. Dciv, U jVelsopi & A. ian

()n,n,eren, "Effects of Relapse Prevention Program on Sexual Recidivism: Final Results from California's
Sex Offender Treatment and Evaluation Project (SOTEP ),'' 17 Sexual Ahtne: A Jour. Of Research and
Treatment 79-107 (2005)].

1 here is no definitive research demonstrating the effectiveness of sex

offender treatment in reducing recidivism
in July, 2008, a report by the United States Congressional Research Service concludes that
'research indicates that there is not enough evidence to definitely prove that treatment for sex
o (lenders works.
SiaTrn Alexander & Erie Janus, -M. v, Germany: 'I he European Court of 1-tuman Rights lakes a
Critical Look at Preventive Detention," 29 An: I. I n!-1 & ('amp. 1.. 605 (Fall 2012)
recounts the
decisions of the European Court of I lunian Rights, followed by the decision of the German Federal
Constitutional Court. in a case challenging Germany's form of sex offender post-imprisonment
commitment.

Both of those decisions struck down that law (which is less extreme than that in

NI i nnesota ). Comparing such t .5. laws to that in Germany. the European ('ourt of Hu man Rights stated

"The result [in the United States] has been civil commitment standards that have the outward appearance
Of rules of law. hut are, in real tv, so vague and uncertain that they provide little legal guidance to shape
the application of preventive detention." 'I lie European Court of Human Rights 'vent on to consider the
"realities of the situation of persons in preventive detention" to determine its nature and purpose These
realities md tide prison-like conditions, indefinite duration of confinement, and the fact that under German
law, only individuals that have rcpeatedlv committed certain serious crimes are subject to preventive
detention. lhe European Court found that "given its unlimited duration, preventive detention may well
be understood as an additional punish merit for an offence by the persons concerned and entails a clear
deterrent e lenient." Subsequently, the Constitutional Court noted that preventive detention had begun to
lack distinction from the execution of prison sentences and, that when retroactively applied to cases
prolonging detention beyond the previous ten-year niaxinliuni. as was the case in M. v. Germany, violates
fundamental liberty rights and the "principle of the protection of legitimate expectations'' ol' those subject

to detention. (1t1 v. (krmanv_ No.

19359/04, paras. 7-12 (Fur. ( i. I FR. 20(19). available at

ftp ://cmiskp.eclir.coe. int/tkp 197/view .asp!act ion htni I &doctienint I d'8ô00 I 2&portal -hbkin&sourceex
ternalhydoenumber&tahleF69A27F1)SFB8ô 142f3F0IC 1166 D F A 398649, paras. 92-105, 122-137: Press
Release, Fed. Constitutional Court Press ( ) 111cc, ''Provisions on Preventive Detention Unconstitutional"
May 4, 2011), available at http:/iwww.budesvcrfasstingsgerieht.de/en/press/bvg I I -03 1 en.htm I. Given
the foregoing observations concerning 50CC, it is beyond question that it presents deliberately designed
preventive detention, indefinite and presumably for natural life duration.

111.

SOCC LAWS ARE BASED SOLELY ON JUNK SCIENCE AND ARE PURELY THE
PROI)UCT OF POLITICAL ACTION.

A. The Typical 50CC Required Element of a Sexual, Personality, or Other Mental Disorder

or Dysfunction Calls for Reliance on Testimony Based on Pure '.Junk Science' and
Unscientific and Anti-Scientific Definitions Which Are Utterly Vague and Completely
Boundless.

All currently preva i Ii ng delin it ions of ''paraph il ias" of any kind, "psychopathy. ''''anti social
personality disorder,'' or any purported sexual or personality "disorder, ''thsfunction,' ''clinical
construct,' or ''abnormality" are vague and lacking in discernible hounds, and are subject to subjective or
npressionisiic interpretation or application.

I. In General

The element 'disorders" is inherently boundlessly vague and in one instance, simply restates a type of'
sex crime.
"As a general matter, the APA has fotnid a powerful tool in its diagnostic manual.

1 he 1)5 M is

known as the 'bible' ot' psychiatry and is widely influential aci'oss piolessional (lisciplines. Through
the acculturation of the DSM, the APA virtually appropriated the leld of mental health. While
purpoiledly based on scientific principles. the 1)SM is., at its core, a political document; the APA is a
professional organization that clearly came to Understand its ability to assert its power in the hroadcr
world. This is true even for matters otherwise reserved to legal professionals. A particularly relevant
strategy was employed when the institution adopted the nomenclature of 'mental disorder,' which
allowed the APA to broaden the l)SM's coverage and the institution's influence in the law
C 10 rniot

is lv.
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'When psychiatry turned away from the term mental illness' to the expansive mental
disorder,' it opened a Pandora's Box whereby almost any behavior can be deemed an affliction of the
mind - and used by law to meet its own political ends. If law is a vehicle in which political ideas are
executed

psychiatry has unwittingly given the law the means to achieve politically efficient ends

for dealing with many socially and politically difficult problems.
Fire APA has, since the adoption of' the broader genus offered by the mentai disorder'
term i no logy, continued to expand its coverage. 'i'he I)SM on ginal Iv listed 106 mental disorders in its
first edition in 1952. The most current edition, the DSM-IV-'I'f{, lists over 250 disorders.
Conceivably, the APA can attempt to encompass virtually any mental phenomenon within the DSM 's
taxonomy. With its citation and maintenance of the DSM, the APA now wields enormous power
over an> person or i nstitntion, i ic lud ing the law, willing to be governed by its epistemology and its
tioso logy.
''llie APA has asserted its dominion in the criminal JUStiCC arena, more specifically, in
adjudging deviance as a mental health issue. In propagating and monopolizing its classification
system for psychiatry, the APA discovered that 'any behavior that produced discomfort or socially
undesirable beha v or could be asserted as representing a di soldered psyche irrespective of biological
evidence.' Regarding sexual deviance and paraplrilias, as cases in point, critics contend that the DSM
categorizes them as mental disorders not because of snine mental degeneration of the brain but
because such behavior is socially construed to be a process of a sick mind'' (kf

Hamill on,

"Adjudicating Sex Crimes as Mental Disease," 33 Pace L. Rev, 536-599, 544-45: citations omitted).

Hannah Henkel, "Let Them Frye: Frye Hearings
ngs for Determination of 'Mental Disorders' in the
Sexually Violent Persons Act." 107.1. ('rhu, I., N (.'rimino/ogv 361 (Sutritner 2017). contirnis Hwnilions
observations thus:
'I 'ext Ii xeerpts:
p. 371 -372: "A large critique of the DSM is the fact that the DSM is a societal and cultural critique.
merely establishing what people see as psychopathology during their soc iety.'° Scholars point to the
fitet that disorders in the DSM change and become normal behavior in society later on .

Laymen do

not understand that outside forces affect the DSM, and the DSM fbcuses on what people view as
abnormal or based on political voting on \vllat is ahnornial.'

Because a definition ofa mental illness

is subject to change, the initial determination used by psychologists for mental illness may not mean a
person has a mental disorder under the .SVPA."
"Furthermore, the psychologists' updates, changes, and additions or deletions to the DSM lead
ti'tany to question the DSM 's inherent legitimacy and correctness... .
shifted

fi-ont symptom-based

Changes in the DSM have

diagnoses within a clinical practice to a corn mon term f'or use in

pharmaceutical companies, federal grants, and insurance compan ies. 1 The language changed to
laymen's definitions that generalize the psychologist's diagaoses and make mental disorders easy' to
Find when psychologists are trying to determine a person's mental illness.''
pp. 372-73: Flie newest version of the DSM, the DSM-V, states that it is not for legal use.° 'In
most situations, the clinical diagnosis of a DSM-V mental disorder, such as intelleetoal disability
(intellectual developmental disorder), schizophrenia, major neurocogiritive disorder, gambling
disorder, or pedoph i lie disorder does not imply that an individual wit Ii such a condition meets legal
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criteria for the presence of a mental disorder or a specified legal standard (e.g., lr competence,
criminal responsibility, or disability).
ftc DSM-V goes on to state it could be misused or 1isunderstood. 8 ... DSM-lV-'lR and the
leader of the DSM-IV task fot'ce explicitly warn against the use of the manual ftir Ibrensic purposes,
arguing that its 'use in legal contexts poses significant risks that the information will he misused or
misunderstood.'
p.389:

"Scholars argue that ARAs are better than clinical assessments by psychologists because

of their measurable factors which are more reliable than a subjective test influenced by psychologists'
biases) 84

[I Ijowever, the Illinois courts have found that each falls within the need for a Five

hearing due to their changes and updates and a psychologist's choice on what foctors affect
recidivism.
Selected Footnotes:
23 ...The history of sexual psychopath laws hinged on six assumptions mentioned in the American Bar
Association's commnentary.spectltcally:
[here is a specific mental disability called sexual psychopathy; 2) Persons suffering from such
sex oenses, than normal
a disability are more likely! to commit serious crimes, especially dangerouslt
criminals: 3) Such persons are easilx identified by mental health professionals; 4) [he dangerousness
of these o ffenders can be predicted bmental health professionals
rofessiona s;
' 5)l'rcatment is available for the
condition; and 6) Large numbers of persons afflicted with the designated disabilities can be cured.
(Am. Bar Ass'n: Criminal Justice Mental Health Standards. Commentary to Standard 7-8.1, at 459).
60 Rebecca A. Johnson. ''' Pure Science and Impure Influences: The DSM at a Scientific and Social
Crossroads, 15 DePaul .7. Heal/I, ('are L. 1 ,17, 149 (2013), at note 51 (p. 159). With various critiques
on the fact that categorization does not work, there has been a Ii igher expanse of using Objective
classification 'along with the DSM as a beginning marker. LI. at 162. However, this brings tip
critiques such as a psychologist trying to find specific issues in their ohiecti•e analysis. 1 his
inculcates empirical research into a scheme of predisposi ng hictors . It/
61 See. e.g., /c]. At 167-70 (discussing how the DSM expands and allows for some diagnoses to become
normal' later in life); AfeIissa ham/hon. 'Adj udicating Sex Crimes as Mental Disease, 33 Pace L.
Rev. 578, 557-58 (201 3) (discussing how paraphilias and parapltilic behavior depends on what is
"normal," how that changes culturally, and how it vacillates).
62 Johnson. supm'a note 60. at 149-50, 153-54 (noting the different schools of psvchiatric thought
between Emil Kraepelin and Sigmund Freud and ho'a."Adolph Meyer. a leading intel lect tia figure ill
early 20th century American psychiatry" chose the Kraepcl in view to look at the patient's specific
situations and made them generalizable. and discnssnig how there was a specific view accepted oil the
outset and the American system now looks purely at general diagnosis. accept iii g that instead of the
Other, mole person-specific diagnosis).
63 John son c ujn'a note 60, at IS 1 Johnson discusses the flict that the A IA has created a bible where the
authors are seen as "gods" and there are various questions about if we have a right to question its
authenticity when cm'eated by an unquestioning person. Id.
64 See Johnson, s upm'a note 60. at 158-64 (discussing broad issues with the DSM due to its outside
forces).
66 DSM-F. at xxxfli.
67 Id: see also Johnson. supra note 60 at 189, citing ihoinas Sza.s'z, [lie Myth of Mental Illness (1974).
("The APA argues that this misuse/ ill isunderstanding will occur because oftlte 'imperfect fit between
the quest ions of ultimate concern to the law and the in formation contained ill a clinical diagnosis.'
While clinicians should be interested in diagnostic categories that aid in the design of treatment
options, legal professionals should he seeking a related but distinct set of inforttiation,'').
68 DSM-V, supra at xxxiii.
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180 See generally Er/c S. Janus & Robe,'! A. Then/ky, '' forensic Use of Actuarial Risk Assessment with
Sex Offtnders: Accuracy, Admissibility. and Accountability," 40 An,. U-/fl'. L. Rev. 1443, at 1495-96
(2003). This is to make sure there is risk assessment in recidivism. N. However, the actual studies
and different aspects ai'e fairly subjective to what the psychiatrist wishes to put in as a factor. IS. at
1485. It mixes empirical data such as age. weight. along with the psychiatrists view Ott the persons
mental state, home life, and their level of manipulation. Id. at 455. These subjective thoughts mixed
with empirical data show that the risk assessment is not perfect for finding out a person is not able to
maintain life in society. Id.
I 84 loins & Pre,,t/n' , supru note 180, at 1453
185/dat 1450, 1452.
186 Id, at 1464-65. (Describing the measurability, the empirical basis, and the precision that comes with
the adequacy of measuring different issues. Further, goes to the authenticity and the transparency
instead of clinical risk assessment).
187 See People i'. Taylor, 830 N .-2d 855. 857 (Il). App. Ct. 2005): Janus & Th-eniky, sum' note 180, at
'455
There is no science whatsoever to support the nation that sex offenders commit sex offenses because
they su t'ftr front any mental or emotional malady (illness. ''disorder," or "dysfunction") or -abnormality.'abnormality.''
Ill truth, very few detainees in Ni SO I' have ever been diagnosed as su fTèring from any recognized ''mental
in
illness" as identified by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual. Version V (''DSM-5'') of the American
Psychiatric Association. In those relatively few cases, there is no causal link between the illness in
question and the detainee's commission of any sex crime.
5 V P corn ni itment statutes ttse the tertils

tiiental abnormality.' (Florida, Iowa. Kansas,

N4assach usetts. Missouri. New Jersey, Penns)lvania, South Carolina, Virginia. Washington),'mental
disorder' (Arizona, California, Illinois, Minnesota, North Dakota. Wisconsin). or 'behavioral
abnormality' (Texas) (Wilier, An,enta & Conrov. 2005, pp. 32-35). Nearly all states link these terms
to phrases such as 'that predispose the person to the commission of sexual acts' (Massachusetts) or
similar language (Miller, iln;e,,tci & Conroy, 2005, lb/(l). As Justice Abrahamson observed, there is
cireutarit)' to these criteria for civil commitment because the criteria themselves define the outcome.
Analogizing to the criminal law, it is as if the elements of a crime were defined by the crime itself,
such as defining the crime of burglary as the act olone who burglarizes.
[T] he terms mental ahnorma lit)'' and 'mental d isoi'der' do not correspond to specific
diagnostic categories in VS NI-I V-lit......] he term mental disorder' embraces almost all diagnostic
categories in the DSM.
"kwchins' and Kirk (1997) summarized ...as follows: Mental disorder ,.. is not a scientific or
ne(l ica I concept, but a lay' concept and a value judgment ' (p. 29)."

Thomas K. Zander, "Civil

Commitment without Psychosis: 1ftc t,a''s Reliance on the Weakest Links in Psvcbodiagnosis," I
.Jowi 0/ Sexual 0f/'ncIe,' ('lvii Commitment. Science anti the Lou' 17, at 25-6, 29-30 (2005).
'Mental disorder ... is not a seieiiti lie or medical concept, but a lay concept and a value judgment." H.

Kul( hins & LA. Kirk, A'Jaking (Ic C;'a:y. 1)5/vt: The Ps),chiat; ic /1/h/c aml the Creation of Mental
Disorders' ( New York: Free Press, 1997), p. 29,
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"Most psychiatric disorders arc idiopathic conditions with no knov n causes. The literature is filled
with debate about what constitutes a disorder or how one defines a case. Critics question the validity
of' current diagnostic classifications or nosologies, challenging their fundamental. assumptions or
theoretical underpinnings. Because there is no inethod for externally validating current diagnostic
constructs (i.e., verifying their accuracy using external measures that do not depend on the constructs
themselves), it is likely that the held will be rife with controversy until the causes that lead to the
emergence of specific clinical conditions can he determined." F, 1). Caine. 'Determining Causation in

Psychiatry," in K.A. Ph//lips. 11.B. Firs! & HA. Pincus (cds. ), Advancing DSAI: / )ilenwutc ill

Psychiau,c Diagnosis (Washington, D.C.: American Psychiatric Association. 2003). p. I
W1 J'Vakefie/c/, " Disorder as I iarrnfu I Dysfunction: A Conceptual Critique of DSM-1 I l-R 's
Definition of Mental Disorder'," 99 /'sychn/ogica/ Review, 232147 (1992)J. 231 identified the
subcategory of psycliodiagnostic validity, which he termed conceptual validit, defining it as
discriminating disorder and nondisorder.' Wake/ic/ti explained. 'Criteria that identify all individuals
with disorders, and only individuals with disorders, are referred to as a conceptually Will criteria
[If'. Wake/ic/il. ''Sexual Reorientation Therapy: Is It Ever Ethical? Can It Ever Change Sexual
Orientation?" 32( 5) Archives ofS'e.vnal lie/wv/or 457-459 (2003 U. p 30
"A critical coniponerit of diagnostic validity is reliability. Diagnostic i'eliabilitv 'concerns the
consistency with which diagnoses are employed by different clinicians or on different occasions..,,
''The I VS. Supreme Court jtnstices deciding hendricks and Crane also recognized a substantive
due process arm of conceptual validity For psvchod iagriosis. In Kansas t. (lane (2002 ), the Court
limited the scope ofSVP conmiitruerits as follos:
"'['IJhere must he proof of serious difficulty in controlling behavior. And this, when viewed in
light of such features of the ease as the nature of the psychiatric diagnosis. and the severity of the
menial abnormal it>' itself. mtrst he sufficient to distinguish the dangerous sexual offender whose
serious mental illness. abniorma I it>", or disorder subjects him to civil corn ii itment from the darigerou
but typical recidivist convicted in an ordinary criminal case.' (ii. 413)
"In other words, the justices suggested that, in order for a civil commitment statute to be
consistent with the corist ii utional Ii mu its on state power imposed by the l'ourtec at h Amendment's L)tre
Process Clause, the statute's criterion for comniittahilitv that specified a mental condition. i.e..
"mental disorder' or "mental abnormality: would have to (Ii stir gtm ish between persons who have that
condition from those who do not .....Thomas' K. Zander, 'Cvi I C Oiii iii triicni \Vltlic'Ut Psychosis:
The laws Rd arice on the Weakest Links in Psychodiagnosis.'' I low. Of Sexual Of/eat/er Civil

Conan/uncut: Science anti i/ic Lair' 1 7, at 30-3 I (2005),
"Although there is general . . .consenstrs that persons who are psychotic are validly conceptualized
as being mentally ill, there is iii ucli less consensus that persons whose sexual behavior deviates from
social riorriis are so conceptualized.' (Id,., p. 34)
''l'he State of Washington, which was the first state to enact an SVP law, did so only 6 years after
repealing its sexual psychopathy law (LII. Atari/s. '''l'he Evil l'hat Men Do: Perverting Justice to
Punish Perverts. 2000(4) Univ. of/IL 1. Ret', 1199-1231 (2000)]. Morris (p. 1200) rioted that the
repeal of sexual psychopathy laws nationa N' had been based on the inability ol mental health
professionals 'to identify a specific mental disorder experienced by iridiv idirals who should be
included within the targeted group and the lack of successful treatment methodologies to improve
their condition
"How could psyehndiagr'tosis of sex offenders for civil commitment he conceptually invalid in the
1980s. and then suddenly regain validity a few years later? It would he difficult to imagine a physical
condition being considered a disease, then being debunked as a disease, only to he relabeled a disease
a few years later. Furthermore, the second rationale for repealing the sexual psychopathy laws - a
lack of successful treatniient methodologies - appears to have equal applicability' to current S VP

commitment laws, because research regarding the treatment of sex o flènders continues to show that
treatment has litt le or no effect on sexual recidivism rates (Mar(jues. H,eileranders, flat', Ne/sot; (*
I'tin ()nnneren, 2005); Lose/ & .S'hn;r,c/cer, 2005). For example, Hanson, Broom. unJ Stephenson
(2005) compared the recidivism rates of 403 treated sex offender to those of 321 untreated sex
offenders over a 12-yearr period and found no significant dif'ferences between the two groups as to
sexual recidivism, violent recidivism, or general recidivism''
''Thus. we cannot justify conceptualizing the paraphilias as mental disorder by asserting that
illegal parapli ii ic behavior is more amenable to treatment than other criminal behavior unrelated to
mental disorder. Given that amenability to treatment does riot clearly distinguish paraphilic sex
offenders from other criminals, SVP commitment proponents may have a difficult time proving that
'the severity of the mental abnormality itself ...[is] sufficient to distinguish the dangerous sexual
offender ... from the dangerous hut typical recidivist convicted in an ordinary criminal case.' (p. 4 13)
- a form of diagnostic validity required as a matter of substantive due process by Kansas v. Crane
(2002)." (Li. p. 35).
Over\ helminglv. 50CC con t'iriees have only been declared at some point by some psychologist to
have a sexual or personality, - disorder'' or, if not found to fulfill the criteria of' sortie disorder, merely a
"dysfunction' based on less than all elements of a disorder and/or on dubious evidence to support any
such element. However, all

sLid]

persotml ity and sexual disorders were established by nothing more than

fiat by the American Psychiatric Association, based solely upon the feeling prevailing in that body of
psychiatrists that anyone who behaves in a particular way' must' be suffering from some psychiatric
malady.
In the case of sexual ''disorder's," this is nothing more than echoing down over the last century of the
condemnatory accusations by Austrian sexologist Rk'/u,rc/ ton Krat'ft-Ehing in Pychopathia Sexuci/is
I 886) that declared that obviously revulsion-based fiat. S ingleliandedly and without any scientific
research, Kra//i-/'Jiing simply invented almost all the terms applied to aberrant sexuality, e.g..
''parapli ii ia, ''''sadism,'' ''niasoch sn].'' and ''pedoph il ia.' Not Until the DSA f-Ill in 1984 was 'paraph ii ia"
even mentioned in earlier DSM editions. Even then, it was described as an ''atheoretical, non-pejorative
descriptor." (Al. l/a,n,'/ton. "Adjudicating Sex Crimes as Mental Disease," 33 Pace L. Rev. 536-599, 54546, 548).

In that entire century plus, no psychiatric/psychological research has ever conclusively

detem'itii ned the actual existence Of'such sexual ''d isorciers," as opposed to simply variant sexual attractions
and variant sexual practices. In sum, the declaration of sexual ''disorders" has simply been an exercise in
rued ical izi ng motivations and conduct that are sought to be banned by such definitions.
In the case of sex offender comnmuiitmnemut tinder an 50CC law, no mental illness is required. In them,
partly to facilitate such commitments, psychiatrists have invented definitions of mental states and
dynamics called disorders.' At least one of these (sexual abuse of a child) merely restates the fact of a
sex offenders particular crime. A related one (pedopliilia) simply slates the motivational basis for such a
crime. Other such declared 'disorders' lapse into boundless vagueness (e.g., 'antisocial personality
disorder,' often pained as nothing more than being a selfish jerk). So-called disorders such as ''antisocial

10-

personality,and 'narcissistic personality' are prevalent in any group of criminals. 'Using that standard,
you could commit it lot of batik robbers, observed Dr.

[i-ed

Berlin, of Johns Hopkins tiniversit. Iliese

di soiders do not describe inenta I/emotional states Of illl[)LIlSe, Much less irresistible impulse, only of
attractions and inotivations thought reprehensible or which may, if acted upon in ways comprising crimes,
result in harm to

it

victim -

The words 'or dysfunction were included in the Act's definition to address the situation where a
person does not till all of the diagnostic criteria for the disorder in the /)S'M-S. The DSM-5 allows an
evaluator to rise 'clinical judgment to apply a diagnosis to a person even where all criteria (hr a given
disorder are not met as to that person. For purposes of the an SOCC law, this creates an ituperni i ss ible
vagueness and inherent uneertai nts as to the requisite element ol it'disorder or dysfunction', since any
evaluator can subjectively decide that any single, or even multiple, lacking element(s) of the definition
can be omitted and still call it it disorder, and since different evaluators may disagree, cumulatively thus
Finding many different elements missing. and yet each may still find that disorder present.
Without more, mete I> 'a paraph i I ia NOS [not otherwise specified] diagnosis raised the odds of being
recommended for coinniitment by over 10.5%, while a pedophilia diagnosis raised the odds over 1500%''
Melissa Hamilton, "Adjudicating Sex Crimes as Mental Disease 33 Puce L.. Rut.. 536 (Spring, 2013). at
555Conceptually. sex crimes can he divided into two categories. (a) those involving clnldren (below, or at
puberty: and (b) those not. As to the first of these categories, appellate coin in itnient dcci sions under said
Act universally find that such a sex crime involving a child victim inherently bespeaks 'pedopliihia.
denoting the particular definition of same in the 1ISM-5 of it 'sexual disorder (not a 'menial illness').
Another such 'disorder' in the i)S'M-S simply turns on the act of 'sexual abuse of a child.' [ifectively.
between the unscientific definition-h-flat of these two disorders and the operation of this element, any
sex offender with

it

crime involving children qualifies for commitment under this element. (F. Berlin

quote per L. Dukes, '' They're All Close Calls Now." S/ar Tribime. June 8, 2008, p. A I
While child molestation is an immoral act, theic is no medical evidence of it deriving from a mental
deficiency: rather, it is a social construction that pedopli i I ia is linked to a sick mind.- Melissa JIaniil(oii,
"Adjudicating Sex Crimes as Mental Disease," supra, at 579. See also: Stephen I and Ronald M.

Ilolnies SexCrwzes: Patterns anti Behaviors ( 3d ed. 2009). at 110, offering it variety ol postulated: social
learning, psychological, and sociohiohogica I explanations for pedoph i la: /'red S. Burl/n. "Commentary of
Pedophilia Diagnostic Criteria in DSM-5.' 39./. Ant, A cad. i'sichiatii.' & Law 242. 243 (2011), conceding
that it is (I is ingenuous to suggest that the pedopli ii ia diagnosis in the DSM is not based in part on val Lie
judgment. i'he fact is that"... psychiatry does not have a precise definition of pedophil ia----Jean/fe,'
Jason, "Beyond No Man's Land: Psychiiatrys Imprecision Revealed by Its Critique of SVP Statutes as

Applied to Pedophil a," 83 S. Cal. L. Rev. 1319. 133 (2010). Although the DSM-5 now requires that
substantial "distress" he caused one by actual urgent impulses for sex with a child in order to he
diagnosed as a pedophile, this "distress" requirement is regularly ignored by testi'ing psychologists and
the committing courts.
Those whose sex crimes did not involve a child victim can also he deemed to fulfill this element of
'disorder or dysfunction.' 'l'hc SD!' law's reference to

personality

... disorder' is

it

buzz-phrase

invoking the afbresaid alternative 'diagnosis' of an 'antisocial personality disorder.' Thus, in cases of
'ape of an adult, the hazy definitional terms of' that DSM-dcclared 'disorder' are sufficiently vague as to
support such a diagnosis based on such acts alone. Other sexual assault crimes of deliberately shocking
sexual efli'onter , s nch as 'flashing' one's genitals. can he said to he similarly antisocial by their very
nature as vCjI.
In sum. the clement of a 'disorder or dysfunction' in the SD!' law is almost inherently applicable in
every sex oltender comniitment petition by the nature of the sexual misconduct itself. Because such
'disorders' are then inherently accepted as proof of inadequate control' of presumed 'impulses,' the SDP
ground (or con ni itment collapses to nothing more to qualify any Respondent for such SDI) commitment
than the sheer fact of a past record of sex crimes. This deprives Respondents of substantive due process.

2. Specific Problems

(e.

The ,funk Science Concept oJ5e.vual PsjchopatIiv as a Menial f//ness or Disorder

The notion of psychopathy has never been accepted in psychiatry or psychology as a personality
disorder, Un/n If Suthe,'/ancl, ''The Diffusion of Sexual Psychopath laws.'' 56 Am, 1. Soc, 142, 142
(1950), declared: ''[F Pie concept of the 'sexual psychopath' is so vague that it cannot be used 1`61- judicial
and administrative purposes without the danger that the law ma) injure the society more than do the sex
crimes which it is designed to correct,"
First, ''psychopathy'' is not

it

diagnostic mental illness or disorder under the 1)5 M-5 . Psychopathy is

merely a ''heuristic construct" for modeling purposes.

Er/ca Beecher-Monas & Edgar Garcia-Rill,

"Danger at the edge of Chaos: Predicting Violent Behavior in a Post-Daubert World." 24 C 'are/ozo U Rev.
1845, 1873 (2003)' ''No one is quite sure what psychopathy means,,,. '('he [1)(T-R] instrument consists
of twenty risk factors....:

I ihness/suiperflcial charm: grandiose sense of self-vorth: need for

stimulation/proneness to boredom: pathological lying; conning/manipulative: lack of remorse or guilt;

sha I ow affect; callous/lack of sympathy; parasitic festy Ic: poor behavioral controls: promiscuous sexual
behavior; early behavioral problems, lack of realistic long-term goals: impalsivity: irresponsibility; failure
to accept responsibility: many short-term marital relationships: jLiVCF1iIC delinquency; evocation of
conditional release; criminal versatility..., ['lihese factors appear to he rather subjective...." (Ibid.) As
such, it isa label arrived at merely upon behavioral observation of the offender.
Indeed, the first edition of the DSM took pains to make clear that no such psychiatric diagnosis ever
existed. A'Iarna ,J.Johnson, "Minnesota's Sexual Psychopathic Personality and Sexually Dangerous
Persons Statute: Throwing Away the Key,' 21 Wi//ia,,, Aiitc:be// Lair Review 1139 11996]), flatly states, at
Footnote 10: ''The term ''psychopathic personality," howeverjvas expunged from the psychiatric
nomenclature in 1952." -Psychopathy

is not an acknowledged psychiatric diagnosis in the DSM ....

N.J. Prenl/q', E..Jan,tc, Ii Baibaree, B. K. Schwa,!; & All'. Ku/ku. "Sexual I> Violent Predators in the
Courtroom; Science on 'l'ria I." 12 I'srcha/ogv, Public Policy & I_nw 357. 368-69 (2006).
"Psychopathy" is merely an unscientific impression ill the ees of certain psychologists. One of these
is Robert 1-tare, who designed a questionnaire of44 points in total. According to ]late, one must achieve
a score of 30 on his checklist to he considered psychopathic. I tare, as creator of the PCL-It (Psychopathy
Checklist-Revised) refuses to grant access to the instrument or any of the data upon which it is claimed to
he based except to those who have taken a training program offered by flare, and have been approved
(''qualified') by flare to receive such materials. I-Ic has even engaged in litigation against lawyers and
udges for disseminating the instruments and such materials to clients, other parties to litigation, and to
the public. As a result, the PCL-R has never been subjected to robust critique and hence cannot he
01deemed to he the valid product oI' a scientific process. Beecher-A"monus & Garcia-BilL szqn'a, notes 201203.
'I-lie PCL-R was designed to determine one's propensity to resort to physical violence, not to commit
sex crimes. (Beecher-Alonas & Rill, ibid. ) No RAt has been as misapplied to sex offender's as the ['Cl .-R.
Designed to ascertain the likelihood of future physical violence by a given offender, it inherently has no
application to the commission of lirture crimes of a sexual, rather than a violent nature. While some sex
crimes involve violence, it is axiomatica Iv true that the motivation for sex crimes

even those that

include violence - is completely different front the motivations that prompt acts of ion-sexual ph seal
violence, Accordingly, 1101le of the factors used in the PC [-K serve as indicators of the probability of sex
crime recidivism. See, e.g.. (in/ted State.s i'. King, 2013 U.S. Dist. [[XIS 54655 ([.[). N.C. 2013)
(stating that (lie P(L-R does not predict sexual recidivism....). ho same efThct, see also; tin/red Shires
Lange, 2012 U.S. Dist. [[XIS 159498 (Iii). N.C. 2012) (stating that the PCL-R does not predict sexual
recidivism at all)."
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Indeed, even merely as a predictor of the likelihood of future physical violence, it has been found that
the PCL-R lacks fundamental validity and reliability. thus. e.g.. ( Tniieil S/u/es

I.

Thy/or, 320 F Supp, 2d

790. 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10957 (ND. Ind. 2001), banned its use even in the context ol death penalty
proceedings:
"I lie Court takes issue with one of the proposed tests in particular. In recent years, the reliability of
the Interview Schedule for Psychopathy Checklist-Revised ('PC'],-R') has been called into question as
an indicator of a defendants future dangerousness. Specifically, following an extensive review of
I iterat nrc addressi rig i rist itutional violence and the PC L-lt that concentrated on the use of [lie PC L-R
in capital sentencing proceedings, John F. [dens, a psychologist with extensive experience in the area
of risk assessment concluded, the posit ion that PCI,- R scores (or any one offender provide IMIC11
useful intorniationi regarding his relative or absolute risk Cor future institutional violence while
incarcerated clearly is untenable ....Ecle,tv,J F., Peie'i/a,.J, & Buffing/on- Uo/Iun,,.J K. (200 1)
Psychopathy and the Death Penally: Can the Psychopathy Checklist-Revised Identify Offenders Who
Represent 'A Conl ill uing threat to Society'?" .Ionrnal o/J'.ve/nuiry and Last'. 29:433-481; see also
Edens..J.F., (Oct. 2001) 'Misuses of the I tare Psychopathy Checklist -Revised in Court: Two Case
Examples.'' .Ioww,/ o,f Interpersonal Violence. Vol. 16, No. 10, 1082-1093; ''Declaration of 'l'liornas
V. Ryan. Ph.D., AI3PP, Unhed Slutes s.. Si/u, Cause Na. 298 CR 47 (ED. Va.) Document No. 175,
flIed March 18, 2004. This, due to the uncertainty of the validity and reliability of the PCL-R as it is
used in capital sentencing hearings, the Government and any' of its experts is prohibited lioni utilizing
this test in cvaluaunig Defendant 'lhoniias.''
.4 fortiori, since the PCL-R has been determined to lack validity even in its avowed field of
specialization (violence prediction), it cannot he said to have any validity in the field of sex-crime
recidivism prediction.

Jolt,, .1. Fennel. "Psychopathy Could Use a Little Skepticism," 4 4.108 Neuroscienc'e, No. 2, p. 14
(Apr. 2013), oiler's these observations about the unscientific nature of purported assessment of
psychopaths':
''Liii fortunately, I the analy sis by (hunt (hi/eu & .Iiaoc'hei, Huang, ''What
We Owe the Ps)chopath: A Neuroetlucal Analysis,'' 'UGh Neuroscience 4(2)3-9 (20 I 3)J simply
text excerpt, p. 4:

assumes the existence of psychopaths. Attention to the research shows that most efforts to pick out
supposed psychopaths test on small samples and infirm methods that lose significance when analyzed
in meta-analyses. Hare's Revised Psychopathy Checklist ( PCL.-R), the most widely used tool br
picking out supposed psychopaths (Hare 2006), has two faults.

First, scoring (lie PCI .-R is

susceptible to partisan alliance. Second, the core of psychopathy, (lie Factor I traits On the PCL-R,
clues not appear to predict recidivism,
'lie PCIrR is it rating instrument o120 ikrtss scored on it 3-point scale (0, I, 2) for it total range
Of possible scores 0 to 40. An individual who scores over 30 is typically labeled a psychopath (Hare
2006).

Lden,s', Bocc'uc'c'/n/, and Jo/insoti (2010) report on a study of adversarial experts at sex

offender civil commitment cases in Texas that revealed an average dift'ererice of 8 points Cor the same
individual depending on whether the experl favored or opposed release. Considering that 98% of the
offenders evaluated tall between 5 and 36 on the PCL-R, an average difference of 8 points would be

(Edens ci al. 2010). Other studies, including a nieta-analysis, have shown
similar, although not as extreme, results (Iioccacelni. Alurrie. and Tie, net 2008 Cooke and Abc/i/c

significant in many cases

2010; Edens ci al. 2010). These discrepancies in scoring the PCL-R typicalIN arise in the items
associated with the psychopathic personality,' the Factor I traits

(E(lens ci at 2010).

"In contrast, the items that measure antisocial behavior, the Factor 2 items, have higher rates of
i nterrater agreement. More importantl, a meta-analysis found that it is the Factor 2 items, not the
Factor I items, that are correlated with recidivism

(Yang. Wang, and ('old 2010). Since the Factor 2

items are. For the most part. based on past criminal bchav ior, it seems that the psyc hopathv
personality does little to predict recidivism.

Ftrrtlierniore, the Factor 2 traits do not predict

recidivism any better than traditional instruments based on behavioral measures

(Yang ci al. 2010).

'Flius, the psychopathic personality, when it conies to predicting and preventing crime, lacks
support. Its distinctive traits are dillictilt to mcasnre with unbiased assessments. And whatever
personality traits the Factor I traits are measuring, they have riot been shown to predict recidivism.
As it defense attorney litigating for the release of civilly committed sex offenders, I have managed
to secure the release of several men labeled as psychopaths' by forensic psychologists. None have
recid ivaled . Unlike the eva Itrators paid by the Department of Correct ions. riiy professional reputation
depended upon rue nnderstandirg my Client's perspective and presenting it before a Jui'y. A defense
attorney cannot give till and cast off a client into the pit of the irredeemable. My clients were
sometimes hostile. usually misunderstood, and always scared. Based oil the literature written by the
proponents of psychopathy, it seems I should have encountered someone like the purported
psychopaths described in Hare 1994). I never did. Alerein lies an ethical lesson, not only for
polievmakers and forensic authorities, bin for all of irs.' (Gil/c/1 and lluang. supra. 20 13. 7).''

Bruce I Winick, The Right to i?efie.se Mental lien//h Treatment, (Am. Psvchol . Ass' n.. Washington,
DC. 1997). flatly declares, at p. 316-19: ". . . M]erely labeling a class of offender's as mentally disordered
sex offenders or as sexually violent predators does not itself mean that they are mentall ill within the
meaning of t lie Constitution or that their hospitalization or treatment Would be medical l\ ,j ust i fled."
At Footnote 22, Il'inick applies this to 'scxtral psychopathy':
"S.

(referring to the ' grow ing
Braket ci at The Men/a/li. Disabled and the Law 743 (3rd ed. 1985)

awareness that there is no specific group of individuals who can be labeled sexual lisvehol2iitlis by
acceptable riiedieal standards and that there are no proveil treatments for such offenders

') A.

Slone. "Mental Health and Law: A System ill 'Irarisitioni'' 192-94 (Dl IEW Pub. No. (ADM) 76-176,
1975): Latone/. "Washington 's Sexually Violent Predator Law: A Deliberate Mistrse of the
'Iherapeutic State lbr Social Control,'' 15 U

Page! Sound L. Rev. 655, 662 (1992) ('Most experts arid

policy-makers had concluded that sex Offenders were not mentally ill and that i nvol wit.ary
indeterminate treatment was ineffective in changing their criminal behavior. Coercive rehabilitation
simply did not work.'): Reardon, "Sexual Predators'. Mental Illness or Abnormality? A Psychiatrist's
Perspective," 15 U

Pager Soujid L. Rev. 849 (1992).

"It has heeoriie common practice to modify risk assessments based on the Static-99/99R
because of the presence of psychopathy and indicators of deviant sexual interests, although no
date there has been no research validating this procedure. The current research was conducted to
fill this gap in the literature. Using a sample of 272 sextral oflcnders. the extent to which
psychopathy, sexual deviance, and their interact ion added to the predictive va I id it>' of the Static-

99R was examined Analyses were conducted using the whole sample as well as subgroups of
rapists and child molesters. Iwas found that although the Static-99R predicted sexual
recidivism, adding psychopathy and as
deviance in a Cox regression analysis did not improve
the prediction. lh is held true for child molesters when examined on their own ...... (Jun Lootnan,
N/co/a I. C. Muip/icli & Jeff Abracen, " Does Consideration of Psychopath) and Sexual Deviance
Add to the Predictive Validity of the Static-99R?,' 57 In! '1 bar. of 0/flow/er Therapy &
('omparw/r'e (4ni/nofugv 939-965 (Issue 8, Aug. 2013), Abstract. p. 939; emphasis suppled)
ISlonie researchers have not found that psychopath), predicts sexual recidivism. For
example, Bai'haree, Se/a, Lung/on and Peacock (2001) and [angstrom (ti/LI (;rani (2000)
reported that the PCL-R predicted violent and general hut not sexual recidivism in their samples.
More rcccritly.Afurrie, liaccaccini, Caperton, a/ic! Ru//no (201 I ) Ibund that psychopathy was
unrelated to sexual recidiv km in a sample of 333 sexual offenders who underwent an assessment
for civil commitment as SV Ps,
p. 94 I
. . It is commonly assumed that the combination of high psychopathy and sexual
deviance is a deadly combination' (I/are, 1999), in that those sexual offenders with both
psychopathy and sexual deviance are assumed to reo Fiend at a very high rate. However, the
research results do nut lend consistent support for this conclusion. First, a literature review
conducted by the first author (J . L.) indicates that there are relatively few studies that examine the
combination of psychopathy and p hall ometrica tv rneastr red sex ti a I deviance, and second, (lie
findings of the research have been inconsistent.
P. 912: ''Current results indicate that the consideration of sexual deviance, psychopathy, and their
interaction term is not necessary when the Static-99R score is known and that these additional
variables do not contribute significantly to predicting that outcome once the Static-99R score has
been accounted for. Thus, the ctrrr'ent results do not support the modification of risk estimates
based on the Static-99R because of the presence of sexual deviance and psychopathy when sexual
recidivism is the outcome of interest.'' (Ic!., p. 946).
Without medical/psychological moorings. SOLC laws siriiply identify a disfavored class of'
i rid i vi d tr a Is for perrii an cut preventive detention.
"Neither sexual psychopathy, the label once given to the propensity to commit sex offenses, nor
antisocial personality disorder, the condition rejected as a basis fir involuntary hospital izat ion in
i'ouc ha, are nied ical Conditions for which psychiatric hospitalization or intrusive treatment would he
therapeutically justified.

In its study nn sexual psychopath legislation, the Group tor the

Advancement of Psychiatry concluded that these laws 'lack clinical validity,' Flie study found that
sexual psychopathy is riot a psychiatric diagnostic category but a meaningless grouping front a
d iagniost ic and treatment standpoint.' it observed that offender's committed under these statutes are
given little treatment or 'inappropriate or ineffective treatriicnl.' These 'mentally disordered sex
offender statutes once were in vogue but no

have fallen into disfavor. In those jurisdictions that

retain them or that have adopted a newer version tinder which sex offenders are hospitalized as
sexual I)' v in lent predators, they must be regarded as constitutionally suspect under Foticha to the
extent they authorize i two I tititary psychiatric hospitalization or intrusive treatment of those
committing sex offenses who, apart from their criminal behavior, are not mentally ill. Sexual
psychopathy is not regarded by clinicians as it mental disorder even if it were, it would not satisfy the
narrow definition of mental illness that may be implicit in Foucha.

It has no apparent organic

etiology, is not itselfa treatable condition (at least absent motivation fbr treatment on the pail of the
inclividtnal), and does not produce cognitive or volitional incapacity that wotild justify involuntary
hospitalization or treatment. Like antisocial personal ity disorder, ibtmncl not to he a mental illness
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justifying eornnutnient to a psychiatric hospital it) Four/ia, this or similar labels should not justify
forced hospitalization or intrusive treatment.'' (J4'/ii/ck. p. 39).
Some of the claimed 20 "risk factors 'or psvc hopathy

\VOli Id

seem to apply to sonic attoi'neys

In lorination used to score these factors can he drawn from any portion of one's Ii letime to (late,

50

the

PCL-R cannot measure changes over time; it treats subjects as stable 'statues.' E /Jeechi'i'-Monrts & F.
Garcia-Rill i/rn?.
Kevin B. Rice/i, ''Psycho I awver, Qu' [st-Ce Que C est: 1-I igli Incidence of Psehopaths in the I .egal
Profession and Why They Thrive, 39 Law & Psychot Rev. 287 (2015), observes at 287:
"Kevin Dutton, a research psychologist at the University of Oxford, makes this claim in his book,
"I'lie Wisdom of Psychopaths: What Saints, Spies, and Serial Killers ('an leach I Is About Success.2
According to Dutton. 'Any situation where you've got a power structure, a hierarchy, the ability to
manipulate or wield control over other people, you get psychopaths doing very well,'' In a ranking of
professions with the most psychopaths, lawyers conic in at number two, after ('[(is.'''
p. 294:". . . 4.aw] students who were characterized as 'feeling' types were twice as likely to drop
out lof law sehoohl compared to those characterized as 'thinking' types.v The personality type that
was both overrepresented in law school and had the 10\k CSI tlropotit rate was one that was
characterized as typically 'dependable and practical with a realistic respect Ihr fuicts'. And tending to
17
[Paul V. Miller'] also found that students who
emphasize 'analysis. logic, and decisiveness.
preferred to make decisions based on a 'feeling' were more likely to drop out thaii those who
These 'thinking' type students could easily
preferred to make decisions on the basis of 'thinking.'
discern iraceurae es. often hurt others' feelings w ithotrt knowing it, and were excellent problem
solvers.
Lawyers are thought by some to have a lacking sense of morality -- it fbcus on riiaintaining
'tiles and regulations rather than moral' compassion!"' 'I'hierc is little research su ppor i rig this
stereotype. I Iowever. gender dili'e,'ences might offer an explanation. Studies have shown that law
school 'dramatically shifts female students orientations from an ethic of care and compassion to an
orientation similar to that of men. which typically emphasizes a rights and justice orientation."'
Additionally, lawyers certainly tend to think differently, and perhaps value things differently, than the
general population ."2 'lhis difference may cause lawyers to appear cold and impersonal, or even
a ni oral,62''
pp. 298-99: ''As discussed and contrary to popular perception. psychopaths are not necessarily
deranged monsters. fri fact, some psychopaths may he able to master their psychotic attributes and
excel over 'normal ' people. Studies suggest that successful psychopaths have intact or enhanced
neurobiological functioning that underlies their normal or even stiperior cogn iti ye functioning, wh cli
Accordingly, it is not surprising that psychopaths are so
in turn helps them to achieve their goals.
disproportionately common in the legal profession. A good lawyer should have the ability to make
unemotional, rational decisions wifli laser- focus, Much in the same way some psychopaths do. It
appears not only that psychopaths might be able to function as lawyers, but also that the legal field is
especially suited to take advantage of the traits many psychopaths possess.'
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Rice/i also points out that those in other professions and endeavors requiring boldness and steady
nerves succeed best when they exhibit that attribute of psychopathy:
p. 290:

'on July 20, 1969.
Neil Armstrong and the Apollo I I crew, had a short window, --

measured in seconds to Find a safe place to land the spacecraft on the surface of the inoon.22 Data
later showed Armstrong barely broke a sweat or exhibited signs of stress daring one on the most giant
leaps in the history of nankind.23 [hose who are able to control their response to stress in this
almost psychopathic manner have a distinct advantage over the average person, who may Ibid under
such intense pressure"

Sornia,,, K. E(/ciis I.E. & Krisnansson, A.l ci at., "Boldness and Its Relation to Psychopathic
Pei-sonaiitv: Prototypicahty Analyses Among forensic Mental Health, Criminal Justice, and Layperson
Raters," La''' and Iliwiaii Behavior. Feb. 2016 (advance online publication), doi: 0.1 037/lhh0000l 76.
studied the role of boldness in the purported ''psychopathic personality." At Abstract, slip. p. 1, those
researchers explained their study and presaged their conclusion thus:
In 3 samples ( forensic mental health practitioners, probation officers and a layperson
community sample), we investigated adaptive traits as conceptualized in the 't'riarehic model of
psychopathy (Patrick ci @1, 2009), specifically the relevance of boldness to eonstruals of psychopathic
personality. Pail ic pants completed prototypical ity ratings of psychopathic traits. including 3 items
created to tap components of boldness (Socially,., hold Ad vent urous, Emotionally stable)

'[he

composite Boldness scale was rated as moderately to highly prototypical among forensic mental
health practitioners and probation

officers....

For the individual items. Socially bold was rated as

highly prototypical and was associated with theoretically relevant correlates. Adventurous also was
seen as prototypical. though to a lesser degree. Only forensic mental health practitioners endorsed
Emotionally stable as characteristic of ps)chopathy.
Text excerpts. starting at slip. p. I. explain the background, starting in nothing more than the a priori
intuitive declarations of one psychiatrist before and just alter World War Il:
'Despite this extensive focus on criminality, dysilniction, and psychopathology, some historical
(e.g.. ( ' leek/cr. 19-11) and more recent models (e.g., Patrick, I'ow/es, and Krueger, 2009; see also

1./lien/c/il & iF/dart's, 2005; Lvkkcn, 1 995) have argued that psye hopathv also includes certain
ciitcterit.cs (e.g., social prowess. lack of anxiety, fearlessncsslthat may not he overtly maladaptive
and m gJit in fact be associated with sonic positive outcomes. For example, in describing the
backgrounds of ps)chopaths, ( 'leek/cr (1946) asserted:
'Not rarely the records will show that lie has won the chancellor's prite at college for an
essay on the Renaissance, or graduated flora high school stirurna cum laudc. or outstripped 20
rival salesmen over a period of six months, or married the most desirable girl in town, or, on a
first venture into politics, got himself elected to the state legislature. (p. 22)'
P. 0:

''Discussion

Ariiong forensic mental health practitioners and probation officers, who would he expected to
have considerable experience working with persons who demonstrate varying levels of' psychopathic
traits. Socially bold and Ad venturous items were rated as moderately to highly prototypical of
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psychopathy. In fact, these ratings were in a range sun lay to or higher than the average CA PP item
1Iiesc findings seem to clearly support the content validity of such ti-ails and bolster the argument that
they represent important aspects of how forensic mental health and criminal Justice professionals
conceptualize this disorder. Jury yen repersons also rated Soc a! I): bold as moderately prototypical.
though the Adventurous item ratings were near the mid-point of the scale, indicating an essentially
lie utra I attitude ah not this Concept.
"In contrast to the generally positive prototypicality data for the Socially bold and Adventurous
items, results for the linotionally stable item were less clear. Forensic mental health practitioners.
whose dai lv job functions include the assessment, treatment, and/or management of Ibren sic detainees
with serious psychiatric disorders, viewed this item as moderately prototypical of psychopathy,
whereas probation officers (and jury venirepersons) clearly did not. One plausible interpretation of
these results is that the emotional stability component of boldness is an especially salient indicator of
psychopathy among practitioners in a forensic mental health setting specifically because typical
detainees may suffer from sev crc sy ni ptonis such as gloss cli sorgan ization, liaginented thought
processm emotional outbursts, or social withdrawal. Therefore, clients who display optimism, sellconfidence or emotional resiliency night partictiftirly stand out in an environment in which a iitaority
of clients demonstrate a very different pattern of personality and interpersonal characteristics. Recall
that in C/cck/cr's 11941) seminal clinical prohie tar psychopathy several characteristics (e.g.. absence
of nervousness, absence of deltisiongood intelligence) seemed to differentiate psychopathic patients
from those with whom he worked who were suffering from serious mental di sorde......
Being emotionally stable in situations in which it is in fact appropriate to he distraught or
afraid is not actually normal, per se, thou cli it may he generally viewed as advantageous or even
heroic' (Lykkcn. 1995). I lad we chosen descriptors more indicative of atypical affective dispositiotis
(e.g.. 'Abnormally calm ill emotionally provocative situations: 'Abnormally cheerful about life
despite facing severe legal sanctions') perhaps our participants illight have viewed sticli
characteristics as more representative of a psychopathic personality constellation. Future prototype
studies should investigate other corn mon language indicators of low stress reactivity and the abi I itv to
remain calm and focused in situations involving pressure or tlneat' (Pall/c/cc, at, 009, p. 926).p. II:''... lIt is interesting to note that no aspects of Boldness were seen as relevant to a greater
propensity to engage in crime. ...Ill terms of moral judgments, only the Ibrensic mental health
practitioners tended to associate higher Boldness with more negative views about psychopaths (in
terms of being evil and deserving of greater punishment).

Ihis Illight indicate that individuals

working in a kretisie psychiatric setting perceive at least some aspects of the potential social
attainments resulting from psychopathy to be essentially undeserved or ill-gotten (e.g.. thirotigli
socially, exploitative behavior, perhaps directed at more vulnerable detainees.'
[W]e believe the results of this study for the most part support the content validity of boldness
as an important component of psychopathic personal it, pail Ic nlarly ti-a its associated vv ith being
Socially bold (dominant, socially asstirecl, persuasive) and Ads. enttirous (cotnageons, thrill-seeking.
tolerant of Li nceil ai n ty ) ....
Ihis examination of aspects of boldness as claimed attributes of psychopathy suggests that people
who might simply remind one of Errol Flynn's characters are psychopaths. This in turn shows
the vacuity of the definition of psychopathy.
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No RAI has been as misapplied to sex offenders as the PCI ,-R. Designed to ascertain the likelihood
of future physical violence by a given offender, it inherently has
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application to the commission of

future crimes of a sexual, rather than a violent nature. While some sex crimes involve violence, it is
axiomatically true that the motivation i'or sex crimes - even those that Include violence - is completely
cli ffercnt front the rliotr vat ions that prompt acts of ion-sexual physical violence. Accordingly, none of the
factors used in the PCL-R serve as indicators of the probability of sex crime recidivism. See, e.g.. United

Slates v. King. 2013 U.S. Dist. [EXIS 54655 (El). N.C. 2013) (stating that the PCI,-R does not predict
sexual recidivism. . . .). Jo same effect. see also: United Slates v. Lange, 2012 U.S. Dist. I ,F,XlS 159498
(ED. N.C. 2012) (stating that the PCL-R does not predict sexual recidivism at all).ll),''
Distinctlybut cu mtr I au ye ly. /3w/il I)eMaiteo. mliii /. &/ens. '/eghann Ga//away, Jwiiiijer Cox,
DistiwiI>

S/nut/ion Totiei' .S'n,irl,, Dana /'ortnon. "The Role and Reliability' ol 'Ihe Psye hopatiry Cheek I st-Revised
in U.S. Sexually Violent Predator Evaluations: A Case law Survey.' 38 Law & Human Behavior 248
(2014), at pp. 252-53, report: -Certainly in the context of criminal responsibility/sanity cases, the
presence of psychopathy or the related diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder does not indicate that
an offender lacks the capacity to either understand right from wrong or exercise control over his behavior.

I

(American Law Institute, Model Penal Code and Commentaries, Sec, 4,0 I , 1985). As such, its use in
some SV P cases as an i rid icator of impaired volitional control is iron ic. if not downright contradrctory
The "SRA-FV/FV Light" is governed by the same criticisms: United Suites it King, 2013 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 54655 (ED. N.C. 2013). at Footnote 7, reveals that: "I lie Structured Risk Assessment-Forensic
Version (SRA-FV) includes scoring from the Psychopathy Checklist (PCL-R). See Govt. Ex. 2, at 16..'
In sum, "sexual psychopathy" is not a mental illness or disorder of any kind, or any partial disorder
(dvsfunetiorf'). Therefore, it cannot support civil commitment of any individual.

I',

The Junk Science Concept of Rape as Comprising (]ns;jec'Ied Parcjphihc Disorder
onsent as a Disorder

NOM

TIuntias K Zancle,, "Civil Commitment without Psychosis: The

Law's

Reliance on the Weakest

Links
ks in Psvchod iarinosis,'' I Join', o/Se.vrial Offender ('u/I C oninuitnen!: ,S'cie;,ce at/(? the Law 17, at 45
120051). after an exhaustive examination of the development of the DSNI in its sequential editions, flatly
concludes that "the weight of opi ri ion among experts in the treatment of parapli ii ias is that then omission
of non-sadistic rape from the paraph i I ias category of the DS NI was, and continues to be deliberate
decision of the American Psychiatric Association. None of the experts has published a statement
supporting the use of the diagnosis of parapliilia-NOS for rapists.-
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One o I' the actual editors of the l)S M , Allen Frances, /i,e /sseutiaic q/ /'sy chiatric L)iagnosis, in the
section discussing 'Paraph ii ic Disorders'' (pp. 169-74), declares flatly that rape is a crime, not a mental
disorder.

He states that the claimed diagnostic category of ''Unspecified Paraph i lie Disorder,

Nonconsent' is an utterly unreliable diagnosis. Rape has been rc.jected as a mental disorder ill all editions
of the DSM since DSM-3

From es states that tape is almost always an opportunistic behavior that

reflects simple criminality - not a mental disorder. He adds that Unspecified Paraphilic Disorder,
Nonconsent has been care lesslv, unre I iablv, and incorrectly diagnosed in foren sic proceedings in
countless cases as a convenient way to promote inappropriate psychiatric preventive detent ion.

This.

Frances insists, is a misuse of psychiatric diagnosis and an abuse of involuntary psychiatric conunitmcttt.
He concludes that a claimed diagnosis Of 1.3 nspeci fled Paraph il ic Disorder. N oiieonsenl sltou Id not be
taken seriously lien presented ill expert testimony. 10 same effect, see: A. From:es, "Going for Wins in
Sexually

Violent

Predator

Cases."

Psychiatric

Times,

July

S.

20 I I ,

available

at

www.psychiatrictimes.com/hlog/cpuchincrisis/contentJarticleI1 0168/190056].

c.

ihe .11(0k Science Concept of Antisocial Personality Disorder ax a Diso;yer

ic/frey Abracen & Ian Loonian. [valuation of C iv i I Commitment Criteria in a High Risk Sample of
Sexual Offenders," I four oJ Sexual u//iuler C:oinnntfllent: Science and Ihe Lan, 124-140 (2006), at P
125, bluntly state: ........he term personality disorder is left completely undefined in the majority of
States whose commitment criteria discuss these disorders.
As l)t-irdie M VnillI,. ''Dangerous Diagnoses, Risks Assumptions, and the Failed [xperinicnt of
Sexual lv Violent Predator' Comm itnient," 67 Oklahoma Laii Rev 619, 677 (No. 4, Summer 20 15 ).
states, ...ASPI) is a diagnosis that, by definition, could apply to most people incarcerated in the United
States.
Eric .ian,es, in Failure to Protect, p.36. relays this basic truth as to the uhiq LI it of' so-called
''antisocial personality disorder'' among criminals: ''As one author put it, 'Applying the diagnosis

I

antisocial personality to imprisoned offenders is likel looking for hay in a haN stack.''' citing: Gail F.
ng for flay in a
Stevens. "Applying the Diagnosis Antisocial Personality to Imprisoned Offenders: Looking
Haystack," 1 9 Jour, o101

Rehabilitation I -26 (1993)'j

Zander, smqn'a, at pp. 5 1-52, explains the problem thus:
"Among psychologists and psychiatrists, the personality disorders may be the single most
controversial diagnostic category in the DSM . For example, ill a survey of 146 psychologists arid
psychiatrists in 42 countries. Maser, Kaelber, cimid Weise (1991) asked respondents to rate their
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satisfaction with the DSM diagnostic categories. The personality disorders led the list of diagnostic
categories with which respondents were dissatislied' (p. 275). with 56% expressing dissatisfaction
One of the primaiN reasons for the controversial nature of the personality disorders has to do with the
fact that, contrary to the l)SM-IV-'l'R's claim that personality disorders are qualitatively distinct
S\

ndromes,' they appear instead to represent ma ladapi ive variants of personality traits that merge

imperceptibly into normality and into one another' (APA. I DSNI-IV] p. 686)....
• flecatrse personality disorders categorize behavior that differs from normal behavior only by its
degree of expression of universal traits, rather than qualitative beha% ioial differences, the conceptual
validity of these categories is inherently suspect.

jP]crsonal ity disorder diagnoses are macli more

likely to be conceptually invalid, because their behavioral manifestations are exhibited by many
people considered to he normal,
""I'lic riiosl fundamental question concerning antisocial personally disorder is whether it should
be considered a menial disorder and he included in the DSM-IV . ( Francis & Ross, 2001, p. 293)
Francis was the chair of the APA 's Task Force on DSM-lV.''
''The over-inclusiveness of the diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder apparently was a major
concern of the U.S. Supreme Court justices deciding Kansas v. ('rune (2002). When the U.S.
Supreme Court .justices were considering the oral arguments of the two lawyers who litigated the
Crane case before the C'otrrt, J tistice Ginsbtrrg expressed concern about the large number of people
who would appear to qualify ibr the [)SM-IV-TR definition ci antisocial personality disorder,
observing, '..,they say pick three out of a list or seven, you could pick out habitually doesn't work,
doesn't pay debts, is reckless. irritable ....here are a lot of ordinary people who would lit that
description' Kansas p. ('rune Oral Argument, 2001. pp. 8-9) [italics supplied by Zanier). Later in the
oral argument, Justice O'Connor pointed out that a prosecution expert in the trial of the case had
testified that 75% of the male prison population in the U.S. was diagnosable with antisocial
personality disorder (p. 15). When the Kansas Attorney General acknowledged that a sex offender
satisfying the criteria for antisocial personality disorder could be committed as all SV P. another
justice, apparently astonished by how easily this diagnosis could result in civil commitment, simply
responded. Wow' (p. I5). in the majority decision in Crune, the Court favorably cited research
showing that 40 to 60% of the male prison population in the U.S. is diagnosable with antisocial
personality disorder (Kansuc v. ('rune, 2002, p. 412).
'l'lius, sonic of the justices on the U.S. Supreme Court had strong concerns about the conceptual
validity of the diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder as it could be applied in SVP commitment
eases.

[his should not have been surprising considering that, just 10 years earlier in Four/at v.

Louisiana (1992), the Court had held that a diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder was an
insufficient 'mental illness' to just i ly the commitment of an insanity acq u ittee whose coriim itriient
was ending. In the Forte/ut and Crane decisions, the Supreme Court expressed concerns that Mr.
Foueha and Mr. Crane, both of whom were diagnosed as hay i rig antisocial personality disorder, were,
by virtue of that diagnosis. indistinguishable Irom most other men imprisoned in tile United States, In
Faire/ru, Justice White, writing for a plurality of the Court, noted that Mr. Foueha was similarly
situated to other prisoners about to be released from eon firicment, adding, 'Many of them will likely
suffer from the same sort of personality disorder that Foircha cxli hits.' (p. 85).
"..'WieliKer & C 'oi'biii (I 995) reviewed live studies that reported the prevalence of antisocial
personality disorder in incarcerated male populations at between 49% and 80 40. N'iorari (999)
reported the proportion of prisoners diagnosed with antisocial personality disorderr at 609/0,
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conirnenting, 'Such high prevalence estimates raise important questions about the validity of the
diagnosis and the medicalization ofcriniinality.' (p. 234).'' (Zanc/er, itt. at 53)

Zanc/er, supra, at pp. 55-56. adds:
'ilie body of scholarly research about the diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder is rich with
data questioning its conceptual validity. Rogers & Dion (1991) reviewed the significant changes ill
the diagnostic criteria for antisocial personality, disorder through DSM - I I I - R. pointing out that these
redefinitions of the diagnosis had no empirical basis, and that the diagnosis lacked descriptive
consistency and diagnostic validity....
A]s Rogers & 1)/on ( 199 1 ) demonstrated. the expansiveness of the diagnosis is. in part, a
function of the huge n umber of diagnostic criterion Permutations possible with the antisocial
personality disorder category and its linked diagnosis of conduct disorder. Rogers. Sci/ekiii, Sewell
and Cruise (2002) commented on this problem wit Ii the diagnosis of anti social personality disorder.
noting. DSM-IV continues to offer a bewildering array of diagnostic possibilities with 3.2 million
variations.' (p. 237).
The Ihilure of the diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder to definitively distinguish
between unlawful behaviors that are contextually adaptive from those that are not has been
questioned by Cu;ui/nghain anti Re/dy (1998)

... [1ff a behavior patter represents a widespread

social phenomenon, i.e.. crim inality, is it appropriate to diagnose the i id i vidual expression of these
traits as a personality disorder?''
Last, at p. 62, Zanc/er points up the unreliability of the diagnostic criteria for antisocial persoiialil\
disorder from one subject and cater to the next:
"In Levenson's (2004b) teal world analysis of interrater reliability of the S\'P evaluations of 295
Florida sex offenders, she found that the reliability quotient for the diagnosis of antisocial personality
disorder was 0.521 - well into the poor category of inferrater reliability ...[lie interrater reliability
for the diagnosis of personality-disorder-NOS was even worse, with a kappa of 0.23. It is riot known
how many of the personality-disorder-NOS diagnoses in this study were made because the
diagnostician felt that the exanii ices history fell shortof satisfying the diagnostic criteria for
antisocial personality disorder."

ci

i,c' Junk Science Concejn of Pwaphitiac as a ('a/egory of Disorders

On the topic of the historical pathologizing of sexual deviance of all kinds. /indreac De Block &

Pie/er R. Adrinens, "Pathologizing Sexual Deviance: A I listory,' 50 Jour. Of Sex Research 276-298
(2013, No. 3-4), write:
(p. 277):

I Referring to views of [-havelock [-.'[]is & Magnus I Iirschfeld "in their view the

sexual instincts did not change much over time, but what did change were the social reactions to the
expression of these instincts....[W] hat is accepted as normal and healthy sexua lit): is not deterni i tied
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by nature hut changes with the values and norms of a particular Society at a particular place and time
(( raiv/i't'c/, 2006)."
[Clontemporary historians often Fault Foucault for being obsessed with social control (e.g..
975), as if disorder categories were unilaterally imposed by psychiatrists or bourgeois
society (ha/perm, 2002, Sedgwick, 1990)."
In the first section [of this article], we discuss how paraphilias were conceived and explained
in the early decades of modern psychiatry tip until the publication of the first edition of the DS Ni in
1952.
'the second section deals w ith the general changes in the noso logy of sexual deviance in the
second hall' of the twentieth century, from DSM to DSM-5

l3otli sections reveal that the history of

psychiatry's dealings with sexual deviance is a constant wavering between two opposing viewpoints:
the view that sexual abnormality constitutes a disease (the pathological approach; Gijs. 20008) and
the view that the so-called perversions or parapli if ias are biologically normal variants of sexual
variation (the normality theory approach; ()ij.s', 2008).
'Fatl), Modern Psychiatry and the Perversions
Until 1850. the definition of' sexual deviance was based primarily on moral, legal, and
theological cons iderat ions. From then onward, the increasing popu laritv and authority of psychiatry
resulted in a new conceptualization of certain forms of' sexual deviance as medical or psychological
problems. Given that the birth of modern psychiatry is usually dated around the beginning of'the 19th
century (S/;v,icr. 1997). it took psychiatry only a couple of decades to throw its light on the study of
dcvi ant sex ua Ii tv
(p. 278): ''...Replacing the clergy as authorities in the sexual domain, 19th- and early 20thcentury French psycluatrists were even paid by the government to take care of the supposedly
declining mental hygiene of' the French population, ( Oosterhuis. 2000).

Such public esteem

obviously granted psychiatrists the license to study and treat all sorts of probleiiis. i uclud ing sexual
deviance."
"As i'c'ak,nan (2009) noted: "One example is Anibrotse ia,'c/wi, 5 Crimes Against •ivna/v

hunt the Viewpoint of /'o;'ensec Medicine (1 857) listing the inward and outward signs of pederasty in
order to both help the law, and to ensure the state's better control over private morality - the
'feminized' appearance of these men was criticized' (p. 42). 'Fhroughotit the 19th century, physicians
were often called upon 1w police forces for guidance on how to deal with sex offenders (I/ill,
2005).... With regard to the theological influence on psychiatry, it is noteworthy that many medical
authorities in the Held of sexual pathology continued to use the term and the notion of perversion.
During the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, this term was used to denote an aberration or it
deviation from it divine norm: any act that violated the laws of God was considered it perversion,"
F TI here is a consensus among historians that the second half of the 19th century. and

especially the publication of Richard van Kraffi-Ehing's Psv('hopat/nce .S'exua/Ls in 1886. marked a
real turning point in the understanding and medical ization of sex ual deviance.''
(p. 281):

'With the opportunity for the natural satisfaction of the sexual instinct, every

expression of it that does not correspond with the purpose of' uatu c - i.e.' propagation -- must be
regarded as perverse." (Kraf/i.Ehhig, I 886, pp. 52-53).
p. 287 ):'Flomosexual ity: A Crucial Controversy
(p.288): .. ...In the midst of this dispute between activists and psyclioanalvsts, psychiatrist Robert
Sp itzer stepped up as a go-between. As a technical consu taut to the 1)5 M- II Committee on
Nomenclature and Statistics, lie had already been praised foi' his contribution to 'the articulation of

C011111littee. consensus as it proceeded ironi one draft foriiiu lation to the next' (ABA. 1968,
p. x).
Spitzer was originally convinced that horiiosexuahtv did belong ill the DSM

Various events,

however, including his attending an iii!oniial meeting of the (jay-PA' --a secret group of
homosexual A PA members later known as the Association of Gay and Lesbian Psychiatrists - made
him realize that many homosexuals were actually healthy and high-functioning individuals who were
often satisfied with their sexuality (Barer. 1987; see also flayer, 1981. p. 126). Soon afterward
Spitzer drafted it first compromise I Iomosexua I tv as such was to be removed from the DS %1 and to
be replaced by sexual orientation disttnbance. which included those individuals troubled by their own
sexual orientation."
"According to some commentators, the referendum was a public relations disaster for the APA
Devising a psychiatric nomenclature turned out to he it matter of politics lather than science. As
Shorter put it:
'Once it became known how easily the APA's Nomenclature Committee had given way on
homosexuality, it was clear that the psychiatrists could be ml led ----[ Sexual orientation, stress, or
women's menses] Could all apparently be patliologized and de-pathologied at the will of the
majority, or iollowing campaigns of' insistent pressure groups. [he nnderlying iiilure to let science
point the way emphasized the extent to which DSM-1 II and its successors, designed to lead psychiatry
from the swamp oi'psychoanalvsis. was in titct guiding it into the wilderness.' (pp. 304-05)"
(p. 289): "In an interview ficun early 2007, Spitzer] conceded that tire DSM-1 II task tbrce did
not always rely on Fesearch evidence. When asked about how new cli•ease categories were included
ill the nonienc lature. the following conversat ioti ensued:
Spitzer You have to have a lobby, that's how. YOU have to have troops.
Fink one of the interviewersi: So it's not a niatter of....
Spitzer: Having the data? No.
Fink: It's nothing to do with science then, and nothing to do with evidence?
Spitzer [nodded I."
ip 289-90): "ft is possible that these reservations led [ Spitzerj to conclude the DSM-1 II
definition of mental disorder with the following caveat: When the disturbance is limited to a con 0 ict
between an individual and soc ietv, this Illay represent social dcv ance. which nlay or nay riot he
commendable. but it is not by itself a riierilal disorder.' (ABA, 1980. p. 6: the same statcnienit was
repeated nearly verbatim ill all subsequent editions of the DSM). Ill short, deviant sexual behavior is
not always a (sy ii ptoi a of a) mental di sord er.'
(p. 290): "Given that individuals with these Iparaphilia] disorders rend not to regard themselves
as ill'; that 'frequently, these mdiv duals assert that the behavior cairses them no distress (Al'7). 1980,
p. 267), and that at least some of them appeared to function well, both socially and professionally. it
seemed that some pamaphilias did not lulilil the criteria set out ill (Ile introduction to the manual.
Perhaps they could be considered as instances of social deviance. but deviance, as Spitter stressed, 'is
not by itself a mental disorder.' (1IPA. 1980. p. 6)."
(p. 291): "Failing distress or iniipairniienit. unusual sexual fantasies, urges, or behaviors were
considered non pathological.

Either they were normal - a stim uI us for sexual excitement in

individuals without a paraphihia' (API. 1994. 1). 51
-5) -- or they Should he understood as ordinary
criminality,"
(pp. 291-92): "DSM-IV indeed stipulated that the cHId offenders should not he considered
mentally ill unless their offenses caused them distress or impairment in functioning. Yet Firyl cmi
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Prances explicitly spoke of a 'misinterpretation of DSM-I V (Spitci, 2005, p. 115, even called it a
publie relations disaster), which led them to revert, in DSM-lV-TR, to the DSM-1 I I-R's diagnostic
criteria For parapliilia. For those paraphilias that may involve nonconsenting victims - pedophilia,
voyeirrisni. exhibitionism, trotteurism, and sexual sadism - the authors simply reintroduced DSM-lllIt's Criterion B. which required either acting on unusual sexual urges or fantasies, or experiencing
distress about these urges or fantasies (Al'1!, 2000, p. 566) ....
(p. 292): "In their editorial, First and Frances also emphasized, however, that sexual offenders
should not he considered mentally ill simply because they have committed sexual offenses (see also
Moser (* Kieinp/(liz, 2005 Moser. 2009). ... Still. according to First and Frances, some forensic
psychiatrists deliberately misinterpreted this criterion 'to jListify making a paraphilia diagnosis based
solely on a history of repeated acts of sexual violence' (Firs! & Frances. 2008, p. 1240). The
problem with this interpretation, they concluded, is that defining parapltilia based on acts alone blur's
the distinction between mental disorder and ordinary criminality' (see also (icr! & Culver, 2009)."
'Wake/ic/cl (1992, p. 384) then dehned dysfunction as tlie inability of some internal mechanism
to perform its naturally selected function.' Spitier attempted to apply this concept of dysfunction to
the paraphi has in a book devoted to a critique of' the sexual and gender diagnoses of the DSM
(Ka,'ctvic & Drescher, 2005). There lie argued that sexual arousal has a specific evolutionary
unction, which consisted of 'facilitating lair bonding which is facilitated by reciprocal affectionate
relationships. (Sp/ter, 2005, p. 114).
(p. 293):''A parapliilia whose satisfaction has entailed personal harm, or risk of harm, to others in
the past' is a paraphilie disorder.

Hence, in some cases of pedophilia, sadism, voyeurism,

exhibitionism. and frotteurisin, the only difference between a non-disordered individual with a
paraphi I in and an individual with a parapliilie disorder is that the latter has had victims. The work
group liii Is to explain, however, why and how harming others would amount to more than merely
immoral or criminal behavior."
(Note 8 on p. 293): "It is interesting to note that the DSM-5 work group on 'sexual and gender
identity il i sorders ' contains more non-psychiatrists than any of the at her work groups.
(p. 294): "Still, even in the non-theorc't cal psychiatric approaches to sexual abnormality, a
theory is needed to distinguish normal from abnormal varieties. Why is a stable and exclusive sexual
desire for blond women not considered to be pathological, while a similarly stable and exclusive
sexual desire for prepubescent children tends to he seen as a disease? This question is not easy to
answer, and the present review shows how different canonical authors, associations, and publications
have tried to solve the issue. Some of them, most notably Kinsey, straightforwardly argued that
sexual perversions were not diseases., a position that is now held by such scholars as Charles Moser.
By contrast, Krafft-Fhing and Ki'aepelin argued that paraphiilias are biologically abnormal and hence
diseases. Toda, Blanchard and many other scxologists defend an updated version of this biomedical
view, by arguing that genetic or brain defects cause paraphilias ((7//s. 2008)."
For comprehensive accounts on the historical emergence of 'sexual pathology as a conceptual
category. the medical ization of sexual deviance, the influence of psychiatry on the legislative response to
sex crimes and sex criminals, and the three waves of 'sexual psychopath' and sex otiènder laws enacted
in the United States (the late 1930s, the postwar era, and the 1990s-present), see Deborah IF. Denno, ' Lie
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l3efore the Modern Sex Offender Statutes,' 92 Nit, (I. L, Pci'. 131 7 (1998), I'll/lip Jenkins. Alm ol Panic:

Changing Concepts (Y Me Child A'Iolc v/er in Alode,n Americ c; 49, 189 (1998).
Jffrer 4 hraceii & .Ja,i Loon/WI, ''Evaluation of Civil Comtnittiiertt Criteria in a I I igh Risk Sample of
Sexual Offenders," I Jour of Sexual O//inder Commitment. Science and the Law, 124-140 (2006). at
136, flatly declare:

- --For both rapists and child molesters DSM-hased diagnoses were not related to increased risk
of recidivism.. [ljn no ease did the recidivism tate exceed 25%....[I a the current study sexual
deviance was not associated with sexual recidivism.
AVIe cannot justify conceptualii.i ig the paraplitlias as mental disorder hy asserting that illegal
paraphilic behavior is more amenable to treatment than other criminal behavior unrelated to mental
disorder.. Given that amenability to treat mciii does not clearly distinguish paraph i lie sex offenders
ae a difficult time proving that 'the
from other criminals, S\'l' coniniitinent proponents may have
severity of the mental abnormality itsel I' ... [is I Sn Ific cot to distinguish the dangerous sexual of lender
from the dangerous but typical recidivist convicted in an ordinary criminal case.' (p. 413) -- a lbrm
oldiagnostic validity required as a matter of substantive due process Nv Kaitsav r. CrLF/FL' (2002).
"l'olascheck ( 2003) has questioned the conceptual validity of the diagnostic category ol
lIe added:
paraph i I ias in tie DSM
There is no evidence that those with the paraphilia are more or less likely to reoffend than
those without,' (p. 157).'' (Thomas K Zander. Civil Commitment without Psychosis: flie Law's
Reliance on the Weakest Links in Psychodiagnosis," I Jour. 0/ Sexual 0/fender Civil (.'omniitnieiii:
Sc/ence and the Law 17, at 35 [2005]).
"Nevertheless, the paraph i has are conitnon lv the diagnostic basis for the 'mental abnormality' or
.the ones most
mental disorder' that is alleged as pail of SV P commitment proceedings. Of these. -the
commonly used in SV I' commitment cases are: pedoph i I ia and paraph i I ia-N OS ( Becker, Snn.von.
i/O/nj), & Me.sser. 2003: Lei'e,tco,,, 2004a )....(Thomas K. Zon(lcr, supra, at 36).
Yet. ....when J,ei'en.con collapsed all of the data for any' diagnosis of paraplilia, i.e., pedophilia,
paraph i I ia-N OS. exhibitionism, or sexual sadism. into one broad category in order to boost the
reliability coefficient, it still was only 0.47--still well into the' poor,category of reliability." (Zonder,
supra. at 50). Such poor icliability indicates that there is essentially no consensus atiiong
psychiatrists and clinical psychologists oC what (ii' anything) truly constitutes an actual ''paraph i I ia''
'Ntis disagreement renders this diagnostic category unscientific and useless. Moreover, although
requiring that disability, distress or sonic other form of dysfunction must be presented to comprise a
paraphilia diagnosis. '' [tlie APA (American Psychiatric Association] has not made clear how the
paraphilias that are included in the DSM-51 are inherently dysfunctional to the individual other than
the disabling consequences that may he imposed by societal or legal reactions.- ( Melissa 1/am/lion.
'Adjudicating Sex Crimes as Mental Disease." cu/na at 562). "All of this strongly suggests that the
strong fec us on 'normality,' while eschewing the pathological clement, t neati s that parapli i Ii as are
more of a value-laden social construct than primarily a medical or scientific concept." (Ibid.)
Charles Moser, ''Paraphilia'. A Critique of a Confused Concept." Chapter 5 in: !Ven Dir ci/ons in Sex
Therapy. Innovations and Aliernaiiits 91- 108 (Peggy J. Kleinplatz. ed. 200 I ): separately available at:
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http://tempik.wehzdarnia.cz/l iteratura/parmoser expands on this misuse of psychiatric terminology to
satisfy social contructs and to augment the cri nina! law goal of ptibl ic salety, by pseudo-incarceration as
pit re prevent i• e detention:
pp. 92-93 ''Creation of the diagnostic category of paraphi ia, the medical ization of nonstandard
sexual behaviors, is a pseudoscientific attempt to regulate sexuality.

l'he use of the diagnostic

process to ma intai n and to con lorm to social conventions is relative ft transparent. The diagnostic
criteria have been written to patho logize those behaviors our society deems sextia I ly unacceptable; ...
Individuals who have nonstandard sexual interests continue to he pathologized, despite a lack of
research establishing a difference in functioning between those so diagnosed and 'normal'
individuals, l'here is I ittle evidence that they experience any distress or dysfunction except as a result
of societal condemnation of their sexual desires."
.. ...If a law was passed in the I In ited Stales Criminalizing heterosexual behavior, how
p. 97:
many previously law-abiding citizens would be able to comply? Flow many people would find
happiness engaging in the now mandated homosexual interactions? Flow many individuals would
engage surreptitiously in criminal heterosexual acts? Would these criminals be seen as dangerous to
children and lose their parental rights? the diagnosis of parapli I ia has been intertwined with social
.1 udgments of norma Icy and used to deny civil rights."
p. 98: 'The belief that a given sexual interest is the result of childhood trauma remains a popular
hut unproven assumption, without benefit of substantiating data,"
p. 105: ''Removal of pedophilia from the DSM would imply that those who violate the law
should he punished in the criminal justice system. If someone sexually abuses a child, that person
belongs in the criminal justice system, whether or not strong preferential sexual interest in children
exists. We do not care about sexual interest: we care ahotit acts.
Conversely. JUSC being a pedophile

meaning that one has a sexual interest in prepubescent

children but does not ever act on it - is not necessarily a problem. Acting on it is a problem. When
individuals who are neither dysfunctional nor distressed by their behavior engage in sexual activity
with iii inors, their behavior should not he construed as evidence of mental illness. Such i nd ividua Is
are criminals. They have engaged in a crime.,,.
"Although society has a responsibility and a duty to protect individuals from all types of attack.
we do not include bank robbers, bigamists, and those who commit libel in the list of psychiatric
diagnoses. (riniinals are dealt with by the justice system: those who SUtfc1 flora a mental illness
should be dealt with by the mental liea Ith system."

(1)

Allen Prances

7/1L

Junk Science Concept otllebep/nitu (iS u Disorder

The Essentials of Psychiatric Diagnosis, in the section discussing ''Paraphilic

Disorders" (pp. 169-74). notes that the DSM-5 has explicitly rejecled the concept of I lebephil ia (i.e., the
proposition that it is a sexual disorder to have sexual attraction to post-pubescent minors. Prances flatly
states that it ''is important to restrict the Pedophilic Disorder diagnosis to men who have a , . need for
prepuheseent children as objects of sexual excitement.'' In other words, those attracted to Pubescent or
post-pubescent minors cannot be diagnosed as pedophiles.

[R]esearch shows that sexual attraction to adolescent girls is displayed by one-third of'
n ono lie nd i ng ad u It men

(Barharee & M(ms/ic dl. 1 989)

"Second, there is no profess anal consensus that the adult-adolescent sexual behavior that Doren
diagnoses as paraphi lia-NOS-hcbeph ilia is a parapli ha at all .........flhe classic textbook. Sexual

Deviance: Theory, Assessment, and ireatmeni. edited Nv I). Richard Laws and Wi/liani () 7)onohue
(1997), and atrihored by ióoi the leading experts on paraphilias. has 500 pages ci detailed (hisctIssiOii
of' every parapliilia identified in DSNI-IV-TR. but there is no mention of either hcbcpbilia or what
Doren (2002) refen'ed to as 'sexually attracted to adolescents' (p. 80) being, a basis for a diagnosis of
paraphilia-NOS or any other diagnosis."
A.

(Zander, .cupi'a, at PP 47-48)

Frances. ''Going for Wins in Sexually Violent Predator Cases." Psych/an/c limes., July 8, 20 I

available at .vww.psvchiatrictinics.coni/blogLcpucbincrisis/contcntarticic:l0 68/1900563 declares:
''1' lie second most common mistake was to declare idiosyncratically that sex with a postibescnt teenager indicates Paraphihia. Statutory rape is a crime. Ii is not included anywhere in the
l)SM-1 V as a mental disorder and should not he considered grotnid s for diagnosing one.
"The history of psychiatry and of' medicine is littered by the rapid emergence then the equal Iv
rapid disappearance of silly fad diagnoses. This will undoubtedly be the well-deserved late of
Paraph ia NOS, noneonsent and Paraph ilia NOS. Hebeph i I ia. ' Sooncr or later had ideas are
condemned to he foond out or to die of their own foolishness. ...Tile miscarriage of' justice
occasioned by misdiagnosis in SVP eases is a grave embarrassment to both psych ally and to the law.
as well as being a violation of the civil rights of the people subjected to it. l'.very SVP ease that is
based on a misdiagnosis of' 'Paraphilia NOS' should be vigorously challenged until this bogus
diagnosis is no longer considered permissible as expert testimony.

Karen Frank/m. ''Flehc'ph'rI ia: Quintessence of Diagnostic Pretextualitv.'' 28 Behavioral ,Sciences and
the Lan 751(2010). declares, at 764-65:
''Intentionally or not, expanding tile definition of pedophilia - a diagnosis with already poor inter- into a broader construct of pedohe beph la has the potential to
rater re I iabi Ii tv (M(rshall, 1997)
dramaticalh increase the scope and power of [lie sex offender civil commitment industry. 'I lie
inherent vagueness of the construct, in tarn, will invite arbitrary application, bias, or pretexuality.
''Law professor Michael Per/ni defines pretextual ity as courts' acceptance and/or encouragement
of test i mon al dishonesty, especially when expert witnesses 'purported lv cI istort their test i iiiory to
achieve desired ends.' Pci/in asserts that the mental disorder requirement in SVP civil commitment
proceedings insidiously encourages prctextLial testimony and decision-making, corroding the entire
system:
'This pretextuality is poisonous', it infects all participants in the judicial system, breeds cynicism
and disrespect for the law, demeans participants, and rein forces shoddy Iawyeriog, blasé judging, and,
at times, penurious and/or corrupt testify ing. (Peilu,;. 21)07, p. 341, see also Perim. 1998.)'''
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(2) the Junk Science ('oucepis i/jut Pedop/ii/ia Is a Disorder at All. and Thai It
Inherent/i Serves as ci RecidivAin Predictor.

(a) [.ackirita Any Clear Definition and Any Supportiniz Science, Pedophilia Is
Simply Not a Mental Illness. Disorder of Any Kind, or Partial Disorder
(''Dystirnction')j It Therefore Cannot Support Civil Commitment of Any
Individual.

Pedoph la. espee ally the exclusive type. may he best thought of as its own category of sexual
oriental ion

'' Ryan C, W I/a/I & Richard C. If. Ha/f, ''A Profile of Pedoph ii ia Definition,
itiori.

Characteristics of Oliijnders, Recidivism, Treatment Outcomes, and Forensic Issues," A'Iai'o ( Vin. Pro(.
2007: 82(4): 457-471, at 462 (2007) [emphasis suppliedj. At pp. 466-67, they add:
''A controversial approach is the use of aversion conditioning and masturbatory reconditioning
to change the individual's sexual orientation away from children. Similar techniques were used with
homosexual adults in the middle to late 20th century A Itliough sonic clinicians claimed to be able to
reorient homosexual people to heterosexuality and to decrease the pleasure reward cycle of
pedoph iles with these techniques, such methods are no longer used at reputable treatment centers."
[citing: Colic',,, LI.. (7alvn/cer, if,"C linical Features of Pedoph i I ia and Implications For Treatment."
I, Psychiat,' Piace. 2002: 8:276-289: bugcin. PJ, IVtse, TV, Sclunicli. (11 Jr.. tier/in /CS. 'Pedoph il ia."
,JAWA 2002:228: 2458-24651

Char/es A/usc','. "Parapli i la: A Cri t ft1 ne of a Con fused Concept." Chapter 5 in: Nenn Directions ill Sex
Therapy: Innon'ufio,,s c;,ic/ A //ernaiji'cc 9 I - 108 (Peggy J. Klein platz, cc], 200 I ): separately available at:
http://teuipik.vebzdarma.ez/literatura!parmoser, at 105. declares:
"Removal of pedophihia from the DSM would imply that those who violate the law should he
pun
punished
in the criminal
m
justice system. II someone
e setially
abuses a child, that person belongs in
x
the criminal justice system, whether or not strong preferential sexual interest in children exists. We
do not care about sexual interest we care about acts.
'Conversely. "just" being a pedophile — meaning that one has a sexual interest in prepuheseeni
children but does not ever act on it - is not necessarily a problem. Acting on it is a problem. When
individuals who are neither dysfunctional nor distressed by their behavior engage in sexual activity
with minors, their behavior should not be construed as evidence of mental illness. Such individuals
are criminals. They have engaged in a crime....
"Although society has a responsibility and a duty to protect individuals from all types of attack,
we do not include bank robbers, bigamists. and those who commit libel in the list of psychiatric
diagnoses. Criminals are dealt with by the justice system; those who suffer from a mental illness
should he dealt with by the mental health system.''

[P]sychiatry does not have a precise definition of pedophilia for its own purposes, nor has it
provided the law with any sort of adequate substitution for its current practices.'' .Jeiiniter Jason

"Beyond No-Mans Land: Psychiatry's imprecision Revealed by its Critique OC SVI' Statutes as
Applied to Pedophilia," 83 So, ('aT L. Rei

1319, 1331 (2010).

In this regard, Allm Frances. The Essentials

of

Thvchial,'ic Diag,npsiy, in the section discussing

"Paraphilic Disorders" (pp. 169-74), explains:
"There has been considerable debate within the fields of psychiatry and clinical psychology about
the conceptual validity of the diagnosis of pedophilia......Ihe fact that behavior is legitimately
deemed a crime does not, by itself,justify its being labeled a mental disorder. liii did, the DSM
would incorporate the criminal codes of every state....
"In questioning the conceptual validity of the diagnosis of pedopliilia. Green (2002) cited
numerous anthropological studies that have documented the acceptance of adult-child SCXLlal activity
in other cultures (CS. lord & PA. Beach, Patterns qfScxuai Behavior (New York: I larper & Row,
195 I ); Al. Diamond, "Selected Cross-Generational Sexual Behavior ill Traditional l-lawaii : A
Sexological Ethnography,'' in I lelernian (ed.). I'edophilia: Biosocial Dimensions (New York:
Springer. 1990), pp. 422-414: 1?, I3cntseroian, ''Man-Boy' Sexual Relationships in a Cross-Cultural
Perspective, ni/. ( e;'aci (ed), Dares to Speak: His loricaf and ('on / enzporai't ' Perspectives oil BOIL
Love (Norfolk. England: Gay Men's Press. 1997), pp. 120-137: flu lough. 1990). Among the Siwaas
of North Africa and Artanda aborinines ol' Central Australia. pcclerasty (sexual relationships between
men and boys) was an accepted euittn'a I practice found by Ford and Beach (195 1 ). Diamond (1990)
described heterosexual relationships between iiien and prepubescent girls ill Hawaii and Polynesia as
commonly accepted, and viewed as beneficial to the girls. Bausernuin (1997) documented pederasty
between men and boys ages 10 or I I in New Guinea. It Green. "Is Pedopliilia a Mental Disorder'?'',
31(6) Archives o/ Se.vtuil Behavior 467-71 (2002) also pointed to the fact that. until the end of the
19th century, the legal age of sexual consent in England was 10. 'This was not ill some loin cloth
clad tribe living on the side of a volcano, but the nation that

lol. six centuries was already graduating

students from Oxford' (Green, 2002, p. 468). Child prostitution was rampant ill England during the
late nineteenth century (/JuIlouLth, 1990).

Green (2002, p. 468) asked, 'Were all customers

pedophiles? Were tile) all mentally ill'?'
"Indeed, it has been well documented that pederasty was an accepted cultural practice ill ancient
Greece (F. Bloch, ''Sex between Men and Boys in classical Greece: Was It Education lbr Citizenship
or Child Abuse?'". 9(2) loin'. Of Men's S/tidies 183-204 (2001)). in China, until the mid-20th
century, boy's were married to adult women, and sexual activity between them as an accepted cultural
practice (7'F. K. Lou, f/nit-s u-zhi [Marital Customs] (Taipei: Corn mere ial Press. 1970)). 'l'oday, in
Ethiopia, child brides as young as 7 are married to adult men (P. Salopek, ''in the Mean ol Ethiopia,
Child Marriage 'lakes a Brutal 'Foil." Chicago Irihune, December 12. 2004). In the U.S.. it was not
long ago that child brides as young as 10 years old 'ei'e permitted to he married in some states:
indeed, in 'lexas. sixty 14-year-old girls were married in 2002 (I', Salop(k. "From (liiid to Bride:
Early Marriage Survives ill the U.S., — ChICUgO 'I)'ihiine, Dec. 12, 2004, p. 22) .

In the wake of

volumes of evidence from history and from anthropological research that sexual activity between
adults and prepuhescent children has been accepted in many cultures

including subcultures ill the

U.S. - the rhetorical questions posed by Green (2004, p. 468) are, 'IA re we to conclude that all the
adults engaged in these practices were mentally ill? II' arguably' they were not pedophiles, hut
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ioilowrng cultural or religious tradition, why is frequent sex with a child not a mental illness under
those ci rc U ni st a rices'
"Green (2002) cited further evidence to question the conceptual validity of the diagnosis of
pedoph i fin First, several studies have found that a significant percentage of members of the general
public report sexual attraction to prepubeseent children . 1, /Jrie,'e & k! Runt:. "University Males'
Sexual Interest in Children: Predicting Potential Indices of 'Pedopliilia in a Non-Forensic Sample,"
13(1) Child Abuse and Neglect 65-75 (1989) surveyed 200 university males and found that 21 9/0
reported some sexual attraction to small children. 9% experienced sexual fantasies involving children,
S°/u had Masturbated to Ilintasies of' children, and 7% said they might have sex with a child if not
caught. In another sample w itir 100 male and 180 feriiale undergraduate students. 2294) of males and
3% of females reported feelings of sexual attraction to a child (K Smil/anich & I Br/ere, "SelfReported Sexual Interest in Children: Sex Differences and Psychosocial Correlates in a University
Sample,' I I Violence and Victims 39-50 (1996)).
"Second. Green pointed to fk• e studies that measured penile arousal in men who were recruited
horn community samples.
es. 'Iltese studies fbund that I 7-58% of the men had measured arousal when
shown images of prepubescent girls. For example. G.C. N. flail, R. Jflrsc/wuui, & L. IL. Oliver,
"Sexual Arousal and Arousability to Pedophilie Stimuli in a Community Sample of Normal Men," 26
Be/nip/or //ierapv 681-694 (1 995) found that, in a community sample of' 80 men with no history of,
pedophi ic behavior. 26.25% showed penile arousal when shown slides of prepubescent girls. 'l'hcse
researchers reported that their findings replicated the findings of 'our other studies reported within the
previous 6 years.'' (Thomas K. Zander, ''Civil Commitment without Psychosis: The Law's Reliance
on the Weakest Links in Psyehodiagnosis," I jour. Of Sexual 0/lender Civil ( ommitment: Science

and the [au 17. at 37-38 [2005]).
General I) on this point, see also these: : John 1k/crc & Marsha Runt:, "University Males' Sexual
Interest in Children: Predicting Potential Indices of 'Pedophilia' in a Nonforensie Sample," 13 Child
Abuse & Neglee! 65 (I 989) (surve)ing 193 male university students, 11 riding nine percent reported
fantasizing about sex with a young child, five percent masturbating to fantasies of sex with children, and
seven percent likely to have sex with a child if asstrred they would not he caught or punished): Claude

'repaid! & Marcel C 'oiitnre. ''Men's Erotic Fantasies,'' 9 Archives of Sexual Behavior 565 (198(J)
(sampling ninety-four rilen, finding sixty-two percent reported fantasizing ahotit sextmallv initiating with a
voting girl and three percent with a y oti rig boy); and Terrell L. ten iplema'i & Ray 1), Stinijeit, ''Patterns of'
Sexual Ar'otrsal and History in a 'Normal' Sample of Yotmng Men,'' 20 4,-chives a/Sexual Be/un'ior 137
(1991)( strt'vey ing sixty' college men where five percent expressed an interest in sex with a girl tinder
twelve).

Wesley 5/epheitson, ''Flow

Many Men Are Paedoph ilesT', 57

BBC News Jul' 30. 2014

www.bbe .conl/'new/mugazi ie-28526 106). describes the 2008 research by Dr. Michael Seto, a
cli 1 iea l/fbrensie psychologist at Royal Ottaw a Healthcare Group, who wrote a book in which he put the
jir'ev a leilee of pedoph i I in in the general population at 5 0/o. .ctc1the,,so,, states', '"l'he figure was based on
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surveys conducted in (.ierniany. Norway. and P inland in which mcii were asked whether they had ever
had sexual: thoughts or fantasies about children or engaged in sexual aetivit with children.
Most recently. flea/c Dun,/,er, Alexander F. Sc/un/ill ci aL,' I low Common Is Males' Sell-Reported
Sexual

Interest

in

Prepubescent

Cli Idren?'.

low'.

Of Lx

Research

( I'eb.20 16).

doi:

10.1080/00'-)1
-4499.2015.1020 1 08. examined the prevalence of pedosexual interest/attraction, both by
neta-analysis of contemporary Findings in n umerous studies by others and through a direct survey in
Europe. At Proof, p. 4. (hey report Finding that:
90 /0 of males from the general population reported some likelihood of' having sex with children
or v ewing Child pornography if they would not he caught or punished ( War/c/c . Simons, & AIui't'nu,
204)

Moreover, in a large clataset of sexual behm ior on the internet (Ogac & (icu/ilani, 20 12)

'preteen' was the third most frequent search term in males' age-related online sex searches
(N>3,000,000 individual searches; (Ogcz & (;adc/cnii, 2013) and 20.5% of age-specific sex searches
aimed at prepuhescerrt children

12 years of age (0. ()gas, personal communication. December 5,

2014). This finding dovetails with the roughly 209/n of community males who indicated child
pornography use in a study on prob leniat ic pornography use on the I niernel

(Run

K/pam/s & Se/u,

2014). In sum, these findings suggest that a considerable amount of sexual interest in children is
common in non-forensic male pop u lat i o is."
Slip p. 5:-Child pornography use has recently gained increasing interest as a valid indicator of
pedoph II ic interest (e.g., Sc/wi fill, (Jyk/ere, i'anhoeck, Mann. & fiwise. 2014: Seto. 2010). Se/u and
colleagues (2006) compared child pornography o 'tenders with contact sexual offenders v ictirnizirig
children utilizing penile pletliysinograpliie assessments and found that child pornography offenders
were about three times more likely to sho pedoplulic sexual arousal than contact sexual offenders.''
SI ip p. 8:.......jhe effective sample consisted of' N - 8,7 18 male participants aged 18 to 89 year's
13.7). This represents a response rate of 48.7% of the originally invited sample and
M 43.5, 51)
82.7% of the persons who began to fill in the

survey.-

Slip p. 10:.....[AJIl participants were asked to estimate their likelihood to ever sexually acting out
on a child, as well as about their criminal history ....
Slip P. 12:

Results

Prevalence of Sexual Interest in Prepubescent Children
"Of all participants. 5.5% (ii = 482) reported any indication of pec!oph lie sexual interest (i.e., any
report of fantasy, behavior. child pornography consumption, having paid a child for sexual services,
or travelling into another country with the intent to have sexual contact with a child). Specifically,
4.1 0/c (n = 358) reported sexual fantasies involving prepubescent children."
Slip P1'' 17-18:.....Overall. 5,5% of all participating rent indicated any form of pecloplulic interest
with 3.2% of all participants reporting sexual behavior involving prepuhescent children. Specifically.
1.7% of all men had used child pornography but did not indicate sexual contact with children, 0.8%
had exclusively committed sexual contact offenses against prepubescent children, and 0.7%
committed both contact and child pornography offenses. Hence, child pornography use was the most
frequently reported sexual offense against prepubescent children. The most informative study so far
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(Seto ci at, 2015) reported 4.2% of child pornography use referring to a representative sample of
Swedish men aging 18 to 20 years. Compared with our German sample (aged from 18 to 89 years),
the much younger Swedish sample was supposedly more sexually active, had easier internet access,
and thus. was more experienced with this media. These factors might explain the lower frequencies
'c pot-ted in this si udv
it/argo Kaplan, "Taking Pcdopliilia Seriously,'' 72 flash. & Lee L. Rev. 75 (Winter 2015), adds
considerable information supporting the conclusion that pedopliilia cannot he deemed a disorder:
P. 83: "Interestingly, some attraction to prepuheseents seems even more cornnion. Studies of sexual

arousal indicate that a surprising proporl ion 01, 111c population, particularly among men, has Fantasized
about prepubescent children during intercourse or masturbation or may become aroused upon lewi ng
images of prepu bescents .' [citing: Lea II. .S'ti,cicr & A. Scot! Avin.'ai. "Pedophi I ia: The Problem with
Diagnosis and limitation ofCBT in 'I'reatrnent," 67 trIed. Hypotheses 774, at 775 (2006) (examining
the prevalence of pedophilia in men)', Michael C. Selo, Pedophulia and Sexual Ojendin' Against
CTh/ce.1 ? ( 2008), at 7 (citing several studies) At Note 46. adding: "One study found 62% of men had
fantasized about young girls and 3% about young boys, while another I und that 9% had fantasized
about sex with young children, with 7% indicating some likelihood that they would have sex with a
child it the were guaranteed that they would not he identified or punished Sew, supra. at 7.p. 92: "Treatment cannot convert Sexual interests; therapy to redirect sexual attract ion away from
clii Id ren tow ard ad ci Its has lured no better with pedoph i la than it has with same-sex attraction.''
citing Al .Seto, Pedophilia and Sexual ()ffi'ncling Against Children (2008), at 75-76 (discussing the
efficacy of therapy aimed at changing a pedophiles interest in children and noting that it is unclear
whether lie therapy results in actual changes in interest or greater control over pedopli i lie sexual
arousal): Alice Dreger. "What Can Be Done about Pedophilia?'', The .11/an/k' (Aug 26, 2013, 9:42
A Ni).

liti.p://www.theatlant ic .com/health/arch ivc/20 13/08/what-can-be-done-about-

pedoplu I ia/279024/ (''We have not yet found a way to convert pedophiles into non-pedophiles that is
any more efIèctive than the many failed attempts to convert ga)' men and lesbians into
heterosexuals.")
p. 104:

"Changing social mores, including pr .RIdices, often infOrm judgments of what desires are

pathological. [staling, at note 122: "For example. same-sex attraction was once considered
Pathological. A,ich'ects Be Block & Pieter B. Adriaens, ''Pathologizing Sexual Deviance: A History,''
5(),/,Se,v, Res. 276, 287-89 (2013). ('liar/es A/use,'. "Paraphilia: A Critique of a Confused Concept
III New l)irec'/ions iii Vex 'I herc'q)J.': Innovations and A/te,'iuuJn'es 9 I (Peggy 1 K/c inplarz, ed. 200 I ). at
96. Psychiatrists also diagnosed slaves that attempted to escape with a psychological disorder cal led
drapetoniani i a. Patrick S'ingt'. Letter to the Lii itor, ''What's Wrong with Sex?,'' 39 Archives at Sexual
/3ehc,r. 1231 (2010).''] The DSM's current definition of a pai'aphilia is oddly broad and archaic,
entailing any intense and persistent sexual interest other than sexual interest in genital stimulation on
preparatory fondling with phenoty' pica llv normal, physically mature, consenting human partners.'''
[citing: DSA'I-Vat 685]
p. 105:

"Distress and interpersonal difficulty are also questionable criteria because they na> he

caused by the individual's shame and tear of' societal response rather than the sexual desire itself'.
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[cit ing: Agustin 7th/611, ''Pedoph ii a A Diagnosis in Search of a Disorder, 4 I Arch Sexual Be/zai
083 (201 2) at 1 084 (discussing the criteria of distress in a pedophil ic disorder diagnosis): A/au IV
SIuina'ei & Char/es A Moser, WIiy Are the Parapliilias Mental Disorders?." 8 1 Sexual flea'. 927.
928 (2010) (explaining that an individual with a paraphilia inay experience distress because of
societal discrimination). The DSM attempts to avoid this problem by requiring that the distress and
impairment he caused by the paraphil a as opposed to societal response. But it is impossible to tease
out causation in this way, All distress likely has some internal and external cause. An individual may
he repulsed by his sexual interest for children in part because lie finds it morally repugnant and in pal
because he knows society condemns it as morally rcpugnant.' ... As one critic notes. 'lilt does not
seem possible for a person sexually interested in children not to he socially irnpai red in some way
because societal norms dictate that it is abnormal for a person to be sexually interested in clii Idren
citing: (Yni. T O'Duno/uie c/ aL" Problems with the DSM IV Diagnosis of Pedophilia,' 12 Sexual
Abuse: .1. Res. & Treciimen/ 95. 102 (2000).!

P. 107: 2. Erotic Age Orientation: Pedophilia as a Sexual Orientation
"The fifth edition of the DSM, as originally published in October 2013, referred to pedophilia as a
sexual orientation. 1/)5*/- P1 at 6981 It specifically stated that an intense and persistent sexual interest
in prepubescent children that is not acted on or accompanied by distress or impairment is better
characterized as a sexual orientation than a mental disorder.- F ibid stating that if individuals '' have
never acted on their impulses, then these individuals have a pedophilic sexual orientation hut not a
sexual disorder." I
P11. 108-09: ''While sexual orientation is commonly used to describe the gender to which one is
attracted, several scholars and advocates argue for a inote expansive definition. [citing: Elizabeth Al
(;lazc',-, ''Sexual Reorientation." 100 (leo. LI. 997, 057-58 (2012) (arguing for a broader definilion
of sexual orientation): Ann F. Tweedy. 'Polyamor) as a Sexual Orientation.'' 79 U C 'iii. It Rev, 1,461.
at 479-1509 (2011) (discussing expanding sexual orientation to include the preference of
P° Ivamorous relat ionsh ips ): NM had 11), 3/or/its. "'I heories of Sexual Orientation," 38 .1. J'et'souic i/ijc
& .Soc. Psrcho/ogt' 783. 783-91 (980) (discussing the limits of common theories regarding the nairire
of sexual orientation): see also: Elizabeth IT Lineirs. "Compulsory Sexuality." 66 Stan. 1.. 1? ev.3O 3
338-344 (2014) (proposing additional axes by which to measure asextrality).] Some have proposed,
for example, that sexual orientation should include an axis of sexuality versus asexuality - the extent
to which one experiences sexual urges or interest at all. [citing,: E;ne;tc, supic . at 338-340 ((Iiscussing
asexuality using existing models of sexual orientation): Storms, supra, at 783-91 (positing asexuality
as a distinct sexual orientation).l Sexual orientation night also consider [lie extent to which one
focuses sexual interest on others as opposed to autoeroticisni. 15cc Eniens. .cu1ni. at '141-42
(discussing asexuality along an autoerotic axis); Glazer, supra, at 1054-55 (arguing for separation of
sexual orientation into general orientation and specific orientation).] Other sc Ito lars have proposed
expanding it to include the extent to which individuals are polyarnorous as opposed to monogamous.
[See Jwceciv, supra, at 1482-1509 (discussing polyaniory as a sexual orientation.) More controversial
definitions of the term might also include whether one is attracted to humans. non-liunian animals. or
inanimate objects. [See Jesse Bering, I'eri': The Sexual Deviant in AN of (Ic (2013) at I I 7-I 8
(discussing sexual attract ion to non-human animals arid inanimate objects).]
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'lhose who artu.ic that pedoph ii a is a type of' sexual orientation (I isti ngu ish between different
types of sexual orientations; sexual gender orientation. the locus of most research on sexual
orientation, is but one. I Sec Al Se/a, at 231 ((Iefining sexual gender orientation).1

lids view places

pedoph ilia on a larger spectrum of erotic age orientation, which describes how indiViCILMISexperience
sexual attraction to age groups ranging from infants to the elderly. [See Selo, at 3-4 & n. I. 231
(explaining age orientation): /Iering, supra. at 169 (discussing erotic age orientation); Hall & Hall.
.vupra, at 458 (sante). I Erotic age orientation contains at least live categories of sexual interest: (I)
pedophi Ii a (attraction to prepubescents); (2 ) hebeph ii ia (attract ion to in inors in early p u berty); (3)
ephebophilia (attraction to older adolescents): (4) teliophilia (attraction to sexually mature persons);
and gerontoph i la (attraction to the elderly). Bering. supra, at 169 (noting the di Thrent categories of'
sexual interest); Solo, supra at 3-4 & n. I (defining the types of sexual interest): Hall & flu/I, ste/na,
at 458 (discussing categories of sexual interest within erotic age orientation).] Some also categoriic
nepioph i la (attraction to infants) as a separate type o I' erotic age orientation rather than as a subset of
pedophihia. [Solo supra, at 4 ("It is not clear is sexual preference for inlitnis

represents variants of

pedoph i I a or instead represent different paraph i I ias.").
109-10: 'One (Ii file ul ty in determining whether pedoph ii in should he considered a type of sexual
orientation is that, despite over a century of social science research and legal analysis, there is no one
accepted definition of sexual orientation. 15cc &nens, stipra. at 339-44 (discussing various models of
sexual orientation): Jessica A, Clarke, "Inferring Desire.' 63 Duke LI. 525, 541 (2013) (noting that
'iliere is no unitary definition''): Randall L. Sell, 'Defining and Measuring Sexual Orientation: A
Review.'' 26 Mehives Sexual Jic/,av. 643, 644-49 (I 997) (describing conitision surrounding the
conceptual delinition of sexual orientation).] Several means of organizing individuals into categories
of sexual orientation based on sexual interests or behaviors have been proposed, accepted, and
subsequently rejected and replaced throughout histon [See Clarke. sup'i . at 541-42 (noting that the
tindersta nd ing of sex tial orientation has fluctuated over tine,] 'l'he concept of lioriiosextia lit): has
transformed over the past century from a tendency to engage in same-sex sexual behavior, to a type of
gender deviance, to an abnormal personality and mental disorder, and finally to an affirmative social
identity. Still, terms such as 'homosexual and 'bisexual do not have universally accepted
characteristics. Nor are these terms even widely accepted by (he very conini Lill ities tile): identify;
those who prefer to identify as gay, lesbian. or queer. tor example, reject the word 'homosexual.'
pp.

I 1 0- : "Modern conceptions of sexual orientation generally share certain characteristics

Perhaps most prominently, sexual orientation generally involves a type of sexual interest. [Some
researchers also distinguish different types of psychological components, such as sexual interest
versus afIction and love. See Sell, .Vu/n'a, at 648-49 (discussing various psychological components).]
It also req n res sexual interests have a certain breadth and (leptil ,1. hveec/v supra. at 1466-68
(discussing the concept of sexual orientation as an identity). and at 482-83 (discussing importance of
''ernbeddedmiess'').l It implies something stronger than, say, an individuals interest for individuals
with green eves or dimples. Cornparnig a sexual orientation to this type of preference trivializes
sexual orientations depth and its role in the individual's psyche. Erotic age orientation is similarly
defined by sexual interest. Such sexual interests must be intense and persistent in order to fall into a
category: a fleeting attraction to a child is insufficient to qualify as pedophilia."
"Sexual orientation is also widely accepted as immutable. unchosen
.Strciight

[See ,Jufu, Money, Gay

and In-iieiwee,, II (1988)
(stating sexual orientation is not a choice or preference)]. Sexual

gender orientation is soinethi ng that one discovers rather than acquires and which cannot be
reoriented....[See Sew, at 231 noting that "reorientation therapies have not worked Coi homosexual
men''). Indeed, reorientation therapy has been so discredited and its attendant risks so high that some
states have ban ned such therapy for in i mis.]
p. I I 2: ''There is also evidence that erotic age orientation is ... immutable.... I SThdcr & ..1yliiin.
supra. at 776 (describing arguments that 'pedoph ii ia," like heterosexual tv or homosextia Ii
represents sexual arousal to

it

particular identifiable grotip, and is not voluntarily decided): D,'eget'.

Ibid.
Finally among major-league studies.' Al/c/joel f' Se/u, ''Is Pedoph i I ia a Sexual Orientation?, 41

Arch/ves u/ Se.vual Behavior. 23 1 -236 (20 I 2), makes these observations:
extc erpts:
p. 233: ''By . . . most common definitions of sexual orientation -- pedophilia can be viewed as a
sexual age orientation based on the more limited evidence available regarding its age of onset,
associations with sexual and romantic behavior, and stability over time. There are some clearF
differences in some respects, there arc also striking similarities in the research literature on
pedophi ha.-

Age of(hise!
.jSjome studies of identified offenders find that a substantial minority admitted an onset of
sexual interest in children belbre adulthood (Abel c/ al. 1987: I-re toni & Kuban ,

993: \ianha/f

Barbaree & Eccles, 1991).... Memnit's and case reports also indicate an early age of onset (Li.
1991 )....

Sexual a;id Romantic Behavior
•Sonic studies have found that some pedoph lie sexual off enders (in particular, those Will) select
unrelated boys) score higher on meastires of emotoal congruence with clii I dren than other sexual
offenders (Underhill, fVakc/ing.,'vfaini & Webster. 2008; Wi/so,,, 1999). Fin/ke/hor (1984) defined
emotional congruence with children as the extent to which sex with a child fulfilled emotional needs.
Emotional congruence can also i lie I ride the degree to which someone prelers the company of clii Idren.
enjoys child-oriented activities. and feels his emotional and intimacy needs can be met by
Ti/sot,

children.

999), Some pedophiles not only seek sexual contacts with children. but seek romantic

relationships with them. For example. Li (1091) interviewed 27 pedophiles and found that many
characterized their contacts with children as part of loving relationships.

Wilson etitci (ox (1983)

interviewed 77 members oft lie Paedoph i Ic Informal ion Exchange in the United Kingdoni, and found
that more respondents characterized their relationships with clii Id ren as affectionate, loving, intimate,
and 'close' (11=25) than as genitally-oriented (n=1 8). Some respondents claimed their relationships
with children were platonic, suggesting that sexual altraction was not the pr nary motivation. Other
individuals might not have sexual contacts with children, btit will view nude or sexually explicit
depictions of children (iVeutzc, Selo. Schae,fL'r, Munch & Be/er. 2011: Riegei, 2004; Seto ci @1. 2006).
There is little other research exploring the emotional aspects of adult-child contacts, from the adult's
perspective.

StahiliiJ? over Time
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Pedophilra is viewed by many researchers and clinicians as having a lifelong course. For some
individuals, at least, it is discovered in early adolescence and sexual interest in children cart he
detected in adolescence (Seto, l,alurniere & Blanchard, 2000; Se/u, Aiin-)h'. Page & Ennis, 2003)...."
pp. 233-34 :'.

'iewing pedophil ia as a sexual orientation would suggest that treatment is more

likely to he effective if it Ibeuses on self-regulation skills (in order to effectively manage pedopltilic
urges, thoughts. etc.) than on trying to change sexual preferences (Ile(kstccecl, submitted: Drescher &
Zucker, 2006).
.:\ioc/u/a,' I'rcfr'ences: Gender and Age Orientations
The strongest test o I' sexual orientation is whom a person Would choose in a hypothetical situation
where they could freely have sex, without negative consequences. when presented with the alternate
choices: man or woman, adult or child.

Feleiophilic individuals (to use the term coined by

Blanchard) would choose phvsi cal ly mature persons and pedoph ii ic mdiv idna Is would choose
prepubescent children. Androphilie (homosexual teleiophilic) men would choose other men and
gynoph II ic (heterosexual teleioph i ic) men would choose women. F Footnote 2: The order of these
adjectives describing sexual preferences could easily be reversed; lor example. a man attracted to
prepuheseent girls could he correctly described as either a gynephil ic pedophile' or a 'pedophil ie
gynepli i Ic' . . . An important empirical question is whether sexual gender preferences or sexual age
preftrences have prirtiacy.
Whether someone is sexual lv attracted to children or to adults is Partially independent of
whether lie is sexually attracted to males or Females. These dimensions are not completely orthogonal
because pedopliilie individuals distinguish less between boys and girls than teleiophi es distinguish
between inert and women,...''
FINAL COMMENT
Given the anxiety and fear elicited by pedophiles in contemporary societies, it is highly
unlikely that citizens would support the expansion of legal and civil rights to other sexual
orientations. Nonellieless, this challenging and complex discussion needs to take place. Accepting
that pedopli i la is a sexual orientation akin to heterosexuality or liornosexua lit), rather than a
preference that is chosen or somehow learned, nay influence the direction of this discussion.
Pedopltilia is unlikely to ever be accepted, given its behavioral manifestations involve the sexual
exploitation of children, but can it be tolerated when it is not accompanied by criminal actions? This
may seem far-fetched given the current prevailing views of pedoph i I ia and sexual offending against
children (see Jenkins. 1998), but there are examples of Dutch and other European pedophile groups
that were at least tolerated in the 1970s and 1980s (e.g., Des Sables, 1976; 0 Carroll, 1980; Pieterse,
1982; l?outre/er-JVi,/,s,

976; see also online fortinis such as Girlchat and Bovehat).

Otrr efforts to respond to pedophila arid the associated social problems of sexual child
exploitation

through child pornography, sex tourism, j trven i Ic prostitution, and child sexual abuse -.

require a more compassionate and less discriminator), treatment of pedoph i les (see Seto, 2008).
Pedophiles will remain hidden if they continue to be hated and feared, which would impede efforts to
better understand this sexual orientation and thereby prevent child sexual exp loitat ion
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at Least

Sometimes," 31(6) Archives of Sexual Behavior 499.500 (2002). have ... defended the conceptual
validity of the diagnosis of pedophilia. They argued that pedophilia . is

- harmful dysfunction....

"Unquestionably, adult-child sexual behavior can cause serious psychological harm to the child.
I lowever. contrary to the assertions of Sp/t:er aini U akef ic/cl. adult-Child sexual behavior does not
always result in harm to the child (.1. N. Ri/cit & D. A!. Elliott, "I mmediate and Long-Term Impacts
of Child Sexual Abuse, 4 'I he Future of Children 54-69 (1994); K/I. Kendall- Tackeit, LA!. Wi///aois,
& D. Finke/hor, I iiipact of Sexual Abuse on Children: A Review and Synthesis of Recent [nip irical
Studies." 3 Psychological Bulletin 164-190 (1993). In a comprehensive meta-anatvsis, /3. Rind, P.
ironioviich, & R. Baitsernian, "A Meta-Analytic Examination of Assumed Properties of Child Sexual
Abuse Using College Samples," 124 Psychological Bulletin 22-53 (1 998) documented that many
children who had child-adult sexual experiences did not suffer adverse psychological consequences.
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Berlin (2002. p. 480) cited this study to observe that, while adult-child sexual behavior may he
considered morally and/or legally wrong, it is not necessarily psychologically harmful
"fit the Rind. Tnnna ri/c/i and fiausernian (1998) study referred to by /3cr/hi, the researchers
statistically examined the correlations between child-adult sexual experience, thmily environment.
and psychological adjustment in a large group of studies based on college samples. They found that
although child experiences with adults were associated with adjustment problems for the child, this
e fl'ect was heavily confounded with poor html ly environment.

In flict. the factor of fanii ly

environment predicted adjustment variance better than child-adult sexual experience by a factor of IC).
When they examined studies that controlled for family environment, statistically significant
correlations between child-adult sexual experience and childhood adjustment problems usually
disappeared.

These results call into question the common assumption that ch i Id-adu It sexual

experience inevitably causes psychological problems for the child,

"TI'. Sirata & IV () 'I uno/ine, ''Post I Inc Reasoning in Possible Cases of Child Sexual Abuse:
Svm ptonis of Inconclusive Origin s,", 10 Clinical P.svcIio/ogv: Science and Practice 320-334 (2003)
presented a strong arguinen t to question the expertise of many expert witnesses in child sexual abuse
court testimony.

111(2y argued that by employing post hoc (backward) reasoning front current

syniptomatology to past child sexual experience with adults, expert opinion is scientifically invalid
and should not be offered or allowed. Observing that these experts usually base their post hoc
reasoning on one of several models of assumed consequences of ch i RI sexual experiences with adu Its,
these researchers demonstrated the lack of scientific validity of these models.

B. Rind, "An

Elaboration on Causation and Positive Cases in Child Sexual Abuse," 10(3) C/inica/ P.neho/ogr:

Science & P,'ac-,ice 352-357 (2003) elaborated on the reasoning of Shrcigcz and ()'Donohue, olferi ng
case studies in which adults, who had child sexual experiences with adults, reported them as positive
contributions to their psychosexual development. Rind (2003) concluded his treatise by cautioning:
'1 his is not to argue that CSA [child sexual ahuseJ does not cause psychological harm in
part ic ular cases. Rather the point

IS

that the assertion that CSA invariably or even hp ical ly causes

psychological harm is highly suspect on empirical, statistical, and methodological grounds. ihus, it
is inadvisable lor researchers and clinicians automatically to assume that CSA explains current
psychological problems, especially when there is evidence for confounding factors. . . . Societal
ignorance or forgetfulness of the logical titllacv post hoc crgo propter hoc (after this therefore because
Of' this) is pervasive on this issue, perhaps in part because people do not want to appear to he
unsympathetic to victims. But the role of scientific psychology should be to get beyond such
motivations and examine nature as it is, applying rigorously rational and empirical approaches. (p.
252. 356).'
"In sum mary, the debate about the conceptual validity of the diagnosis of pedoph il ia centers
around how ada It-eli i Id sexual activity can be deemed pathological when it is, and has been, so
prevalent cross-culturally and historically, and when the core feature of it -arousal to images of
naked children -- is so commonly found in the general public. Again, while there is unanimity of
opinion in the serious clinical world about the legitimacy ot laws prohibiting adult-child sexual
behavior, the diagnostic codification of such behavior as it mental disorder remains the focal point of
considerable debate within the mental health professions. In contrast. as explained previously, there
is v irtua I ly no serious debate Within psychiatry and clinical psychology that psychotic disorders - the
traditional basis for civil commitment -are appropriately conceptualized as mental disorder. (A//en

Frances- s iipra, pp. 39-40)
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Even as to others who have been found to meet the criteria for a DSM diagnosis of pedophilia.

Melissa Hamilton. "Adjudicating Sex Crimes as Menial Disease,'': 33 Pace it Rev. 536 (Spring. 2013), at
579, states: "While child molestation is an immoral act, there is

10

medical evidence of it deriving from it

mental deficiency: rather, it is a social construction that pedophilia is linked to it sick mind" See also:

S'iep/ieii iT and Ronald At. fIolnie, Sex ('Times: Patterns emcl Behaviors (3d ed. 2009), at I I 0, oFfciing a
variety of postulated: social learning. psychological, and sociohiological explanations for pedophil:a;

PredS. Berlin, ''Colnhlleiltary of Pedopllilia Diagnostic Criteria in L)SM5.'' 391. Am. .1cad. Psrclnalrv c*
Last' 242. 243 (20 I 1 ), conceding that it is d si ngen nous to suggest that the pedophilia diagnosis in the
I)SM is not based in pal on value judgment.) '[lie fact is that ''... psychiatry does not have it precise
definition of peclophi I ia..." knit lie" ,Javon. ''Beyond No Man's Land:: Psyc Ii lain'' s Imprecision Revealed
by Its Critique of SVP Statutes as Applied to Pedophi ha." 83 £ Cal. L. Rev. 131 9, 1331 (2010).
More troubling than this apocryphal nature of pedophilia itself as a ''disorder'' is the fact that ill the
DSM-IV-TR, a diagnosis of pedopliilia could he reached on nothing more than the subject's behavior, i.e.,
past sex offenses involving children

Jennifer Jason, 1, at 1337. At 13.38, Jason explains:

tinder the I)SM-IV-'lR. a diagnosis of pedophilia necessitates that an individualmeet two
eq ii irements. 11w first criterion is 'recurrent, intense, sexual l' arousing fantasies. sexual urges. or
behaviors involving sexual activity with

it

prepubescent child,...' -The second criterion requires

that 'the person has acted oil these sexual urges' and is markedly distressed h them. Pedophi I ia
includes any combination of the two.... When the 'or behaviors component of the first criterion is
combined with the 'acted' component of the second criterion, an individual can be diagnosed with
pedophilia based simply on a sexual act with
See also: 41. I-hun//ions upra. at 565.

it

child, absent it particular mental state,"

1-lam//ion concludes: '''I his makes the pedoph i I ic disorder

intrinsically indistinguishable from the crime." (l..578).
Because of this, such circular 'el iance solely on past alleged sex crimes of Respondents involving
children in effect means that the 'disorder element' disappears. illerging as one with the 'criminal record
element.

As commented supra, this reduces cohilmitnlent to simply such it citation of past criminal

record and a prediction of likely future re-offense

it classic example

(If

pure prev'entic'e detention, in

violation of substantive due process.
planning to requke a pattern
I lowever, Jason hastens to note that the DSM editors were then (2010)
of fantasies for a diagnosis of pedophilia.

". . - '

l'htis, tile next edition I DSl- t'j will remove the phrase 'or

behaviors' to clarilS-' that a pedophilia diagnosis used as the basis for it civil commitment cannot ick
solely on it history of repeated sexual acts with children. —According to psychiatry. present, 'recurrent,
intense, sexually arousing fantasies (i.e., mental imagery [involving children] that the individual considers
to he erotic) and urges (i.e., to act on the liuitasies) are the c/ne qua non in [pedopliilic diagnosis. - . - ,L\ ]n
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individual who has a mental disorder (pedophilia) will not necessarily ever engage iii a sexual act with a
child " 1. .Iwni, at 1338-39, quoting Michael B. Firs! & Robert L. ike/on, "Use of DSM Paraphi ia
Diagnoses in Sexually Violent Predator Commitment Cases,' 36 .1. Am. Acad. Psychiatry & Law 443454, 445 (2008).
A n /holes I). Pert//n, Ashle Ii. Spoilt,, C's.'nthia Ca/kills & E/i:ahet/i L.Je,glic, 'Examining the Scope
ol Questionable L)iagnoslie Reliability in Sexually Violent Predator (SVI1) Evaluations." 37 International

,/tizn',ial of Lou' (neil Pss'chearn• 190-197 (No. 2, March 2014) 1)01: http://dx.doi.org/16..i
jjjp.2() 13. 1 1.005 astutely observes,
(p. 192):

''1 he subjectivity required for a clinician to evaluate whether the deviant fantasies and

behaviors are recurrent' and 'intense,' as well as whether the disorder results in 'distress' or
impairment for the offender, presents yet another challenge that can impact the reliability of the
paraph i I ia diagnoses (First & I-Ia/on, 2008); Levenson, 2004a). The am h igu it). of the descriptors
recurrent' and intense' requires clinicians to make subjective inferences about deviant sexual
fantasies and behaviors that jnay not he on record and that may not he disclosed by the sex offender
being evaluated (Jevenson, 2004a). Further. in addition to this overall subjectivity, 'distress' and
'intpairiuent due to arrest and criminal justice involvement must he differentiated from that of the
pamphilia - itself,_as. only distress and impairment that stem directly from the disorder qualify as
meeting the diagnostic criteria for a paraphi I ia ([.evenso,i, 2004a).''
In this light, the following observation by Pen//u ctal. (p. 191) assumes crucial importance:
[Hugh levels of variance have been observed among clinician scores on sex oliender risk
instruments (Miernie ci a/, 2009), bringinE into question the interrater reliability on more standardized
practices of sex oli'ecider risk assessment.''
At

339-40, ,/asoii adds:
P J sycli iatry has not provided an empirical l) validated way to measure Fantasies besides

inferring them on the basis ofa pattern of sexual behavior with children.
"The vagueness ill the proposed psychiatric definition of pedophi Ha . . . has been exposed
by the law's use of these definitions for substantial ion of civil commitment

IT he relevant
consideration is the vagueness of the 'intense' and 'recurrent' fantasies criteria. In terms of the
'intense' aspect, what does it mean to have an intense fantasy — 'is it more vivid, more arousing, or
note real?' Where do persistent but moderate- or low-intensity fantasies fit into this definition? In
terms of the 'recurrent' aspect, how many fantasies must occur in order to qualify as 'recurrent'?
Recurrent c lcat'ly implies more than one fantasy, bitt how many fantasies are necessary within the six-

month tinefratsie? 'Iwo fantasies over the course of a lifetime? Twice a week? l'wiee a (lay? Twice
an hour? Also, the six-month period appears arbitrary. A rationale is needed to conclude that
individuals experiencing six months of fantasies are pedophiles while those who experience only five
months worth are not. In terms of longevity, the DSM does not specify whether an individual who
has qualified for pedophsihia under its definition at a given point in time necessarily still has the
disorder yeats or even decades later." (ht, 1340. citing .4//ce, bracices & .Shoha S'rcenivasan.

Coni mentary, "Sexually Violent Predator Statutes: 'l'he Clinical/Legal Interlace,' 25 Psych/aIm'
Times 49, 49 (2008).
"'Ibis lack of speci lie ity is relevant because the SV P evaluations are conducted after years in
prison .....lit should be noted that lar more specific qualifications and guidelines are given icr other
DSM disorders." (Jason, p. 134:)
In sum from these observations 1w Jason ,.sex crimes involving children, of themselves, can no longer
now be used to make it diagnosis of pedophilia, The DSM -v requires that there he present. 'recurrent.
intense, sexually arousing fantasies involving children' and present "urges to act on the. Ilintasies" on the
part of the patient. Without these, no current diagnosis of pedophilia can he made at all as to any
Respondent herein.
Yet, to (lodge this requirerirent of the DSM-V. hired "exanimers in SOCC cases regularly assert
either: ( I ) that it is nonetheless their "impression' that the person under SOUL consideration is a
pedophile: or (2) alternatively that, even though lacking the DSM-V required element of such current
strong urges to act on fantasies of sex with children or of' lack of'any significant control over one's actions
in response to such urges, the specihe SOUL defendant (who therelbre does not have the ''disorder' of
pedophilia) nonetheless has a pedopitilic "dysfunction.

I'llis last dodge ignores that the DSM-V clarifies

that ''dysfunction" is not truly a diagnosis. since it really is just an admission that the acts at hand
fulfill the diagnostic elements required for
sufficient evidence to support even such

it

it

(10

not

given ''disorder." Finally, when examiners can't find

''dys funet ion." they often resort to assertions such as "deviant

sexual interest in children," as a way of implying pedophilia without liaing to prove it.

(Ii) Even Were Pedophilia a Scientifically Identifiahle Mental Makdy of Any
Kind, it Is No Predictor of Sex Crime Recidivism and I las No Relationship to
Volitional Impairment, and Hence It Cannot Support Civil ('ornniitrnent of
Any Individual.

As it second point distinct from the foregoing, ''[n]or is a DSM diagnosis of pedophilia correlated
with sexual recidivism,'' .'tie//ssc, licunil/on, "Adjudicating Sex Crimes as Mental Disease." 33 Pace 1..
Rev. 536 (2013), at 579-80. Margo Kaplan. "'l'akiitg Pedopin ha Seriously," 72 Wash. & Lee L. Rex'. 75
(Winter 2015). at 86-87. declares: 'Pedophilia need not entail any behavior: one ma\ he it celibate
pedophile. similar to how one
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have sexual desires for adults while remaining celibate.' Thus, in

Be//eat, v. Wa/Ic! aL, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 125909 (ED. Wis. 2015). the court declared.
IP1 edoph ilia does not cause a person to sexually assault a child. If it did. Belleau and those like
him would he able to avoid their convictions by pleading not guilty by reason of menial disease or
defect." Cf.: ''.. .[D]ata analyses that eliminate intermediate data points

ill generate inflated estimates

of correlation coefficients, base rates, and the discriminative capacity of predictor variables. This
principle is also relevant br understanding the flaws in previous research that led Hanson and Buss/etc to
conclude that sexual recidivism was correlated with sexual interest in children as measured by
phal loinetric assessment.''' Richard TVo//eri & Elliott Cramer, "Sanip I ing Extreme Groups Invalidates
Research on the Parapli i ias: Implications for DS M-5 and Sex 0 Render Risk Assessments.'' 29 Be/tao.
S'cL Law 554, at 554 (2011).
''...'l'he fact that 70% to 85% of offenses against children are premed rated speaks against a lack of
perpetrator control.

Ryan C. IV Ha/I & Richard C. it lb/i. "A Profile of Pedophilia: Definition,

Characteristics of Offenders, Recidivism, Treatment Outcomes, and Forensic Issues," Mayo C/in. Proc.
2007: 82(4): 457-47 I (2007) [emphasis supplied]. ''Simi larlv, MRI studies have found no evidence to
suggest any differences in the parts of the brain that relate to sd 11control or impulsivity. (A/argo Kaplan,
''Taking Pedophilia Seriously,'' 72 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 75, at 91 (Winter 2015):
Cantor,

"Understanding

MRI

Research

citing: James M.

on

Pedophilia,

http:I/individualJ Jioronto,ca/janicscantot'!blog2.html. [So: volitional impairment can be ascertained; if
brain parts arc intact, no impulsivity or volitional control prohlem.1).
Sam Neuman, "Missouri's SVP law: Time for a Change?''. 60 Si, Louis 1/ 1,.!, 7 I I (Summer '016).
observes thus:
p. 72 1:

''In Kansas v. Ilendricicc, . - the
the Court added that the mental condition must cause the

individual to have difficulty controlling his or her behavior?3
As a result of the Supreme Court's decision in JIei,d,'ick.c, the clinical condition actually causing a
loss of 'volitional impairment , is essential to SVP statutes? '1",
p. 722: ". ..A]ccnrately detcrmin[ing] when ...a 'mental abnormality' is actually causing volitional
impairment

is such a difficult task that the American Bar Association (ABA) considers it nearly

impossihle.

In fact, .., 'there is still no accurate scientific basis foi' measuring one's capacity for

self-control or for calibrating the impairment of such capacity.'.. "' (emphasis supplied)
Notes:
93 Richard Rogers & Rebecca L Jackson, ''Sexually' Violent Predators, The Risky Enterprise of
Risk Assessment, 33 J. Am. Ac'ad. Psychiatry & L. 523 at 525 (2005)
94 M. at 525
97 Al
98 M.
Dc/ti/ru 'ti, sin/il,, ''Dangerous Diagnoses, Risky Assumptions, and the Failed Experiment of
'Sexually Vi0ent Predator' Commitment." 67 Oklahoma Lair Rev, 619. 674 (No. 4. Summer 2015).
agrees and expands on this theme thus:
"' particular significance for SVP commitments is the fact that a diagnosis of pedophilia or othei'
paraphi I a. in addition to not being strongly correlated with acts of sexual violence, does not
necessarily involve a lack of 'volition' or forms of compulsion. as rcqti i 'ed under the Hendricks'
Crane analysis. As First and I lalon write, a diagnosis of a parapliilia does not imply that the person
also has difficulty controlling his behavior.'''3 The defining feature of the paraphilias is a particular
source of' 'deviant' sexual arousal (not conduct), and as noted above, many people with such sexual

interests, urges, or lintasi es never act on theni

As a result, sonic researchers liken I a parapli i ha I

to an addiction, others to sexual orientation.
"Indeed.' Smith adds, "the DSM-IV-TR's introductory language makes clear that none of the
diagnoses in the manual i niply an assessnient of volitional control. (1(1.).
Pedophilia is classified by the f)SM-5 as a iailicuiar type of paraphi ha. A lie/iou! B. Firs! &

Robert F Ha/on, "Use of DSM Paraphi ia Diagnoses in Sexually Violent Predator Commitment Cases,"
36 Jour. Am. Acad. Psycliia r. & lime 443-54 (2008), examined in depth the role of a paraplu ia diagnosis
and concluded that no such diagnosis comprises a predictor of probable sexual recidivism, explaining that
"fantasies" and "urges" as used in that portion of the DSM, refer to the present, and are not established by
inference from past conduct or statements, and that "urges'' means urges ''to act on the fantasies," rather
than some mere sexual interest in clii Idreti . First & I Ia/on coni i inc
p. 444:

"Of all the disorders included in the DSM-IV- FR. certain of the parapliilias come closest

to the type of sexual psychopathology defined in the S V P laws. even though none has the req u isil e
predisposition to act on the parapliilic fantasies and urges mi do they involve volitional impairment
in doing so.
"We contend that, during the process of adjudication of SVP commitment trials, profound and
avoidable errors are made by some mental health professionals who invalidly diagnose paraplilia,
assert that there is volitional impairment based solely on the fact that the offender has

it

partpliilia

diagnosis, and thus wrongly claim that the statutorily defined S V P commitment ciiteri a are
adequately addressed by the clinical diagnoses. In such cases. mental health experts have made

it

DSM-IV-lR diagnosis of paraplilia without providing valid evidence to justify the diagnosis.
Instead. they infer from the criminal sexual behavior the existence in the offender of the requisite
'deviant sexual arousal pattern' (i.e., recurrent, intense, sexually arousing fantasies and urges) that is
the defining teat inc of parapli II i a."
".,,We propose the following three-step process to assist in those diagnostic eflrts.
p. 445:
First, establish whether a paraphilia is present; that is, provide reasonable evidence of the existence in
the offender of the recurrent, intense, sexually arousing fantasies (i.e., mental imager ' v, that the
individual considers to be erotic) and urges (i.e., to act on the fantasies) that are the s/iie ua non in
paraphilic diagnosis. Second. if a paraplulia is preseil, establish whether the offenders sexually
violent crimes occurred as a direct consequence of that parapliihia. third, rather than assuming that a
diagnosis of paraphilia implies volitional inipairmetit, present positive evidence suggesting whether
the offender is, or is not, volitionally impaired with regard to committing sex crinies.

We

acknowledge that this third step in the process - differentiating those offenders vlio legitimately lose
control from those who simply choose to violate social rules - niay he di flicult, if not impossible, to
accomplish. [citing: R. Rogers, R.. Jackson, "Sexually Violent Predators: The Risky Enterprise of Risk
Assessment," 33 .1 An,. Anti. Thi'ch/atrr & Lou 523-28 (2005): C. 0. Afercu/o. /3.11. Bornstein &

KF...cliopp. ''Decision-Making About Volitional Inipairment

it)

Sexually Violent Predators,'' 30 Lose

& Human Behavior 587-602 (2006); B. I). Grinage. "Volitional Impairment and the Sexual lv Violent
Predator,'' 48 lviii', lorelis/c Sd. 861-68 (2003)1 It is a conclusion to which, we believe, no expert
witness can testify with any degree of certainty and that fact must be plainly stated to triers of fact.''
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p. 447: [Referring to the overall definition requirements (''criteria" br any paraphila diagnosis: F
File Criterion A ord log, however, was not restored to that used in the DSM- Ill - IC It had never
been anticipated that any clinician would interpret the addition of or behaviors' ill Criterion A as
i id icati ng that the deviant behavior, in the absence of evidence of the presence of fantasies and urges
causing the behavior, would justif a diagnosis of a paraphil ia.
'The fact that some experts would use a literal interpretation of Criterion A to justify making the
parapliilia diagnosis based entirely on criminal sexual behavior goes against both the spirit of the
DSM-IV and the requrements of the SVP commitment statutes in which the prior criminal sexual
behavior alone is insu ftieient for finding that the offender is a sexually violent predator. The
introduction to 1)SM-IV-lR states clearly that'the specific diagnostic criteria included in DSM-IV
are meant to serve as gu idel lies to be in formed by clinical .1 udgment and are not meant to be used in a
cookbook flishiori' (Ref, 5, p. xxxii). The core construct of a paraphilia, which involves a deviant
focus For sexual arousal, is the historical sine qua non of the diagnosis. and is so well established as to
be irrefutable. The fact that a valid diagnosis of paraphitlia cannot he made on the sole basis of
criminal sexual behavior is clearly stated in the 'Diagnostic Features' section for the paraplulias: 'l"or
Pedophilia, Voyeurism, Exhibitionism, and Frotteurisni, the diagnosis is made if the Ithe fact that thel
person has acted on theses urges or the ui'ges or sexual fhntasies cause marked distress or
interpersonal difficulty' (emphasis added by authors Ref. 5, 1). 566). Were the criminal sexual
behavior itself sufficient for making the diagnosis of paraphihia there would be no Heed for input from
mental health professionals in making the diagnosis."
p. 450: Step 3:

Providing Evidence of Volitional Impairment

''[)o not assume that diagnosis of a paraphilia implies volitional impairnient ... It is important to
understand that having a diagnosis of paraphi I ia does not imply that the person also has difficulty
controlling Ii is behavior.
While it is true that some individuals with paraphihia have difficulty controlling heliasior
associated w itli it, many do not.
I' here arc no established, validated scientific methods for measuring impairment in an
individual's ability to control his behavior [citing C. G. Mei'cat/u, /3.11 horns/em

* R. IC $c/iapp.

pp. 45(1-5 1: ''... In lieu of a direct assessment of volitional capacity. many SV I' evaluations have
instead focused on the presence of risk factors that pied ict future sexual violence, on the assumption
that those who are scored as being at high risk of sexually reoftending do so because of difficulty
controlling their behavior. 'file validity of' this approach has been ustifiahly criticized [citing: R.
/?ogei's. B. Jackson, s mipra] .......[I laving a high risk of reoffending according to one of these
instruments does not also imply that there is a mental abnormality causing this high risk or that, even
ifcattsed by a mental ahnorniality, there also exists in the offender the requisite volitional impairment
ill reference to committing the offenses.
Expert witnesses testifying in SVP commitment trials must clearly inform triers that there is
00

professional-consensus in the field of tiiciital health concerning what constitutes volitional

impairment nor even what constitutes adequate psychiatric or psychological evidence of it.,,.,
.[Tlhe expert should also infbrni triers of fact that even information yielded by scientifically
generated actuarial risk-assessment i istruments cannot resolve the question of' volitional i nipai rment
Even where a diagnosis of pcdophilia is possible, the indispensable volitional impairment (Kansc'ts' i'.
Cane, smepia:

"serious th iuicultv" in control f ing ''impulses;"' behavior'') cannot be assumed from that
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diagnosis. Firs? & Ha/on at 450. Neither mete predisposition nor predicted likelihood of a tirttrr'e sex
crime with a child Cal) support an inference of volitional impaitinent. .1. .Jason, 'Beyond No-Man's
Land:..." (etc.), 83 S. Cal. 1. Rev. 1314, 1350-51(2010).
'vfic/iae/ Mai:e/, ''Confining Control: Narrowing the 'Control' Standard under New Yorks Mental
Hygiene Law Article 0." 37 ('arc/):o L. Rev. 7 3(2015-16), addresses the distinction between lack of
control over sexual behavior, and simple choice to commit sex crimes thus:
p. 735: "Additionally. this holding [citing Do,nth/ 1)1:)., 21 N,L3d at 249.1 carries a further,
implied restraint on the 'control' element by creating a distinclion between an individual that has
difficulty controlling his behavior, and one that simly does not control his behavior. [he court
explained that the facts underlying particular offenses, and the fact that those of lenses occurred in the
face of increased risk of arrest, were by themselves insufficient to show that Ihe acts were the result of
impaired control, as opposed to a conscious decision.' (emphases supplied)
p. 739 a. l'he DSM Does Not Implicate the Control Issue
If an individual is diagnosed with pedophilia, for instance, it means only that he has net a
series of behavioral criteria, including experiencing certain sexual urges and fantasies. While such
diagnosis may be causally connected to past offenses if the offenses themselves conespond with the
bella\ioi Justifying the diagnosis. to say that an individual's sexual urges and fantasies cansed his
offending behavior is not to say that the individual has clifficu ty eotitrolling that behavior. In other
words, a DSM diagnosis might implicate predisposition by explaining what causes an individuals
behavior, but it does not provide information regarding whether all i rid iv idual is able to control that
behavior. To use n DSM diagnosis to implicate control is to therefore confuse the predisposition and
C01111- 01

e lernen ts ." (ciii phases s u pp tied)

p 740: ...Beyond the fact that there is no relationship between the disorders listed in the DSM
and volitional control, there is simply no agreed-upon means of psychologically assessing volitional
control, no less distinguishing between an inability and an unwillingness to control behavior. It is
therelore not clear that an expert is in a privileged position to provide it reliable opinion on whether,
and to what extent, an individual is exercising volitional control, regardless of the basis for such
opin

oft

Distinctly, a study using a regression analysis method indicates that a DSM diagnosis of pedophilia is
not even a sign i (leant predictor of sexura I rec ul visni ." Hanoi/on, at 580, citing Ilea/her Al ...Iou/c/en,

CI

al., 'Recidivism in Pedophiles: An Investigation Using Different Diagnostic Methods. 20 .1 Loren.c,c

JsycIna/r) & P.svchoi. 680, 693 (2009) (finding no difference in violent, sexual, or general recidivism
rates for extra-familial child molesters diagnosed with pedophilia or not, and in fact, finding a DSM
pedophilia diagnosis was negatively correlated with recidivism). The following excerpts 1mm the

AIoi,/t/en ci a/. article are especially worthy of close consideration:
'[lie relationship between pedophilia and recidivism was examined in a sample of 206
PP. 680:
extra-familial child molesters assessed ...between 1982 and 1992. . . . No differences were found
between pedophiles and nonpedophi es with respect to recidivism rates."
p. 692:

''DSM [pedophilia} diagnosis actually decreased the likelihood of recidivism

p. 695:

"No differences existed between individuals diagnosed as pedophiles and nonpedophiles

with respect to recidivism rates."

p. 696:

. [N]o differences were observed between pedophiles and nonpedophi es with respect to

lime to first sexual, violent, and any criminal re-offense regardless of how pedophilia was defined.
These results suggest that meaningful differences may not exist between pedophilie and
noupedophilic offenders in terms of their risk to reof tend, and actual ic-offense rates. 'Ihus finding
has implications for practice, given that pedophiles are often considered to he at greater risk for
sexual recid iv sin compared to nonpedoph Ic o lenders.'
p. 698:

.. ...Ll'Jhose individuals determined to be pedophiles, regardless of definitioiis, do not

recidiite more

oftco
often-or- or jmore_ quickly than aonpedoph iles." (emphases supplied)

Accord: ,fIarc',&s A. (ialesw. Henri' P. Prude/la & Brenda Vogel, ''Sex Offender Myths in Print
Media: Separating Fact from Fiction in U.S.

Newspapers,"

13 Wesiern Criminology Review 4-24 (2012)

(http://wer.sonoina.edu/v I 3n2/GaIeste.pdf. at . 6 ('Offenders who commit sexual acts against adults
rec id ivate at higher rates than child molesters do I Margaret .4. Alexander, "Sexual Offender Treatment
Efficacy Revisited,", i I Sexual Aiiitre: A Jaui', 0/ Research and Treatment 101-116 (1999); Terrence D.
Al/er/ic ci at, "Specialization and Persistence in the Arrest Histories of Sex Offenders: A Comparative
Analysis of Alternative Measures and Offense Types." 43 Jour, Of Research in ('v/un' and Del/neiuenci'
204-229

(No.

3. 2006); Vernon L. Quinsev',Arwiinia K/jaunt, & P. Bi'i,ce .Alilco,n, "A Retrospective

Evaluation of the Regional Centre Sex Offender l'reatnient Program,' 13 Join', ()J Interpersonal Piolence
62 1-644

(No.

5, 1998) ...); Af/cha/ B. First A, Al/en Prances, "Issues for DSM-V: Unintended

Consequences Of Small Changes'. 'l 'he Case of Paraphilias.'' 11 5Am,] Psych/any 1240, 1240 (2008).
See also: Robin .1. [ti/son. ci al," Pedophil ia: An l'vafuation of Diagnostic and Risk Prediction Methods."
23 Sexual Ahue 260, 268, 270 (20 11 ) ("Experts likewise note that multiple studies show such low
statistics for the reliability and validity of DSM diagnoses of pedophilia that it should be seriously
questioned and construed to be of limited un lit> for practitioners. and

CVCI1

more inappropriate for legal

proceedings.' (citing Alan/den s upra, at 698; D,'cii' A. K/;igsion, ci al ...Comparing Indicators of Sexual
Sadism as Predictors of' Recidivism among Adult Male Sexual Offenders," 78 .J. Consulting & Clinical
Psi•'chot

574, 575 (2010); IlK L. Mars/j(Iil, ''Diagnostic Issues. Multiple Paraphilias, and Comorhid

Disorders in Sexual Offenders: l'heir Incidence and 'l'reatment," 12 Aggression & Violent Behavior 16, at
16 (2007)),
i/thu i/to;,, Id . at 580, concludes:
"'I hese results undermine the prevailing risk-based model presumption that a diagnosis of
pedophi I hi is an appropriate proxy for risk assessment supporting legal dec is ions. Experts likewise
note that multiple studies show such low statistics for the reliability and validity of DSM diagnoses of
pedoph i I a that it should he seriously questioned and construed to hold limited utility for practitioners,
and even more inappropriate for legal proceedings."

Kaplan ,s u/ira. at explains at p. 91:

TM-

'It is coinnionly assumed that individuals living with pedophilia simply'call'( help themseles'
and are unable to control their impulses to molest children. [citing: Rim, (1 TV I-la/I & Richard C. IV
Ha/I, ''A Profile of Pedophilia: I)cfinition, Characteristics of Offenders, Recidivism, Treatment
Outcomes, and Forensic Issues, 82 A'laio ('link Proc. 457 (2007). at 462 (noting that, although
people with pedophilia often teport difficulty controlling their behavior, it is rare for them to
spontaneously molest a child.); ''Six Misconceptions about Pedophiles." Discovcui rVcwc (Nov. 18,
2011,

3:00

AM).

Iittp://news.d eovery.eorii/lium na/psychology/nioseponccptioopns-pedoph il ia-

11111 8.htni (dispelling the misconception that people with pedophilia cannot help attempting to
molest a child whenever the opportunity arises)]

Yet individuals with pedophilia rarely

spontaneously molest children, and the vast majority of sexual abuse of children is premeditated.
[citing licill & Hal/s ieprci. at 462 (arguing that, because 70°/o to 80% of sex offenses against children
are premeditated, the notion that people with pedophilia lack sell-control is untcnable)1 A recent
study found no connection between pedophilia and impulse-aggressive traits and in fact found more
evidence of inhibition, passive-aggression, and harm avoidance. [citing: Lisa .1 Cohen ci t,f..
''Impulsive Personality Traits in Male Pedophiles Versus Healthy Controls: Is Pedophilia an
Impulsive-Aggressive Disorder?,' 43 ('oinprchcnsive I'svcinativ 127, 132-33 (2002)]. ...S imi larly,
MR[ studies have lötind noevidencetosuggçst any differences in the parts of the brain that relate to
self-control or imptilsivitv.'' [citing: lames Al. Cantor. "Understanding MIll Research on Pedophilia,'
http:/!individuaht]tcronto.ca/jainescantoilblog2.httitI
.Jannc Al Cantor, -MR[ Research on Pedophilia: What iVl'SA Members Should Know.'' ANA
porn,)) (Fall 2008) (available at: http:!/individual.utoronto.ca/jaines cantor/blo&2.html). explains:
We did not find any group differences in the parts of the brain that are known to relate to selfcontrol or ntiptrlsivitv. 'Ilial is. we found no evidence to suggest that pcdophilic men have a
neurological reason to be less capable of controlling their behaviors than are men who commit
nonsextial crimes. Although it is never possible to completely rule out the possibility that pedophiles
suffer lioni an impulsivitv problem. our pr ject used very large samples (relative to most MRI
research) and powerful statistical techniques. So, if pedopltilic men do stiller front a neurological
problem in self-control, it is likely to be either small or a type of problem that is invisible to
conventional NI RI." (emphases supplied)
Implicit from this research, volitional impairment can be ascertained Lw such MIll studies: if' brain
parts are intact, there is no impulsivity or volitional control problem. This disproves any general link
between pedosexualily and any impulsivity or lack of volitional control.
Therefore, the editors of the DSM-V have warned against assuming volitional impairment merely
because of"a pedophilia diagnosis. I-irs! & I/a/on, .ciipra. at 450.
Ience, a claimed diagnosis of pedophilia will have no causative or indicative relation to an claimed
future probability of re-offense. For this reason, there is no 'inherent' 'inadequate control of' sexual
behavior that can be inferred, and any sticli inference or presumption therefore violates Respondents'
right to due process.
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there are basically just two types of sex offenders typically confined in SOCC facilities: rapists
(typically of adult women), and "pedophiles" (really, pedosexuals). "Deviance" is it term used by the
"DSM-S" (current edition of the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual)
to describe any sexual responses other than attractions to standard sexual activities w ith adult women or
lien.

These atypical sexual attractions or interests are called 'paraphilias" in the DSM-5. fly the

numbers, by fur the largest category of individuals in the overall paraphilia category are ''pedopliiles
pedosexua Is, claimed to suffer fioni a sexual "disorder" termed ''pedoph ii a)." Almost all committed to
SCCC facilities whose rationales for coriiniiitment involved a claim of ''paraphilia" are in fact
pedosextials. Only a hand ful of' other paraphilias (such as window peepers or 'flashers') are represented
in the population of such confinees.
In contrast, attempts over the years by various psychologists to declare a different sexual disorder
comprised of an urge specifically to rape soriieoiie, claiming that the motivation is sexual pleasure derived
from the imposition of terror and physical pain upon tIre victim, have been repeatedly rebuff e d by the
editors of the DSM, as it has evolved through its various editions. 'I heir latest rejection of such

it

'rape

syndrome' as a sexual disorder was particularly emphatic and final. lh us. rapists are not now regarded as
suffering from it ''paraphil ia" (a/k/a "deviance), but instead are simply deemed individuals who, either
lacking in social skills with which to persuade women to engage in sex with them, or who simply just
don't carc to undertake such social persuasion, simply take sex by force. In oilier words, they are
regarded simply as sex criminals, rather than being ''sexually disordered." In late October 2014, New
York's highest court ruled, in In ic Donald DI) (N.Y. Court of Appeals, reported in Rochester Democrat
&(

hI'OFIILl(',

quoted in (1 /RE-$'ORT

AT'%4•s,

Vol. 24, No. I, pp. 4-5 [Winter 201 1) that a multiple rapist

could not remain committed oil a sole diagnosis of Anti-Social Personality Disorder (ASPI)), since that
diagnosis conveys no problem in controlling one's behavior. and simply indicates a propensity to commit
crimes.
Roughly two-thirds of all 50CC confinees in Minnesota, illtrstratively, were committed on the basis
ol'sex crimes involving children. Most of these crimes are only prompted by such pedosexual attractions,
and do not i nvo I ye rape. While sortie child rapes occur fr-om time to t i lie, they are
.

LlSurl

perpetrated by

sexual opportunists,' who are not rca I ly pedosexuals, but rather those who simply see it child as a rape

'target of opporttrnity, While this is reprehensible, it is not pedosextrahity.
As to pedosexual ity and indeed all other ion-standard sexual attractions/interests, that is simply what
they are As

it

general matter. sexual attractions are discovered by individuals at or shortly after puberty,

or at the latest ill young adulthood. Whenever ['list experienced, they are in fact it permanent pal of the
psycho logical mnakeu p oft lie inch% id oa I. No rinore than recent, failed attempts to beat homosexuality out
Of, gay men, theme is simply no way to ever 'erase'

it

pedophilic sexual orientation or to replace it with

another orientation riot previously existi rig in that i nd iv dual. Therefore, the Common pseudoscientific
claim that pedosexuals represent all inherent, unacceptable threat of recidivism is false oil at least three
different levels.
First, research has studied the comparative rates of recidivism as between pedosexnials, oil one hand.
and rapists on the other. I'he results of these studies have invariably ascertained that those comparative
rates are nearly identical, that is. within one or two percentage points at any specific age range. Richard

Wol/ert's iesearcli ("Low Base-Rates Limit Expert Certainty When Current Actuarials Are Used

'' 12

Psychology. Public Policy and La%I' 56. at 61 et seq.). tracking recidivism by age brackets, and comparing
rates for rapists, on one hand and pedosexuals on the other, firm ly establishes this, using K. Karl
I lanson's own samples for the Static-99. I lence, the fact is that "deviance does not pose any risk level
of recidivism beyond that reflected by a last sex crime of any kind. In short, "deviance" as a factor
predictive of more likely recidivism is just a false myth. [his is strongly buttressed by the observations
on tIle point of pedoph i lie sexual attractions set forth at pages 86-87 of the Report of (7ac,c Meniher Cvruc

Gladden II in Reply to 706 Experts Report, in will q uot rig Thomas K Lander. "Civil Commitment
without Psychosis: [lie Law's Reliance on the Weakest I Ariks in I'sychodiagnosis.' 1 lou,'. Of Sexual

Offender Civil Conimilnient: Science and the 1cm 17, at 37-38 [20051 ), and citing: C 7o,u/e ('repanit &
tjarce/ Couture. "Mcii's I rot ic Fantasies." 9 A i'chii'e.c of Sexual Behavior 565 (1980); and lore/I L.
le'titplc'nian & Ray 1). S'tinnct/, "Patterns of Sexual Arousal and II istory in a Normal' Sam pie of You rig
Mcii.'' 20 Archives of 5 exual lIe/un/ui' 137 (1991 ). at the outset of di is subsection. snpi'o.
If claims about ''deviance" as a cause or predictor of sex crimes were scientifically correct, all of
these members of the public would be sex-crime committing machines. Obviously, there is no such
widespread epideni ic of actual sex crimes with children.

Clearly then a pedopli lie attraction

("deviance'') simply does not present ever) merely a propensity for such actual crimes,jpucli less an
i ties i st i Li Ic urge to Commit them.
In fact. even collection of. and masturbatory use of' child porn riialeriais do riot prompt sex acts with
children. ("'File statistics establish no causal link between child porn materials and actual behavior.''

(in/ted States v. CA, 792 F. Supp. 2d 343, 376 [EL. N.Y. 201 1, quoting ,le,,kiitc. Beyond 'Ibleraitee at
173 (200))]). Obviously, pedosexuals ("deviants'') are the collectors of such materials. Again, the lack
of sex crimes with Children on the part of such collectors belies the notion that their ''deviance creates an
unacceptable risk, or indeed, any risk at all, of sex cririies.
Second, recidivism statistics have drastically changed since the start of the 1990s. Probably riiostl
Clue to the far more severe sentences him sex cri riles since then, coupled with n nbc! ievab ly intense criminal
investigation into even baseless suspicions of sex crime, the rate of sex crimes has dwindled to near nonexistence currently, Even among those with sex-crimes recoi'ds, the general rate of average recidi• isrti
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(for one-time prison releases) has dropped from roughly I 7% hack then for sex crimes to a mere 3%, as
measured anytime since 2005.
On this point, the aforesaid Report hi Rep/j supra, at pp 1 9-20, details this point thus:
"...A 2002 study by the U.S. Dept. of Justice Found that of sex offenders released in 1994 from
prisons in IS states, only 5.3% were rearrested for another sex crime within three years. Of the
convicted child molesters in this group, only 3.3% were rearrested for another sex crime against a
child.
"A 2007 Minnesota Dept. of Corrections study derived a mere 3.2% sex-crime recidivism base
rate over an average 8.4-year post-prison-release period Par all sex offenders. ['his is a virtual tie with
murderers for lowest recidivism. 'that report attn bitted that loss tee div sm rate, in substantial part, to
"the longer and more intense post-release supervision of sex offenders.'

(hi., p. 3). It is equally

important that this studys protocol excluded the impact of commitment from the low recidivism
percentages reported. That is, those loss rates would still exist in the absence of' commitment.
Similar low rates ol sex-crime recidivism have been fotuid ill other states in the last ten years as well.
"A 2007 study by the Missouri Dept. Of Corrections found a 3% re-offense rate among sex
offenders released in 2002. Ali Alaska Judicial Council report in 2007 matched this 3% figure. A
2008 study by California's Sex Offender Management Hoard of 4,204 sex offenders found 3.38%
sex-crime recidivisill alter tell years of prisoner release. An Indiana corrections report on sex
offenders released in 2005 found only 1.05% recidivism over three years. Simply put, high sex-crime
recidivism is onfva myth --any where.''
lo some any remote possibility of recidivism appears an "unacceptable risk," but such views are
unq it est ionah lv anti-scientific.
A-/argo Kaplan, siipi'ci, discusses the role that pedoph ii ialpedosexua I ity plays in sex o Tender
commitment thus:
p. 149: "'A diagnosis of pedqphilic disorder raises the odds of civil commitment by
approximate lv4 ,5 00%

{citing: li/i S Leven,sun & lu/u, W Morni, "Factors Predicting Selection

of Sexually Violent Predators for Civil ('oinniitment," 50 International J. q/ 0/tender Therapy &
Camp. ('ri'ninologv 609, 622, thl. 3 (2006)1.
p

SI: "At present, the concept of volitional impairment is highly questionable in both law and

psychiatr, 15cc Robert A. Prenikv ci al..' Sexually Violent Predators in the Courtroom,'' 12 I's

l.

Pith, Pal v & L, 357 (2006), at 363 ("lilt is problematic, and perhaps impossible, to distinguish
betw ccii impulses that are irresistible and i upu Ises that si nip ly are not resisted.'); f/ionas K, Zanc/e,',
'Civil Commitment Without Psychosis: The I ,av's Reliance on the Weakest Link in
Psyehodiagnosis." I .1 Sexual 0j/nder (7i'. ('onini/flueni: ScL & L. 17 (2005). at 65-66 (examining
the issues itt determining volitional impairment in paraphilia cases).] Psychiatric hiterattire is rife with
ambiguity and uncertainty about t lie concept of volitional impairment and self-control in general, and
with concerns about its use in SV I' proceedings. ISce Zandei', s'upi'a. at 65-66 (1N]one of the
paraphilias require any type of volitional impairment or inability, to control impulses to make a
diagnosis.''); Prep/ky. el al., supi'a, at 363-64 ("file volitional dysfunction standard as applied in
insanity defenses is rarely appropriate in the SVP context.'').]

"For these reasons, the APA cautioned against assuming impaired impulse control horn a
psychiatric diagnosis for ike sake of legal proceedings." [See DSM- V, supra, at 25 (cau(ioning the use
Of DSM-V diagnostic criteria when making legal decisions): Stephen .1. Morse, ''Preventive
Confinement of Dangerous Offenders," 32 .J L. Med & Ethics 56 (2004). at 64-65 (discussing the
problems inherent in measuring lack of control); Allen Frances of al- "Defining Menial Disorder
When it Really Counts: DSM-IV-'lR and SVP/SDP Statutes." 36 JAn,. Acacl. I'svchianr & L. 375,
378 (2008). at 379 (discussing use of the DSM in forensic settings).J
p 152: "Yet pschiatric research has not demonstrated that paraph ii ic disorders are associated
with volitional impairment or impulse conirl....Research has also questioned (lie relationship
between pedopli i lie disorder and long-term recidivism, ISec A uihonv R. Beech & Leigh /Iarkin.v,
"l)SM-IV Paraphilia: Descriptions. Demographics, and [reatinent Interventions.'' 17 Aggwession A.
('in/em Be/zap. 527 (2012), at 529 (citing research that found a pedopliilic diagnosis was unrelated to
long-term ree i div is in). I
"Most states allow courts to assume the actor has difficulty controlling his actions from the
defendant's mental d isoider and his past acts. [See Jcenzzeth W. Gaines, ''Instruct the J ury : Crane's
Serious Difficulty' Requirement and Due Process," 56 S.C. L. Rev. 29L300-01 (2004) (arguing that
Arizona, Ca Ii forn ia, Illinois, Massac h tisetts, Minne so ta, South Carolina. Texas. Washington, and
Wisconsin fail to require a separate finding of lack of con) rol ): .Janh;ze Pierson. Comment.
"Construing Crane: Fxanuiiing low State Courts Ilave Applied Its Lack-of-Control Standard," 160
IL Pa. /., Rev. 1527, 1537-46 (2012) (arguing that ten states do not require a separate showing of lack
of control, and either ignore the reqtnrenient or inappropriately conflate it with the mental
abnormality reqUiI-eIIICIIt).j FIns practice essentially allows courts to conflate pcdqphilic disorder and
Amr tiara_phi I ic disorders with volitional control, a presuinpt ion that is not supported by scientific
evidence. [See Michael B. b'h'sI & Robert L. 11a/on. "Use of DSM Paraphilia Diagnoses in Sexually
Violent Predator Commitment Cases," 36 .1. Am. Anti Psi'chuuri & L. 443. 450 (2008) (describing
the distinction between diagnosis of paraphilia and volitional impairment). Courts' willingness to
assume volitional impairment, despite lack of evidence. may in hici be tied to the disgust pedophilic
disorder instills. I listorically. the determination that a sexual urge creates an impulse control problem
has been linked to whether the underlying interest is considered acceptable. It was at one time
commonly accepted that individuals eotilcl stiffer from 'compulsive homosexuality' and 'compulsive
masturbation' because same-sex attraction and masturbation were in t licinse I yes viewed as
problematic. See Moser. supra. at 323 (''[C]ompulsive masturbators and compulsive lioiiiosexuals
began to disappear once those behaviors were no longer seen as signs or symptoms of
psvchopatholog\''): Muse,' szepra. at 92 (detailing the history of and problems with paraplilia as a
concept). Sinuilarlv, courts may he presuming that individuals with sexual interest in children must
lack control over their actions.

p 153: "... SVP statutes allow civil commitment of individuals who are able to understand and
control their actions based cii fear of the decisions they will make. I See Golf id,, sn/na, at 1037, 1 045
(arguing that preventive detention of sane individuals is not const ii itt ional): S'chu/ho/e,', supra, 94-"(arguing that SVP commitments should he inipermissible without proof of mental illness).] This
undermines the j ast i licat ions central to the coast (III onal ity of civil commitment. See Gnu//e/, snpz'a,
at 1037-38, 1045 (arguing that there are constitutional limits to how far criminal and civil sanctions
may overlap). I
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pp.

53-51. SVP statutes use mental illness to civilly commit individuals who can rationally

choose their behavior. An individual in the throes of sexual interest does not act on reflex. He Ibels
an interest, forms alt ntenç,and acts art it..

I See

Morse, supra. at 63 (examining how desire and

control influence action and responsibility).] Refusing to engage ill the sexual activity might be more
(h ficu It for an individual who desires it than for an individual who does not in that the former will
suffer from frustration, tension, or loneliness. But these negative consequences do not prevent the
individual from controlling his actions.....See ibid.) A desire is simply a desire .. there is no literal
physical cortiptrlsion, as there is in cases of reflex, spasm and the Iike.'')j
[A] deprivation of liberty - particularly one so complete and indefinite as civil commitment
should not he undertaken lightly ISce Melissa I-lana/f on. -Adjudicating Sex Crimes as Mental
Disease." 33 Pace L. Rev, 536 (2013). at 541 (arguing SVP statutes are a human rights issue because
civil commitment infringes on liberty and privacy).] It should not allow for the detention of those
whose mental disorders might simply predispose them to choose to commit offenses. [See Go/il/oh,
supra, at 1045 (arguing that the state must show why civilly committed individuals differ from other
en ni in Is who commit sex crimes); .Vc.'hrelho/c'r, supia, at 94-95.1 Otherwise, states may use civil la''
to circumvent constitutional limits on criminal law, ISce Gou/ie/, sepia, at 1035 (''If the government
may simply recast its criminal proceedings as civil, it may he able to accomplish the goals it might
otherwise achieve only through punishment by a simple change in nomenclature.'').] We must also
rake care not to detain people based on assumptions with c1tiestioriahle scientific merit, even with the
best of intentions."
Other significant notes:
28''.,, Some researchers argue that child-adult sexual experience does not inevitably result in
psychological harm, See Zander, supra, at 39 (outlining this research).
IS ''As a result, the psychiatric community and its critics have spent the last century debating
what constitutes a mental illness. See Michael S. Moore, Lair' Laid Psr'c'/i/aoy, at 155-216 ( pr'ovid [rig
all extensive discussion about the definition of mental illness); Zanc/er, sumi, at 28 ("Debates about
the validity of the construct 'mental illness' and 'mental disorder' have raged for the past halfcetil ury ''): Mctssnntliciuo .4ragona, '''[he Concept of Mental Disorder and the DSM -V." 2 Dialogues
Phil Mental Neuro, Sd. I (2009), at I - 3 (providing an example of scholarship that rejects a
definition of mental disorder and argues mental disorder is best understood as u construct, which
cannot provide a clear-cut demarcation between what is and is not a disorder). Some theorists argue
that mental illness rarely reflects illness at all. But instead reflects subjective lay' concepts and value
j uclgments, and that the process of being labeled abnormal and ill causes psychological and social
haunts rather than identifying them.
Such skeptics vvarri that psychiatry justifies coercive
interventions to i ii pose social norms rat her than treat legit i nate illness. See Moore, 5il/)ra, at 155-81
(challenging these views); Zanier, .cupra, at 28-29 (describing the debate about the a lid it> of the
construct of mental disorder); Thon:a ,Szas: The Myth of Mental fl/new: FoundduionsojaTheoiyof
/'e,'sonal C ondiu'i ( 1961)
(arguing against classi fyi rig psychological problems as diseases or
illnesses): Eric .1 flanunaun. ' [' he Myth of Mental Illness:' Continuing Controversies and 'I heir
Implications for Mental Health Prot'essiorials," 17 Clinical Psycho!, Rev. 733 (1997) (summarizing
Siasz's views arid the views ol' S,.asz's critics)."
126 --De
. Dc' Block
.4driaens ,s un'a at 278 (ci iscussing the rncdicalizat ion of aberrant sexual
behavior steered by the use of physicians arid psychiatrists as forensic experts to help ensure the
state's control over private morality),''
201 'See Zanier, sepia, at 37-40 (summarizing 'debate about the conceptual validity of the
diagnosis of pcclophrlia); S/nice & Ay/ii'ni, sepia, at 776-78 (advocating that future DSM editions
Should (lop pcdoph i Ira as a category), Ma/On ,s iejn'a at 1 086 (ci isc trss ing ccint rovers), surrounding the
appropriateness of' considering Nirapli i I ias as mental disorders); S/i/nc/el & Moser, at 928 (arguing

that all paraph I las should he removed from the DSM ): Moser, SUprcI, at 92-93 (stating paraph las are
'a pseudoscientific attempt to regulate sexuality'): /'rentkr ci at. supra, at 366 (citing controversy
regarding diagnostic validity): Richard Green. 'Is Pedophilia a Mental Disorder?,' 31 Arch. Sexual
Be/av. 467 (2002). at 460-70 (questioning validity of diagnosis of pedophi I a)."
205 'l'he Fair I lousing Act (Fl-IA) also prohibits housing discrimination on the basis of
disability. 42 L/SX'. § 3604(l)(1)(13). Like the ADA and Rehabilitation Act. the [I IA prohit'uts
discrimination based on mental disorders that substantially impair major life activities. Id., § 3602(h):
see Bragclen v Abbon, 524 LI .5. 624, 631 (1998) (noting that the ADA uses the same definition for
disability' that the [I IA does for 'handicap.'). Unlike the ADA and Rehabilitation Act, however,
pedop}ii ha is not explicitly excluded from coverage.'
291 ---As both Schu//ioft'r and Go/Filch have noted, we ought not to civilly commit an in lectious
individual who is able to control disease transmission purely on the grounds that we lear lie will not
act responsibly. See Schulliofer, supra. at 91 (arguing that quarantining an infectious individual who
can control transmission of the disease would violate icr aUtOnOnly as a responsible person)
Such q uarant inc would amount to prevent ye detention based on our fear about the i r Iliture Choices
and would not adequately respect their autonomy. See S'chuiho/er, supia. at 91 ('111 1' we simply fear
that she may choose to ignore the sanctions deployed to prevent such misconduct, then a decision to
quarantine her in advance is a decision to
violate her autonomy..')"
295 "See Sc/w/hokr, cit/ira, at 92-93 ('[A] flee society should never resort to regulatory
confinement measures that bypass the i rid iv idual's Capacity- for autonomous choice.'): Pecan, supra.
at 177-78 ('[P]ure prevention fails to take people's autonomy- seriously, to announce rules, to give
individuals opportunities to comply. and to treat individuals as responsible agents when we punish
them.').."
3 28 ''Beech & Hark/is, sip;' :. at 529 (describing the correlation between pedoplir lie disorder and
328
civil commitment), /ander, .cupra. at 36 (describing the statistical connection between pedoph i Ii a
diagnosis and civil commitment): i-Lan/lion supra, at 553-54 (examining statistically the rote
diagnoses of sexual deviance play in imposing preventive detention )."
331 "See, e.g., Shindel & it los-c;', supra. at 927 (stating that para phi I ia diagnoses have been
misused in criminal and civil commitment proceedings as indication that i rid i c- id ua Is cannot control
their behavior): flaw//tons ujwa_ at )54-55 (describing eases in wh icr pedoph i I ia was analogized to
lifelong addiction): L'oininonir'eahJ; v. .S'iephens, 74 A.3d 1034. 1040-42 (Pa, Super. Ct. 2013)
(referring to expert testimony that defendant was likely to re-offend because pedoph Ia was
incurable, lil'elorig disorder); (h,iicd Scales ii Jt'ctwore. 766 F.Stipp.2d 319,336-37 (I). Mass. 2011)
(citing expert testimony that the defendant was likely: to re-offend because of pedophi i ia d iagnos is);
In it> Kennedy, 578 S.E.2d 27. 29 (SC'. Ct. App. 2003) (finding pedophihia diagnosis alone suflicienit
to demonstrate sufficient likelihood of re-o ft'end i rig).'
344 ''See Morse. 5 r#pra, at 64-65 (discussing the problems inherent in measuring lack of
control)."
345 ''See Frances ci ats un'a, at 375-76 (describing the shortcomings of SCP definitions
applied broadly by state statutes).tatutes).''
361 ''See Schu/ho/i'r, supra, at 94-96 ('Preventive incapacitation of [individuals who ar-c capable
36I
of choosing to act and responding to sanctions]. as a substitute for reliance on the criminal process, is
inconsistent with the core commitments of a free society. - , .'
390 ''See Beech & I/arAbic .s upra. at 529 (citing studies concluding that a pedoph ii ic diagnosis is
trnrclated to long-term recidivism): Robin .1. l4-'itcon ci til.. Pedophilia: An [valuation Of Diagnostic
and Risk Prediction Methods, 23 Sexual Abuse 260. 268-70 (20 I 11 ('I however, individuals who met
DSM-IV-'I'R-hased diagnoses of pedophi ha were no riiorc like l- to be convicted of a new sexual
offense than those who Iiriled to riiect the DSM-IV-l'R diagnostic criteria for pedopliilia.....
1/eat her M. Moulden ci al.. Recidivism in Pedophiles: An Investigation Using Different Diagnostic
Methods.' 20 ./ Forensic Pcvchi a/ri - & J'svcho/ogr-' 680. 693 (2009) ('The results suggest that those
individuals diagnosed as pedophiles do not reciclivate more often or more quickly than non-
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pedophiles.'); see also Ilatnh/ton, cu/na. at 579-80 (Nor is it DSM diagnosis of pedophilia correlated
with sexual recidivism. Actually, a study using a regression analysis method indicates that a DSM
diagnosis of pedaphilia is not even a sigitilicant predictor for sexual recidivism.').'
Third. sex-crime recidivism rates have been studied as a specific function of increasing age. As noted
above, the comparative rates of recidivism for rapists versus those for pedosexttals are nearly identical.
The real determinant of likelihood of iccidivisin is age itself, Ihat is, it has been shown that the most
likely recidivists sex offenders in their early 20s upon prison release. Following age 30, the recidivism
ate dwindles with each increasing year of age at current prison release. Ibis rate of recidivism is
represented by a line on it graph with increasingly steep downward pitch as it passes age 40 and especially
for any year over age 50. By the time one reaches age 60 -- even as measured back when the average rate
was that 17%, the rate for 60-year-olds was it mere 30/0 (again with rapists and pedosextrals in it tie).
Once again, see that Report in Reply, pp. 43-6 on this point. Summing up, this excerpt (p. 46) is
particularly apt:
"Indeed, W/leri's study involved all original data used to construct the Static-99, This data set
was culled from prison releases in the roughly 20-year span ending in the earls' 1990s - a period, as
rioted supra, of vastly higher sex-crime recidivism at all age tiers. Considering the massive reduction
in base-rate recidivism (averaging all ages) since then from 17.6% to 3.2%, both in Minnesota and
with roughly matching Ugu res ill other states, it is reasonable to conclude that current recidivism
percentages for those ages 60-69 are now roughly one-half of I
Because it takes years to ascertain actual rates of recidivism over many years lidlowing prison
release, it isn't yet possible to scientifically pin down current actual remaining-lit'espari recidivism rates
for those at and abose age 60. [ lowever, based on short-term recidivism rates, compared to earlier shortterm rates at various ages, it already appears that the current long-term/remaining lifetime recidivism rate
for those at age 60 is probably very near to six-tenths of 1%. Compared with the current, short-term rate
for all prison-re lea sed sex offenders, this lower rate shows that the strongest lactor statistically indicating
more likely recidivism is not deviance, bill instead simply young age. Conversely, no matter how deviant
one is, the odds ofiecidivism at or beyond age 60 are so miniscule as to dciv aeetrrate measurement
[it readily conceivable terms, this means that in a large auditorium containing 1,000 sex offenders in
this age bracket, only six will eornniit another sex crime before they die. Given the lack of scientific
va id it) to army known means to make

it

prediction beyond pure chance, it is impossible to know \k ho

those six vi II be.
Stich a rare poss i b i ity does not reflect an unacceptable risk of recidivism and is certainly no excuse
for refusing to release pedosexuals simply because they are pedosexuals. Yet MSOP clinical and
assessment officials
iris ist that -- even in such senior years -- no one is saft enough to release beeatrse
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Ni SO P has not conferred ''graduation horn its treatment program, which requ iies the impossible: that
one is no longer a sexual deviate.
In Greek mythology, Sisyphus was tasked, as a condition of' being released from slavery, to push a
huge boulder to the top ola large lull. 'Fry as lie might, he could never get the boulder to the crest of the
lull. It would alwa s exhaust and overpower him, rolling all the way back to the foot of the hill, i'liis
repeatedly Voiced him to start all over again - endlessly, giving rising to the expression, "a Sisyphean
task." MSOP's insistence that all pedosexuals detained by MSOI' inust either replace that attraction with
some 'standard' sexual attraction or at least extinguish or nearly ext ingu sb it is to demand a S isyphean
impossibility. It is simply excuse-making 11w never releasing any pedosexual.
Because of the lack of scientific validity of any of the elements of the MC 1114's SIT and SDP
commitment formulae, all commitment decisions thereunder are inherently arbitrary and are mere
legi s lad ye calegoi'iiation of those hated and feared,
Because ''pedophilia" is circularly defined by commission of crimes, and because it is not a
recidivism predictor. commitment of respondents on that basis violates substantive dtie process.

IV.

PSVCIIJATIfl"S RESPONSE TO 50CC LAWS AND HENI)I4ICKS-CRANE RATIONALE

Summing tip this point admirably, Deirth'e M. Smith. "Dangerous Diagnoses. Risky Assumptions,
and the Failed I xperimeiit of Sextmal lv Violent Predator' Commitment.'' 67 ()k/aho,,u, Law Rev. 619.
679 et seq. (No. 4. Summer 2015), states:
"]Ile Court's rationale in Hendricks-Crane assumes that there is a uniq tie and distinctive
pathology among dangerous sex oil enders. As argued above, this assumption has no support in
current medical thinking about either the mental condition of such offenders or the extent to which a
mental health professional can identify those at partictilarly high risk of reoffending. In light of this
unsettled connect ion between sexual violence and psychopathology and the absence of' a reliable
method br clinicians to predict future violence, the APA has repeatedly attempted to highlight the
divergence between SV P laws and scientific understanding.
(pp. 679-80):

''Ihe passage of the initial SVP laws in the early 1990s led the APA to

appoint a Task Force on Sexually Dangerous Offenders. Ihe report it released in 1999 (two years
after the Henclrukv opinion) was highly critical of such la' s. [,4 I';!, I*mgeroitc 011ender'i at viii.
172-76]. Members of the lask Force noted that the ' question of whether all or some sexual
offenders are mentally ill is complicated and controversial' [id at -I and, similarly, that there
was no consensus on the degree to which sex offenders have control over their behavior, id. at 5]
Certainly, sonic offenders have paraph i I as, the report acknowledged, hut it also noted that
pa'aphiil as occur fairly frequently in those who never commit sex offenses

[id

at 141

Personality and substance abuse disorders. it continued, are far more common in sex offenders
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than are paraplii I ias, and, s igri i licantly, these do not usually have 'explanatory connection' to the
offenders hetiav ior, [hi. at 9i In short, the task force report stated, psychiatric nosology does not
contribute in a systemaiie way to clinical understanding or treatment of sex offenders.

id.]

the

language of the report's conclusion was strong:
Sexual predator commitment laws represent a serious assault on the integrity of psychiatry,
particularly with regard to defining mental illness and the clinical conditions For compulsory
treatment. Moreover, by betiding civil commitment to serve essentially nonmedical purposes,
sexual predator corn in itmnent statutes threaten to undermn inc the legitimacy of the medical model
of commitment.
he SVP laws] establish a nonmedical detinition oh what purports to he a clinical
condition w itlinut regard to scienti ic and clinical knowledge. In so doing_ legislators have used
psychiatric commitment to effect nonmedical Societal ends that cannot he openly avowed.
Tjhis represents an unacceptable misuse of psychiatry. [L/ at 173-741
(p. 681): Mental health professionals who support the SVP laws are primarily treatment
pioviclers vlio specali .e in treating sex otinders, including those who work in state SVP programs.
outside of' the correctional or criminal setting, as one researcher has rioted, this context can distort
treatment pru' ider' s views of such offenders, leading the providers to assume a degree of
specialization in offenders' behavior that those treated experience 'deviant sexual arousal. which. if
not treated, will result in future sex crimes.' Because these treatment providers lack expertise in
crini iriologica I research, the mental health policies they promote continue to he based on misplaced
assumptions about those who comm it sex en miies

in particular, the notion that such offenders are

mentally disordered, treatable, dangerous (if' not treated), and at high risk to reol'fend with another
sex crime.
[collectively citing: Leonoic 11,1. Simon, ''An Exaniination of the Assumptions of specialization.
Mental Disorder, and Dangerousness in Sex Offenders," IS Be/u', Sri. & L. 275 (2000), at 277-79.
While three of live of the arnicus briel's stmbniitted in Hendricks on behalf of' mental health
associations supported striking down the law (the American Psychiatric Ass'n, the Washington
Psychiatric Ass' n, and the National Mental Flea liii Ass' n), the two who supported the law were
directly involved with the treatment of sex offenders, including the Menninger Foundation, which
operated a psychiatric hospital in Kansas at the time, and which was joined on the brief by a series of
''vietnis rights" and law-and-order organizations such as the New York Chapter of Parents of
Murdered Children, Protecting Our Children, People Against Violent Crime, and Victims Outreach.
Inc. ,1/teii R. I"e/tho use & Leonoi'e Simon, Introduction to This Issue: Sex Offender's Part One." 18

Be/jar, Sri. & I.. I (2000), at 2. Apparently. significant Portions of'the majority opinion in Hendricks
were drawn from the Meririingcr Foundation's amnictis brief'. /Il
(pp. 68 I -82):',., [A ] though courts have increasingly relied on psychiatric expertise in SVP
proceedings to support individual commitments, much scientific understanding of the causes and
prediction of violent sexual behavior has become. in the process, highly distorted.''
(p 682):

',..

Maintaining the role of expert evidence to support coniinitniierits in SVP

pn'oeeedings has lVLluired a di stortiori of psychiatric understanding. It has also required a severe
compromise oh' core values and practices u f our just ice systems. Notinan ./ Finkel, ''Moral Monsters
and Patriot Acts: Rights and Duties in the Worst of Times, 12 J'svc'IioL. Pme/). J'ol y & 1. 242 (2006),
at 241'fl.
(PP. 683-84): ''Understandably, some commentators have argued that the very fact that
psychiatric diagnoses are imprecise amid ambiguous suggests that only the ' beyond a reasonable
doubt' standard will adequately ensure Ihirness and dire process in commitment proceedings,

[/iWvwic/er Rex/s. "Due Process in Civil Commitments.'' 68 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 253 (20 11 1, at 282300.1 I lowever. the Ac/dmgioi Court held it coast Wit onal ly acceptable for states to use a Ower
standard of proof because of the limitations and objectives Of mvoluntary hospitalization: such
corn ii itmerit, the Court maintained, was limited to people with severe mental illness who pose a
danger to themselves or others, and employing a higher standard of proof ccii Id erect an
unreasonable barrier to needed medical treatment.' [Ali/ing/on, 441 U.S. at 4321. Such reasoning, of
course, has only limited application ill the SV P context, where Public safety, not treatment, is the
foremost objective."
(p. 687) :"Ali examination of prosecutioti experts opinions about the likelihood of future acts of
sexual violence in SVP proceedings reveals that they are based largely upon the respondent's past
behavior (alleged as well as proven) rather than, as required by the /Iemfra'kv-(rw;e rationale, an
individualized medical assessment. This is because mental health professionals, in attempting to
assess whether a person is likely to eotuuiit acts of sexual violence due to it volitional impairment
stemming from a mental disorder, have little else but past behavior to go cii in the absence of
scientific guidance for making such an assessment.... But, as a result, they predict future behavior
based upon past behavior the same way we all do, and not upon any pail eu lar expertise,''
(I). 694): "...'T lie government has not proven that Antisocial Personality Disorder alone ever
causes a person to have serious difteulty ill controlling his conduct. In essence, the evidence
indicates that individuals with severe forms of that disorder may often make unlawful choices, but
the are able to control their conduct.' U.S.

V.

JV//kieison, 646 F. Sup. 2d 194. 196. (I). Mass.

2009) ....

THE FAULTY ASSUMPTION THAT TREATMENT" IS NECESSARY TO PREVENT
RECIDIVISM AND THE REALITY THAT DESISTANCE FROM SEXUAL OFFENDING
IS WIDELY OBSERVED NATURAL PHENOMENON.

The three charts that follow were constructed from data extracted from a ten-year California
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CD('R) study of the recidivism of 3.577 individuals
convicted of a sex offense who were released lion) ('DC R prisons in 1997 and followed until the end of
2007.
Among the noteworthy findings of this study is that the total of sexual recidivists is lower than some
might have expected. The study also found that both most re-offenses and most parole violations occur in
the initial period of reentry after release. Sex oflei )dc rs were also found more likely to co III ilit some other
type of offense than to commit a new sex offense.
('hart I (next page) shows that the initial -year's sexual recidivism was only' just a little over 2%. By
the tenth year after prison release, all 3,577 offenders except for three (just 0.08%, that is, a rate of only 8
out of a hypothetical 10.000 1). refrained from re-offense. Stated more positively, in that sear, 3.574 out of
3,577 chose not to reoffcnd.
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(Chart 3)
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Chart 2 (above) more emphatically shows the immediate sharp reductions year-upon-year alter prison
i'eleasc, commencing right away in Year 2, such that by \'car 3, the annual rate of recidivism dropped to
little more than a tenth of the rate in the initial year after release. This was followed by a further, nearly
identical reduction by Year dawn to only one-ninth of the Year 3 rate.
Chart 3 (above) shows that this pattern of ever-dwindlnig recidivism continued in the Ove succeeding
Veins of the study, falling vet another four orders of magnitude down to again a mere three more
recidivists over that second Eve-year span out of the 3,577 originally released offenders. had there been
enough Offenders, this wotrld have theoretically reflected an ending-year rate of 0.005. or only I recidivist
that year out of every 20000 released sex offenders.
It should 1101 escape notice that this cohort was comprised of sex oft enders released in 1997 - a time
of higher sex-crime recidivism than presently, after the intervening massive inflation in sentences for sex
crimes, with even higher mandatory minimums for repeaters. Most who have examined this litige drop in
all sex crimes, hut especially in recidivistic ones, have credited such vastly increased sentences as a
deterrence factor that has caused the overwhelming majority of all sex offenders to choose against
recidivism. Interestingly, given that deterrent impact as reflecting an exercise of sound choice, the
concept of sex offenders as persons driven by irresistible urges/impulses has been clearly disproved.

Daniel/c Ar/am/a hair/s. "A Descriptive Model Of Desistance from Sexual Offending: Examining the
Narratives of Men Released Coln Custody," 60(l 5) In! 'I Jour. Of 0/1cm/er Therapi and Comparative

'runulo/ogr. 17 17-1737 (20 1 6), examines the phenomenon of desistance litm sexual offending in detail,
as reported here:
(Abstract. p. I 7 I 7): "Despite an increasing interest in desistance from sexual offending, a
coin preliens ye theoretical account of the process has yet to he provided. This study examines the
narratives of 60 iieu intervie\ed in the eommuaity, who were incarcerated for sexual offenses and
released. Recent findings horn this research conclude that mcii desist from sexual otThnd ing,,_b Lit,-they
seldom follow the processes described by traditional criminology. In many cases, in fact, they desist
in spite of their inability to pin'sue Sampson and l.atrh's Informal social controls or Giordano Ct al's
hooks for chan&e.

.he relentless impact ul current public policies such as community notification

and electronic monitoring further impedes their likelihood of experiericiug Maruna's Pygmalion
effect' or achieving true cognitive transformation or agentic change. The descriptive model
introduced here dent i lies four styles of desistance from sexual olleud ing: 'age.' 'resignation.' 'rote.'
and resilience.' Relevant implications are discussed.
l'ext, pp 1717-I8): "...IT !he body of literature on desistance from sexual offending remains
small (l''arn,er, VI, Beech. A, & Jiw'c/, T (2012). "Assessing desistance in child molesters: A
qtralitative anal)sis.'' Jour of liii erpers000l ho/cute, 27. 930-50): harris, 1)4., (2014). ''Desistance
from sexual offending: H rid i rigs from 21 Ii Ic Ii story narratives,
554-1578. Doi: 10.1177/0886260513511532:

f/tier/s. 1)1.,

Jour, Of Interpersonal Itolence, 29,
(2015). "Desistance from sexual

ollead i ng: F3ehav oral change without cogri iii ye transformation." Jour of Intei'persona/ ViOli!flCt, 1-22
(2015). Doi: I 0. I i 77/08862605 15596537: hors, I?. & Ward, 7', (2011). Des/stance f,'oni Sex
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OffL'iiding4Iieiiiuiives in lhlowing.-Iwiq I/ic Keys New York: Guilford Press. I his is likely due to
the persistent emphasis placed on risk and recidivism by the related lields of offender management
and research (D.A. Harris, 20 14, su;ni; Willis, U Levenson, .1, & Jtar(/, T, (20 1 0). Desistance and
,Attitudes Towards Sex Offenders: Facilitation or [-lindrance?''. Jour. of Jointly Violence. 25, 545556.) ....
pp. 171 8-IQ): "S ixt' men were inter iewed between 2011 and 20 13 in the Northeastern United
States. All participants had committed It sexual of lense. had served a custodial sentence, and were
living in Ihe community. Consistent with much research conducted in the held of sexual aggression.
- . ,almost everyone (88%) identi lied as While, 'lhe men had an average age of 53 years. [he average
length of their most recent eustod al sentence was 10.1 years fora sexual offense, and all participants
had been living in the community for a mean of 4.1 years...
"Almost all the participants (86%) had child victims. Most of the men had committed acts of
extra-familial child molestation (11.-28) or incest (ti-14)
Results
Desistance by Age
(p. I 724):''lhe lust style resonated pariieularly well with seven participants hut was mentioned to
some extent by a number of other men. lo be clear, although the concept of maturity was a ke
component in their interviews, it was ceitainly not unique to these men. 'l'hev frequently emphasized
the process of getting older and growing tip in tlicii explanations of desistance. Not iceab k. these
men did not mention any of the characteristics of the pother styles mentioned above. Vhey were
certain they would never reol'fend and attribtmied that cerlainty to being old, too tired, and to not
having it in them' anymore.
'So I guess it was an epiphany. I just finally woke up . .1 was tired of doing time
but now
I've decided I just don't "ant to (10 it anymore.
"These men tended to use the 'old ne/new me' language of knifing off (A-Ioiuna, Si (2001).
,Aiuknig Good' how Ex-C'oiivic'i,s Rejoini and Reb it/Id The/i Lives. Washington: Am. Psvehol . Ass' n.
and some spoke of having had two lives."
[Describing the three models (other than age) For desistance. the article describes attributes of
individuals thus:]
(p. 1726): Resignation
"These men . . , provided little insight into how or why thenr crimes had occurred.
"Man) of these mcii ... were not confident about forming friendships or relationships in the
future. They were pessimists with fairly deleatist views of themselves and of their restricted position
in the Conlin till ity
Altliotigli they were adamant that tile)' wotild never reoffend, they could seldom artictilate
why (beyond wishing to avoid prison).

F\CI1

thotigli this night he sufficient to effect behavioral

change, it did not yet appear to he evidence of d iseernab Ic cognitive change.
(p. 1727): .....lucy- . . . were very much resigned to the fact that there was no escape and that this
I the sex offender registry] was their life now."
(p. 1728): Rote
"A quarter of the sample (n= 6) were ...adept at 'talking the talk' and parroting buz,cwords they
had learned dun ng therapy. . , . As a group, they had the most persistent histories of sexual offending
with seven men reporting post-release recidivism and having received multiple, separate custodial
sentences for their sexual crimes. 'l'he dominant themes in these 'rote' narratives included the value
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of treatment and the applicability of this therapy to their behavior, but they were often delivered in a
rehearsed (or even nianu I actured ) style.
[T] lie messages of the Relapse Prevention Model (P1/hers. WI). (1990). 'Relapse. Prevention
with Sexual Aggressors: A Method for Maintaining Therapeutic (lain and Enhancing External

43Supervision." In U'. Marshall, R. Las & H. liarharce (eds.), Handbook of Sexual Assault (pp.34336I).
161 ). New York: Springer.) an(It lie standard 'cycle' of offending resonated strongly with them - they
recognized and praised the benefits of treatment, and all spoke highly of heir therapists, in a very
socially desirable way. During the interviews, they were eager to demonstrate their newly gained
insight regarding offending and self-governance. They willingly shared their knowledge of triggers.
tools, and risk situations and spoke in the present tense about their abi I tv and commitment to stay
s afe.
I. ike the other styles described above. most of these men were confident
dent that they would not
reoliend, but justified this certainty with a newfound personal insight and knowledge of triggers and
risk situations."
(p. I 729):''When discussing the ways tile)' keep themselves from offending, they tended to
emphasize the situational nature of their risk and subscribed to a routine activities' approach that
prioritized daily structure (lion/s. D,4 & ('mh;,ore, 1?. (2015). t)esistance from sexual otfending: in

Oxford 11 ;ndhook

of ( ' i/ni/itoloej

antI ( 'rim it

,Iitciice (pp. 1 - 15). New York: Oxford Ui i'ei's i ty

Press, 2015):
"Ne ssarning sign for rue is when I don't have a structure. Right now I have a structure.
Right now I have a full-rime job. I come to group. I go to probation, and there's a couple of other
filings I (10 d tiring the week. I go and see my grandinothe. ..... So for me, my biggest thing is
giving niy'sel f a structure. 'Cos when I have structure that's when I succeed, When I lose a piece
Of my structure, that's when I start screwing up.'
lie strongest emergent theme and the narrative that real I> united the rote style was ...file way
they described staying safe as a kind ofjoh.
PP 1729-30): Resilience
this final style , was marked by a strong desire to move on from their offending past as well as
emphasizing a demonstrated pattern of success upon release. Like the age desisters, the resilient
desisters also spoke of having had two lives and of 'knifing off (A'Iaito;a. 2001, supra). Akin to

Giordano ci ill ' s ( (iloi(4ano, I'. ci at (2002). 'Gender. ('rime, and desistance: 'l'oward a theory of
cognitive transformation.

American Jour. of Sociology, 107, 990-1064) 'complete desisters.' these

men tended to describe their offending in the past tense, thins placing a great deal of distance between
the old, discarded selves and those tile)' currently claim.'
(pp. 1733-34): Discussion
"file process of desistance was articulated ... was most often viewed as a simple and visceral
aversion to returning to custody (deterrence) or as a product of extensive sex ohlender-specific
treatment.
"Almost all participants in the sample described how individual therapy and group treatment
meetings had helped them, but at times, the language they used felt forced or InanUfactured ....
Limitations
(p. 1735): "fhe important central point is that they each reported liking offense-free lives
regardless of 'where tile> were' for rather, the themes ill ai emerged in their interviews) and if our goal
is to prevent sexual abuse, it seenis futile to assess Nkhellier they have desisted 'enough.' In fact, the
fear that they could never again he trusted was it strong emergent theme:

'You ye gotta give me the chance. You've gotta give me the opportunity. No one is going to
believe me until the day alter I die. That's when 111ev'!l start trusting me again. 'Ihat's when
they'll look back and go ''Wow, he did live another 41 years without doing anything wrong.' But
until then, until the day I die, they're going to keep watching me. And that's it rough way to live.
Conclusion
Support was found for natural desistance and aging Out ..... Of part icu ar interest is the fact
that three of the four styles (resignation, rote, and resilience) bore little resemblance to the emphasis
in the criminological literature on the achievement of informal social controls or to the
psychologically informed explanations of cognitive transformation. Furthermore, that the typical
areas of emphasis in sex-offender-sped lie treatment (that emphasizes individual differences and
etiology of offending) were seldom valuable is concerning and should be the subject of further
study."
(pp. I 735-36):''Some people \vi I! desist from offending on their own, without needing formal
intervention. Some ...might profit simply from reconnecting with their family of origin, or from the
opportunity to cain an honest living. Still others.., may decide quite rationally to never offend again,
if only to avoid returning to Custody . Furthermore, it seems flint only a few appear to truly warrant
the kinds of enhanced Supervisioli or protracted treatment to which so niaiiv are now subject."
Former, Mark Mc A linden A. 11., & AJaruiia.S.," Understanding Desistance from Sexual Ol'fending:
A 'l'heniatic Review, of Research Findings," 62(4) J'rohaiion Jou,'na/ 320-35 (2015), provides these
confirmatory, insightful excerpts:
"There is no longer any debate in the field. . . that criminal its is it pattern of behavior from which
most individuals CVC11tUally desist. For non-sexual offenders this is illustrated by the 'age/crime
curve' (e.g., Farrington. 986; Sampson and Laub, 2003), which broad!) demonstrates that crime is
niamlv committed by people in their teens and twenties, after which offending rates decrease with
age.
Desistance from Sexual Offending
A similar phenomenon appeal's to he the case for sexual ollenders as well, despite widespread
beliefs about the nattire of sex Lial offending. Although the age-sex clime curve peaks later and tails
off less dramatically than the age-crime curve for non-sexual crime, sex offending also decreases with
age, contradicting the perception that sex offenders' risk levels are high, stable. and linear ( Lttssier ci
al.. "Criminal Irajectories of Adult Sex Offenders and the Age Effect: Examining, the Dynamic
Aspect of Offending in Adulthood." 20 Jul 'I. C'rin,.Juxi. Rev,

47-68 (2010). indeed, numerous

studies now show, that recidivism rates amongst sexual offenders are low (e.g., juu/Lc/1n,ii ci (It.
2000: Harris and Jkmsrni, 2004 i/win/wi, 2007: Burnett ci at . 2010), in fact lower than i-cc div sm
rates for other forms of non-sexual crime. Most people who have committed sexual offences,
therefore, appear to desist from further sexual offending.
Despite this consistent finding in the literature, there has been little published research into how
and why people desist From sexual crime. Kriiuschnirl ci at (2000) conducted a retrospective study of
556 sexual offenders, looking at whether informal social controls, specifically employment and
marriage, predicted desistance, and whether such bonds are conditioned by lbrtnal social controls
such as probation and treatment. They found that job stab ihty significantly reduced the prohabiiiry of
re-offending, but marital status had no significant effect....
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More recently, I-/apr/s (2014)
conducted a q ual itat Re invest igat ion into ties stance amongst a
group of 2 I sexual ofienders deemed to be desisting from crime. Harris found evidence that it small
number (n=3) had simply aged out of crime, a process she referred to as 'natural desistance.' 'Fins
group of individuals had considerable criminal histories, including sexual offending and other types
of o lie nding. 'I lie biggest group oldesisting olienders (il-ri 8). however, attributed their desistance to
cognitive transformations, ranging from a simple recognition that the offender had caused harm,
through to a full ci'eation of a new. non-offending identity', combined in some eases with a desire to
assist others to avoid crime .

Methodology
In our own research, we have sought to explore both the structural and the cognitive changes
associated with desistance f'rcm sexual offending against children. For the purposes of this research,
this is defined as those who have at least one conviction for sexual offences against children. The
sample group is described in more detail below; it includes offences ranging from rape and indecent
assault of minors to indecent exposure and ei1gagiilg in sexual activity in the presence of a child.
Individuals convicted of sexual assaults with adult victims were not included in the research as the
iterattire considers these two types of sexual offending to be qualitatively different enough as to
i-eq ui re separate treatincnt (see e.g., Biwnenilial el al , 1999; llwison, 200), A sample of 32
individuals were interviewed. all of whom had in the past been convicted of such offences. Our goal
was to better understand how tile) were able to desist from re-offending, exploring both the social
context ol their post-conviction lives and, in particular, their cognitive ft'aiiiing of this context.
-

,[ A

prc ~i ous research (e.g. lions on ci (f, 1
-014) has shown that sexual recidivism rates

approx i mately halve after 5 yeats crime ft-ce in the community, and halve again alter 10 Veal's.

- -'

A Re-Appraisal of the Pros and Cons of Offending
Participants said that in the earls' stages of' desistance they' made it rational choice about their
behavior based on a growing realization of tire disadvantages of persistence. For some, this arose
from concerns about the likelihood of' being caught, for others it was related to a growing realization
of' tile harm they were causing. Simplistic versions oC rational choice theory as an explanation f o r
crime and desistance have been criticized (e .g., ['an-all, aoL 20 14) for assuming that people can
simply' decide to stop crime and then stop, without any fiu'ther process taking place. However, the
desisting narrators' accounts in this research shared considerable themes with these rational choice
accounts, indeed, such a theme is largely' consistent with the other aspects of the desistance
narratives we heard, }"or example. when motivation is situational, when offending is not part of a
general antisocial ii festy' ie. and when the stakes and conseq ueilees for detection are high, then a
rational clit) ice to desist may indeed carry much iore weight than il oilier circ u instances,
'I his self-narrative is consistent with I'olcrno.sic'r and Iiits'hui'ay' s (2009) distinction beiween an
individuals 'working identity' as a person who will commit criminal acts, and their 'future possible
self',' in this model, the start of the desistance process occurs when the identity of offender becomes
less satisfying and fears of it bleak and unsatisf'yiilg future arise, 'l'hus it is a rational choice, of suits,
when the md iv Id ua I is f'orced to contemplate between two, possible futures', that of the positive
possible self and that of' the feared possible self (l'aicrnosier anti /lus'liii'(rv. 2009: I I 03). Where our
participants' se If-narratives differed from ['ak'i'nosier and l3it/mu tiy' s theory' is in tile degree of'
change required. Pal ernosler and JJitthwat.' argue in l'av our of su bstailt ial cognitive change preceding
des istance

-

In the current leSearch study ntterv ewees said they' reverted to a previous, non-offend i llg

and conventional Ii festy le.

-
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Moreover, detection and corn ictiori appear to have carried w itli tlieni a sign i licarit deterrent
effect, sufficient to start the process of cognitive transformation necessary for desistance.
Interviewees repeatedly said that they were "shocked into changing not just their behaviors but also
their views about the abuse they \ % ere perpetrat i rig and precipitated an end to a nI) cons idei'at iou Of
further abuse. A number of participants vividly described their shock at being arrestcd Several said
that arrest acted as

it

fuming point after which they ceased olfend ing.

Rehabilitation
The narratives of desi sting offenders "ere also pro-rehabilitation Desisting of lenders were likely
to describe how they took advantage of rehabilitative efforts provided for them. Ibis manifested
itself in several sub-thenies in the research, and is probably related to a willingness to change and an
ability to make use of formal turning points' provided by the criminal justice system (see GIoj'i/w;a
ci ciL, 2002). Many of the desisting group talked generally about the usefulness of probation: in
particular they seems appreciative offirobation oUicers who were concerned about tlieni but firni and
realistic.

Indeed, the personal characteristics of' the probation officer seemed to be important,

unsurprisingly those who showed a personal interest in the individual were perceived as particularly
helpful. others talked in a positive way about what they had learned in prison. Some participants
described tising prison as a 'college' to obtain qualifications and knowledge they would not otherwise
_001) in which the
have had access to. l'hi is can be seen as a form of a redeni p1 ion script' ( ivkit',iiici 2
individual seeks to make the most of bad situation, cognitively turning it to their advantage.
Many of the desisting group talked about the usefulness of sex offender treatment programmes.
sometimes provided in prison but mostly the mcii referred to those provided by probation. Ihis riiay
have been because the programmes provided by probat ion) \\ ere more recent. and so easier to bring to
mind, or it may be a reflection of he relative utility of coil) III kill itv Programmes compared to those run
in prisons. They particularly appreciated the skills they learned Ir'orn strcli programriies. One man
who had undertaken his programme sonic time ago was nevertheless able to recall the tactics lie had
learned on the course. However, others talked about learning or being reminded of values, and
understanding the perspectives of other people. A small miii her of the group i'eported disliking
having to attend sex offender programmes, one stating lie found hearing other nien talking about their
clinics to lie 'rcptnl sive.''
It is of note that participants talked, on the whole, of the advantages of probation at this stage. In
some ways this appears at odds \.sith the findings of Far,'u// ci al. (2014). In their study, participants
were not able to identify the usefulness of piobatiOrl until sonic years after their initial desistance.
lana/I ci at attribute this to a readiness to be receptive to the advice of probation officers - some
individuals, who are not ready to receive this advice, nevertheless mentally 'store' such advice until
they are more receptive to change. For our group, the stakes associated with reof'l'cnding were
particularly high, and to reoffend would be contrary to the positive self-image they were trying to
develop and maintain. It could be that the shock associated xkith conviction described above led to a
desire to conform to rehabilitation efforts that were offered to the individuals.
Planning for the Ftnttrre
One feature of the desisting sexual offenders' stories was that they nearly all contained substantial
evidence that the participant had it clear sense of their future lives, where they wanted to be and what
they wanted to do. In many cases, these aspirations and the expression of' tangible goals related to
Finding employment or maintaining existing or building new relationships. In a svav there was a
sense of optinnisni similar to that of Marunia's (2001) desisting offenders. Although optimistic, most
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of the narratives contained plans for the future that were reasonably achievable and consistent with
the individual's abilities and social capital. ']'here was a sense of hope for the future that seemed to he
related to desistance. Further support for this idea that planning contributes to desistance comes front
the work of Willis and Grace (2009), who found worse recidivism outcomes for a group of prison
leavers who did 1101 have firm plans for the future, compared with those who did. This suggests that
the ability to lorrir plans and maintain optimism is an important part ofdesisting from sexual crime.
File Importance of Work
Research into desistance horn non-sexual offending has consistently pointed to the importance of
work ill the initial stages of desistance (Farrington et al.. 1986; Sampson and Laub, 1993; May,
999). Work is said to help provide meaning to individual lives and give individuals "Something to
lose" by getting in trouble with the law again. Fraploymnent also involves new forms of new routine
activities, informal social controls, social supports and the possibility of meeting role models who are
not involved in crime.
Indeed. employment and careers did play a highly important role in the narratives of the desisting
wren in this study (and the potentially active ones as well). Almost all of them described lives that
revolved around work of various fOrms. Some of them had built substantial careers from which they
gained considerable satisfaction and financial gain. Others had a series of jobs, and seemed to
recover front redundancy easily. In all cases, though, work seemed to be of primary importance to
the men in the sample. Indeed, when asked to describe their lives, many of the group described little
mole than their work livc, as though they hardly existed outside of their work.
Ot.'crall most of the desisting group related eniplovmcnt to happiness and life satisfaction - they
pointed to Job satisfaction and occupying their time as key factors in this sense of satisfaction, but
others also mentioned the social aspects of work and opportunities for advancement. One common
theme was the importance of keeping busy, and the relationship between this and the earl icr themes
relating to the situational nature of the sexual olicuding, in that keeping one's self busy could he an
important part of desistance for some. Ahis seen-red to he particularly the case for men who had
offended over the internet. Ihese men were aware that if they were sitting at [ionic doing nothing
there would he temptation to access the internet in unhelpfum I ways.
Most of the desisting miien in the study, therefore, wished to he seen as active people, not willing
no waste their lives, and wanting to engage in a lifetime of work. Surprisingly, though, gaining
cmii p loynirerti did not seem to he related to desistance tiom crime in a direct way' for most of the group.
First, most of them had careers prior to and during their sexual offending. Second, several described
desisting from further criminal activity despite losing their jobs as pat of their convictions.
Consistent with the literature (Brown e( at, 2007), a number of participants reported the difficulties
they had in obtaining work following their conviction. Some of them reported how cmpIo'crs would
reject them when they learned of then, conviction, and some had a resigned helplessness that they
would never work again. However, this did not seem to affect the fact that they were desisting, and
some men described quite innovative forms of sd f-employment they had devised in order to
compensate for not being a Ii Ic to obtain formal work. AEli rd and most important I)', comparison group
non-desisting) interviewees also described considerable attachment to employment in their selfunderstand i rigs. There foie as central as work was in their personal narratives, it is not clear that work
played a necessary and sufficient role in the explanation of their ability to desist from crime....
Conclusion
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...'l'liese emerging findings have a number of potential implications for current frameworks
around sex offender risk assessment. management and treatment, and in pal icular lbr how
professionals perceive of and respond to "risks" posed by sex offenders. While the preponderance of
current work has centered on "risk'' fhctors and examining why sex offenders re-offend, this study has
inverted the risk paradigm by seeking to draw out why is it that they donl. As noted at the outset of
the paper, the relevance of these research findings on desistance from sexual crime relate to the
determination of the best and most effective means of working with People convicted of sexual
offences....[1' jhe desisting narratives in this study which appear to he shaped by conventional
lifestyles and planning fbr the future, -tend to support a move away from confessional, backwardlooking approaches towards future-focused therapeutic interventions with sex olienders with an
emphasis on optimism and hope."
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VI.

FACTS WHICH ESPECIALLY SUPPORT THE CONTENTION 'I'IIAT SOCC LAWS
VIOLATE THE CONSTITUTIONAL REQUIREMENT FOR SUBSTANTIVE I)tJE
PROCESS

A. "Disorders" Involve Boundless Vagueness and in One Instance Simply Restate a Type of
Sex ('rime.

By precedent al authority, to be constitutionally valid as a general matter, sex offender laws iii ust
require that a conirn itment defendant he seriously mentally disordered, dangerous to others, provided with
treatment, and committed no longer than is reasonably necessary. I lowever, in the regular judicial
app! icat ion of such commitments, each of these four requisite elements are illusory and pose no true
guarantee of' substantive due process.
In contrast to sex of lender commitment under said Act, traditional' commitment of the "mentally ill
and dangerous under Minn. Stat. Chapter 25313 requires a finding of a specific "mental illness," as that
term is detrried with enumeration of' specific types in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (currently,
Version 5, hereinafter, "t)SM-5'') of the American Psychiatric Association, and such traditional
conitnitriient also focuses, in the specific instances ol' the commitment defendant, on that ptrticttlir
illness' causal ion of the 'dangerous to others" status claimed by (he prosecution to exist.
I lowever, in the case of sex offender commitment under said Act, no mental illness is required. In
fact, pat I) to the i I itate snch commitments, psychiatrists have invented definitions of mental states and
dynamics called ''disordered. At least one of these (sexual abuse of' a child) merely restates the fact ofa
sex offender's particular crime. A related one (pedophilia) simply states the mlloti \.ational basis fir such a
erinie. Other such declared 'disorders' lapse into boundless vagueness

''antisocial personal it)

disorder," often panned as nothing more than being a selfish jerk). So-called disorders such as "antisocial
personality" and "narcissistic personality" are prevalent in any group of criminals. "Using that
standard, you could commit a lot of' bank robbers," observed Dr. Fred Berlin, of Johns Hopkins
University. lliese''disorders' do not describe mental/emotional states of' impulse, much less irresistible
impulse, only of attractions and motivations thought reprehensible or which may, if acted upon in ways
comprising critics, result in harm to a victim.
l';'enrkr. RI.. Janus. F. Rarha,'cc. H. .S'ciiwart. I?. & Ku/ku, Al ''Sexual lv Violent Predators in the
Courtroom: Science on l'rial," 12 PsYchologv, Public Policy & Lan' 357-393 (2006), at 382, bluntly
cone tide. "the mental disorder prong [vh i chj plays a central role in legitimizing SV P commitments
lacks legitimacy."
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Sexual attractions, no matter how repellant to contemplate, are simply orientations, not disorders.
Thus, e.g., Ryan C. J1( Ha/I & Richard C. W Mill, "A Profile of Pedophil ia: Definition. Characteristics of
Offenders, Recid visni. Freattuent Outcomes, and Forensic Issues." Mayo ( un. hoc. 2007: 82(4): 457471(2007), at

462, bluntly declares. .....Pedophilia, especially the exclusive type, may he best thought of

as its own category of sexual orientation

" (emphasis suppled)

Fred S. 13cr/i,,, "Pedophi ia and DSM-5: The Importance of Clearly Defining the Nature of a
Pedophi ic Disorder.' 42 Jour. .4w. ilcad. 0/ Psych/a/ri; and the Lan

404-407 (2014) usefully explains at

p. 406:
"Pedophilia as a Sexual Orientation
"DSM-5 did not err in referring to Pedophilia as a sexual orientation.

....lie term sexual

orientation ordinarily reflects an iidividttal's subjective awareness of the category (or categories) of
persons toward whom lie or she is erotically attracted. Clinically, there are individuals (ninn) of
whom are described as having Pedophi ia) who report a subjective awareness of being erotically
attracted (either exclusively or in part) toward a category of individuals comprised of prepubescent
children. Many report exlierielic i ng those attractions as unchosen in it fashion that seems very much
like an orientation. That such attractions are often unwanted clues not alter their resemblance to all
orientation.
Publicly acknowledging Pedoph i la as a sexual orientation that can he distinguished thai a
criminal mindset might . have been useful.
DSM-5 has properly concluded that experiencing a recurrent sexual attraction toward children
does not by itself constitute evidence of it disorder, unless those attractions also cause distress or some
other sign licai1t difficulties."
Fren if deemed to the contrary as it "criminal niindset." such predispositions are not psychiatric
disorders. The ''significant difhculties mentioned by Dr. Berlin are internal, not externally imposed. as
in criminal prosecution. It would he oxvtnoronic to claim that tile lortttitv of such it prosecution would
instantly transform what had previously been an orientation into a "disorder.'
In sum, "pedophilia," of itscll is simply it sexual orientation, it longstanding sexual attraction: it is not
it "disorder" as defined by the DSM-5.
ftc words "or dysfunction'' were included in the Act's definition to address the situation where a
person does not fill all of the diagnostic criteria for the disorder in the DSM-5 . [he [SM-S allows an
evaluator to use clinical judgment' to apply it diagnosis to a person even where all criteria for a given
disorder are not met as to that person. For purposes of the aforesaid Act, this creates an impermissible
vagueness and inherent uncertainty as to the requisite clement of it "disorder or dysltinct ion." since any
evaluator can subjectively decide that any single, or even multiple. lacking element(s) of the definition
can he omitted and still call it a "disorder,'' and since different evaluators may disagree, cumulatively thus
finding many different elements missing. and yet such may still find that disorder present.
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By precedent al authority, the sex offender targeted fbr commitment must exhibit a constitul jolla! Iv
adequate mental disorder or abnormality that must produce an inability on the offender's part to control
his behavior, at least to

it

degree sufficient to distinguish liii)) "horn other dangerous persons who are

perhaps more properly dealt with exclusively through criminal proceedings" As shown through the
preceding allegations, in the case of sex o fiènder commitment pursuant to SOCC laws in the regti ar
judicial application ol' such commitments, this reqtiirernent is regularly disregarded by prosecutors and
even judges or is deemed fulfilled by testimony with no scientilically valid basis, and hence no true
guarantee of' sir bstant iv c due process.
the element of' it ''disorder or dysfunction'' can also be applied nearly universally. The claimed
"disorder'' need not be sexual in nature or have anything to do with sexual conduct or inclinations. (e.g.,
In ic Kr)ech, 2008 WL 180140 at *3( [NI inn. App. 2008, unpub. ] ) Yet, inconsistently, the sheer fact that
one suffers from it disorder (even if diagnosed only as a 'definitional stretch') is held to be sufficient
evidence that one is unable to adequately control sexual ' impulses.' (In ic Fugcicc/h, 2004 WE. 422695 at
Minn. App. 20041). this is unscientific non sequitur.
Conceptually, sex crimes can be divided into two categories, (a) those involving children (below or at
ptibcit) arid (h) those not. As to the first of these categories, appellate commitment decisions under said
Act universally find that such it sex crime involving it child victim inherently bespeaks ''pedophilia,"
denoting the particular definition ol' same in the [)SM-5 of' a ''sexual disorder'' (not a "mental illness").
Another such ''disorder' in the DSM-5 simply turns on all act of ''sexual abuse of a child. Effectively,
between the unscientific dci inition-bv-liat of these two disorders and the operation of this element. any
sex offender with a crime involving children qtralifles for commitment under this element. (in re
Fu gel seth,

Slip[-a).

those whose sex crimes did not involve a child victim can also be deemed to Ililfihl this element of
"disorder or dysfunction,"

I lie SDP law's reference to''... personality ... disorder'' is a buzz-phrase

invoking the aforesaid alternative 'diagnosis" of an ''antisocial personality disorder." 'Thus, in cases of
rape of an adult. the hazy definitional terms of that DSM-declared ''disorder" are su liiciently vague as to
strpport such a diagnosis based on such acts alone. As staled in the preceding major section, A/len

P,'ti,;ccs. The Li.ce,i,/c,/ of Pych/an'/c Dengiiostc. in tile Section discussing "Paraphi I ic Disorders" (pp.
69-74), declares flatly that rape is a crime, not a mental disorder. Crimes ol'deliberately shocking sexual
efii'ontery. such as 'hashing' one's genitals, can also be said to be similarly antisocial by their very nature
as well.
itt stInt the element of it ''disorder or dysfunction in the SDP law is almost inherently applicable in
every sex offender commitment petition by the nature of the sexual misconduct itself. Because such
"disorders" are their inherently accepted as proof of' "inadeqtratc control' of presumed "impulses," the
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SD!' ground for commitment collapses to nothing more to qualify any Respondent lbr such SOP
contin it nient than the sheer fact of a past record of sex crimes. [h is deprives Respondents of substantive
due Process.

B. Meaninglessness of, and Lack of Protection from the Typical 50CC Law Terms,
"Impulse" and "Lack of Control"

The Supreme Court spoke in Kansas r. Crane, 534 US 407, 4 13. 151 L lid 2d 856, I 22 S Ct 867
(2002), of the need for "serious difflcultv'' controlling one's ''behavior." Macv Preseoll. ''Invasion of the
-010),
Body Snatchers: Civil Commitment after Adam Walsh," 71 U P/i, I., Rev. 839. 851 (Summer 1
explains, ......he Crane decision does impose a duly on prosecutors to establish proof of 'sei'iotis
difficulty in controlling behavior.' (( 'rune, i/i/il.)....Crane essentially served to limit the !fendr/e/cc
decision to its own facts."
Surely, in this statement, the Supreme Court cIad not mean to include within that explanation of lack
of volitional control those who have perfect volitional control, hut who deliberately decide to comm it a
crime and then plan (often at length) how to optimize their chance of getting away with it. 'I his scenario
is purely a matter of criminal behavior. Thus. e.g.. as to pedophilia -- commonly misperceived as
uncontrollably impulsive. Ryan C H. I/a/I t Richard C. JV. I/II. ''A Profile of Pedophilia: I)efinition.
Characteristics of Offenders. Recidivism, l'reatnient Outcomes, and Forensic Issues." .k,io C 'i/n. Proc.

2007: 82(4): 457-47 I (2007), at p. 462, elucidates to the contrary: ''The fact that 70% to 85% of
offenses against children are prenieditated speaks against a lack of perpetrator control.' (emphases
supplied).
Yet Michael liarzee. "fifteen Years and Counting: 1 lie Past. Present, and Future of Missouri's
Sexually Violent Predator Act.'' 82 (iA/ICC Law Rev, 513 (Winter 2014), at p. 526. provides this analysis:
An offender can not at once choose to engage

it

behavior cu I pa hi Ii ty ) and at the same little he unable

to control it (volitional impairment). In essence, the legislature wants a person who has committed a
sexually violent crime to be treated during the trial phase as having volitional control over his behavior.
I lowever, when the convicted sex offender nears the end of his prison sentence, tile legislature wants
him to he treated as lhOUgIl he does not have volitional control and should therefore he civil!)' committed
and treated. Thus, the legislature is having it both ways. which goes against legal reasoning that a person
is either in control or not in control of their behavior.'' (citing lu/ic; C Walker. ''Law Summary. Freedom
Is to Confinement as 'Iwilight Is to Dusk: The Unfortunate Logic of Sexual Predator Stattites," 67 Mo, 1,,

Rev. 993 120021, at 1013)"
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Eric W I3iief:oa, ''Ignoring the Supreme Court: S!afr v. IV1,iie, The Civil Commitment of' Sexually
Violent Predators, and Majoritarian Judicial Pressures," 58 I-las/lags L.J. 413 (December 2006), explains
the flaw in logic of state court decisions holding that no trndiig of fact is required on the issue of "serious
difficulty in volitional control [iv a sex offender on trial for commitment:
p 415: -1. Slow v, While 1, 891 So.2d 502 (Ha. 2004)]: A Convenient Interpretation of Crane
[Ali] essential element was whether or not White had serious diffictdtv controlling his
behavior, an element required, the appellate court reasoned, by the United States Supreme Court's
holding in (ic/ne,

In 2004, the Florida Supreme Court granted review, giving itself occasion to

cons icier whether ( 'vane i rideed requ i 'ccl a finding that the defendant had serious di fticu liv controlling
Ii is or her behavior,
pp 415-16: ''In

it

l'our-to-thrce decision. Florida's high court reversed the appellate court 'tiling

and held that the U.S Supreme Court's tlecisiori in ('vane did not require such a finding arid thusjur'y
instructions on this point need not be given. IN. at 5091 In oilier words, the court in While refused to
concede that Crane compelled an explicit volitional impairment finding for the civil eoriiniitmeril of
sex offenders in its state. Flowever, alter the Supreme Court's decision in ('ralie, how (foes the Whim
Co Li rt j List l\' this result?
p. 416: A. "Problems in Reasoning
"Principally, the court in White proffers what appears to be a 'same result' or 'functional
eq u ivalerit ' rationale. 'ihat is, that Florida's sexually violent predator statute will in e fleet only net
sexually violent offenders who have di hilculty controlling their behavior, thus negating the need for
an explicit finding on volition. 'I lie court reasoned:
'''Although the Ryce Act does not state the standard in terms of whether the respondent has
serious di Iliculty controlling behavior', it accomplishes the same result. 111C respondent must suffer
fi'oin a ''mental abnormality.'' which predispose him to commit sexually violent offenses. Moreover,
the respondent must be'' likely to engage in acts of sexual violence." which means that ''the person's
propensity to commit acts of sexual violence is of such a degree as to pose a menace to the health and
safety of others." One who its such a description necessarily will have difficulty controlling his
behavior. The terms in the statute, when taken together (if not independently) comply with the
requirements of ("ajie. [hi at 509-10 (quoting Section 394.912)':
"But this view of C,'aiie is problematic on multiple fronts. First and foremost, it is difficult to
adopt such a conception of Crane given (lie [.5, Supreme Court's statement that 'Iwle do not agree
that the Consiittrtion permits commitment of the type of dangerous sexual offender considered in

Hendricks without any lack-of-control determination.' [Ci'une, 534 U.S. at el 12] Furthermore, the
mere difficulty' of' controlling behavior that the While Court depicts is undoubtedly less demanding
than the standard actually articulated in Crane, xvIi ich requires 'that there must be proof of serious
diffictrlty in controlling behavior.' Ic!. at 413] Arid, not surprisingly, there is no mention by the
Supreme Cotrr't in (rune of a 'same result' exception that would enable state courts to forgo a lack of
control determination, [534 U.S. at 407
pp. -416-17: ''There is no confusion within the Supreme Court as to what the holding in ("rune
demands, In addition to the majority's language, Justice Scalia clearly articulates, ]tiodav's opinion
says that the Constitution requires the addition of a third finding

that the subject suffer's from an

inability to control behavior.' [('rune, 534 U.S. at 423 (Scalia, J. dissenting). Justice Sealia's dissent
attacked the correctness and visdorii of redltnirinig proof' of' volitional impairriicrit, thereby implicitly
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eon ft 'mi rig that imposing this requirement was exactly what the majority opinion accomplished. 1(1. at
421011
"Specifically. the LVhiie Court's view requires a heal) in logic that the Court in ('rune as
not willing 10 make. tinder Crane, one ho suffers from a mental abnormality or personality
p. 417:

disorder and is deemed likely to commit future acts of sexual violence cannot he said to necessarily
suffer from serious volitional inipairnnent, not is the perceived likelihood of corunititting future acts
necessarily because oI it volitional inipairriient.

. [A] defendant may suffer frorii a mental or

personality disorder that has Be effect of predisposing him or her at some level, to re-offending, Net
simultaneously he able to control his or her behavior to a high degree. Such a person nay
nevertheless be found by a j ury to be likely' to commit future acts oh' sexual violence.
"Yet under a logical reading of the riiajority view in Crane, a person who fits this description
would not he eligible for civil coriiriiitnicnt.
p. 418: "Recall that in ('rune, just as in U/i/ic, the jury made affirmative findings that ( I) the
defendant sex offender suffered froni a mental abnormality or personality disorder, and (2) his
condition rendered him likely to coriiniiit future acts of sexual violence. Unlike (lie White court, the
court in ('rune was clearly tinwillitig to infer the existence of volitional iriipairment simply from these
findings. Instead, it vacated and remanded the case Nukh instructions that ihere must be proof of
serious di lien Ity in control Ii rig behavior.' 'This move denionstr'ares that (i'u;ie requires states to add
POKY protectiotis beyond those already implicit in their S V P statutes. See also Peter P/u/Jc'nruih.
"I he Need for Coherence: States' Civil Coiiirnitriicnt of Sex Ofl'enders in the Wake of kt,;n.su u.

('rune, 55 Sian. L. Rev. 2229. at 2248 (2003),I
n.Afe original ('rune instructions contained a substantive definition of 'likely,' which was
deli ned as 'more probable to occur than not to occur.'
[ l]lie Court ultiniiately rejected a view of Iiendrie/cv arid the ConistitLrtrorl that vvould permit
different judicial treatment for mental impairments already thought to necessarily be of' a volitional
nature.'

M'niieth RI Gu/nes, "Instruct the Jury: Cranie's 'Serious Difficult)" Requirement and Due Process,''
56 S.0 I. Rev. 291 (Winter 2004), explains in more depth thus:
p. 300:

'l'he trend of state appellate courts, with Justice Scalia's blessing, has been to

ignore C'i'u,ic. Most We courts have maintained that their civil coniniitniemit laws already coninitt
My We who lack significant vo lit iorial control because ME
lie nexus between the targeted disorder
and the offender's acts that 'necessarily and imp lie itly involves proof' that the person's mental
disorder involves seriotrs difficulty for the person to control his or her behavior. These states concede
that ('rune requires determination of some lack of control before the state call civilly coriiniii an
offender. I lowever. these states argue that Crane does riot reqtn ire a specific jury hi rid i rig that a
respondent lacks volitional control, because the Court in ('rant' upheld the coniriiitriierit ill I hendricks
as constilutional despite tile absence of any spec i lie jury deterrii i nation of Lack of control
Minnesota .. Illasl adopted this interpretation citing la re Rainev, 648 N.W.2d 260. 266-67 (Minn.
App. 2002) (noting that the Minnesota statute in question implicitly includes a finding of ''serious
difficulty'''J. These stale court decisions are contrary to Be Courts deterniination in Crane, which
required specific proof ol 'serious difficulty controlling behavior.'''
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1). ; 16: "The unpublished ease of' in re Mwiine//i. 1 2000 Minn. App. lÀ/XIS 973 (Mimi App.

9 / 1 2/00)1 can dispel any lingering doubt about (Jane's meaning. Ihe United States Supreme Court,
after granting certiorari, vacated the Minnesota court's opinion [Mar//ne//i v. Minneso/a, 534 U.S.
1160 (2002)]. The Minnesota court had relied on the reasoning of a 1999 Minnesota Supreme Court
case [in re [inehan, 594 N .W.2d 867 (Minn, I 999)] to read into the Minnesota statute an implicit lack
of control instead of requ in ng proof of a lack of control as a separate element that the state had to
prove for civil commitment ohm SVP. 11n re AJa;'iine//i, 2000 Minn. App. LI2XIS 973, at *4_5 (citing
In re Ianehwi .594 N. W.2d at 867).] the Supreme Court remanded the ease for reconsideration in
light of (rune. Murii,,e//i,534 U.S. at I 160.] On reconsideration, the Minnesota Court of Appeals
recognized that C )ane requires a specific finding of lack of' control based on expert testimony tying
that lack of' control to a properly (1 iagnosed mental abnormality or personality disorder before civil
commitment inav occur. 11n re Martinelli, 649 N.W.2d 886, 890 (Minn. App. 2002)].
The Supreme Court ordered the Minnesota and Illinois Courts to apply ('rune's volitional
control standard as new law. 'l'h us. ('rune is distinguishable from Hem/ricks, because C'rune creates
new law requiring a separate finding of lack of volitional control as an additional element of proof
from vh ich a court or jury is to make a decision.' (emphases suppled)
Nothing in ('ruile or in any other Supreme Court ease provides JUSlifiCatiOn for any proposition that
the meaning of the United States Constitution has been surreptitiously changed to authorize supplanting
the inviolate role of' criminal law by such a sweeping use of preventive detention and lbiced mental
treatment of those thought likely to he tempted to comm it crimes for such general "criminal thinking.TO avoid this unintended slide into an end to all criminal procedural rights, that passage from ('rune
must be read with ''behavior'' as referring to behavior in a given niomeut ol opportunity without any such
advance planning or premeditation, and ''serious difficulty' must be lead as limited in reference to such
difficulty in controlling one's involuntary response to an impulse to conintit a criminal sexual act at that
moment. Indeed, this view is confirmed by the explanation offered im the ('rune majority by Justice
Breyer. at 534 US 113, that"... a critical distingLlisliilig feature of that 'serious . . disorder [as discussed
in Kansctv r. iieiu/i'/c'ks] consisted of a special and serious lack of ability to control behavior." In
/Ie,iclricks, at 521 US 374, Justice lirever stated that''... Hem/ricks suffers from a classic case of
irresistible impulse, namely, lie is so afflicted with pedophilia that lie cannot 'control the urge' to molest
children

'' (emphasis supplied) Illustrating how this is to be applied. Justice I3reyer, writing for the

majority in ('rune, continued, at 534 US 414-15. 1 lendricks himself stated that he could not 'control the
urge' to molest children. 521 U.S. at 360

.. .[Our cases suggest that civil commitment of dangerous

sexual offenders will normally involve individuals who find it particularly difficult to control their
behavior." This statement is consistent with the concept of inability in the moment to control an impulse,
but is inconsistent with the idea that someone merely has a predisposition to comm it crimes of a given
sexual type generally.
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Any broader reading of the requirement for ''serious dtUrcLrlty'' sends American law inexorably down
the path of sacrifice of all personal rights at the altar of a new "preveni ye slate" @1 overriding power over
all md iv Id ua Is, with the right to invade one's innermost thoughts and see ret temptations and to confine
one indefinitely ill an attempt to eradicate such thoughts and temptations. This is not just madness. it is
tile Ultimate form of tyra ii ny.
The only true standard of such dangerousness for comm itmlieiit purposes is whether one so titlerly
lacks control of his own actions in the moment (volitional impairment) that, ill that moment. lie certainly
will act upon an impulse that he simply cannot resist.
Only a Few among all 50CC confines in any state ha ing such legislation can be fairly argued to lack
such self-control. Because that standard of lack of volitional control is already within the parameters of
commitment under traditional commitment laws for those who are "mentally ill and dangerous, and
since such compulsion to act on an iniptmlse is defined as a symptom of mental illness, those few can he
committed under that statute: there is no IICCd For a coin ni tnient statute specific only to sex oficnders.
On the contrary, sex cHines are almost always the subject of extensive pre-planning and even longterm preceding actions (think: grooming. for instance) aimed at setting tip an ideal opportunity for the
crime(s) to Follow. No matter how deplorable anyone finds that conduct, it is the absolute antithesis of'
lack of self-control. While one may argue that such deviousness and plotting call for harsh criminal
penalties, it is illogical to argue that such cunning shows impaired volitional control. lhtis, the resistance
to mass release of the rest of us, who never had any such problem of control of otrr actions in any
situation, is clearly the product of emotional reaction, rallier than any process of dispassionate reasoning.
In point of fact. "the line hetveen an irresistible impulse and an impulse not resisted is probably no
sharper than that helween twilight and dusk." (K(nsas' i'. ('rune. 534 U.S. at 421). Short ola persons own
admission that lie cannot control his crirn irial sexual behavior, there is no sc cut i heal lv accepted means of
any certainty of deducing such lack of ability to control such behavior.
./enni/er S. Jason, "Beyond No-Man's Land: Ps)chiatry's Imprecision Revealed by Its Critique of

SVP Statutes as Applied to Pedophilia." 83 So. Cal. L. Ret', 1319, 1319-50 (2010), explains that the
Supreme ('on rt' s decision in Kansas v. Crane,s u;n'a.
"did riot give guidance as to a specific definition of '"lack of' control,' stating that 'inability to
control behavior'' will not he dernorist rable with rnathertiat ical precision. It is enough Ito sathat there
must tic proof of serious difficulty in controlling behavior.' After Crane. it is now unclear what the
notion of volitional control means. Lower conr't cases since Crane have articulated contradictory
standards relating to volitional impairment, and there is no clear standard fbr what qualities as
iriabi I iN to control.
"Although ('lane suggests that the SV P evaluations for offenders convicted of has ing sex with a
child consist of three distinct requirements: (1) rental abnormality (pedophilia), (2) volitional
rnpa i rment. and (3) danger'otrsness, in practice the volitional impairment component has been
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collapsed into either the mental abnormality requirement or the dangerousness req uirement. 'I he
assumption of volt tonal impairment based on a diagnosis of pedoph ii ia appears rarely used. More
Often, the volitional in pa irnient step is collapsed with the dangerousness step and thus a statistical
risk assessment analysis is used.
Risk assessment measures.....ssentiall are a measurement of sexual acts."
ktornic,n J i/aRe!. ''Moral Monsters and Patriot Acts: Rights and Duties in the Worst of' Fillies.- 12/2

Pvcho/o,m Pub//c Pa/icy, and Law 242-277, at 255 (2006), observes:
[Rieviews (Grisso, 2003; Melton, Petrila. Poythress. & Slohogin. 1997: Nicholson, 1999;
Wrightsinan & Fulero, 2005) of the prevailing forensic assessment instruments have found that
despite improved reliability. there is no valid test to measure whether or not an individual can or
cannot control his or her impulses. Normal i'elv, the problem has been that when experts proffer
qualitative conclusions that these defendants cannot control their impulses, they are, in effect,
imperinissiblv answering the ultimate opinion qLlestion that falls within the jury's province while
their answers seem to 'io late the legal standards for adni It i ng expert test 1111011)'.
"As Icc

Rsvp, Rogers, and .S'huniauj ''The Adequacy and Accuracy of Sexually 'violent Predator

Eva Itrations: Contextualized Risk Assessment in Clinical Practice," 3 Juiernceiwna/ lot,;'. Of Forensic
Menial flea/ib 115-129 (2004)1 observed, ...no variables on either the actuarial methods or the
structured clinical methods allow the clinician to draw conclusions regarding the volitionality of the
offender's behavior' (p. 26)" R. Prenikv. E. .Janztv, ci at, ''Sexually Violent Predators in the
Courtroom: Science on l'ria I, 12 Psychology, l'ub/,c I'olicv, and Law 357,364(7-006)
Of course. statistical analyses can say nothing about a given individuafs lack of volitional control.
Actuarial methods niay attempt to categorize the offender and to apply a past statistic of recidivism by
others to him. The inaccuracy and inherent uncertanity of this method is addressed supra. However,
even assuming accuracy and certainty, a prediction of commission of a sex crime in the future cannot say
whether such commission would hearesult of inability to control a momentary strong impulse, or simply
a deliberate act, perhaps one planned for months in advance. Only the former would of'ftr support for an
50CC corninitnicut,

Eric' S ,lan,c. "Sex Offender Commitments: Debunking the Official Narrative and Revealing the
Rules-in-Use,' 8

Sian//nd Lain aincl Policy Review 71, 81-82 (Stnmnier 1997) observes that ''ttlhiis concept

of 'volitional dysfunction' has consistently baffled judges, forensic professionals, and philosophers. At
Footnote 166, Janus quotes
/IIIL,1C'ai

Stephen I. Mon-c. ''Causation, Compulsion, and I nvo luntari ness," 22 Bull.

l'syc/,iairr Lair I 59, 166 (1994):

"No consensus about involuntariness exists among 'experts' or laypeople. Although many
fOrensic psychiatrists and p> Clio logists (and lawyer's) assume that they possess a good account of
involuritariicss and of so-called pathologies of tile will and volition, no satisfactory and surely no
uncontroversial account of any of these topics exists in the psvc.hntric, psychological, philosophical,
or legal t iteratu res."
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"Caused Behavior
,, characteristic of inability
•[We should not use ihe concept of 'caused behavior' as a tic lill in.
to control, as this concept is often confused for the latter. It is assumed that if certain behavior is
'caused' by a given psychological condition. then the person had tio 'control over the behavior. But
this approach proves too much

All human behavior is 'caused,' but we nonetheless insist that

humans have control over their behavior, at least in general. it may he that we ill want to say that
certain kinds of 'caused behavior' evidence inability to control, such as a behavior 'caused' by a
particular kind of mental disorder. But then the real work will he done by our characterization of the
mental disorder, not by the attribution of' causation,,' And just as being 'caused does not make
behavior beyond an individual's control, so too being caused by a mental disorder' does not ipso
facto justify that ascription:
''['l']lie fact that an individual's presenlation meets the criteria for a DSM-IV diagnosis does not
carry any, necessary implication regarding the individuals degree of control over the behaviors that
may he associated with the disorder. Even when diminished control over ones behavior is a feature
of the disorder, having the diagnosis in itself does not demonstrate that a lMilliculctr individual is for
was) unable to control his or her behavior at a particular time.'' [Note 41: American Psychiatric
Assn., 1)/agnostic and ,S'ta/i,s'Ik'aI A'Iwneal

of Mental I.)isorde;'s (4th ed. 1994

''DSM-lV'') also

stating. at Note 40, that "the notion that given behavior is 'caused' by a mental disorder is itself an
extremely problematic conclusion to draw, citing:

Ih'ginia Adige Il/day, ''Ii nderstand ill" the

Connection Between Mental II Irtess and Violence." 20 In! 'If. L. & Psvd,icitrs' 399,412 (I
(File ,V 'anus. ''Sex Offender Commitments and the 'Inability to Control' - Developing Legal
Standards and a Behavioral Vocabulary for an Elusive Concept," Chapter I in: lite

Predulo,':

Legal Issues, ( 'I/n/cal Issues, .Sjec'/al ,S'iivat/uns (Vol. II) Anita Schlank. ed. (Civic Research Institute,
Kingston, N.J. 2901). at pp. 1:8-1:9)

-APPLICATION 10 SEX OFFENDERS
" I'he Strong Impulses Model
"Impulsivity: Antisocial Personality
"The typology of sex offenders Hudson et al. developed includes types that are inconsistent
with the strong urges paradigm and makes distinctions between 'appetitively driven offense
pathways and 'impaired-regulation' models oiobienditg. lhe most Irecuent type tile): describe does
not fit into the strong urges paradigm because it entails a positive attitude toward offending. invokes
explicit decisions to ob'feitd, arises out of a basically happy affective state and, after the offense,
concludes with a commitment (to self) to conti i ue the offending behavior, 'I his description does not
fit with the typical 'strong urges' model because there is no growing intei'ital pressure to act,
attenipts to control, and
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regret or feeling had afterwards. Rather than representing an impaired

ability to control behavior, this pathway, in I ludson et al's description, represents an example of
'expert' or skilled periorniance.
"Paraph i I a in the 1)5 M -IV definition is characterized by 'recurrent. intense sexual urges,
fantasies, or beltaviors

.. [jhatj cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social,

occupat ortal, or other important areas of hind ion ing. ' 'I his definition accommodates intense 'urges'
but could be satisfied by 'intense behaviors' as well, and says nothing about failed attempts to control
the urges.", (Id., p. :13)
"The Problem of 0li'ender Acquiescence to Impulses
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.lie normal 'bias' in sell-reporting is to minimiie responsibility by disclaiming the ability to
control. In their study of convicted rapists. for example, Scully and Marolla found that 83 percent of
their subjects viewed themselves as' nonrapists: More than half of those, while admitting their
involvement. 'explained theniselves and their acts by appealing to forces beyond their control, forces
wh icli reduced tliei r capacity to act rationally and thus compel ted them to tape.' [emphases supplied]
As Baumeister et al. put it with respect to the unsticcesslirl dieter: Someone may claim that
she cannot control her eating. but do her jaws really move ill) and down to chew the food against her
will?'....
'Although it is very diffictrlt to obtain decisive empirical data regarding the issue of acquiescence,
WC

suspect that acqtneseeuee is the norm, not the exception. It is rare that human behavior is the

result of inner forces that the person is entirely helpless to stop or control.' lCillphaSCS supplied]
".01' course, the mere JaCt that theie is acquiescence does not mean that the inability-to-control
asc ript ton is inapposite. Rather, the presence of acquiescence simply highlights what I have argued
earlier, that the standard for a j ttdgment of inability to control contains a heavily normative, or moral
judgment." [emphasis supplied] (Itt. pp. I: I 4-I: 15)
'It is our view that sexual offenders are not sulThri rig from any disease and that their behavior is
not out of their C0111.1-01.— In fact, it is clear from an examination of the behavior of these men that
their ottenduig is very well controlled.' [ILL. Mars/ia/I, cc aL
in IIcuulboo/c

Present Status and Future Directions."

of Se.vt,a! Assault: Issues ilicories & Ti'ecituieni oJ the 0/jender 38, 391 ( W. L

M arslia II, et al- eds.. 1990)t
"Pithers . . .agrees:
"Offenders are iilormed that urges do not control behavior. Rather, giving into an urge is an
active decision, an intentional choice for which lie is responsible.''' [Wi//hun D. Pithers, "Relapse
Prevention with Sexual Aggressors: A Method for Maintaining Therapeutic Gain and Enhancing
External Supervision.- in handbook of ccvuaI Assault: (etc.), supra, 343 3451 [hi. p. 1: I 6: emphases
supplied]
[Note 175 adds that: ''Prentkv et al. state that planning the offense is one of the most frequent
precursors to offenses by child molesters, being exhibited by 73 percent of the sample in one study.
See: Robe,'! A. lien/kr
997) at 8''
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(IL,

Child Sexual Molestation: Research issues (US. Dept. of Jttstiee, June

l'hns, e.g.. Janus, "Sex Oli'ender Commitments and the 'Inability to Control'

Developing Legal Standards and it Behavioral Vocabulary for an Elusive ('oncept,'' szqra. at 1:19,
describes a ''pathway ''to sex offending identified by Ward and Hodson as ''approach-explicit'',
which "involves 'conscious, explicit planning and well-crafted strategies that result in a sexual
offense. 'This pathway involves eotnjietent sd f-regti tat ion btit inappropriate, harm fu I' goals,
standards, and attitudes.'
'Let us consider a sex offender who thIls into Ward and Hudson's approach-explicit category, an
offender who desires to continue abusive sex and actively plans Ion' it. HOW should we classify this
Pei-soil with respect to control capacity?
"I here are two sound reasons for refusing to ascribe an inability to control, First, this person
exhibits self-regulation skills rather than it self-regulation deficit. lie has characteristics that we
associate with deliberate, under-control behavior, such as careful planning and explicit decisionmaking. Second, because lie desires to continue offending, there is an absence of evidence horn
which one could conclude that lie lacks the capacity to control his behavior. Since lie has not yet tried
hard to stop, we have no basis 'or judging whether he could refrain from offending if lie tried liard

enough., The only potential basis liii ascribing all inability to control to this peo1 is that his
offending is so much a part of Ii is personality, so nigra i ned in his values and personal goals. that lie
.
could not act otherwise
"Ibis, of course, is a rhetorical move that could be made with ativone at any time, We are all,
after all, who we are. If we say that the pedophile lacks the ability, to control his behavior because his
behavior is determined by his personality, then we must say that we all lack that ability. This is a
dangerous rhetorical move because it undercuts the general assumption of lice will and moral
responsibility, absolving the individual of responsibility for his or her own character.'' (Ic!.. pp. 1:2021; emphases supplied)
"Meeting the Constitutional Criteria
"As a general matter, the kinds of sd i-regulatory failure that characterize sexual offending do
not narrow the group eligible for civil commitment, and do not provide a means of distinguishing sex
offenders from the great mass of other criminals. In fact, the impulsivity that marks many sex
oliènders is the hallmark of general criminality. Further, though the consequences of self-regulatory
failure among sex offenders are horrendous. Lsucli failures compare toj lhilures that impair people's
ability to obey the law, quit smoking. lose weight, stop gambling, or achieve any di fficu It, longhorizon goal. As Bairracister et al. observe. 'Self-regulation Qrilure has been implicated as possibly
the single greatest cause of destructive. illegal, and antisocial behavior.'"' fernpliases supplied) (ii. p.
1:20)
Eric Janus. Failure to Protect, at p. -11, expands on this, commenting:
"l)iilictrlty controlling' behavior is ubiquitous among normal human beings. Many people have
difficulty - serious difficulty -- controlling their eating, smoking, gambling, alcohol or drug use,
computer garniig, or work hours.

LI he point of the 'volitional dysfunction' requirement is to

identify some mental chat'acteristic of commitment candidates that distinguishes them from others.
Impaired self-control does not accomplish this. The legal standards lir volitional impairment are so
vague that they are unlikely to provide any kind olguidance or limitation on commitment decisions.''

C. High Sex-Crime Recidivism Is a Baseless Myth; Low Sex-Crime Recidivism is Universal,

Even as to Former Recidivists.

"A base rate is simply the proportion of a designated population sharing a certain
characteristic.... The base rate for cririiiria I sexual recid ivisrit for Previously convicted sex offenders
is the concept of ic 1ev ance with in the risk assessment portion of sex offender corn ni trnent
eva I nations. I)enuis Ni Dorm. Evaluating Sm.i Offrnders, supra, at ji 145 (emphasis supplied). Ih is
definition refers to all convicted sex offenders, taken as a group •.- not sub-segments within that group.
File claim in support of a claimed need for 50CC commitment to protect public saRty from
purported high recidivism as to sex crimes is an utter myth contrary to the filets.

A 2015 academic article by a Professor Ira hl/maii & flirci El/man, titled "'Frightening and
ii gb ' : 1 lie Supreme Court's Crucial Mistake about Sex Crime Statistics.- 30 Constitutional Commentary
495, serves as a classic exposé of the fhlse claims against sex offenders as a class that are eagerly picked
Lip

and disseminated (in this case by Ted Olson, one of the chief officials of the United Stales Justice

Department. This particular falsehood was swallowed hook, line & sinker by Justice Kennedy, causing
him to vote against a sex offender in a crucial case.
Worse. it appears that Justice Kennedy continued to think later that this False statement. claiming
extremely high recidivism by sex offenders, is true. Since then, notably, he decided against sex offenders
in the critical case about federal coriimitinent of sex of lenders. Uniter! Stales t. Comstock.
Without more ado, here is the set of relevant excerpts front this important article.
pp. 495-96: ''[Referring to the 4-justice plurality opinion in ivIc- &io,e v. Lite, 536 U.S. 24, 33
(2002)1 Justice Kennedy. . . rote that the recidivism rate 'of untreated offenders has been estimated to
he as high as 80%).' 1 lie treatment program, he explained 'gives inmates a basis .. .to identify the
traits that cause such a frightening and high risk of recidivism.
p. 496: jSniit/i v, floe,.3 8 U.S. 84 (2003). quoting Justice Kennedy's opinion in AkKune v.
1.i/eJ'''l ic legislatures findings arc consistent with grave concerns over the high tate of recidivism
among convicted sex offenders and their dangerousness as a class. ihe risk of recidivism posed by
sex offenders is "frightening and high." %fcKnne s' Lite, 536 U.S. 24, 34 (2002)."
pp. 497-98:

''AicK,ine provides a single citation to support its statement 'that the recidivism

mate of untreated oliendcrs has been estimated to he as high as 80%': the U.S. Dept. o/ .Justice Nat.

Institute of( 'orrcc tiw7s .4 Practitioner's (sunk' to ireatinç' the Incarcerated i'vfa/e

,S?X

()ffinder xii

(l988). Justice Kennedy likely fbtind that reference in the amicus brief supporting Kansas filed by
the Solicitor General, then 'I ud Olson, as the SO's brief' also cites it for the claim that sex offenders
have (his astomi i sit ingly high recidivism rate. This Practitioner s (4(it/e itself provides but one source
for the claim, an article ptrblished in 1986 in Psi'chologv Thclat, a mass-market magazine aimed at a
lay and icnee. I Footnote 12: Robert F, ireeinan-Longo & R. Wall, ''Changing a i .i let irtie of Sexual

Crime," P.nchology 7 odor. Mar. 1986,
at 58. iecman-1 .ongo is the author dcsc rilied in the

of

this paragraph. Wall, the second author, is identified in the article as a therapist in a treatment
program Frecmtian-Longo directed: no further information about him came up in a (iooglc search.]
'Ihat amlicic has this sentence: Most untreated sex offenders released from prison go oil to
commit more offenses- indeed, as many as 80% do.' Id. at 641. But the sentence is a bane assertion:
Wear tic Ic contains no supjJprt iii g reference fUr it. Nor does the author appear to have the scientific
credentials that would qualify him to testify at trial as all expert oil recidivism. footnote 14: '...IAJ
Google search found that [Frccman-l.ongo's] only professional degree is a Master of Rehabilitation
Counseling. His online CV indicates no academic or research appointments at any institution....
[T]he author has elsewhere expressed the view that e Lnrrcttt r'cgi strat ion laws 'may do more harm than
good' because. among other things, they apply to many people vlio are low-risk and often burden
efforts at rehabilitation. Roheil E. h)eenran-Longo. '' Revisiting Megan's Law and Sex Oifendcr
Registration: Prevention or Problem," in Sexual Violence. Policies

Practices anti ('ha/len ges in the

(in/ted States and Canada ( James I -I odgson & Debra Kelley, eds. 2001 ). It appears the author has in
recent years moved loni traditional counseling to prox- id rig biofeedback services tinder the name
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Serendipity I lealing Arts; see SERENDIPITY I ILALING ARES, http:L/roblongo.com/indexphp (last
visited Aug. 26, 20 I
PP 499-500:

'The Solicitor General's brief in Smith is also the likely source of a Second

intl uent in I phrase about sex offenders. The brief frames the question before the Court with this
Opening statement:
Sex offenders exact a uniquely severe and unretu itting toll on the Nation and its citizens for
three basic reasons: 'they are the least likely to be cured': 'they are the most likely to reoffend'
and 'the prey on the most innocent members of our society. L Inited States Dep't of Justice,
Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS). National Coni. of Sex Offender Registries (National ConE) 93
(Apr. 1998)'
"...[Tjhe statement is rather odd. What does it mean to say that sex offenders are 'the least likely
to be cured?' Least likely to he cured of what? Of the inclination to commit sex crimes? In that
ease, who's more likely to be cured? People who don't have that inclination in the first place? It's
hard to imagine any scientist making such an incoherent statement. and it search lot the referenced
'Justice Department Report' reveals that none did, The 'report is merck a collection of speeches
given at a 1998 conference of advocates Ear sex offender registries. 111C collection's cover sheet
disavows any Justice Department endorsement of its contents. The 'least likely' phrase is taken from
a speech in this collection given by a politician from Plano, lexas. who never claimed any se ient tic
basis for it. Indeed, she did not even claim it was true. What site actually said was that it is a
statement she likes to make. [he Solicitor General's representation of this statement as

it

Justice

Department conclusion about the nature of sex offenders was at best irresponsible."

Jeffrey Ahracei & Ion Looincm. "Evaluation of Civil (Toritinitiiient Criteria in a I ligh Risk Sample of
Sexual Offenders," I Jour,
124, reported finding

of Se.vuril Oftèi,cier C onumiment: Science (mci the law. 124-140 (2006). at p.

...that none of the sub-groups of [purportedly high-risk] offenders [i.e., scores

of 5 or higher on the Static-99] reol'fbnded at rates which approached 50% (approximately 5-year followup) ....(emphasis supplied).
A 2002 study by the U.S. Dept. of.! ustiee found that of sex offenders released in I 994 from prisons in
15 states, only 5.3% were rearrested for another sex crime within three years. Of the convicted child
molesters in this group. only 3.3% were rearrested for another sex crime against

it

child.

A 2007 Minnesota Dept. of Corrections study derived a mere 3.2% sex-crime recidivism base rate
over an average 8.4-year post-prison-release period for all sex oftènders.

this is a virtual tie with

murderers for lowest recidivism. Thai report attributed that low recidivism rate, in substantial part. to
"the longer and more intense post-releases supervision of sex offenders." (L/. p 3).

Furthermore.

that 3.29/ 1figure represents an exaggeration. the report annou lie uig it explains at page

i. 'Because the baseline rate for sexual recidivism is relatively

. all three otfemise levels

(misdemeanor, gross misdemeanor. and felony) were included iii this study ....fliis choice of inclusion
of ni isdemeanors is inconsistent with all other known ARAIs and with the un iversal reporting practice of
all other states.. No breakdown between felonies and misdemeanors is given in that report. I however, it
would appear to be reasonable to assume that perhaps One-third of the recidivistic sex cr imiies inc Itided
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were only misdemeanors. If so, the Felony sex-crime recidivism base rate in Minnesota comparable to
Other states would be approximately 2.1%. This over-reporting of the Minnesota base rate of' sex crime
recidivism is the basis ol the MnSOS1-3/3. I/i. 12. In the downward adjustment used here, this means
that the predicted probabilities of recidivism start horn an inbuilt overestimate of 3/2 (or +50%). Thus,
someone predicted to have a recidivism probability of 30% would actually only have a 20% probability.
This is before consideration of Wol lert' s inherent prediction error clue to any low base rate.
Gru,if Duwe, Ph.D., a Minnesota Department of Corrections psychologist, in "Better Practices in the
Development and Validation of Recidivism Risk Assessments: The Minnesota Sex Offender Screening
Too 1-4," (J Lily 13, '-Of 7) Cruuwu/ Justice Policy Review (20 I 7; hard-copy citation still unavailable),
proves up this exaggeration, reporting the result ola vast statistical survey of fifteen recent years of
releases of sex offenders: ". . Using sex offense conviction rates within 4 years of release from prison as
the failure criterion, the data showed that 130 (23%) offenders in the overall sample were recidivists.
Ihis finding parallels those in other states in the last ten years.
.4 hrcicen & Looniun continues at p. 125:
The phenomenon of relatively low base rates of sexual offense recidivism is commonly
referred to as the base rate problem. The base rate problem is critical, as /E.S.J.Janus & [PP.7 Alec/il
I "Assessing the Legal Standard fbr Pied ictions of Dangerousness in Sex Offender Commitment
Proceedings,", 3 Psychology, Public Policy and Law 33-641 (1997) have demonstrated that with a
base rate of under 30%, given the current state of the art in risk assessment, Qredicnon will be wrong
most of the time. Even i F one disputes the assumptions made by Janus & Alec'hl, the fact that there is
a relatively low base rate of long-term sexual recidivism suggest that evaluators may have a difficult
time differentiating those offenders who are going to offend sexually in the ILlUire from those who
are not."
[p 135:1

lie results of the present studj' fail to Support the validity of the ci tel Id cOmnJQflJy

used in SVP assessments....[Riecidivisin rates were well below the standard set by SVP
commitment criteria.''
p. 136:] --[11t would be unlikely that even well trained clinicians could accurately predict who
might represent a lifetime risk of' sexual offense recidivism of over 50% except under the most
extreme circumstances. Given such extreme circumstances are very rare (e.g., a score of 7 or higher
on the Static-99 perhaps with a clear statement that the offender intends to reoffend sexually) one has
to question the reliability of predictions where the necessary criterion (i.e. over 50%) is so many
times higher than the observed rates of sexual recidivism,.
Contrary to false assertions that sex offense recidivism cumulates on a straight-line probability basis
over post-release years, that Minnesota Department of Corrections study concluded that most sex
offenders who reoffencled a icr prison release did so within the first five years. Indeed, the actual
statistics in that report ('Sex Offender Recidivism in Minnesota," April 2007) actually shows that almost
all sexual reof'fending occurs in the first five years, ifat all. This contradicts claims that 20-year or longer
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ext rapolatioiis of chances of rec id RI sin ni List be considered in sex offender commit IIIe IIIs. Of' illlportance,
that study also found that the first-three-year post-release recidivism rate among sex oflenders had
dropped from 16.7% for those released in I 990 to 2.5% for those released in 2002. I hat report attributed
that reduction, in substantial part, to ''the longer and more intense post-release stlperv I sioii of sex
offenders." (Ii. p. 3). It is equally important to note that thus

Study's protocol cxc luded the impact of

commitment from the dwindling recidivism percentages reported. That is. those newer low rates would
still exist in the absence ofeoinmitmcnt.
Similar low rates of sex-crime recid iv sm have been found in other states in the last ten years as well.
A 2007 stud by the Missouri Dept. of Corrections found a 3% re-offense late among sex ollenders
released in 2002.
All Alaska Judicial Council report in 2007 matched this 3% figure.
A 2008 study by California's Sex OfInder Management Board of 4.204 sex offenders build 3.38%
sex-crime recidivism after ten yeats of prisoner release.
An Indiana corrections report on sex offenders released ill 2005 found only 1,05% recidivism over
three years.

A'iEcI;ae/ JJar:ee. I II ''I' i fteen Yeats and Counting: ftc Past, Present, and Future of' Ni issouri 's
Sexually Violent Predator Act" 82 U1VJKC Law Rev. 513 (Winter 2014), at p. 527, offers these congruent
figures:
[Sleveral state studies involving sex-crime recidivism found relatively similar 51111111
percentages of rearrests

Iowa's rate of recidivism was three percent over a four-year period.

Washington's rate of recidivism sas three percent after about five years, and Ohio's was eight
percent at tell years." (citing ,'\'Iefic,ca I/anal/on. ''Public Safety. Individual l.ibcrv, and Suspect
Science: Future Dangerousness Assessments and Sex Offender Laws," 83 lenip. L. Re''. 697 at 708091201 Ij)

Daniel Montald. "A Study O f' [ he Lfiicacy Of 'l'he Sextia liv Violent Predator Act In Florida." 41
TV,;;, Mitchell Law Rd. 780-865 at p. 8 I I . 818 (2015), found that, even as to sex offenders considered for
commitment in Florida hut not Ultimately committed, only 188% were subsequently re-coils' icted of' a
new sex charge within an average release time of six years. Even among those recommended lor
commitment, but released, the reeonvietioll tate totaled only about 3.6% (Ed.), even though 11(1st of this
cadre had onls minimal supervision (Id.. p 819). A'Ion/aldi also reports sex-crillle recid ivisnl rates from
Other states as equally low: Connecticut: 3.6%; Washington: 2.7%: and Texas: 5.5°/s (without
supervision) and 2% (with supervision), all within five years of prison release. Mania/li concluded that
sex Menders who get committed present only the same risk of re-u) ffen se as fi rst-t inie sex offenders, that
is, about 3-59, o probability of 'c-offense within 5 years. • fwo separate studies of sex ollenders Ill Florida
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that lie 'analyzed show this quite clearly.

l'Ius demolishes the utter myth of high recidivism by sex

offenders, and particularly by the so-called 'worst of the worst'.
In contiast, Aiareits A. (7alesle. Ilenrj-' 1'. I rude/la & Bre;u/u Vogel, "Sex Offender Myths in Print
Media: Separating Fact from Fiction in U.S. Newspapers." 13 Western (rinnno/ugv Rev/ca' 4-24 (201 2)
htq:hcr.sonoma.ed u/v 13 n2/Galeste. pdf). notes at p. 5 that these infinitesimal figures of sex offender
recidivism stand "in sharp contrast to the three-year recidivism rates for burglary. which was estimated at
740"o,

larceny, estimated at 75%, auto theft, est mated at 70%. or driving under the intl uen cc, estimated at

SI % (Patrick A. la//gun & l*,vid .1. Levin. " Recidivism of Prisoners Released from Prison in 1991'',
Washington, DC: (/V Dept u/lust/ce, Bureau of .l,tctice S'tatist/e.s (2002); Marcus NEc/u & David .lung.
''Ilic Impact of Residency Restrictions on Sex Offender's and Correctional Management Practices: A
literature Review," (CRB # 06-008), Sacramento, CA:

Califin-nia Research Bureau

2006);

http://www. lihrary.ca.gov/crb/06/08/06-008pdf; Lisa L. Sample & Timothy Al Rnir, "Are Sex Offenders
Danger

3 ('rinilnology and Public Policy 59-82 (No. 1 , —
1003)).....

The notion of sexual

compulsion suggests that sex offenders tecidivate at an unusually high rate: vet research suggests
otherwise.,,",
Simply pat, high sex-cririle recidivism is only a myth ----'my-where. The fundamental, governing fact
her-c is that low sex-crime recidivism is umversal, even as to former recidivists.
(liven this fundamental reality, regardless of the horrors in any given sex offender's past record of sex
cririies, there is vir-tually no one who call he said to have a slairstical probability of re-offense greater than
50%. HILICII less 'lu gli ly like Is:." Hence, conceni about a need to detain those deemed "truly dangerous is
a case of tilting at windrii i I Is mistaken in myopia for opponents.
'ecid vism rate, no one "probably vi II" r'ecidivatc.

Especially because of' that low

therefore, identifying whi cli sex of lenders will

probably recidivate is it scientific impossibility. Montahli. p. 813.
At p. 343, Mootaldi sums up the situation thus:
Despite experts' best eflbrts to be selective, a group of offenders distinguished as being in
need ofevall-lali011 and a final group assessed to he the most dangerous, differ only somewhat (within
a few percentage points) frorii sex of'feridcrs left urid i fI'ereritiated (alter vast differences in sample
Si/CS

are taken into account, e.g., 30,000 vs. 1200 vs. 366).

With regard to the risk-related

characteristics of representative offenders in each grotrp, such di ffem'enees are unlikely to he clinically
meaningful: the overwhelming majority of ofi'enders in all grou 5 gye no indication of' continued
sexual offending. Very serious problems exist in evaltration methods and technologies when sexual
recidivism rates for oUeniders determined to he "likely" to continue sexual violence if released difier
only slightly from offenders determined to not meet this standard.''
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D. Prediction of Future Individual Behavior is Impossible; the Baselessness of the Assertion
That 'The Past Is The Best Predictor Of The Future'

Precise predictions of human individual behavior are scientiheall

impossible because human

behavior is a paradigmatic complex system. Complexity theory explains that human individuals are
interacting parts of

it

complex world, interact rig with our envi ronnient and other Ii umans. and that each

brain originating behavior is itself

it

compel organ.

Human experience, including both day-today

experience and internal processes, is utterly dynamic, fluid, and unpredictably variable. Future behavior
is a result of so many factors, many unknown, and some even unknowable, that predicting one's behavior
even over the next several days is as dial lengi rig, if not more so, than predicting the whether accurately
fbr that same period. Predictions of individual behavior over as little as the ensuing six months, let alone
over the course of several years, or even decades, is in complete defiance of the complexity theory, and
there fore is inherently doomed to maccu racy. Human future behavior cannot be reliably predicted by
probabilities.

Erica Leec jj ('V

fonac and Edgar Garcia-Rill.

Danger at the Edge of Chaos: Pied jet i ug Violent

Behavior in a Post-Dauherl World," 24 ('ar( (CO L. Rev. 1845 (May 2003), explain the application oC this
complexity principle thus:
(p. 1885): "Complexity Theory and the Problem of Prediction
"Predictions in closed systems are always highly contingent. and human behavior is an
emblematic complex s ystem. 'A complex adaptive system is a collection of individual agents with
freedom to act in ways that arc riot always totally predictable, and whose actions are interconnected
so that one agent's actions changes the context for other agents. 'I lie principles of complexity theory
have largely replaced deterministic notions of causation in biology, and some aspects of physics as
well. Complexity theory explains that we, as individuals, are interacting parts of a complex world.
we have numerous interactions with our environment, and the instigator of our actions. the brain
itself, is a complex organ.
'interactions of complex systems simply cannot he predicted far in advance with any accuracy.
We cannot predict the occurrence of an idea or the behavior that resu Its from it any more than we can
predict next week's weather. We call discern regtilar patterns ol' weather which recur under partictilar
conditions, but the weather will change in unpredictable ways when any of the underlying conditions
change. The problem is two-fold: first, small errors ill determining the original conditions (i.e., the
predictors) may yield large errors in calculating expected outcomes; and second, even when the
properties of the mdi v id tra I components are understood, the behavior of it system with many
interacting components is mhterently unpredictable.
"Coniplexity theory expla ins the notorious difficulty of pied ict ing violent storms. As one judge
noted, 'A weather forecast is

it

classic example of

it

prediction of mdeterniinate reliability, and it place

peculiarly open to debatable decisions.... Weathet predictions fail on frequent occasions.
Should this he so? 'l'he weather is

it

Why

classic ease of chaotic behavior (where small errors in

measurement of initial conditions give rise to grossly inaccurate predictions) and emergent
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phenomena (where many componentsinteract) , Weather is due to the behavior of the gases that
make up the earth's atmosphere under the influence of the rotation of' the earth and the sun's radiant
energy.' Although the atmosphere obeys the equations of fluid dynamics and should therefore be
determinable, it also is governed by the nonlinear dynamics of the Lorenz attractor, a mathematical
description of the trajectories of motion of atmospheric flow in three dimensions. As a result, the
weather patterns display both order and chaos. What this means in terms of predictability is that
weather predict ions are Fairly accurate for the next day, but fall oft rapidly for three-day forecasts,
and become highly chaotic after six days.
The importance of measuring relevant information is stressed in complexity theory. In weather
prediction. for example. ovci 10.000 and-based stations and hundreds of ships collect weather
inlorruation daily at six-flour intervals.' Feedback about prediction is crucial. In addition to the
weather stations, there are satellites, balloons, aircraft, and human spotters making daily observations,
and funneling them to one of several meteorological centers. These centers generate regional reports,
vh cli are then adapted to local conditions. A huge amount of infbrrnat on is generated and analyzed
at frequent intervals, something unlikely to be achieved in human behavior.
(p. 1887):

This illustrates an important failing of the actuarial future dangerousness

instruments. None of the actuarial instruments incorporates any of the biological information about
violence. Given what we know about the importance of measuring initial conditions in complexity
theory. this is a huge gap. All the available actuarial instruments, even the best, would be more
predictive if they also assessed biological information about the bra in. ' Iliose factors would include
physiological measures and assessments of netirocognitive function and how individuals process
emotional information.'
"Moreover, even using all available data, there are limits to prediction. '['here are three reasons
for these limits. First, the human brain is the premier example of' nonlinearity: that is, there is no
predictable relationship between cause and effect.

The brain itself is composed of multiple

interacting and self-regulating physiological systems including hiochein ical and neu roendocri ic
feedback loops, which influence human behavior partly through an internal set of responses and
partly through adaptive responses to new stimuli fl-0111 the environment, forming a web of interacting
systems that are dynamic and fluid. Second, an individual's conduct results from both internal stimuli
and environmental stimuli, including a well of relationships af'f'ecting beliefs, expectations, and
behavior. Ihird, individuals and their immediate social relationships are further embedded within
wider social, political, and cultural systems that are continuously interacting; nature, nurture, and
notions office will all interact in a way that can only he considered probabilistic. The equilihritrni of
each oftlrese systems can he radically altered by seemingly inconsequential stimuli.
''Thus, no matter how ae.citrate the instrtiriieru, it will he impossible to predict a parlicular
individual's behavior. Ilie most that can be said is a probabilistic statement for the group within
which the individual fits. Why, then, would anyone propose that actuarial instruments he used for
predicting violence?

If the best that Carl be achieved is the contingent reliability of weather

predictions, is that reliable enough to sentence someone to death? l'he best that can be said is that
actuarial instruments may improve on the woeful inadequacy of clinical predictions."
Parenthetically. -actuarial risk assessment" ( "ARA'') applied to sex offenders, does not even derive
an individual's probability of re-offense. It merely reports a percentage statistic representing the number
of other sex offenders in the past thought to share a few yes/rio historical events with tile offender at hand
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who later committed another sex offense. Even were ARA instruments capable of reporting a high
percentage of likelihood of sexual re-offense

say 75 out of 100 other Offenders

there is no way to

know (even assuming accuracy, but see /l//ru) whether the o Tender at hand will reoff end, or may be
among the other 25 who (10 not. 'Ibis is slicer guessing.
As a corollary of the allegations of the immediately preceding paragraph, the claim, often asserted by
expert witnesses for the prosecution in sex-offender commitment trials, that ''the past is the best predcior
of the fttttire," is scientifically baseless. Without an actual correlation to sex crime recidivism, this claim
is merely a veiled way of expressing that, since the commitment defendant committed a sex crime or
crimes pre'iotrsly, lie is inherently highly likely to coinnirt another sex crime upon release. Were this
true, all statistics reporting lo sex of fender rec Id i' isni Would have to he incorrect, such that every sex
Offender wotild he a future recidivist. In point of fact, sex-offense recidivism rates have plummeted
drastically in recent years to a mere 3.2% over 8.4 yeats post-release for all released sex offenders in
Minnesota. as stated supra. As noted supra, this plummeting trend holds true throughout the cou ntrv.
'Ihis alone clearly belies stiehi claims that the past is prologue to the future, In fict, these actual ligures
prove that it certainly is not.
Now, let's ptit this into a context closer to the realities of attempting to use ARA to predict sexual reoffense. Imagine an auditorium in which i .000 sex olfenders of all ages are seated. Now imagine that
ten experts thoroughly versed in ARA use as to sex offenders are surveying the sex-offender audience
from the stage. Since the current average rate of recidivism is (very roughl)) 3.2°h, it is reasonable to
assume that approximately 32 of this group of 1,000 sex offenders may reof tend. Ask each of these ten
experts to identify the specific sex of lenders who will reoffend. Each will respond that ARA does not
provide any means to reach such a conclusion. If pressed to make specific predictions nonetheless, the
aggregate rate of inaccuracy of these predictions would average 96.8°/o wrong - pure chance in action,
El'feetively, if 1,000 sex offenders were coiniiiitted on the strength of this prediction. 968 of them would
have been committed despite the fact that they never would have committed a sex crime again. simply to
ensure commitment Of the mere 32 who wotild have clone so. Such large-scale deprivation of liberty Upon
nothing more than such gucss\Nork is pule tyranny and is an insane waste of govern inctita I fiscal
resources. A tiny portion of the annual cost of commitment, with its total coil tincinent mode of operation,
could easily achieve perfect recidivism-prevention results through intense surveillance of those thought to
represent the worst risk of re-offense. (See section immediately following.)
As a separate point limiting ARA utility, consider that the ARA choice of predictive scoring factors
does not account for variance ill sexual rec id v ism, leading to massive inaccuracy. IfeliSNO 110111111011, in
"Public Safety, Individual I .ibcrty, and Suspect Science: Future Dangerousness Assessments and Sex
Offender Laws," 83 letup/c L. Rev. 697 (Spring. 2011), at 728, deriving the variance of the Static-99's
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correlation coefficient, determined that only 0% ofthe variance in sexual recidivism in the development

mpic u.ed ill t he S-t-ill i-C-9-9--i-,se.xl~In,ined by any or all of the scoring factors of the Static-99. Hamilton
observes,

]his means that 90% of what helps influence sex-of ense recidivism is based on other

factors,' Next, using the U.S. Dept. of Justices sex-en me recidivism base rite (53%), and all "ROC"
(receiver operator characteristic) rating of .70, flaniJItun determ ined that, as to its predictive accuracy, the
Sthilc-99 i.'i// he wrong 9 times cid u/ JO, (Id., p. 731) (emphases supplied). Because the Static-99R uses
the same rating factors as the Static-99, save for the effect of increasing age, it is reasonable to assume
that its rate of erroneous prediction is he about that same astronomical factor (far worse than a purechance guess). 'Ihis con firms that making any predictions of future commission of crime is not just sheer
guesswork, it is guesswork that is statistically doomed to inherent error in almost all cases. Given that
incarceration Wider guise of civil commitment based on any guesswork is tyranny, permanent
nicarceratiori as claimed cortiniiitriicnt through use of such inherently wildly incorrect guesses is an
inexcusable atroc it

•.

F. Intensive Supervised Release/Conditional Release Restrictions, Community Notification,
Sex Offender Registration, and Monitoring and Surveillance b Corrections Agents and
Police, Taken Together, Have Proven Effective at Preventing Sexual Re-Offense, Proving
That Public Safety Needs Do Not Support .50CC Laws

For purposes o tli is section, it is useful to examine the Minnesota experience as an example of other
sex offender legislation and programming as effectively obviating any need for 50CC. Intensive
supervised release ("I SR'') and conditional release ("CR") restrictions, monitoring, and surveillance,
coupled with community notifncatiori and police surveillance and investigation, all applicable to recently
released prisoners with past sex crimes have proven efiective at preventing sexual re-offense, such that
not one ease of recidivistic sex crime while on 15k/CR has occur-red to date. Public safety needs do not
support .50CC comm itment.
So intensely and conscientiously is close supervision of released sex offenders no\\ performed that
release supervision violations in Minnesota rose from I 1% during 1990 to 56% during 2005. Excluding
violations based oil those dwindling instances of recidivism, the net increase in release revocations due to
purely iechniieal' violations has been enormous.
When sex of]'enders are placed on ISR, the' are continitrousls supervised by a team of three to five
supervision agents, whose case loads are capped at IS per state law. During all four phases of 15k,
offenders are required to m aintain steady ernp lu> merit, com ply w tb raridorii alcohol/drug testing, and are
subjected to unannounced ihce-lo-fnce contacts with their supervision agents at both their residence and
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place of work. Further, offenders must remain on ISR until they successfully complete all four phases of
the program. or until they reach the expiration of their sentence.
Prior to committing their crimes, sex offenders fi'equcntiv engage in behaviors such as consuming
alcohol/drugs, viewing pornography, associating with minors. 'grooming' thc ir victims, and so on.
I lowever. the increased length and intensity of supervision nov not only deter offenders from engagingjfl
this type of pre-offense behavior, it also increases the likelihood that supervising agents will detect this
behavior [fit does occur. The enhanced detection afforded by longer, more intensive supervision has led
to a marked increase in supervised release revocations. But it may also have enabled supervision agents
to revoke offenders before they fu llj,relapse and have an opportunity to reoliend sexually.
For approximately the last 20 years. Minnesota sentencing la. as to sex of lenses now req ii ii'es that
regard less of caller end of sentence, all sex of lenders must serve a ten-year period of conditional release.
commencing, or reconituene i ng oh in/no on the date of last prison release (i.e., at the end of release
revocation term, if any). This adds considerable extra importance to the aforesaid 5-year 'window of
likelihood' ilsex-erniie recidivism occurs at all.
Two additional factors may well have contributed to reduction of sextial recidivism. First, ''police
investigation and prosecuting practices," have greatly enhanced and intensified over the last 20 years as to
sex crimes -- particrilarly as they are now so easy to connect to anyone with a sex-crime(s) record -- serve
as a powerful deterrent due to the high probability of detect ion and apprehension
Second, community notification laws everywhere, including a very thorough provision in Minnesota,
rating sex offenders by ''risk level," and applying the most comprehensive eoiii ill Lill ity notification
measures to the lop-risk-level releases, serves, through such spotlighting,' to Further deter sex crimes by
releases. Buttressing this point of lack of necessity br coin itt it iieiit OF sex offenders, 'Wane cijici Donuov
(2008) reported that broad community notification , which is applied to the highest Fisk sex offenders,
significantly reduces sexual reeidiv isin." ((7. Dune & P.J. ireske, ''Using logistic Regression Modeling
to Predict Sexual Recidivism: 'Flie Minnesota Sex Offender Screening Tool

Abuse, A Jour. of Research and T;'eainzeni. Vol.
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1-28. at p. 3 (2012).

The (acts are that: (I) virtually all sex offenders are placed on ]SR upon prison- ease; and (2) no

5C\

offender on tSR has ever committed a sex offense. Incidentally, a third fact is that such treatment is
required of every 15k-placed sex offender. 'l'reatment of sex offenders is also provided ubiquitously
throughout Minnesota in non-detention settings.. Treatment does not require detention.
IS k/C ft restrictions, monitoring, and surveillance, coup led with coin nun tv notification and police
surveillance and investigation, have proven effective at preventing sexual re-Offense, such that not one
case of recidivistic sex crime while on 15k/CR has occurred to date. Public safety iteeds do not support
50CC commitment.
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F. Claimed Lack Of "Adequate Control" Over Sexual Behavior Is Not "Volitional
Impairment," As An Indispensable Commitment Element To Fulfill the Requirement of
Substantive Due Process.

/Jei,'clrc' :t'I.S'n,ifh. 'I)arigerous Diagnoses, Risks' Assumptions, and the Failed Experiment of
'Sexually Violent Predator' Cornniitrnent," 67 (Iklcehonia Lair Rem'. 619, 675 (No. 4. Summer 20!5),
addresses the point from the standpoint of a bewildered psychiatric prolession thus:
As one group of commentators noted: Assessing volitionalitv is perhaps the most hopeless of
all diagnostic quagrn ires. [citing Robert .4. Prentkn; ci id, "Corn mnenrary : Muddy Diagnostic Waters
in the SVP Courtroom," 35 Jour. .1in. Acaci. Psychiatry & L. 455 (2008) , at 457].
I Psychiatrists I have ... been anibivalent about their ability to understand and identify
volitional impairment particularly in the criminal context. jjtJkhael B. First & Robert L. ha/on, ''Ii se
of DSM Paraph ii ia Diagnoses in Sexually Violent Predator Commitment Cases." 36 .1 Am. Acaci
P.s vchi any & 1.. 443, 445 (2008), note 314. at 451 Jo/ui AJonahcoi. "The Scientific Status of Research
on Clinical and Actuarial Predictions of Violence." in Modern Scientific Evidence and the Law and
Science of Expert Testimony 30, 308-1 I (David L. [aignian et al. eds.. 1997)] Such concerns Oil the
part of the psychiatric profess ion have led many states to cliii mate volitional impairment (frequently
referred to as 'irresistible impulse') as a basis for the insanity defense. As the APA famously
cautioned regarding the limits of psych i atrv: ' ftc line between an irresistible impulse and an impulse
not resisted is probably no sharper than between twilight and dusk.'. With respect to SVP laws, the
Association for the 'l'reatmnenit of' Sexual Abusers (a group of nie(I cal professionals) stated in its
amnicus brief to the Supreme Court in ('lane that the concept of volitional impairment in SVP legal
standards isine an i ngless and unworkable I Brief br the A.vs;( 'tat/on for I/tv ireatnieni ofSVX11f11
.1 /,users as /1//taos ( 'jo/cue Supporting Petitioner, Kc,nsac 1'. Crone, 534 U.S. 407 (2002), 2001 W L
670067, at *21. Like the problematic 'irresistible impulse' test for criminal responsibility, the A'ESA
argued, the notion of 'volitional impairment.' even if it exists, should similarly Lie rejected because of
the inability of experts to identify it. it! at *4_7''
D]m'ais i rig it conclusion that the defendant has a volitional impairment from only a diagnosis and
past offense 'is at best post hoc ergo pi'opter hoc reasoning, and at worst, a complete tautology."
Janine Piers on, "Construing Crane: Examining How State Courts Have Applied Its Lack-of-Control
Standard," I 60 U Pa I., Pci'. 1527, 1552-53 (quoting Step/ten 1). i/art & 1'. Randall Kropp, "Sexual
Deviance and the Law," in: Sexual Deviance: Theory. Assessnuen! ait(i Treatment 557, 564 (I).
Ric 'hca'ci Lair's cV Win, I (.1 'L)ono/iue. eds., 2008)).
Indeed, there really isn 't any known was' to assess how mmmcli ''volitional ity" (control) anY given sex
offender has. As R.L. Jackson, K Rogers & I). if. Shaman, 'The Adequacy and Accuracy of Sexually
Violent Predator [valuations: Contexttmalized Risk Assessment in Clinical Practice," 3 M17. 1 ol
Forensic Menial F/colt/i 115, 126 (2004) determined, "...IN lo variables on either the actuarial methods or
the structured clinical methods allow the clinician to draw conclusions regarding the vohitionality of the
offender's he ha" i or.''

Ihis clement of lack of "adequate control' ails to satisfy the Kansas p. Crane standard of "serious
difficulty in controlling sexual criminal conduct and mdcccl defies it, especially since that presumption
reverses the burden of proof. effectively requiring a defendant to prove that his control is "adcq uate," and
Once any sex crime within recent time before the defendant's current incarceration is a ways accepted as
irrebuttable presumption or proof that such selfcontrol is not adequate.
Note in this regard that "there is presently no consensus among medical professionals on how to
measure a person's sclfcontrol ." Pierson. 1(1., at 1556.
IN editors of the DSM have also made statements regarding the problem of assuming lack of
volitional impairment because of a diagnosis of pecloph i I ia (or any 1)5 NI disorder for that matter).
WWI B. FWYI & Robert L. lb/on. "Use of [)SM l'araph i I ia Diagnoses in Sex tia II) Violent Predator
Commitment Cases." 36 .1 Am. AcaI, Psvc/iiaII\ L. 443, at 450 (2008):
In lieu of a direct assessment of volitional capacity. many SVP evaluations have instead
focused on the presence of risk factors that predict future sexual violence, on the assumption that
those who are scored as being at high risk of sexually reoffending do so because of difficulty
controlling their behavior. The validity of this approach has been justifiably criticized [citing: B.
Rogers, R.Jac/cswi.snpra] .......[Having a high Fisk of reoffend ing according to one of these
instruments does not also imply that there is a mental abnormality causing this high risk or that, even
if caused by a mental abnormality, there also exists in the offender the requisite volitional ln!juirinent
in reference to committing the offenses.Thomas A. Lander, "Civil Corn m itment without Psychosis: Ihe Law's [(ci iance on the Weakest
Links in Psychodiagnosis," I Jon,', Of Sexual OflLnder Civil C'o,nmitn;enl: Science and the Law 17, at 65
(20051 addresses the concept of vol it iona I i mpai rtnent" in its ab1 cat ion in sex offender coni in itmeni
cases as follows:
l)oren's volitional impairment theory that parapliilia'oerwhelnts the individual's ability to
consider various options and consequences' is unsupported by the diagnostic criteria or text of the
DSM-IV-TR, or by the scholarly literature. . . . In fact, the manual cautions diagnosticians as lillosss:
'The fact that an individual's presentation meets the criteria Or a DSM-IV diagnosis clues not
carry any necessary implication regarding the individual's degree of control over the behaviors
that may he associated with the d isorde......
[F)] agnostic ians ... may resort to inappropriate post hoc reasoning that, because the exam ince
has repeated sex crimes, he or she must have a volitional impairment. Such reasoning requires
ignoring all of the evidence of the exaininee's ability to control his or her behavior, such as by
concealing the en ne, being selective about when and against whom he committed it in order to avoid
detection, etc....
Mercado, Schopp. and Hornstein (2005) undertook one of the few, reviews of this literature.
After an extensive review of the legal definitions of volitional impairment and the empirical research
in psychology regarding this concept, they concluded as follows:
'While the Crane decision requires some evidence of' volitional impairment to legitimize
postscntence sex offender civil comm it nent sc hemnes, we have little in format ion on exact I) what
it means to be able to control one's conduct, other than subjectively defined loss or control or
history of failure to control conduct,., Following ('rune, the evaluation of' an of lenders
volitional capacity will he increasingly important fbr decision-making concerning SVPs. Indeed.
mental health professionals will likely he asked to provide testimony or to report relative to
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whether an individual is able to control his or her behavior. Li ntorturiately. clinicians have no
meaningful understanding of the mental components underlying individual control. legal
precedent, theoretical literatures, empirical research, and practice guidelines all lack clear
operational izations or conceptions of the criteria relevant to volitional impairment. Instead, there
is pervasive ambiguity and uncertainty, with frequent overlap between the notions of irupu Isive
behavior and low self-control. (p306)
'An empirical study that examined the operat iona Ii .al ion of the volitional im pairment standard.
and the other criteria br SV P commitment, found results that call into quest ion the validity of these
standards. Jackson, Rogers. and S h uiiian (2004) examined the SV P evaluations of 88 forensic
sychologists who reviewed interviews and case histories of six sex offenders who were likely
candidates for SV P commitment. The researchers had 5 years of follow-up data that showed whether
or not the cxariiinces actually reoffended.

In addition to finding that the accuracy of the risk

assessments of these experts was only 53% (slightly better than chance), the researchers found,
niiporr antly, ratings of' volitional impairment were unrelated to the presence of mental abnormality'
(pp. 122-123). l'he researchers, noting the lack of specificity about the 'serious inability to control
behavior' standard of Cr cene, stated, 'I his lack oh' operational ization likely leads to i riterpretations of
the standard that differs across jurisdictions and experts..,, decreasing the reliability and validity of
experts' conclusions.' (p. 125).
'ln light of the paucity of support in the DSM or in the scholarly and empirical literature for the
concept of volitional impairment as a meaningful factor for the diagnoses generally applied in SVP
cases, this concept can hard I> be said to validate these diagnoses. On the contrary, it may con found
them, as illustrated by the research of Jackson et al. (2004), further casting doubt on the validity of
civil commitment of persons who arc not psychotic.'
Indeed. there real iv isn't any kno n way to assess how much ''vol itionality'' (control) any given sex
offender has As R. L,,Jackcon, N. Rogers & I) W. £hcenuw, '1 'he Adequacy and Accuracy 01' Sex traIl):
Violent Predator Evaluations: Contextual ized Risk Assessment in Clinical Practice," 3 lot 'if of
/'OI'CFISW

:vjC/jtU/ fleo/tI 115, 126 (2004) deterni i tied, "...[N]o variables on either the actuarial methods or

the structured clinical methods allow the clinician to draw conclusions regarding the volitionality of the
offender's behavior''
S'tetheir Morse in ''Blame and Danger: An Essay oil Preventive Detention." 76 Boston U L. Rev. 113
996) at 124, makes these astule observations: ''I low could the law broaden the class of nonresponsible
agents? First, it could assume that anyone who woo Id till_i ust i F'rably hurt another person must be irrational
and thus noriresponsible. Such an assumpi ion collapses the catettories of madness and badness, sickness
and evil, and evidences a failure of nerve about the very possibility of objective criteria for rationality and
moral j udgnient." At p 14 I AIw'se concludes'. "The civil comm itnient of sexual predators, who are
responsible arid are not especially likely to reoffend compared to other types of violent offenders,
weakens rather than reinforces the traditional civil/cr irninal confinement distinction. The indefinite civil
detention ot r'csporrsib[e but dangerous sexual predators might provide some social safety at great
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expense. but only by undermut ing the liberty the law usual [\, accords to responsible citizens.
Medicahzation of violent sexual predation is legal prestidiotation that wronglvjustifies the unjustifiable.'
The editors of the l)SM have made statements as to the problem of assuming lack of volitional
control merely because ofa diagnosis Of pedophilia
sup/a, at 83 S (at L. Rev, 133l

Jennifer Jason, 4'I3evond No-Mans Land. ...(etc.).

citing BriEf fin the Am. Psychiatric .4.ss 'ii, & /1/n. ....ad ()fP.svchiairv &

the Lou as Am/ens ('ia/ac in Support of Respondent, at 1. Ka iac v. (lane, 534 Li .S. 407 (2002), 2001
U.S. S. Ci. i3rieis LEX IS 763.

At 1339, Jason adds. . . . A n individual who has pedophilia will not

necessarily ever engage iii a sexual act with a clii Id." (emphasis supplied: citing: Michael B. lint & Al/en
licuices. ''Issues for DSM-V U riintended Consequences of Small Changes: "I he Case of Paraphi has.'
165 Am. J. Psych/aIry 1240. 1240 (2008).
Therefore,
fore, continues ,Jc isoi;:
"Psychiatry . . argues that a pedophilia diagnosis does not necessarily mean that an individual has
a volitional impairnierit because the USM's definition of pedophilia includes with self-control and
wit bout self-control ." (Id., P. 1347).
745.

"Psychiatry

argues that volitional inipairnietit cannot be rireastired on the basis of

likelihood to commit a sexual act again in the Arturo because likelihood to commit an act in the future
is not necessarily caused by lack of control in the individual...,
"Volitional impairment is not included in the I)SMs definition of pedophilia and is not meant to
be implied by its definition.
{M]anv individuals with pedophilia have no trouble controlling their beliavio.....Some
individuals with pedophilia collect child pornography but never engage in a sexual act with a child.
Sonic individuals with pedophilia cross the line from fantasy to behavior but Only in situations in
which they' have easy access to potential victims. such as with fitmi lv members.... Risk assessment
mensur. . essentially are a measurement of Lpastl sexual acts Lbv others]....
"The APA argues that the volitional impairment concept should be limited to 'such severe
impairment as to avoid the large gray area: inability to corn ro I the conduct. as proved with a high
degree of certainty.'' (.J .Jc;son.supia. 1350-51 citing: DSM-IV-iR, at xxxiii: First & IJalom siipm,
at 450; Kansas v. (iaiie, Brie/f6r the A PA in S'uppoii o/ Respondent ,s ulna, at *29
In addition, notes Jason. at 1355: "Psychiatry recommends that 'mental health pi'ofessiorrals testifyin
as 'experts" in SVP trials must caution triers of No (that) there is no professional consensus in rhe field
of mental health concerning what constitutes volitional impairment nor even what constitutes adequate
ps'chintric or psychological evidence of it.''' (citing First & ha/au, W , at 451). '.. . [T]he expert should
also inform triers of fact that even information yielded by scientifically' generated actuarial riskassessment instruments cannot resolve the question ol'vohitional iriipairnient. (I/vs! & lIa/oui. ibi(I.)
In sum, there is no scientific basis for any presumption of a lack of control on an) Respondent's part,
whether from any' diagnosis of pedoph i I ia or from any evidence of a WOW I ikel i hood of future reoffense.
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Iherefore, as thus construed and judicially applied in SOCC cases, this case law element and
presumption of lack of control deprives Respondents ol substantive due process

I. In General, the Presumption Built into the SOCC Law of an Inherent Lack of
Adequate Control from a Disorder's Existence Violates Substantive Due Process.

a.

IJLc;'egai'c/ qJ the Requirement 7 hal S'peeLtic ( 7/a/med S5mplo;ns of a ('lied ''Disorder
in ci C,n cM C oinh1ii(Iiic iii [*Jc iu/ci,it BeShama to /.) pi tic flint/ His 4h/itj to C 01700/
li/s A( lioll.s.

In Kunsa,v i'. Crime, 534 1,3.5. 407, 151 L. Ed. 2d 856, 122 S. Ct. 867 (2002). the U.S. Supreme Court
held that, in order to he committed tinder sex offender commitment legislation that is not impertnissihly,
punitive, one must be shown to have ''serious difficulty'' in controlling ones sexual oflending. I lowever,
in Minnesota appellate court decisions since that case, such an endless array of supportive evidence and
testi nuns' have been relied upon by prosecutors and judges to support an iii l'erence of such 'serious
difficulty" that the Crane limitation no longer carries any meaning or impact in Minnesota's judicial
interpretation, construct ion. implementation, and application of the aforesaid Act. 'l'o the extent my
research has been able to examine decisional law in other states on this point, it appears to he largely
congruent with Minnesota's unspoken defiance of the Crane standard. This deprives SOCC Respondents
everywhere of substantive due process.
Also as to this last point, see: Peter C. P/h/jenroth, writing in ''The Need for Coherence: States' Civil
Coniinittiieiit of Sex Offenders in the Wake of Kcuiscis v. Crane, 55 Sun,. L. Rev. 2229 (J one 2003), at
2250: '"[he courts appear to he following Justice Scalia's dissent [in Crane], not the majority holding, by
finding an implicit lack of volitional control in the determination that an offender suffers from a mental
abnornia lit>'."
This, of course, does not just transgress the standard of C'aiie, but also in flict defies the parallel
principle of psschiatrv: ''Do not assiune that diagnosis ofa paraphilia implies volitional impairment. One
needs to provide positive evidence that the offender has difficulty controlling his sexually assaultive
behavior as a result of [lie paraphilia or ola coniorbid condition. It is important to understand that having
a diagnosis of paraphilia does not imply that the person also has difficulty controlling his behavior."
Michael B. first & Robert L. 1-/a/on. ''Use of DSM Paraphilia Diagnoses in Sexually Violent Predator
Commitment Cases," 39 Jour An, 4ca/ Psychiatry & Law 443. 450 (2008; emphasis added). Cf. Slate
s.. Rosado, 889 N,Y.S, 2d 369.382-8] (NY. Sup. Ct. 2009) ("'[he two concepts of' predisposition and
volition are separate and distinct, like apples and oranges.' A disorder, like pedopliilia, niight predispose
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someone to the commission of sex offenses. hut the offender night have a great degree of' contra I over the

'The fact that decision-makers were more likely to find a lack of control in the context of a
commitment proceeding than in an insanity hearing is especially distressing from the standpoint of
assuring due process because the context of the proceeding should have no hearing on the determination
of' a defendant's inherent biological or character trait citing: ('vnih/a Ca/k/as Alerrcuio ci at. ''DecisionMaking About Volitional Impairment in Sexually Violent Predators,' 30 Law & liwnan 13char 587. 58990, 592, 598 (2006)1. This research suggests that bias against sex offenders Illav cause the concept Of
volitional impairment to he used as a sword to civilly eotnnitt dcietidants more often than it is used as a
shield to exculpate defendants of criminal responsibility in the context of an insanity hearing.' (.1cm/nc
PjW'VOI)

"Construing Cra ne: Exam iii ng II ow State Courts Have Applied Its Lack-of-Con ho! Standard.''

160 U Pa, L. Rev. 1527, 1551-52 (April 20 12)
Proving the abstraction "control rectui'es demonstrating that one is currently leading a sex-crime-free
life despite the opportunity in open society to commit a sex crime. Of course, while still incarcerated
after one's prison release (late in a commitment faci lily, there is no way to prove this. Effectively, upon
the mere accusation of inadeq tiate ''control" of supposed " i inpu Ises." a commitment respondent is
deprived by confinement of the oppot'tunity to disprove that accusation in the only way it can be
disproved. ']'his too deprives commitment defendants of substantive due process.

b.
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Ric.'hai'c/ Ito//en, writing in ''Poor Diagnostic Reliability, the NuhI-13a es logic Model, and Iheir
Implications for Sexually Violent Predator Eva! nat ions," 1 3 Psyc'hot , Pub. Pal. re//cl tan: 167 (2007). at
188, quotes the /),S7t1-/I•' at pp. xxxii. xxxiii, and xxxvii, stating, "A DSM diagnosis does not early an):
necessary implications regarding the causes Of the individual's mental disorder or its associated
impairments ....'Ihe fact that an individual's p'esetilation meets the criteria for a l)SM diagnosis does not
carry any necessary implication regarding the i ndiv i d tia l's degree of control over the hcllav iors that nay
he associated with the disorder,,..''
f'k S. Janus, ''Sex Offender (Tommitmenls and the 'Inability to Control' -. Developing Legal
Standards and a Behavioral Vocabulary for an Elusive Concept," Chapter 1, at pp. 1-8 to 1-9 in: The
Sexual Pre(/aloe
Pre(lotor Legal 1s uc

s

Clinical
a/ Is s at s Spc teal Situations (Vol II) Anita 5th lank ed. (C MC

Research Institute, Kingston. N.J. 2001) explains this non .ve'qu//ur thus:
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'Ca used B eh a v icr
I W ]e should not use the concept of 'caused behavior' as a defining characteristic of inability
to control, as this concept is often confused for the latter. It is assumed that if certain behavior is
'caused by a given psychological condition, then the person had no 'control over the behavior. But
this approach proves too much, All human behav icr is 'caused.' but we nonetheless insist that
humans have control over their behavior, at least in general. It may he that we will want to say that
certain kinds of 'caused behavior' evidence inability to control, such as a behavior 'caused' by a
particular kind of mental disorder. But then the real work will he done by our characterization of' the
mental disorder, not by the attribution of causation.,' And just as being caused' does not make
behav or beyond an individual's control, so too being 'caused by a rental cli sorder does not ipso facto
just i I'y that ascription:
'Ilihe fact that an individual's presentation meets the criteria for a DSM-IV diagnosis does not
carry any necessary implication regarding the md iv dual s degree of control over the behaviors that
nay he associated with the disorder. Even when diminished control over one's behavior is a feature

of the disorder, having the diagnosis in itself does not demonstrate that a particular individual is (or
was) unable to control his or her behavior at a particular time.
[Note 4 I : A nwi icai , Pvyr/nacrir zLssn. . [)jaw,ov/ic and S/al /c/ica/ Atannal of Afro/at DLvorctc'rc
(4th ed. 1994

"/)SAI-IV'): also stating. at Note 40, that the notion that given behavior is 'caused'

by a mental disorder is itself' an extremely problematic conclusion to draw." citing: Virgitila .Idigc'
/fj/j). "Understanding the Connection Between Mental Illness and Violence," 20 [I( 7 1. I.. &
Psnh/auy 399, 412 997)1.
"Psych iatrv argues that it is di liicn It to operational izc the concept of volitional impairment
and, thus, it is perhaps better to conceive of it as a complete lack of control, rather than some
nebulous concept of inability to control oneself. Psychiatry argues that, as applied to pedoph i I ia,
volitional impairment cannot be inlerred merely on the presence of the disorder in an individual
because individuals with pedophil in have varying degrees of self-control. Moreover, it argues
that volitional control cannot be treasured on the basis of the likelihood to commit a sex act with
a child again in the future because likelihood to commit an act in the future is not necessarily
caused by lack of control in the individual.
Not all Individuals with l'edophilia 1-lave Volitional Impairment.
he DSM states that 'the fact that an individuals presentation meets the criteria for a
[pcdophiliaj diagnosis does not carry any necessarily implication regarding the individual's
degree of control over the behaviors that may be asociated with [pedophiliaj,' and that a
'diagnosis in itself does not denionstarte that a partticular individual is (or was) unable to control
his or her behavior at a particular time.' Psychiatry indicates that the group of individuals
diagnosed w th pedophilia are not necessarily note or less likely to have difficulty controlling
their impulses in the I'uttmn'e,
.[M]any indiidtrals with pcdophilia have rio trouble controlling their behavior.
lie APA argues that the volitional impairment concept should he limited to 'such severe
impairment as to avoid the large gray area: inability to control the conduct, as proved with a high
cI cgrec of certain tv. "Psychiatry recommends that 'mental health profesionals testif\ing as "experts'' in SVP
conimnitmcut trials must caution triers of fact' that 'there is no prolesiorial consensus in the field
of rental health concerning what constitutes volitional impairment nor even what constitutes
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adequate psychiatric or psychological evidence of it.'" .1. Jason, ''flevond No-Man's land:
Psychiatry's Imprecision Revealed by Its Critique of SVP Statutes as Applied to Pedophilia, 83
So. Cal., L. Re. I 3 I 9, 1350, 1352 (2010, citing: Aiw/iae/ B. Firs! & Robe,'! L. i/a/on. ''Use of
DSM Paraphilia Diagnoses in Sexually Violent Predator Commitment Cases." 36 .1. Am.

teal

/'sve/iia!rv L. 443, at 451 (2008)
I"irs! & f/a/on. id. at pp. 44445. amplily On this concept tIlLis:
p. 441: 'Wall the disorders included in the DSAJ-I V-JR. certain of the paraphilias comic closest
to the type of sexual psychopathology dc fined in the SV P mks, even though none has the requite
predisposition to act on the paraphilic fantasies and urges nor do they involve volitional impairment
in doing so.
''We contend that, during the process of adjudication of S VI' commitment trials, profound and
avoidable errors are made by some mental health professionals who invalidly diagnose paraphilia,
assert that there is volitional impairment based solely on the NO that the offender has a paraphilia
diagnosis, and thus wrongly claim that the statutori lv defined SV P commitment criteria are
adequately addressed by the el inical diagnoses. In such eases, mental health experts have made a
DSM-IV-1R diagnosis of parapliilia without providing valid evidence to justify the diagnosis.
Instead. they infer from the criminal sexual behavior the existence in the offender of the requisite
'deviant sexual arousal pattern' (i.e.. recurrent, intense, sexually, arousing lintas ies and urges) that is
the defining feature of pa 'a phi Ii a."
p. 445:

...We propose the following three-step process to assist in those diagnostic efforts.

First, establish whether a pat'aphilia is prescit: that is, provide reasonable evidence of the existence in
the offender of the recurrent, intense, sexually arousing lantasies (i.e.. mental imagery, that the
individual considers to he erotic) and urges (i.e.. to act on the fhnlasies) that are the c/lie qua non in
paraphilic diagnosis. Second, if a parapliilia is prL'senl, establish whether the offender's sexually
violent crimes occurred as a direct consequence of'that paraphilia. Third, rather than assuming that a
diagnosis of pa'aphilia implies volitional impairment, present positive evidence suggesting whether
the offender is, or is not, volitionally impaired with regard to committing sex crimes.

We

acknowledge that this third step in the process differentiating those offenders who legitimately lose
control from those who simply choose to violate social rules

may he difficult, if not impossible. to

accomplish. [citing: it Rogers, 1?.. Jaek.son, ''Sexually Violent Predators: The Risky Enterprise of Risk
Assessment,'' 33 1 14n,. ,leaci. Psychiai,'j' & I.ar 52128 (2005); (.'. 0. ;tle,'eaclo. B/I. liornsiein cv
I?. 1". Sc/zopp, -Decision-making About Volitional Impairment in Sexually Violent Predators.'' 30 Lair

. lhwian Behavior 587-602 (2006); lID. Grincige, -Volitional In pa i rment and the Sex tial lv Violent
Predator,'' 48 Join foi'c'n sic Sd. 86118 (2003)1 It is a conclusion to which, we believe, no expert
witness can testily with any degree of certainty and that fact must he plai ily stated to triers of tact.''
At p. 450, P/i's! & ha/on cone/title:

...Lflhei'e are no established, validated scientific methods

for measuring impairment in an individuals ability to control his behavior Iching ('.0. Aie,ciulo.
/3./I. Boinslel 7 & R.f.Scho/)/).st(pflh] ....
In fact, most individuals who have a sexual interest in children never actually engage child in sexual
activity, irrespective of any lack of ti'eattiient. Further the aforementioned lack of statistical difference in
recidivism between those treated and We not treated points up that such lack of treatment - of
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pedoph il a or of any other so-called disorder - does not inherently hamper any respondent's control of
his sexual behav or,
Yet use of these disorders as an excuse to commit under said Act has allowed expert witnesses for the
prosecution to regu lark opine that the sheer "diagnosed' existence of such a "disorder" in the sex
o fender in a given commitment case under said Acl inherently deprives that sex offender of the ability to
control his actions, such that lie will purportedly commit future sex crimes on irresistible impulse. 'file
practice of offering this opinion has become coinp lete ly divorced from the crnntionalmental state o I' the
part eti lar Commitment respondent at bar, instead having morphed, without sc ient i lie basis, into a matter
olshcer testimonial definition ola given ''disorder."
Only in tare cases has a Commitment defendant in such a comm itnient case declared (at any time) that
he cannot control his pedophilic attraction, such that he concedes that lie will commit another sex crime of
that nature upon release or shortly thereafter, as would be necessary to evince a ''serious difficulty" in
controlling such an impulse. Instead, in almost every case where such a prosecution expert testifies
beyond such a 'by definition' conclusion of supposedly 'irresistible impulse,' that expert will merely cite
the sex offender's past record of sex offense(s), as supposedly illustrating a lack of' self-control as to such
mot vat ions. 1-lowever. this is merely an attempt to throw a cloak of' seeming science around the
unscientific non seqzit/w mantra that 'lie did it before, so lie must he likery to do it again.' In short, this is
a misuse of "jtink-scieiice' to falsely appear to scientifically support the required elements for a
Commitment tinder said Ac!.
Hence, in almost every such conimitinent instance pursuant to said Act, there is no basis for a
reasonable ftar that the committed sex offender will commit

it

sex offense from ails" impulse"

immediately thllowing prtsoii release, or even within a short period thereafter. Instead, mere statistics as
to other sex offenders in the past are advanced to buttress what amounts to slicer speculation that
eventually, perhaps many years or even decades later, that sex offender may Commit another sex clinic.
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Ski/c v. Rosodo, 889 N.Y.S. 2d 369. 382-83 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2009), succinctly explains: "'I lie two
concepts Of predisposition and volition are separate and distinct, like apples and oranges.' A disorder,
like pedophi ha. might predispose someone to ihe commission of sex offenses, hut the offender might
have a great degree of control over the predisposition" (emphases added)
"Jilere is no reliable basis to distinguish between those Isex offenders. J who offend because Of a
mental abnormality or personality cli soider' and those who of'f'end because they choose to....... John A.
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fennel, "Punishment by Another Name: The Inherent Overreac Ii ing in Sexua lv Dangerous Person
Commitments,- 35 New England .1 oil Cr/in. & C/i'. C'on/Incnieiii 37. at 39 (2009). At pp. 14-46. l'uuuie/
explains, applying this to pedophilia:
"No conclusions about an individual's volitional impairment should be inferred fioiii a pedophilia
diagnosis alone. A pedophile may or may not choose to offend against a child.
is no reliable basis for distinguishing between an irresistible impulse and an impulse
not resisted. If an offender can resist the impulse but chooses not to, the offender is just a typical
recidivist. As such, the offender falls out oftlie legal reach of civil commitment laws.
"Note that the experts resort to speculating about Unverifiable subjective mental states instead of
providing scientific accounts of mental defects. ... III so doing. the expert leaves us wilh no principled
way to distinguish between the olleuder who chooses to offend and the offender who lacks the control
necessary to resist.
lithe irresistible impulse cannot be distinguished from the impulse not resisted, how can the
seriously difficult-to-control impulse he distinguished from the impulse controlled without serious
difficulty? The distinction cannot cocii be articulated, yet expenis continue to claim they can divine the
dili'erenee. l'hey tell convincing stories, yet they lack access to the thoughts of the offendel . I lie only
internally consistent way to commit recidivists is to contend that simply being a recidivist indicates a
serious difficulty controlling deviant sexual impulses, ruling out the possibility that recidivists choose to
offend. This hernietic4jjy seated explanation surely reaches too far. enabling state experts to label all
recidivists fasi sufferers of riiental abntornialities or pen'soi.411t\ disorders.' (emphasis supplie(l)
lemiel cites this incisive passage from Bruce .1. Win/cA, 'Sex Offender Law ill the 1990s: A
Iherapeutic Jurisprudence Analysis." 4 /'stt'ho/.. Pub. Pal v & [ 505. 524-25 (1908):
"People diagnosed with pedophilia do not molest children in the presence of police of'licers or ill
other s ituationis presenting a high like I ihood of apprehension. Rather they act with stealth, deceptip
and premeditation in an effort to avoid detection.

Fills is purposeful, lilatined, and coal-cl i reeled

conduct, not spontaneous and uncontrollable action or action that is substantial lv beyond (lie
individual's ability to avoid. Although sonic conditions may he said to deprive people of the ability
to control their behavior - at times. schizophrenia. major depression. 'l'otu'ette's syndrome, and
multiple personality will qualify - jiedophilia and other ptrEtpl1ilits do not seem to have this effect. It
nay he sensible to classify the paralillihias as riietital disorder's for various purposes -. for example. for
clinical reasons or lor the purpose of tnakirig employment decisions. such as whether to hire a grade
school teacher -. but when the purpose involved is civil commitment, these conditions should not
qualify. They neither render individuals incompetent to engage in rational decision making nor make
them unable to resist their strong desires to molest children or otherwise to act out sexually."
(citations omitted).
As noted by .Jan,ne Picison, ill -Construing C 'nine:'' (etc.), wpt'a. at 160 U Pa. L. Rev.1530, "C 'rune
mandates that states require a separate finding on the issue of whether the defet Ric III t has serious diffieu itv
controlling his behavior. ' (

rune, at 534 I],,S, 413). P/e;con notes that Justice Scalia's dissent in ('rune

"would have held that a finding ofa lack of Control is inherent in the lindirig of a mental ahnor'rnahit that

caused future dangerousness." (citing Crone, at 420). Pierson, at 1537, complains that certain states with
sex-offender conlril!tlficnt legislation have essentially disregarded this requirement of' Crane and have
instead "adopted .Instiee Scalia's dissent as the law." Minnesota. per In re I&aner. 648 N.W.2d 260, 26667 (Minn. App. 2002). albeit before Crci,,e, effectively is one of these states, since Ramei' is still cited as
valid law on this point, in tacit disregard of Crane. See. e.g., In

it

Garza, 2008 WI. 2889700, at *8

(2008).
Pierco,, complains of the Wisconsin decision of this type, in

it

Conin,i/n,ent of Lax/on, 647 N. W.2d

784 (Wis. 2002), as particularly egregious for having incorrectly equated "predisposition" with lack of
control. "I lowever. a 'predisposition' ...has no bearing on whether that person can ultimately control
himsel .....As psychologists have explained, a persons predispositions do not necessarily bear on his
volitional capacity.'' (emphases supplied; citing Slate v. I?osac/o, 898 N .Y.S.2d 369,382-83: "A disorder,
like pedopliilia, might predispose someone to the commission of sex offenses, hut the offender might
have a great degree of control over the predisposition." - emphases supplied).
"Further, not all predispositions come to fruition. Flie person with perfect self-control may also fulfill
the Laxton court's second criterion - that lie has a high likelihood of again committing sexual offenses -because he chooses to do so, exercising his perfect sell-control. This exercise demonstrates that fulfilling
the /,ax/o;/ cowl's burden of proof for commitment does not necessarily prove anythiig regarding a sex
offender's ability to control himself This standard contradicts the Supreme Court's ruling that 'there
rust be proof of serious difficulty in controlling behavior.' (Crane. at 41 3)).

Thus, the stales that

disregard the holding of Dane remove a key constitutional safeguard ....( Pierson, at 154 1-42).
At footnote 139. Pierson elan fles even more succinctly: "An offender who wants to act on his desires
in certain situations and accordingly does so is able to exercise self-control in those situations and is
therefore not eligible for civil commitment (but should only he relegated to the criminal justice system if
and when lie commits a crime).'' In SOLE cases, there is never any allegation or proof,that the
commitment respondent did not want to act on his desires in committing any crime lie has been alleged to
have committed.
PieJ''c(),1 also complains of state sex-offender commitment statutes (including Minnesota's) that "[by
reqni ri rig that a defendant have a mental disorder that causes \01itionai impairment, these statutes suggest
that Incillal disorders and volitional impairment go hand-in-hand. This suggestion opens the door tar the
fact-finder to conflate the two concepts rather than properly keeping the concepts anal',iically distinct."
(Li, at 545-16).
In fact. Ho//i' .4.111//er, et al., "SeXtially Violent Predator Evaluations: Empirical Evidence, Strategies
or Professionals, and Research Directions,'' 29 I.cni & human Behavior 29, 46 (2005), notes that ''[i]n

addition to the lack of agreed upon methodology to assess 'inability to control,' at present there is no
consistently utilized definition of'just what is being assessed."
The only true standard of such dangerousness for commitment purposes is whether one so utterly
lacks control of his own actions in the moment (volitional impairment) that. in that moment. lie certainly
will act upon an impulse that he simply cannot resist.
Because that standard of lack of' volitional control is already within the parameters of comniitnient br
those who are ''mentally ill and dangerous,'' and since such coniptilsion to act on an impulse is defined as
a symptom of mental illness, those few can he committed tinder that statute: there is no need for a
coin in itment statute specific only to sex offenders.
On the corfl ran'. sex crimes are almost always the subject of extensive pre-planning and ever) long'
term preceding actions (think: grooming, br instance) aimed at selling up an ideal opportunity for the
crime(s) to thllow. No matter how deplorable anyone finds that conduct, it is the absolute antithesis ol'
lack of sclleontrol. While one may argue that such deviousness and plotting call for harsh criminal
penalties, it is illogical to argue that such cunning shows impaired volitional control.

d The Long. Steyr/se Grooming 01'A Projected Pu/are lit/un Of Stvnuef Abuse, And
A/tei'na1iveIj //' (rueful /'/aull?iJ;g liv A Ruj4s/ Shows L)e/i/'e;'ui/oii a;u/ (.'onip/eie
Uo/,i,ona/ ('on/ru! In Veru;'/i .41/ Sex (jJJeu2dc-'s.

The following excerpts show that a claim of volitional impairment (as often made by proponents of
sex offender couiniitment) is ridictilotisly at odds with the long, stepwise deliberation of grooming of a
projected futurc victim of sexual abuse. As the article further suggests, this also holds true ill cases of
planned rapes of adult victims, where careful planning of the rape crime replaces the grooming in cases of
sexual abuse of clii then.
1(1)1

A. LI/ia u, "A Self- Regtn lation Model of Sexual (1 rooming." I 8(1) ie'aunia, liolenet' & "I bloc

83-97 (20t7)
l'ext Excerpts:
p. 83 ''A preparatory process has been

\5

ide!v accepted to be a common feature in the sexual

offending process (Beauregard, Fran/v. Rossmo, Leclerc, & 4/faire, 2007: ['7nkelhor, 1984:
Kurt/than, 11/Hiker, & Daleideuu, 1996', SinaI/hone & War/fey. 2000: 14"o/J, 1984). Although not all sex
offenses involve preparatory processes, it has been said that sexual assaults rarely occur
spontaneously. and many studies have found that a majority of sexual offenders self-report engaging
in behaviors designed to develop a relationship with their victim prior to the initiation of sexual
contact (see table I in Lee/tic, Frau/i', & Ileaureg(u'cI, 2009).

Furthermore, sex offender's nay

attempt (or may be required) to engage in the same type of behavior to develop relationships with

];33.

caregivers. guardians. and others ill the wider community in order to gain access to children

(Mcyl/inilcn, 2006; Os!, 2004)."
p. 84: ''(1)1con et al. 's theory, of luring communications, Olson, Daggs, Ellevo/il, and Rogers,
(2007) developed a theory of child sexual predators' luring communications that aimed to emphasi,'e
the cornmtrnicativc processes involved in child sexual abuse.

Olson ci at separate tour factors

sequenced over a period of time: ( I ) gaining access -- the causal factor that predicts action; (2) the
cycle of entrapment the action factor: (3) communicative responses to sexual acts - the intervening
factor; and (4) ongoing sexual abuse - the outcome factor. Each of these factors is md inectly
influenced b the contextual environment: time, culture, and issues around power and control. The
action factor has at its core the phenomenon of 'deceptive trust development." described as the
phenomenon that enables thc protagonist to groom, isolate, and approach the child. Olsoti c/ at
define grooming as "the subtle communication strategics that child sexual abusers use to prepare their
potential victims to accept the sexual contact." (p. 24 1).''
"O'( 'oni,e/I's model of evbersexploitationi. O'Connell (2003) was among the first to
p. 85:
examine Internet sexual grooming strategies, using observation methods involv i rig undercover
researchers posing as young, isolated l'enrales, and created a inodel of eybersexploitatioii
0 'C'onnc'//' s model appcar s to contain three phases that, for the ptrriose of tlr is review, are labeled as
targeting. grooming, and exploitation. Focusing on the grooming phase, O'Connell ( 2003) outlines
seven stages that tpicallv occur in sequence: (I) friendship forming, (2) relationship forming. (3) risk
assessment, (4) exclusivity. (5) sexual, (6) fantasy reenactment, and (7) damage limital ion.
In Stages I and 2. the protagonist seeks information about the target as a means of assessing
aspects of their circumstances that may make them more amenable to manipulation as well as
gaining insight into the target's life (in order to relate to them). In Stages 3 and 4, the protagonist
builds this relationship, establishing secretiveness and assessing the potential for detection (e.g., the
whereabouts of caregivers, or surveillance over computer use). Alier establishing that it is safe to do
so, the protagonist seeks to isolate the target and create exclusivity between themselves and the target.
I lie protagonist seeks constant teed back fi'oni the target allowing them to assess the levels of trust.
Once the protagonist feels they have gained the child's trust, Stages 5, 6, and 7 involve introducing
sexual topics into conversation and gauging the target's responses. Three tactics are hypothesized for
introducing sexual topics: (I) gentle boundary pressing; (2) reducing inhibitions through exposing the
child to pornography or sending/request ing sexual images. and (3) fantasy reenactment, either
through mutuality (encouraging the Child to participate in fantasy) or through coere ion."
Ret'ereriees:
Beauregard Li, Frau/s, I,. Rosmo. [1). K., Leclerc, B.. & Al/a/re, I.E. (2007). A script analysis of
patterns in the hunting process of serial sex offenders. C'vimincil Jc&cnce a/ill Behavior. 34, 1069-1084.
T"inke/hor, 1). (1994). ( 'hi/cl Sexual Abuse. Yen theory anti Research. New York, NY: Free
Press.
Kau/incin, K.1... /11//ike;-, DA, & Dale/(/en, 1:11,. (1996). Subgroup differences in the modus
operand i of adolescent sextra I offenders. ('hi/cl Aia/ircaii;re ii. I 17-24.
Leclerc. B. P;'ou/v, .1. & Beauregard, F. (2009). Exam in i ng the modus operandi of sexual
o ffenders against clii Idren arid its practical i rip I icat ions . 4gcrc.cs/on & Violent Behavior 14 5-12.
A'IeAlinr/en .4. At (2006). "Setting 'em up: Personal, familial and institutional grooming in die
sexual abuse of clii Idnen. .S'oeia/ ant? I.ega/ Slut//cs, 15, 339-362
0 Comic/I, R. (2003). A typoloy of cybersexploitatioir and online g.n'ooniing practices. Presion,
l:nighind: Cyberspace Research Unit, Univ. of Central lancashire. Retrieved Sept. 6. 2009, from
littp://netsal'e.or'g.nrz/l)ochihn'ary/n'aelieloeonnell I .pdf
-1
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01cm,, LIV., Dagg.c, It.. 1/1/eva/i, B. L. and Rogers, I K. K (2007). Entrapping the innocent:
Toward a theory of child sexual predators tiring coiltnlurlicatioil. (I'omniiwad#/on //ieoiv, 17, 23125L
Ow. S. (2004). Getting to Grips with sexual grooming0 I 11 new offense tinder the Sexual
octal He/lore and lain//v Law, 26, 147-159.
Offenses Act 2003. Jour. of Social
,S,,a/1/Jo,n?, S. & Wmi/ev, II. (2000). Child sexual abuse ill Queensland: Offenderr characteristics
and modus operandi: Full report. Brisbane. Australia: Queensland Crime Commission.
fOlf, S.C. ( 1981"). A model of sexual aggression/addiction. four. ri/ Social Work and 1-luinan
Sexuality, 7. 131-148.
Confirming these observations. 11i'ian K. Paine & Ak /if/ten DeAlichele. "Warning: Sex Offenders
Need to be S tiperv sed

in the

(:0111 ni un it\."

1'ederol l','tha/hm, .1tine

2008

Newsletter.

htip:i/www.uscourts.gQy/fedprob/Jtine 2008/05 sexOffenders,htnil, published h) the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts, states at page 5:
'For the most part, sex offenders do not act spontaneously, but rather they often conduct
extensive-planning of the ir offenses to prevent detection through secrecy and manipulation.
Sex offenders ...seek to 'befriend' and intentionally 'groom' those around them. Sex offenders
attempt to man ipu late those in stiperv i sory and authority roes (as well as potent al victims)." adding
at P . "...IS ]ex offenders tend not to attack spontaneously or raildoin Is. but often go !hrt!g1
extensive Planning...
these excerpts prove that sex crimes against cit i Idren involve intricate, time-consuming ''groorti i ng
actions prior to sexual action involving the groomed child. This long period of preparation. involving
stepwise deliberation on whether to advance to actual sextia I actions at all, is utterly i iconsisterit \& ith the
notion of sex crimes committed spontaneously upon irresistible i itiptilse.

Hence, sex offender

conini itnient, constitutionally requ iii ng proof of volitional i nipa i rnient. when applied against pedosexual
offenders, almost universally comprises a violation ot substantive due process. linexcerpled text in this
article shows that the same holds true as to planned rapes.

C.

Commitment

'Assessment' and 'Expert' Testiniorn' about It

So-called "expert reports and ''expert" testimony advanced in support of sex of lender cumin it itent
under said enactment are Unscientific in derivation, contrary to academic knowledge, and unprofessional
in short. merely junk science. In many instances, the expert witness has never even met the sex
offender in q nest ion. All such expert testimony, reports, and evidence ol'fered in conj unction with such
testimony in sex offender commitments are inherently either clinical ("clinical risk assessment"
"CRA'') or actuarial (''actuarial risk assessment'' --"ARA') ill nnture.
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Yet a correct and accurate grounding in science of the evidence in such proceedings is indispensable
to provide due process to the one under such petition. See. e.g., Erica Beecher-Monac & Edgar GarciaRill, "Danger at the edge of Chaos: Predicting Violent Behavior in a Post- Dati tic rt World," 24 Carclazo L.
/?ei', 1845, 1873 (2003). Iherelore, at a minimum, all actuarial instruments proposed Ior evidence in such
cases ni ust have been determined to comport with either the Fi'i'e test or the Danhert test (as applicable)
before such evidentiarv admission is allowed. See, e.g.. People i'. Thy/or. 782 N .E.2d 920 (III. App.
2002). Anything less deprives the committed person of procedural due process. Notably, in the case of
some RAls or "tools claimed to function as RA Is. no data has been released upon which peer review can
take place or only insufficient date for that purpose has been released by lest developers. In the absence
of true peer review, such tests/tools cannot satisl\ either the ''rye or the Dan/wit tests for ad m i ssibility,
and hence their admission in evidence violates procedural due process.
711cr Quanheek, 'Pre• cot i ng Partisan Commitment: Apply! i ng Th'adv Protection to the Civil
Commitment of Sex Offenders," 65 Case W. Rev L. Rev, 209, 238-9 (Fall 2014), explains the
significance of this:
ypical ly courts have applied one of two standards in determining the admissibility for expert
testimony. 'The lirst comes from the 1923 case of Frye i'. United .SIuIe,s 1293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir.
1923)1, which held that expert testimony is acceptable if it has'gained general acceptance in the
particular field in which it belongs.' [ii.. at 10141, The second standard conies from Dauherl i•,.
Mcneil Don Pharuuic'eutieciic, tue. [509 U.S. 579 ( I 993)], which focused oil whet her the evidence in
question can be tested, whether it has been subjected to peer review, and whether it has a known rate
of error, among other lhctors. [Id. at 593-951. I lowever, in SVP commitment proceedings, cotirts tend
not to adopt either of these well-known standards, Instead. courts tent! to take any' concerns they may
have about the reliability of the evidence into consideration when calculating the weight of the
evidence as a whole ....'' Adding, at P. 243: ''[W]whether gtnded or unguided, clinical opinions are
generally accepted by the court, allowing the defendants fate to be decided by Judgments that
ultimately rest oil the arbitrary opinion ol'a mental health professional.
'l'htis, e.g., Andrew J. I1tcerriv, "The Civil Comm itnient of Sexual Predators: A Policy Review,' in Sex
(.)fjcnder Laws: Jailed Policies. New Directions 340,357 (Richard G. Wright, e1, 2009). notes that in
SV P comm it ment proceedings courts have rarely applied Frye or Daui'eni admissibility rules with any'
real force.) John .'\'Iaithew Pub tan, "To Catch a Predator, and Then Commit Him for Life'. Sexual
Offender Risk Assessment - Part 'l'wo,'''/'he Champion, Mar. 2009, 32, at 38-39, similarly notes that
while Dcaeberi may he the applicable standard 'state courts hearing sexually violent predator (S VP) eases
have consistently' admitted clinical judgment testimony establishing low levels of reliability in the
eotirtroom'). Courts generally do not analyze any' actuarial risk/f'titure dangerousness assessments under
/) whet'!. and there has been minimal critique of the q ual it)' of actuarial assessments, 'I 'lie only such
critiques typically conic in the lbrni of lone dissents or concurrences. Melissa I'Ia,nil/on. " Public Safety.
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Individual Liberty. and Suspect Science: Future Dangerousness Assessments and Sex Offender Laws.- 83

Temp. L. Rev. 697. 704 (2011). at 738.

11. Forensic Evidence And Testimony Claimed To Support 50CC Commitment Are So
Utterly Unscientific And Anti-Scientific As To Render All Such Commitments Sheer
Modern-Day Witch-Trials, In Complete Disregard Of Substantive Due Process.

Judges are extremely deferential to expert evaluations. In practice, commitment hearings tend to be
ion-adversarial episodes' in which judges appear to "rubber stamp' the recommendations of clinical
expert witnesses. Studies show that judicial agreement with expert witnesses ranges from 79 to ICC)
percent and most frequently exceeds 95 percent. (See, e.g. liiti'e .1. IV/nick. ( 'u/i ( ornoitlnient: -I

iIiei'apeidic ./iois;rudenee Abc/el. 14 1 (2005 ): Ao;;nwi G. /'o/yihress. "Mental i -lea Ith l-ixpert lest i
-13 WI. 2 (1977); see also: F. ,Jcmus & R. Preniky,
Current Problems.'' 5 Jour. Psychiatry & Lan 201, 1
Forensic Use of Actuarial Risk Assessment with Sex Offenders: Accuracy, Admissibility, and
Aceountahi lit).' 40 Am. Cr/m. L. Rev. 1443, 448-49 (2004) (finding that frequently the I
decision conies to a credibility judgment between the clinical assessments of two competing
deprivation decision
expert witnesses). U nfotiunatelv, in a context where there is no scientific know ledge to support sue Ii
exper1' opinions, judges are typically un ittingly relying on nothing more than ipse d ixit assertions by
those speaking outside of their area of expertise. Where there is no science, there can he no expertise. As
II be shown in the immediately following two subsections of this Subsection P, no known technicclueof
"assessment" can validly, reliably state a scientifically defensible probability of sexual re-offense in the
future as to any individual.
It should not escape note that Standard 1.06 of the /iIhica/ Vram/arc/s of the American Psychological
Association requires that psychologists "rely on seienli flea lv and professionally derived knowledge when
making scientific or professional jcrdgnients ....As \%ill appear in/ia within this section, there is
effectively no science supporting technique of either "clinical risk assessment'' or actuarial risk
assessment'' from which any accurate estimate of probability of sexual re-offense can be deri ed as to arty
sex offender. 1 herelbre, claims made in testimony or "reports by any psychologist of any such estimate
flat lv violate this mandatory prolessiona I standard

Deircfrc M. Smith. "Dangerous Diagnoses. Risky Assumptions, and the Failed Experiment of
SexualIy Violent Predator' Commitment." 67 Oklahoma I.asr Rev. 619 (No. 4. Summer 201 5). discusses
this problem at pp. 619 et seq.:
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''In its 997 opinion. Kansas v. IIe,,drickc, the US. Supreme Court upheld a law that reflected it
new model of civil commitment. 'The tin gets of this new commitment law were dubbed Sexually
Violent Predators' (SVPs), and the Court upheld indefinite detention of these individuals on the
assumption that there is a psychiatrically distinct class of individuals who, unlike typical recidivists,
have a mental condition that impairs their ability to refrain from violent sexual behavior. And, more
specifically, the Court assumed that the justice system could reliably identi R' the true predators,'
those or whom this unusual and extraordinary deprivation of I ibeily is appropriate and legitimate,
with the aid of testimony from mental health professionals.
''[his Article evaluates those assumptions and concludes that, because they were seriously
flawed, the due process rationale used to uphold the SVP laws is invalid. The 'Sexually Violent
Predator' is it political and moral construct, not a medical classification. The implementation of SVP
laws has resulted in dangerous distortions of both psychiatric expertise and important legal principles,
and such (1154016 011S reveal an urgent need to reexani inc the Supreme Court's core rationale in
upholding the SVP comm itinent experiment."
(Text, p. 623): .. .he Court's most consequential error was its failure to acknowledge that the
category of the 'Sexually Violent Predator' is a political and moral construct, not a medical
classification. Mainstream psychiatry has never claimed an ability to accurately predict who is at risk
of committing acts of sexual violence and has never conceptualized sexual aggression as the product
of volitional impairment.

Indeed, the American Psychiatric Association (APA), the leading

professional organization in American psychiatry. and other voices froiti within the mental health
profession have vucilerously opposed SVP laws since their enactment precisely because of the role
assigned to psychiatric expertise to identify those who should he committed."
(p. 625): "'[lie problems seen in the use of expert evidence in these proceedings cannot he
avoided through technical fixes. Indeed, the)' reveal that there are no means to implement SVP laws
consistent with notions of clue process and individual liberty.

A sexual Predator is a legal

classification that depends on medical line-drawing to be constitutionally sound. But because there is
no concept in psychiatry resembling
a 'sexual predator.' the implications of this incongruence go to
the essential question of the constitutionality of the SVP laws. Written opinions reveal that courts
base SVP commitments large!): on the respondents' critn i ia! records because the expert opinions
themselves are based on little else. As it result, expert Opinions in SVP eases are not in fact'medical'
but moral. And because such coneltisions ate essentially normative ones, courts are niijroperlv
delegating commitment decisions to psychiatric prokssionals, which flies in the face of both legal
principles and psychiatric practice. 'I'his is not merely it problem of labels and professional 'calms:
m has resulted in the indefinite detention of thousands of people at an enormous
this experient
riioiietai'v cost to governments and an enormous personal cost to those committed and tliei r families,''
(pp. 628-29):

''.,. [C]oiuinentators within psychiatry attacked the 'sexual psychopath' legal

classification, as there was no agreed-upon definition or basis to attach this label to any individual.
. ding (i/ct's P Eli nig Justice 1k it U kc/ SexQt /ct

1

s

, and Public Pa/i0 8

(2011): ibencn'ce /?ice [arc'. "Onl) Yesterday: '[he Rise and Fall Of 'l'wentieth Century Sexual
Psychopath Laws," 69 La. L. Rev. 549, 58 I -82 (2009). See generally Group fbi' the ,1c/i'anc'en;eni at
Js ic/i/airs., I

:c'haiof a?/ctS'e.v P.cvchopai/i Legislation: The 3O.s to (1w Ms 839-44 (1 977) [ herei tiafter

( 'roi) /b, I/Ic' A /i'ciI/ce'tiietii Of Psvc'hiciti'r. P.S, ..hicitrv c/nc) Sex /'.syc' hopcet/i Legislation 1.

......I'lie

(3 rotip for the Advancement of Psychiatry (GAP) Committee on Forensic Psychiatry

concluded in it 1977 report that there was little teal prospect for effective treatment of sexual

Offenders and that the 'discrepancy between the promises in sex statutes and performances have
rarely been resolved.'

Pyychian'y and Sex Psj.choj'aih Leç'is/cuion.sup#'a note 45, at 935

'lii

retrospect,' the GAP Committee reported. 'we view the sex psychopath statutes as social experiments
that have failed and that lack redeeming social value. These experiments have been carried ont by the
Joint participation of the psychiatric and legal professions with varying degrees of acquiescence by
mm at the
the general public. [hi at 840]. 1 he GAP Committee acknowledged the 'unjustified optiis
time of the laws'enactment regarding the effectiveness of clinical approaches in dent lying and
predicting those who posed a risk of engaging in sexual violence. [It], at 853-54.

'1 lie profession

could not separate out the mentally ill sex offenders from the others, and there was little pschiaty
could provide in the way of treatment once the mcmi were committed. The report weal on to starkly
and unambiguously state:
File notion is naïve and confusing that a hybrid amalgam of law and psychiatry can valid l\
label a person a 'sex psychopath' or 'sex offender' and then treat him in it manner consistent with
a guarantee of community sa ftty. 'I he mere assumption that such a heterogeneous legal
classification could define treatabilitv and make people amenable to treatment is not Om)h)
fallacious, it is startling. [Id. at 935].'
'itemarkahly, however, only a short time after the sexual psychopath laws were discarded, the
states resurrected them in a new, more extreme form of experiment, one also carried out by the joint
participation of the psychiatric and legal professions -this time completely disregarding the
psychiatric profession's own conclusions.'
(p. 634): ''At the time the rise of SVI' laws occurred, data already indicated that the significant
majority of sex crimes were in fact committed not by stereotypical 'predators' who stalked, lured, and
pounced on random hapless victims, but, rather, and panic u larly in the ease of the sexual assau It of
children, by family members and acquaintances of the victims. Similarly. studies indicated that,
contrary to popular belief, sexual offenders did not have unusually high levels of recidivism.
(p. 655):

...In dismissing Young's challenge based upon an as-applied theory, the Court noted

in dictum that, if a person is detained fbr the purpose of incapacitation and treatment, then 'due
process req u i es that the conditions and duration of' eon Ii nement under the Act bear some reasonable
relation to the purpose for which persons are committed .....Se//pa,' v }oun,53 I U.S. 250, 265
-001)]. .-ts]ocial scientists have vet to teach anything approaching a consensus on whether the
(1
various kinds of inpatient treatment programs administered to SVPs prevent recidivism. ('has I'.

Ewing. Justice I'en'erted' Sex 011cm/er Lain Psvc/zo/ogt', and P,,/,/ic Pa/itt 52-55 (20 I I
(p. 668): ''.,,'l'he DSM-111 included language in the forward noting a distinction between
deviance and disorder3 IC and the lead editor of the manual. Robert Spitzer, acknowledged that the
term 'disorder ... always itttolves a value judgment.' Ant/teas Dc Black & I'ieler R.Ad,'iaens.
"Pathologizing Sexual Deviance, a History," 50 .Ini,,'. Of Sexua/ Research 276(2013), at 288
(pp. 668-69): ''This emphasis on personal distress and impaired functioning became more
apparent With the publication of the DSM-IV in 1994.

Under the diagnostic criteria for the

paraph il ias, conduct based upon Ihese urges could be criminal, hut not pathological, in the absence of
distress or limited functioning. [It]. at 291. This change was part of' a system-wide ef'fort'' to
incorporate "clinical significance criterion' to diagnoses throughout the I )SM- IV. Michael /3. Iii's!,
''DSM-5 Proposals for Pam'apliilias: Suggestions for Reducing False Positives Related to Use of
Behavioral Manifestations," 39 Arch. Sex. Be/iai'. 1239, 1240 (2010).] With this revision, that edition
further clarified that clinicians could not consider child sex offenders to he mentally ill unless their
deviant behavior caused such distress or impairment. I DSM.'IV at 528. Ihis mnodilication Was also
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consistent with revisions made throughout DSM-IV to ensure that only conditions that caused hann,
one of the essential components for a clinically-significant medical "disorder," were included. Jerome
C Wake/ie/c/, ''DSM-S Proposed Diagnostic Criteria lbr Sexual Parapli ii as: Tensions Between
Diagnostic Validity and Forensic Utility.'' 34 In, 'I/our I.. & Psych/airs 95 (20 11), at 201-02.1 ihis
itodiheation, however, which moved the notion ol' paraphilia away ti'oii the problematic normalabnormal dichotoniy [Michael 13. lint & Rolici-I /,. flu/ui,. "Use of' DSM Paraphilia Diagnoses in
Sexually Violent Predator Commitment Cases.'' 36 .1. Am. Acad. /'sychiafrv & C. 443, 445 (2008),
The editions retained the list of paraphilias, however

]

elicited outrage among certain conservative

groups who claimed that this would de-pathologize nondistressed pedophiles [Michael B. ["inst &
Allen Frances. "Issues for DSM-V Unintended Consequences of Small Changes: The Case of
Paraplri has," 165 .4w. ./ /'srchiatry 1240, 1240 (2008). 'l'lic specific protest cited by the authors
apparently came from ''I xodu s International ," an anti -gay Christian organization. "Exodus
International Shuts Down: Christian Ministry Apologizes to FORT Community and Halts
Operations." llu//ington I'ost (June 21, 2013), http://www.hufiingtonpost.com/2013/06/20/exodusinternational-shuts-down n 347091 I html.] and give an 'ego-syntortic well-functioning paraphihiac a
free pass as ktr as disorder goes.' [ ft'akefieIcK siipia note 313. at 202.] Robert Spitzer later referred to
the blow back as a public relations disaster,'

IRober Spi/zer,

-'Sexual and Gender Disorders:

Discussions Of' Q ite stuns lor I )S M V
in Scua/ and (;ender l)ict gnu sc s of Ilk Diagnostic (V/c/
SIaILst!calMunieal (DSM):A Reevaluation 111, 115 (Dan Karasic & Jack Dreacher eds.. 2005).] and
the APA reversed the amendment (referred to as a 'niisintei'pi'etation' by the editors) for those
paraph i I ias ' i two lv ing nonconsent ing victims' to allow a diagnosis of paraphi I ia based upon either the
individual's acting on paraphihic urges with said victims or experiencing distress caused by such
urges. [DSM-IV-1 R at 566: ['irs! &- Frances. supra note 315, at 1240.1 In the 'text revision' of
DSM-IV six years later 120001, the editors modified the criteria to make clear that acting on
paraphtihic urges could itself' satisfy the - harm' requirement lot the diagnosis of' pathology, even it'
suet activity was crnaccorn pan lcd by - distress Or interpersonal difficult>' for the person so diagnosed,
DSM-IV- I R, at 566 ('l'lie person has acted on these sexual urges, or the sexual urges or ftintasies
cause marked distress or interpersonal difficulty.'')]
(pp. 669-70):

'Another significant change in the I)SM-IV was to the - A Criterion' part of each

par'aphihia diagnosis to allow clinicians to base a diagnosis on 'recurrent, intense sexually arousing
fantasies, sexual urges, or behaviors.' [ DS NI- lV-TR, at 566. The criteria For each paraph I las are
divided into "A" and 13: sections, both of which must be satisfied in order to apply the diagnosis to
an individual.] This revision was a technical adjustment required by changes in wording made in the
other part of the diagnostic criteria for each paraphihia. [Firsts u1ira note 312. at 1240.1 it was only in
hindsight that the editors and oilier commentators noted that the use of 'or behaviors' as a d isj unctive.
in combination with the amendment regarding the 'harm' requirement. could allow prosecution
experts in SVl' cases to assign a diagnosis oh' mental abnormality to sexual ottenders 'based only oil
their having committed sexual offenses (e.g., rape).' [Iii's! * I'ruiic'es, snjn'a 1lote3 315. at 1240;
4/1a,, J'rc,,ices et al.," Defining Mental Disorder When It Really Counts: DSM-LV- iR and SVI/SDI'
Statutes,' 36 .J.Ani Acad 0/ l'svchiairy & Law 375 (2008), at 380: JVake,/ield,,cup;'a note 313, at
201-02,

As the DS.M- IV 's lead editor. Allan Frances, noted recently: "This one stupid slip

contri bated to the unconstitutional preventive detention of thousands of sex oftènders. I have no pity
or clint inal 5. but do have great concern when their constitutional rights are violated just because I
made a dcunb wording mistake.'' A/Ian Frances, ''DSM-5 Writing Mistakes Will Cause Great

40

Coil fusion." Ilutjl;gto;t Post (June 1 I . 20131 http ://www.hu ffingtonpost.com/a I len- fi'ances/dsmS writinu-ni istakes-wi I lb 34 1971 7,hun 1.1 File DSM editors have asserted repeatedly that this broad
reading of tile A Criterion is mconsislcnt with the basic conceptualization of paraphilias Al the DSM:
crini innl conduct alone, even if it appears to be based on an underly I ng paraph ii ia. cannot establish a
diagnosis for such a paraphiha. I/-/ist & Ha/on, sipra note 314. at 445-47 ("It had iiever been
anticipated that any clinician would interpret the addition of or behaviors' in Criterion A as
indicating that the deviant behavior, in the absence of cv deuce of the presence of lantasies or urges
causing the behavior, would justify a diagnosis of a parapitilia.')4 Given that the 'core construct' of
a paraphilia is the presence of 'deviant arousal.' a clinical diagnosis must he based upon information
beyond an instance

or criminal conduct alone. [hi at 447-48. The authors indicate that such other

information can he gleaned from intcrvies, questionnaires, a detailed history of the individual's
sexual behavior, use of pornography, and testing of physiological responses. Id.; we also Wakefield,
sunw note 313, at 198 ("Paraph ii ias are disorders of sexual aI'ousa I and desire. not matters of
behavior and action undertaken for other reasons ----),] As jl'JicI,ael I-h-si, one of the DSM-1 V
fundamentally a chsttirhed internal mental

editors, explained in a 2010 editorial'' 'A paraphiha is

process (i.e., a deviant focus of sexual arousal) which is conceptually distinguishable from its various
clinical manifestations.. ..' [First, .tupra note 312, at 1240.] Since, the best indicators of a sexual
arousal pattern are a patient's se I f-reports' of fantasies, urges, and actions, obtained throtigh a
diagnostic interview, the criteria should not be interpreted in a way that Would perni it
skip this crucial step' in the diagnostic process. l/d

I

To base a diagnosis on a

it

clinician to

person's acts alone.

therefore, 'conilatcisi the underlying phenonienology of a pataphilia with its clinical manifestations.'
1k!: see also Fret/S. 13cr/in4 "Pedophilia and DSM-5: The Importance of Clearly Defining the Nature

of a i'edophilic Disorder," 42 -! An,. Acat/. Psvcjiant & L. 404, 404 (2014) (''Many in society one
likely to equate pedophilia with child molestation. 'I hey are not the sariic.''),I

J)eirdrc A! Smith. ''Dangerous Diagnoses, Risky Assumptions

'

52(J)/a, at 707 ci

.ccq. (No,

4,

Summer 2001 eloquently sums up the inevitable problem with enlistment of psychological so-called
'expertise' in this business of asserting predictions of future human behavior, especially in the
emotionally charged context of sex crimes and past sex offenders:
'As Allan Frances has implored: 'SVP courts must insist on good science.' [J?olri ,'L Prentkr

LI

elf . ''Sexual I> Violent Predators in the Courtroom: Science on Trial.'' 12 I'svchot Pub. Pu! 'y & L.
357 (2006), at 3R6.. 1 The controversial nature

or psychiatric diagnoses discussed above, combined

with the significant liberty interest at stake in SVP proceedings. suggest that trial courts in such
proceedings should exercise partieti ar vigilance in the gatekeeping' role. However, the case law
reveals a significant abdication of this responsibi lily by the courts.
(pp. 70708):

', - - Samantha Godwin has labeled psychiatry a 'pseudoscience' that lacks sti ificient

reliability to be considered at all ii involuntary cornni ittuent hearings. [Suntan/ba (ioa'u in. ''Bad
Science Makes Had Law: I low the Deference Afforded to Psychiatry Undermines Civil I ,ihcrties." 10

Scat//c ,J,Soc, lust. 647. 647 (2012)-I
(pp. 713-14):

'T his review of' law and practice in SVP proceedings has demonstrated that the

prevalent use of psychiatric evidence in such proceedings is a distortion of medical views of
pathology of sexual violence - including appropriate diagnostic methods and prediction of future
conduct - and also legal priciples regarding the admissibility of expert opinion.

II -

Ibis distortion

includes cases where expert opinion is based on unreliable methodology or data that runs counter to
predominant Views of the psychiatric field and risks misuse by, or the misleading of, the fact finder.

Meibsa IIaniils'o,,, "Adjudicating Sex Crimes as Mental Disease," 33 Pace L. Rev. 536 (203), at
556-72: see also Prentkv et al. stipra, at 456.] These Fundamental and extensive distortions of sound
science and justice are the inevitable and unavoidable result of the courts' experiment with SVP laws.
These distortions also demonstrate that many in the psychiatric field accurately predicted the dangers
of SVP laws w lien the SVP CXPCrituent began.''
(pp. 72-0-21):

Fhe sharpness of' the debates regarding the use of psychiatric diagnostic

assessments and A (A instruments in SVP proceeding, with strong but conflicting evidence oil both
Sides, encourages a significant third perspective: the entire SVP commitment node!, with the
essential role it assigns to forensic assessment of the likelihood of recidivism, is inherently
unworkable, ISec Michael B, Fit-si, "DSM-5 and Paraphi lie Disorders. 42 .1. .4m. Acad. Of Psych/airy
& L. 191 (2014), at 20 (Parapliilic disorders, by virtue of their thrensic import, exemplily the
difficulty of integrating Psychiatric concepts and concerns with those of the legal system and society
in general.').]

Because findings of mental abnormality and dangerousness are constitutionally

requited in such proceedings. the question of whether we can reliably assess the relevant pathology
and risk directly implicates the committed person's liberty interests. [Pt-en/ky el at supra note 355, at
37 1: see also Janus & Prenik,', ''Forensic Use of Actuarial Risk Assessment with Sex Offenders:
Accuracy. Admissibility, and Accountability," 40 Ant, Cr/tn. L. Rev. 1443 (2003), at 1458. This is
not to suggest that clinical judgment and ARAs are the only methods proposed fbr predicting risk of
sexual violence. For example, legal scholar Adam I .amparel lo has advocated use of netirose ience to
predict violent behavior.

Adam lampareilo. "Using Cognitive Neuroscience to Predict Future

Dangerousness." 42 Columbia Iitint. 11U.s. L. Rev, 481. 488-92 (201 1). I lowever. at this time, there
have been

110

studies of' tile use evaluating brain activity through functional MRI imaging to predict

sttch violence. Moreover, it is by no means clear that such technology will correct any of problems
itiliet'ent in the 5 V P Commitment model discussed herein. See generally Steven K. Erickson, ''I he
Limits of Neitrolaw,", 11 hums. .1. fled/h I.. & Pal lv 321 (21)1 2).1 What these debates reveal is that
neither approach -- clinical judgment or actuarial instruments --is sufficiently reliable to ensure that
SVP law sare [lot sweeping too broadly. the making (If predictions generally. not the methodology
used to make them, is the problem.''
(p. 79):

..'I lie

11051

significant problem with the use of' ARAs in SVP proceedings is that

these tools are designed only to assess the statistical risk of recidivism, not, as required by the
I hendricks-Crane standard, the existence of volitional impairnletlt.638 Nor are ARAs designed to
assess the presence of 'mental disorder,' another core req u ireilletit of the SVP statutes and a
component of their constittitional floor.639

Moreover, because these instruments largely use

information that can be gleaned simply from a review of a respondent's records alone - without an
interview--the forensic examiners employing them, like those who misuse paraphilia diagnoses as
discussed above, are constructing a state of underlying volitional impairment based solely

Oil

a

selective record of past act ions.'
(p. 723):

"--I Fihe medical, and therelor legal, legitimacy of the prosecution of these laws

depends on the testimony of mental health professionals weighing in

Oil

the question of respondents'

pathology and volitional control. Ihat testimony, however, is inherently problematic'. it is unreliable
at best and, at worst. ho II ow -
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"Since the crucial medical opinions offered in SVP proceedings regarding who is a 'predator
with a 'volitional impairment' - as distinct from a 'typical recidivist' - are routinely based on
conclusions drawn from reviewing the record of a respondent's prior acts of sexual violence, those
op in ions are, in effect, tautologies. See also John 0. La Pond, "Sexually Violent Predator Laws and
the Liberal State: An Ominous Threat to Individual l,ibcrtv,'' II In! 'I IL. & Psych/cnn I 58,
at 162 ("The primal) cvidencc for all of these eleiucnts - mental disorder, volitional impairment. and
dangerousness - is the sanie: an offenders past history of comnnintting sex crime(s). Simply put, a sex
olfender who has committed a qualifying sex crime thereby provides evidence that is legally
sufficient to he committed as a SVP." (a Iteration in original)). I

the term sexual predator has no

psychiatric meaning: it is used simply to name a group of sexual offenders from whom we want to
protect the public. It is like the term 'weed.' which has no botanical meaning hut which we use
simply to refer to plants of winch we want to rid our gardens. In the absence of a scientific basis far
determining whet her or not a person is a 'sexual predator.' the task assigned to forensic experts in
SVP proceedings is to make a norurative determination: this delegation of moral decision-making to
psychiatry is inconsistent with core notions of due process. Accordingly, the constitutionality of such
laws is, in tact, far from settled:'

JJeirdrc Al. Sin/i/i. "Dangerous Diagnoses, Risky Assumptions

'' sup/cl, also speaks to ''Basing

Opinions on Records and Inadmissible Evidence" at pp. 697 ci seq.
[NI lental health professionals have condemned such practice by forensic psychiatrists as a
specific violation of professional ethics. I l'rcntks' ci aL,supra note 355, at 370.1
One medical dictionary defines 'clinical judgniient' as 'the application of inform

based on

actual observation of a patient comb ned with subjective and obj ccli ye data that lead to a conclusion.'
(emphasis added). I What the panel in McGee failed
LMosby 's Alec//cal Dictionary 380 (9th ed. 2013)
to note was that the two testifying Forensic experts had in tact never had the opportunity to use their
'clinicaljudgment' when arriving at their conclusions about McGee's condition, including what they
testified as to Ii is diagnosis and volitional impairment, since they had never observed the patient
(pp. 699-700): ''the disturbing trends seen ill the methods used by experts testii\•'irtg on behalf
of the government in SVP cases reflect that they have no se ienti tic foundation on which to assess
volitional iriipa irment, ' and there fore necessarily base their conic I ursi ons largely on the respondents'
history of criminal behavior. Indeed, courts apply little scrutiny to an expert's assessment of the
respondent's volitional impairment as such. [For example, the New 'York Appellate Division upheld
an SVII commitment against a challenge based

Oil

insufficient evidence where the state's expert

opined that the respondent had difficulty controlling his behavior because he was aware that lie 'had a
problem with exposirng himself to people yet continued to do so ,Staic i'. Richard PT, 71 A. DId
1402, 1493-04 (2010). Curiously, the forensic expert also considered the fact that the respondent met
most of the diagnostic criteria for AS PD to be farther indication that he was uniab he to control his
behavior. Id.

However, there is nothing in that diagnosis that is associated with volitional

impairment. See also &ic S. Janus. ''Sex Offender Commitments: Debunking the Official Narrative
and Revealing the Rules-in-Use.' 8 Sitar L. & Poly Rev, 71. 83-84 (1997).] Where experts rely
prir'nari ly upon law enforcement or prosecution files, such as wit ness statements or criminal histories,
to render an opinion about volitional iniipairnient, they engage ill essentially the same process and use
the same information as ord iriarv lay fact finders do when they evaluate cv idence offered by the state
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at trial. 'Ibis raises the question of' what 'lie lpEd' opinion testimony such experts actually bring to the
courtroom and, conversely, whether they are simply doing the fact finder's job (albeit from an
arguably biased perspective) under the guise of' offering their 'expertise.'
(pp. 700--0 1): ''Given the variability and unreliability of expert testimony in SVP proceedings,
it is not surprising that, overall, mental health professionals' predictions of recidivism by SV Ps
appear to he no more accurate than those made by laypersons on the basis of general knowledge.
Empirical studies confirm what psychiatrists themselves have long stated to he the case: their
predictions of recidivism by SVPs are little better than chance, [Rebecca Jackson ci at. "the
Adequacy and Accuracy of Sexually Violent Predator Evaluations: Contextualized Risk Assessment
in Clinical Practice.'' 3 In! 1.1 Forensic Mental I-tea/i/i 115 (2004). at 124: see also Er/ca Beec'her-

3vfoiia & Edgar Garcia-Rill, 'Danger at the Edge of Chaos: Predicting f3ehav ior in a Post-Dauber
World," 24 Lar(lo:o L. Ree, 1845, 1869-71 (2003).] A 2004 study concluded that experts were
accurate in pred icti rig future sexual violence about one-half of the time. [Jackson c/ at, supra note
514, at 11
-4, 127.1 [h is study also confirmed many other concerns about the reliability of expert
opinion in SVP cases, such as the emotional impact of reviewing victims statements and other
information in criminal records on the development of an evaluator's opinion and the existence of' an
overall bias favoring 'locking up' prior offenders regardless of the actual risk they pose.. [Id. at 125.
Another factor in the poor results was the fact that most of the terms in the applicable legal standards
were not sufficiently "operationalized," meaning that the specific terms are poorly defined (if they are
defined at all). Id
"These findings are consistent with prior studies of clinical judgment that have long established
that, due to the operation of a range of cognitive biases, such judgment, even by intelligent, ethical,
and well-trained professionals, is significantly inaccurate. [Daniel Kahnenran, thin king, Fast and
Slow. 238-42 (2011); Carol Turns & F/hot Aronson, Mistakes Were A'Iac/e (Thu Aol by Me): Why We
.ItxJIco/ish Rebels Bad Decis/ons and I/un/fat Acts 97-126 (2007).] For example, where a
professional fails to grasp the complexity of the circumstances that can lead to various outcomes, the
degree of confidence she feels in her conclusion, rather than being a measure of its accuracy, may
nd icate ,i ust the opposite. [Kauinernan, supra note 517, at 212.] Also, it appears that the very act of
predicting the likelihood of a rare event, because it involves visualii.ing the possibility of an event,
leads to overestiinat ing the risk of its occurrence.

1/cl.

at 333.] AS psychologist Daniel Kahneman has

observed: 'Errors of' prediction are inevitable because the world is unpredictable,' and yet 'we resist
our limited abil tv to predict the future.' [Id. at 217-20,j We are easily misled by both hindsight bias
(i.e., we overestimate the extent to which we can identify causal relationships hut base decisions on
the assumption that we have identified them correctly) and by a 'readiness to ascribe propensity to
behavior' (i.e., we see behaviors that may he strongly affected by context as reflections of underlying
inclinations). lid, at 199-201.1 Both of these general cognitive tendencies can infTuenee the thinking
of testif\'ing experts, and both can influence the way fret finders weigh expert testimony in making
SVP commitment determinations.'
(p. 702):

he appropriateness of the use of tools stich as the Static-99,' Rapid Risk

Assessment for Sexual Offense Recidivism (RRASOR), or Sex Offender Risk Appraisal Guide
(SORAG) as a basis for expert opinions in support of SVP commitment is an unsettled question in the
courts, [Me//ssa ffaniihon, ''Public Safety, Individual Liberty', and Suspect Science: Future
Dangerousness Assessments and Sex Offender Laws,' 83 l'etnp. L. Rev. 697, 721-25 (2011)
(explaining how Static-99 and RRASOR were developed and are administered).]"

(p. 703): "..[ fihe tools are not psychological tests. I Indeed, one study of evaluation procedures
noted how less frequently psychological testing is used in the SV P context as compared with other
forensic evaluations, such as for insanity and competency. [Rebecca L. Jackson & Derek F Hess.
"Evaluation 11w Civil Commitment of Sex Offenders: A Survey of Experts." 19 Sexual ;ihicce, 425
(2007). at 437-38. nor are they predictors of an individual's specific likelihood to re-offend.... The
tools also shed no light on the questions of abnormality or volitional impairment.(pp. 703-04): "... [A js other commentators have stressed, there are reasons to approach the use of
ARAs in SV P proceedings with considerable caution. The use of ARAs is highly controversial
among legal and mental health prolessionals, and critics of ARAs have noted thcir limited
effectiveness. [l)aiiie/ .4. Ai'aiisc ci al.. "Dangerously Misunderstood: Representative Jurors'
Reactions to Expert lesti non> on Future Dangerousness in a Sexually Violent Predator I vial.'' IS
Psycho!, Pith. Pal j.' & L. 18 (2012), at 20: So/eliot al..supia at note 366, at 366.1 One of the biggest
shortcomings of the Static-99 and similar instruments is that they assess risk based on a series of
'static' factors that do not change (such as the age of first offense, characteristics of the victims etc.)
over an offender's lifetime. Tamara Rice Lace. "Controlling Sexually Violent Predators: Continued
Incarceration at What cost?'' 14 New ('rim. L. Rev. 2 13, 240-45 (2011): see also Hcum/ton, siçora
note 525. at 724-25.1 They therefore may fail to account for dynaniic factors such as life
circumstances and participation in treatment, because the instruments are based on the assumption
that one's risk never changes, even if one makes choices to address tine ti liderl) ing propensity
[Kraitv c/ ul. supra note 541. at 20.1 As a result, other than perhaps a decrease clue to aging, a
person's score wil I not change significantly. A person's score could be the same the day of release
from incarceration and ten years later, even after leading an entirely law-abiding Ii ft during the
interim. [For an example of how the use of an ARA can have an impact on risk assessment of a
person who commits a crime at a young age, see iVorci Hertel, "Sex Offender Awaits Second Chance.
H',.ccon.s vi Watch (Feb. 4. 2014), http:/lw isconsi n watch .org/2 0 I 4/02/sex-o lThnder-awaits-sccondchanee/.] Such an approach to risk assessment finils to take into account not only the passage of time.
but also the events that occurred (or did not occur) during sticli time, thus rendering any such
assessment severely liable to inaccuracy. Il'renlkv ci at supra note 335, at 378.1 Some instruments
do not even consider the mitigating effect of age on risk of recidivism. [hi. at 375.]"
(pp. 705-06):

...Many commonly tised ARAs have been criticized for being unreliable. For

example, the SV R-20 (at least as of 2000) used only broad categories of' risk (I tigh. medium, and
low), and there were no inter-rater reliability rates for specific factors,

ITcretice U'. Camp/Jell,

"Sexual Predator Evaluations and l'lirenology: Considering Issues of l'.videntiary Reliability." 18
!?e/,as'. Sd. & I.. I I I 120-21 (2000).1 There is also no consensus what level of predictive validity is
su ilieicnt for the i nstrunicnts to he considered a useful tool for pledicling ree id iv sm. [ PattI flood &
Jules Burstein, " A Modem Day Witch I lunt: Hie lroubling Role of Psychologists in Sexual Predator
Laws. 28 Au,..! forensic Psvclr 23(2010). at 34.1
"ARAs, even at their best, can still he used poorly. [hi/c' S. .Janicv & Hobert .4. /'renI/cn', 'Forensic
Use of Actual ial Risk Assessment with Sex Offenders: Accuracy. Admissibility, and Accountability,''
40 Am. ('rim. L. Rev. 1443 (2003), at 1493-97.] Although the instruments are ostensibly objective.
the eva In ators who administer them arc riot i mm title fro ni corn m on failings of liii ii an ,j udginc nt and
bias, and the concept of 'risk' is itself

it

construct subject to di!'t'erent understandings. [/Jeec'her-

Ionas & (.,ai'cia-Rill, s itprce note 51 4, at I S71 .

A simple difference in how the outcome ofa risk is

presented. in terms of a probability versus a Frequency. can affect ho high a professional assesses
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the risk. {Risks phrased in the form of the probable occurrence Of specific events are evidently less
than ones phrased in the form of a frequency. Kahueman ,s upra note 517. at 330
("Experienced lorensic psychologists and psychiatrists are not immune to the effects of the format in
which risks are expressed,'')I

Also, the objective l%ctuality of some of the individual factors

considered in the instruments may not be as clear as initially assumed, For example, a factor such as
participation in or compliance with treatment coin be a complex question where there is limited access
to treatment. I i'rcni/ct.- ci tit .supra note 355, at 379.] where the treatment is cursory, or where the
treatment requires disclosure o rother actions by file committed
person that could lead to lengthier
commitment in the absence of Fifth Amendment protections. Ihe use of instruriients or set factors'
can also lead to cherry picking' the factors to be considered in the analysis, which can also lead to
skewed results. f/I. at 378-79' Good & Burstein, supra, note 554, at 30-3! (arguing that ARAs for
SVPs may be "systematically hiased").j Some scholars suggest that experts' practice of making
individualized adjustinents' to scores may he little more than 'dressing tip clinical judgnient with
actuarial science.' [PICP/IkJ ci of. sup-u note 355, at 380.1 Given such problems, several scholars
have suggested that the use of A It As by examiners in .SV P proceedings is unethical.

[Campbell, si/p/ti

note 553, at 128.1"

I. Clinical Risk Assessment ("CR") Is Inherently Based on Subjective Impression and
Is Incorrect 86-94% of the Time, and It Ignores That "Examiners": (I) Are Typically
Biased Against the Commitment I)efendant; (2) Regularly Cite Factors Which Have
Been Scientifically Debunked; and (3) Are Regularly Permitted to Testify to the
Ultimate, Legal Issue of Fulfillment of the 50CC Commitment Standards, All of
Which Deprives Commitments tinder 50CC Lws nit Any Real Basis in Science,

So-called ''clinical risk assessment" is nothing more than some hired psychologist opining as to
whether or not he flunks one will sexually recidivate at some futtrre point in one's life. Unsurprisingly,
since those psychologists do not possess a crystal ball, these predictions, studied after the fact, have
consistently been lhnnd to he correct only 6 to 14 percent of the time. (I?. Kut'! liwison, "Predictors of
Sexual Offender Recidivism: A Meta-Analysis." 1996-04 [ Public So/clj utul bnergeiicv Preparedness
antic/al. Ii .3:

- -Ill general, clinical assessments performed poorly 1.06 to .141....).

Given that in this

yes/rio guess, pare chance woo Id dictate a 50% likelihood of accuracy, such predictions are dismally less
accurate than pure chance and are bereft of any basis in science whatsoever. The psychologist may as
well have been blindfolded and spun around several times and then ordered to throw darts.
In essence, the argument against 'clinical risk assessment' (-('RA") is that it is wholly impressionistic
and therefore unscientific, and that studies of its use in predicting sex oflerider recidivism have shown it
to he inaccurate 90% of the lime on average. E. Janus N, R. /'renikr, 'Forensic Use of Actuarial Risk
Assessment with Sex Ofteriders," 40 Ant. ('i-/nt, L. 11cr'. 1443, 1456 (2004). Accord: 11. Kart Hwoon,
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"Predictors of' Sexual Offender Recidivism: A Meta-Analysis.' ibid. (That is, CRA is inaccurate 86 to
94% of the little.)
Nor is this a function of long professional experience. 'Mental health experts often justify diagnostic
and predictive judgments on the basis of 'years of experience with

it

particular type of person.

However, research shows that the valid tv o clinical judgment arid amou iii of clinical experience are
unrelated' Dares, Ritz!., "Experience and Validity of Clinical Judgment: 'I he I lusory Correlation," 7

Behav. Set & the Law 457-467 (1989). An earlierr study reported that psychologists did no better than
nonprofessionals in formtrlating prediction on the basis of a detailed case liistor\ . The predictive
accuracy of both groups did not exceed the level of pure chance. (04an,1i, S..''Overconfidence in CaseStudy Judgments," 29 .1. o/ ( 'circuiting I'svchui, 26 1-265 (1965).)
This is not a valid scientific tool: it is merely a guessing game with a record of inaccuracy fur worse
than flipping a coin.

Accord: Erica l3eeehei'-Monas, ''The Epistemology of Prediction: Future

Dangerousness Testimony and Intellectual Due Process," 60 Wash, & Lee Law Rev. 353, 362-63, 369.

R.A. Pren 1kv, E.Januy, H. Barbaree, B. K. Schwartz & Al. P. Kafka, 'Sexually Violent Predators in the
Courtroom: Science on 'l'rial," 12 Psychology. l'ub/n' Policy & Lati' 357, 371-72 (2006). rakes these
troubling observations about clinical assessment in sex offender commitment cases:
"Risk assessment has been apt Iv referred to as' the not her of all uncertainties' (Bu/forr & hal/ar.
1999. p. 273)...
"We must not ignore, moreover, the natural human proclivity to overvalue vivid or emotionally'
laden information. Vivid detail, far experts as well as juries, can be misleading and frequently
detracts from the obi ectiv ity and rd iahi I itof an opi ii ion. . . . AS Jackson, Rogers. and .Siiunan (2004)
demonstrated experimentally, 'certain types of information, such as emotionally evocative victim
statements, can bias the professional conducting the farensic evaluation' (p. 125). Focusing on highly
evocative, vivid information cart lead to an overattrihtrtion of predictive efficacy and erroneous
opinions. 'I'liis form o! bias is distinguished here because it appears to he especially common, given
the nature oftlte behaviors (i.e., facts) under scrutiny in SVP evaluations and hearings."
At p. 377. these authors also describe the''clierr'v picking method of clinical assessment:
''selectively harvesti rig in formation that supports and confirms all a pi'/or/ opinion.'' (emphasis added)
Obviously, such exclusion of other information, either contrary on a specific selected point, or generally
indicative of less risk or impeaching any risk-elevating significance of airy points tlitis selected, seriously
slants any estimate of risk reached in strelt clinical evaluations.

Ft-k' S. Janus. Eu//tire to Pro/eel: aln,erica 7 Sexual Predator l.an's and the R/ce q/ the Prc rca/ire

u(uiL (Cornell (/pjvers/fl' hess, Ithaca. N.Y.. 2006), at pp. 33-4, says this about clinical assessment of sex
offenders:
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"Once a person is caught in the spotlight of a predator commitment, everything the individual
says or does is subject to interpretation woNen into the professional's diagnosis and prediction. Much
of the foundation for the expert opinions COIitCS from the vol Inn i ions records of prisons and treatment
facilities. Key in format ion is based on the u nsworn handwritten notes of i nstitutiona I guards and
attendants, whose propensity for accurate and unbiased observation is unknown, and whose absence
horn the courtroom shields them from the mouth of the person subject to loss of liberty, because in
predator commitments, the Fifth Amendment right of si Icrice and the confidentiality of psychological
treatment is nullified.-

A .J.R. Harris & R.K, Hanson. "Clinical, Actuarial and l)ymiariiic Risk Assessment of Sexual
Offenders: Wh Do Things Keep Changing?." 16 loin. of Sexual Aggression, No.

1,

p.

296-3 10

(November 2010), at 298 (adding: "having been sexually abused as a child' and "having low self-esteemto tile 'debunked list) and, at pp. 302-03 (adding these attitude itenis: "the offender's attitudes supportive
of sexual entitlement, rape, and sexual activity with clii Idren," and, at 304: ''eniot onal collapse, collapse
Of' social support, and substance abuse" -- all of which were found to have no relationship to sexual or
violent recidivism).

Grant Dune & Michael Roccue, "Predicting Sex Offense Recidivism: The Perils of ProlCssionial
Judgment and the I home-I- ie I d Ad antagc," k//tin, Dept. of ( 'ori'ect/on.s (paper, released: February 2018),
p. 25, illustratively point out that "I-hanson and Morton-l3ourgon (2005) found that clinical judgment often
uti I iies factors that are riot related to recidivism (e.g., low victim empathy')"
Indeed, the very concept of use of "dynamic factors" has conic under strenuous criticism. See, e.g..
Oregon DeClue. ' Avoiding Garbage 2: Assessment of Risk for Sexual Violence after Long-Term
Ireatinerit, 33 .1. Psychiatry & Lan 179, 198 (205) (advising caution ill the use of dynamic factors in
deterru i ri rig whether offenders conti riue to riiect corn in itnienr criteria).
One such coniriionly cited factor: "the offender's acceptance of attitudes supportive of sexual
entitlement. tapeand sexual activity with ciii ldrcni," was dropped front "Stable-2007(a revised "dynani ic
RA I'')''dtme to a lack of association with sexual recidiv km.'' A.,!. R. lfaniLc & P. K Hanson. at pp. 302-03.
At 304, I-hun/s & Hanson add. "During the DSP Dynamic Supervision Projeetj, between January 2001
and May 2002. 149 officers submitted more than 7000 ACUTE-2000 ratings for 744 adult male
offenders. From these data we found that . . . emotional collapse, collapse of social support, and substance
abuse were not related consistently to sexual or violent recidivism." Iwo other claimed factors, denial
and hostility to treatment, have been repeatedly determined b forensic studies as having no link to future
sex en iiies. I.ateia AIausneitts-, "Fin liii islied Sentences: Keeping Prisoners as Patients," N Y. Times, Nov.
17, 2003, at A] : accord: I',-e,,tkm kin us, ci al, supra, at 378. Additionally, it Karl iiwtson. "Predictors
of Sexual Offender Recidi v isru : A M eta-Aria lys is," 1996-04 ( Public Safriy and Ltnengencv Preparedness

Canada), .

12, debunks yet another supposed 'clinical' factor thus: ''Contrary to what is commonly

assumed, those sexual offenders who denied their offenses were no higher risk than other offenders."
Let's pause for a moment to consider denial of sexual offenses with regard to pedicton of future sex
crimes. ,Javcon Ware, WI,. A/aix/ia/i & L E Marc/us/i, ''Categorical Denial in Convicted Sex Offenders:
The Concept, Its Meaning. and Its Implication for Risk and 'Ireatinetit,'' xxx Aggression and Violent
Behavior. Xxx-xxx (Aug. 2015; 12 pages in press) examined this question making the following
observations and drawing the fbi lowing conclusions:
(Text, galley proof, p. 2): "Of course, it is possible, and even likely, that some of these offenders
[who categorically deny having committed any sex of lensel may he innocent...."

"Ba,'/'aree and Marsha/i (1988), lol. example, reported that 25% of their outpatient group of clii Id
molesters categorically den led having offended. tvo,c c/ al. (2007) found that

280/u of a inixed group

of sex offenders attending a community clinic denied having committed it cri ne."
11111 studies of convicted sex offenders some 25% to 30% deny having committed all offense.

Ilarbaree ( 1991 ) and Marshall ( 1991) nidependentl> examined incarcerated convicted sex oftcnders.
Both studies reported similar rates of categorical denial (31%a tid 35% respectively). A comparable
study of incarcerated sex offenders

(Hood'

Vhnie, Fe/he,' & Wilcox, 2002) identified 33% as

categorical deniers. Interestingl), in each of these thrcc studies, there were no dilict'cnces ill rates of
denial across sex offender types (i.e., rapists, intralarnilial and extra-familial child molesters)"
(p. 3):

".. .jCjatcgorical deniers appear to

he

tiower risk tn roc

.... (.A'Iarsha/( &

/'ernande:, 2003).,.."
.[S]onie sexual offenders admit to some offenses vet maintain innocence to others

Again,

it is well to keep in mind that some categorical dcnicrs may, he telling the truth." (Ask: Why would
one do this, if not due to actual innocence of the denied charge?)
Dienial might 'buy time' for the offender and his family to adtist to the reality that lie
actually did commit an oIi'ense. Under these later circumstances we would expect nan' deniers to
vo untari iv change their position at sonic later point, most likely' after con viction. hot that clearly does
not always happen"
(p. 4): 'On the one hand, Mann, lVebster, Wake/mg. and Keviock

(20 13) found that those

incarcerated sex offenders who denied their offenses indicated that they feared the stigma (and
possible assaults) associated with being identified as it sex offender among other prisoners ....(But
why deny in a sex offender commitment facility - where these fears have no basis —except for actual
innocence'?)
".5 ince the majorily of sex offenders who dciiy' having offended appear to lie at no greater risk
to reoffend than those who admit (Ilw,.con & .'VJo;'wn-Ilosn'goii. 2005). the idea that the niot vat ion for
denying guilt is to facilitate continued reoffending appears to he on shaky grounds."
(p. 5): . , . Ha,,son & Aiorwn-/Jow'gon, 2005 conducted a second meta-analysis that specifically'
separated categorical denial from other aspects of a failure to take Full responsibility, tile)' still fbn id
that denial (lid not predict sexual recidivism,...''

iVunes ci at found that categorical denial was associated \\illi decreased 'coftend ing among
actuarially'dctermined high-risk offenders.'
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"Other studies have reported that categorical deniers have lower recidivism rates than those
who admit. liarbaree and Alan/ia/I (I 988) reported a recidivism rate of 14% for categorical deniers
compared to 23 ,'o fbr admitting offenders.ffenders,''
(P. I 0): '[I] he common assumption that these c ients are more Ii kel y to commit further sexual
(p.
CI

ines than is true for adm itters, is not supported by the evidence to date."
Rjesearch suggests that denial is not predictive of reoffending. (citations omitted here hut

remain available).
In light of this body of research, clearly, there is no basis for any claim that denial (if sexual offenses,
whether partial or categorical as to a given offense or victim, or as to more than one alleged or convicted
past o lThnse. elevates any probabi itv of future sexual offending.
More generally, the inexpert ise of this guess ing-gaine-eum-c haracter-assassi nation overall is aptly
exemplified by the testimony of Dr. John Austin in In re Conard, 2011 Minn. App. Unpub. l.EXIS 852
(20 11 ), where lie opined that Mr. Conard should he committed because ''he is a loser.'

/k,,,ie/ Kriegnuui, Ph.D.. "New Salem Witch Trials: Evaluating Bias in Expert Witness Conclusions
of Sexual Dangerousness.' Part I ," Sex Qtjip4,' Lan, Report, Vol. IS. No. 4 (June/July, 20 14)1 pp. 4950. cone I odes:
'Researchers have shown that there is considerable bias and/or questionable validity in expert
predictions of dangerousness. (WA! Grove, D. Ii Laid, 11.5. Lehoti, Ii. if Snit: & C. Nelson, 'Clinical
Versus Mechanical Prediction: A Meta-Analysis,' 12(l) Ps vcl,o/.Asscssn,en/ 19-30 (2000); ES.

Janus & R.A. Prentkv, 'Forensic Use of Actuarial Risk Assessment
'
with Sex Offenders: Accuracy,
Admissibility, and Accountability,' 40 Am. Cr/n. L. Rei', 1143-489 (2003); .1. Manahan, Prcdici/;ig

tok in ll /iai tOt in Is 3 cs sf/Ic nt of Clinical Icc linup it s (1 98 I ) G, G. Wcodu ott/i & / B A aclonc
'Expert Testimony Supporting Post-Sentence Civil Incarceration of Violent Sexual Offenders,' 3 L.,

P,'abab,i/f V.

&

lUck 22 1-4 I (2004).

", However, as we will see, when it comes to predicting the likelihood of future sex offending. the
bias becomes literally astronomical. Based on the actual patterns of experts opining 'sexually
dangerous," it can be established beyond the possibility of doubt that the methodology used and
conclusions reached by the Qualified Examiners employed by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
leads (or allows) them to grossly overpred ict dangerousness .....emphasis supplied I
[lit is this level of certainty we can reach about the extraordinarily high degree of bias
demonstrated by experts in sexual dangerousness proceedings. a degree of bias that is so extreme
that it may jnstik' referring to the resultant courtroom proceedings as the 'New Salem Witch
1 rials.' ....[emphasis suppl icdi
In essence, clinical risk assessment is that it is wholly impressionistic and therefore unscientific, and
that studies of its use in predicting sex offender recidivism have shown it to be inaccurate on average 90%
of the time.. Ihis is not a valid scientific tool; it is merely a guessing game with a record of inaccuracy fur
worse than flipping a coin. Accord: Er/ca Ileecher-kionas, '1 lie Ep isteino log> of' Pied iction: Future
Dangerousness .1 estinionv and Intellectual Due Process,'' 60
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Wash, & I,cc Law Rev.

353, 362-63, 369.

Doubtless, 'clinical' use of claimed factors such as "negative clinic a I presentation : lack of "vietini
empathy": ''denial'; 'low motivation for treatment"; ''poor progress in treatnient''; and ' minimization'
all of which have been debunked as having any significant risk-relevance - has contri bul ed to such
predictive failure. Prcn/kv, Jwiuc. /?a,'/n,rec, Sc/iwaiI: & Kajka, "Sexually Violent Predators ....(etc.).
in//a, at 12 PsvclroL, Pub. Pol , & Law 378, 385,
Add to the foregoing these further 'factors, all of which have been debunked as having no significant
correlation to sex-crime recidiv i sin: any alcohol/substance abuse problem; general psychological
problems; low social skills: length of treatment Antisocial Personality Disorder: deviant sexual
preference(s) or attitude(s): anger pr'hlenis: marital status: prior nonviolent offenses: history oljnvenile
tie I inq uencv; developmental Iii story of fani iv problems; negative 'chit ionsli p wit Ii mother; negative
relationship with father; and sexually abused as a child. (Hanson, RK., & 13ussicrc. 4111, "Predicting
Relapse: A Meta-Analysis of Sexual Offender Recidivism Studies," 66 .1. of Consulting

(I/Id

Clinical

Psychology 348-362 (I 998).
Clinical judgments of likelihood of sexual re-offense have been studied extensi•ety. I lie conclusion
repeatedly reached is that "clinical risk assessment" ("CRA') predictions of future recidivism have
proved to he to be incorrect (almost always. overstated) about 86 to 94% of the time. A different metaanalysis of 61 sex offender recidivism studies involving a total of over 23,000 subject sex offenders l'ound
the correlation between C RA and actual subsequent recidivism to he a mere I 0%. Bear in mind that,
since future recidivism is yes/no question, a SO% accuracy rate would reflect pure chance. In light of the
far-less-than-pure chance accuracy of CRA, allowing evidential') admission of. and judicially relying on
such ERA evidence and testiniony. largely based on subjective 'impressions." is an act of criniinallv
unethical judicial irresponsibility, and, of itself, completely deprives Respondents of substantive due
process.
By definition. ERA is an exercise of human JLICIgJIICtlt. In such Judgments. at least these sources of
error have been rioted: (1) ignoring correct, or using incorrect base rates; (2) assigning sub-optimal or
incorrect weights to miorniatioti (e.g., overweiglitimig emotionally impactful. but 'elatively non-predictive
information); (3) failing to account lhr regression toward the mean; (1) failing to properly take into
account covariation; (5) relying on illusory correlations between predictor variables and criterion: (6)
filing to acknowledge the natural bias among forensic examiners toward "conservative iudgnienls.
deilned as an incarcerated potential for incorrect judgments of danger'ousiiess associated with a reluctance
to find someone not dangerous: (7) Ihiling to receive, and to benefit from kedhack on judgment en'r'ot's:
(8) external social threes: (0) monetary and/or political p'ssu'es; (10) overconfidence: and ( i
confirmatory bias (defined as the tendency to look fhr evidence that supports one's hypothesis and to
ignore. or fail to seek information inconsistent with that hypothesis and to interpret a given item of data in
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a way that supports one's preconceptions even when either of two opposing interpretations is equally
possible). Because the critical steps in CRA occur in the clinician's mind, such errors may be difficult to
expose through cross-exam i nat on

Ihese corrupting, error-causing tendencies explain in large part the

overwlielinmg. less-than-pure-chance predictive inaccuracy oICRA.
More often than not, (IRA does not include any interviewing of' the subject sex of lender, vet the
'examiner' purports to arrive at a specific diagnosis of supposed disorders in the offender, solely by
review of the offender's criminal record See. e.g.. In re Kue/hle, 2011 NI inn. App. Unpub. LEX IS 394
(Minn. App. 20 1) (Dr. Hoherman); Jo ic Lange. 2011 Minn. App. Unpub. LEIXIS 781 (Minn. App.
201 I ) (Dr. Linderman). (IRA testimony first arose in death penalty cases, in which the U.S. Supreme
Court imposed

it — heightened

standard of 'c I iah ii it) " req ii irement as to such expert testimony. in part due

to its high propensity of' such inaccuracy. (Ford

t'.

JVainwright, 477 U.S. 399. 34 I [19861). In contrast.

Minnesota accepts and upholds (IRA testimony on nothing more than it trial judge's discretion as to
general w itncss-cred i hi] ity determinations.
Existing scientific literature shows that clinical judgment ((IRA) alone, or combined with actuarial
scores, does not improve the predictability of rec idivi sin over that provided by actuarial (A RA) scores
alone.
Because of all the bregoing allegations, reliance by prosecutors and judges on CRA evidence and
testnnony in comniittiig 50CC respondents under 50CC laws and in upholding said commitments on
appeal therefrom deprives respondents of substantive due process.

2. At Best, "Guided" Clinical Risk Assessment ("GCRA") Consists of Experimental
Procedures and Holds Alarming Potential to Mislead and Misinform a Trier of Fact.

'As I lanson has acknowledged, GCRAs inevitably contend with the problem of how to best
weight and combine the different factors. I Iianson, K K., ''What Do We Know about Sex Oft'ender
Risk Assessment?," 4 1'st'e/io/ogr Pu/,I/c Pu/kr, and Last' 50-72 (1998).] Despite l'est ing standard
6.1, there is no manual available for OCRAs to address this issue. Without an explicitly defined
method for converting various risk factors into recidivism probabilities, different evaluators can reach
very different cone I usions when assessing the sonic o 'fender. When they occur. these i icons stent
conclusions correspond to variations in clinical judgment between two or iuore evaluators assessing
the same offender. Psychologist A attributes considerable significance to the offender's age, but
psychologist B views the offender's fhilnre to complete treatment as more compelling. Ultimately.
the value olCICRAs are undermined by their unavoidable reliance on clinical judgment.
"Moreover, there are no data available for (ICRAs to answer the lour critical questions for
evaluating an assessment method for sexual predators:
What is its sensitivity'?
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2

What is its specificity?

3.

What is the frequency of false positives?

4

What is the frequency of fitlsc negatives?

"As it result, (ILRAs fail to comply with Ethical standard 2.902(a). Without it generally available
manual for (ICRAs, relying on them thr predator evaluations also disregards Testing standard 6.1.
Relatedly, opinions premised on GC'RAs regarding recidivism risk also neglect Festing siandard 7.9
and Ethical standard 2.04(a).
Ile considerations discussed above lead to

it

sobering conclusion - For purposes of assessing

the recidivism risk for pre\ousIy convicted sexual offenders. GCRAs are - at best - experimental
pi'ocedures. As experimental procedures, they (10 not possess sufficient evidetittary reliability to
support expert test i mons iii it legal proceeding. In paflic a ar, (IC RAs present an alarm big potential
for misleading and misinforming a trier of fact." ( / vn'nc'e ('ani/ hel/ & 1X'uiastheues Lutatic/OS,

Cross-Eva,uining Livpeii.v in the I3ehat'in,'a/ Sciences

9:25. pp. 444-445.)

(I/ego/V DeC/cie. "Avoiding Garbage 2: Assessment of Risk for Sexual Violence after LongTreatment.'' 33 Jour. OJ'Psvc'hi'airy & Law 179 (Sutcimer 2005), coticu rs. summarizing:
p. 184: "Is there an empirical basis for favoring either an adusted-aettiarial approach or a guided

clinical approach over [a pure actuarial approach l? I do not believe so. Most if not all studies that
address the accuracy of actuarial risk-assessment instruments have measured the accuracy of the
instrument itself, as if it •ere used in a pure actuarial approach. 'I here is little ifanv data to show that
rout lie use of a procedure to adjust assessments based on additional factors enhances the accurac of'
risk assessments. Few studies have directly compared the acctiracy of a guided-clinical approach
versus a pure actuarial or an adjusted-actuarial approach: one such study iou id no clear superiori ft.
(emphases stippled; citing Dewpsier, R.., (1998). I'iethciion of Se.vial/) ' Via/em Reri(hiisni: A
C oinpariso;i oJ'/?Ll< Assessment

L 111FLIblished Master's I lies is. Simon Frasier In iv.)

3. At Best, Actuarial Risk Assessment ("ARK') Is Approximately as Incorrect as Pure
Chance, Embraces the Very Worst, Most Unscientific 'Tool' Misused for Such ARA
Purposes, Namely, the MnSOST-3.1. and Also Embraces Statie-9911/200211 Use
Without Restriction to Its "Routine" Table, All Depriving Sex Offender Commitments
of Any Real Scientific Basis.

Conversely, although actuarial risk assessments ('AR1\'') was initially hailed as superior to clinical
assessment, since then it has been criticized extensively, as not being science at all. and as being
surprisingly inaccurate. ARA has proved to he only approximately as accurate as pure chance at
predicting later recidivism. See. e.g.. 1?. Karl IIa,tvon, "Predictors of Sexual Offender Recidivism: A
Meta-Analysis,"

1996-04 (Pub/j(, Vately cetic/ IC'nei'geiccc' J';cpaiedime.ss Canada). p. 3,

finding statistical

risk procedures only 42-46% accurate. Referring to inability of ItAls to identify vhich sex offenders will
recidivate. Jeffrey ..4bracen & Jan Loonnin, "Evaluation of Civil Commitment ('riteria in a High Risk
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Sample of Sex tail Offenders," I font'

of Sexuol 0/tender Commitment. : Science and the Law. 124-140

(2006), observe at p. 137: ".. [I]t appears that the specificity (i.e.. true positive rates) of the best of the
actuarial instruments designed to assess risk for sexual recidivism is only about 30% for offenders ill the
age range of 35-50 years and for those over 50 years of age it is even owe......Inadvertently. forensic
health professionals may be returning to it point in history where predictions of risk are at chance levels."
Accord:

John .1, fennel. ii)., Ph.D.. in "Punishment by Another Name: The Inherent Overreaching in
England .J on C ';'inr & ('iv. Confinement 37, at 39

Sexual ft Dangerous Person Commitments," 35 New

Winter, 2009), flatly declares, "The science of sex offender research cannot accurately sort those
offenders likely to recidivate from those who are riot.''
\i ore recent lv .A bit The/tars, wng in ''Sex Offender Risk Assessment: A Reexamination of the
Coffee Can Study,"

42/43 In/I Jon,'. Of Lou & Psychiatry 31-36; DOl: 10.106/j.ijlp.201 5.08.004

(September 2015). made these observations about the equivalence of actuarial tools and pure chance ill
assessing probability of reoffcnsee by any given sex offender:
[Abstract I
'''I here exists it valid concern among forensic psychology scholars that measures intended for
sexual offenders have plateaued in their predictive accurac\. 'Ike current study examined this
concern using the - coffee can' methodology of' Kroner. Mills, and Reddon (2005).

The Iowa Sex

Offender Risk Assessment (ISORA8). level of Service Inventory . Revised (l.Sl-R). and Static-99R
were used to predict various methods of detected recidivism (general, sexual, and violent recidivism)
as com pared to three randonily generated measures and a weighted generated measure. Independent
correlation and receiver operating characteristic comparisons found that in almost all cases, generated
measures outperformed established measures ....[emphases supplied]''
Obviously, a ''generated measure" represents put-c chance. Hence, outperfornianee by such generated
measures of "established measures" (sue Ii as the Static-99R) implies that such established measurers
perform even less accurately" that pure chance.
Beyond observations about inaccuracies in the various actuarial instruments in use, there is an
inherent impossibility in applying even the most accurate actuarial figures derived from a given group of
sex offenders to any sex offender who nay be categorized in that group. Richard W Elwood, "l)efin ing
Probability in Sex Offender Risk Assessment'',

MCI Jour, 0J Offender The,'a1 & Comparative

('riininologt', December 2016, Vol. 60(16), pp. 1928-1941, makes this point clearly by distinguishing
between the ''frequentist" theory, which ascribes such group figures to individuals, and the "Bayesian''
I'heorv. which holds that only data directly applicable to it specific individual can be used to determine
any probabilities of' lurttrr'e action as to that person. "By' definition, only Bayesian probability can be
applied to the single case. ...Although Bayesian probability is well accepted in risk assessment generally,
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it has not been widely used to assess the risk of sex offenders. I . . . show how the Bayesian view alone
provides a coherent scheme to conceptualize individuals' risk of sexual i'ecidiv isni.'' Id, P. 1928.

(.1.

A!? Jfl(./iSJ)Cl!SLibl V I'I'IFF?er on Actuarial Risk Assemnew [ARA ') and iLc lii.ctrume,:ts
( .4R.11c )

Melissa Hamilton, ''Adventures in Risk: Predicting Violent and Sexual Recidivism in Sentencing
Law,'' 47 An:. Si. Li I (20 15). sets forth an invaluable yet succinct guide to the field of actuarial risk
assessment that, despite its context of criminal sentencing, applies with equal rigor and clarity to sex
offender commitment, as the following excerpts show:
(Text, p. 19):
"A.

IIIFU,V,V

"A primary hurdle for the iiitrodtiction of any evidence in a legal proceeding is one of relevance.
Also known as fitness, relevance requires that the proffered evidence should assist the trier of fact in
understanding a fact at issue in the ease,S Proponents of evidence-based sentencing advocate the use
of actuarial risk tools as instructive for the utilitarian functions of sentencing. they presurric that
actuarial results are relevant to a factual determination of the individual defendant's future potential
to cause harm. Unfortunately, such a prenise may he naive. een inimical to the interest of justice.
For several reasons, the data and other in format ion that current actuarial tools provide appear to be a
poor fit for such ptii'poses.
'First, even limoter5 of evidence-based sentencing acknov ledge that a key' question is:
measuring the risk of what?"' Major goals oi evidence-based sentencing practices include the
ability to detect low risk clefndants deserving shoil prison terms or potentially diveilnig their to
community sanctions, while at the same time to sort out high risk defendants where preventive
incapacitation might be justifiable. Presumably, the idea of risk for this purpose is not some unitary
characteristic focused solely on an abstract likelihood of ant social behavior sometime in the distant
future. Instead, at least five different dimensions of risk are conceivably pertinent. Prohahil its' is one
of their, but it may not even he as i inportant as the other Ibtir. The additional dimensions of risk
include imminence of antisocial acts, t3pc of offense (e.g., violent/sexual/other, contact/noucontaci.
victim/victimless, child/adult victim), severity of harm, and 1requencv and duration ofoffending.''
In contrast to this more relevant multidimensional perspective on risk, developers of risk,
developers of risk assessment tools generally have addresses only two dimensions, Many instruments
count any illegal act, thought the ones addressed role spec i heal ly' herein at least (Ii f'feient ate violent
and/or sexual recid iv isni from more general offending.

Ot lierw i se. the instruments tend to

operationahize recidivism as a sinjjile dichotomous measure."
(p. 20): ......he goal of' identifying loin risk offenders cannot, including from a scientific
standpoint, be informed by ctrrrent actuarial risk assessments. l'hcse tools have not directly, or even
indirectly', been developed or modeled to detect non-recidivists or to predict desistance from
reoffending.

Instead, developers generally have tested and chosen factor's that were positively

correlated with future recidivism."
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(p. 21): .. j l'Jhe questions scored ... often constitute variables of convenience, items that
evaluators will likely he able to score from available institutional or public files. ° Thus, many
individuals assessed in a purportedly low risk' grouping may simply [all there because the tool used
lacks those statistically significant Iactots that are otherwise relevant to them. Notice

that each of'

VRAG and Satic-99, respectively, includes variables found to statistically correlate with violence
recidivism that the other omits.'
(P. 23): "/3

he/ulu & Re//ability

"A separate fundamental requirement for the admissibility of evidence in the law is that
the information be sufficiently trustworthy, which, critically for expert evidence, requires that it he
valid and reliable.'

According to Supreme Court doctrine, for purposes of legal evidence, validity

asks does the principle support what it purports to show'!' while reliability asks 'does application of
the principle produce consistent results?'"''
"[.
Predictive Validity
'\ form of psychometrics, predictive validity represents the ability of the tool to accurately

(p. 24):

foresee the outcome ol' interest occurring.'
calibration and discrimination.1
ohsencd outcomes 1 A

llwc_empirical measures tvpitS' predictive validity:

Calibration relèrs to the consistency between predictions and

cll c ilthm itcd tool tot rccidi slll I isIs is one in which the

tvtI

gc predicted

recidivism rate is relatively equal to the actual rate of recidivism,' ", For example, a tool is wellcalibrated if it predicts that 10% of persons classified in the moderate risk group will recidivate if' the
actual observed recidivism rate of (lie moderate risk group is about 0%. Discrimination determines
how well a tool can differentiate those who experienced the outcome of interest from those who did
not.

L 17

for violence risk tools, if those who recidivated with a violent offense all were scored at

higher risk levels than those who did not, the tool discriminates perfectly. A high degree of
discrimination does not require, or even signify, a well-calibrated instrument."8 Thus,

it

scale can

achieve a high rating for discrimination even when the average predicted risk of violent re-offense is
significantly different than the actual percentage of violent recidivists.'

1911

(p. 25: Several statistical measures of discrimination fbr actuarial tools are available, yet one of
them in particular has conic to dominate the relevant literature,

the discrimination indicator of'

popular choice is called the area under the curve' ('AIHU'). \vhlieh is a fraction obtained from the
receiver operating characteristic ("ROC") curve."°.... 'I he AIR' is a fraction providing a statistical
measurement of' the ROC curvcH 2 AI ]C values lie between Oand 1, with .5 indicating discriminatory
ability no better than chance and I indicating perfect di scrin1inat ioc1. ?
(p. 26): .....An effect site is a generic term to represent the statistical magnitude of the
22
phenomenon stud ied
Yet these categorical descriptions are far more about improvement on
chance than a clear barometer of statistical or practical signifieanee.'

..In sum, the labeling of the

discrimination ability of an actuarial tool as low or high is mci-ely a social construct that is not only
contested within the forensic field, it does not itself offer sufficient evidence about the preclictise
ability of the tool.
liven with At Vs in [the] range [of .70-751, sttidies are showing a not insignificant occurrence
of mistaken rankings. Erroneous ranking ,..occurs often, perhaps 25 to 30% of the time "
(p. 28): ''... (jjxperts contend that there is a natural limit to predicting human behavior and that
actuarial technologies for m'ecidivismn risk have likely—reached that limit already,L11
I). Calibration
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Uric of the major differences ill the tests for calibration and (lrscrrrnrnarioa is that
discrimination measures ignore base rates. which is the frequency of a given outcome in the
If I 0% of a sample of sex offenders were arrested For a new sexual of tense
population of interest.
within the period of observation, 101/'(1 would he the base rate of sexual Fee id ivisni for that sample.
At_iC measures ignore base rates.'
(p. 29): OiiIv very recently have a few researchers focused on computing and reporting
calibration statistics for the most popular violent and sexual recidivism actuarial tools. This Article
adds to this small body of research by calculating a few additional statistics which can he used to
evaluate the predictive validity of the two most popular risk tools used today for violent and sexual
recidivism.ceidivisin.
(1).
p. 30): "Fable .3 Aiusures oJf)iscrwiiiitiiwn (lilt! ( (i/ibrduiuF;
Nleasu re
Sensit iv tv
—Specificity
Irue Positive Rate
False Positive Rate

Positive Predictive Value
Negative Predictive Value
Number Needed to Detain

Number Safely
Discharged

Dc Fruition
The proportion of recidivists correctly_predicted to rec idivate,
'I he poponliori of non-recidivists correctly predicted not to recidivate.
The proportion of recid i vists correctly predicted to ree idivate. Also know ii
as sensit iv tv.
-The proportion of non-recidivists Mic, had been predicted to recidivate. It is
the reciprocal ofspecif'rcity (I -- specificity). Also known as false alarms
Will false positive predictions.
'file proportion of people predicted to recidivate who Were observed to
recidivate.
The proportion of people predicted not to recid ivate who are not observed
to have reeidivated,
The number of individtralsjudged to he at high risk who need to he detained
in order to prevent a single incident of violence or sexual offense in the
community
'The number of individuals judged to he at low risk who could be discharged
prior tO a sirllllc incident ol violence or sexual offense in the community.

(p. 31): "Table 4 2 ,y 2 Coiiiingencj'Table

Tool
Results

Predicted to Recidivate
Not Predicted to Recidivate

Ut it c or lie
Recidivist I NonRecidivist
False
'I 'rue
Positives t Positives
False
True
Negatives Negatives
.S'ens il/vile i Spec iticeIv

Pus/i/re /'ec/Jt'1/re Value
;Vegalive PreJ/ci/re i't,/ue

(p. 34): .....A meta-analysis of VRAG and Static-99 replication stadies using new samples shows
that at the deemed 'high risk' cutoffs of 7 arid 6, respectively, the average PPVs were 66% and 33%,
respectively, meaning four out of ten false positives with VRAG and seven
For Static-99 in the high risk bins. ° The alternative v iolerit and sexual recidivism tools do not appear
to perform any better 1 '
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(pp. 36-7): "[I Ihe evaluator's initial question should he whether the developmental sample(s) is
su liiciently representative of the present group or individual to he examined. It may well not he. For
instance, recall that VRAG' s normative groups entirely comprised patients discharged front a
maximum-sectruity mental health hospital in Canada. 01' the developmental samples totaling about
six hundr

over two hundred had been adjudicated not I—Ili Its by reason of insanitY and another one

hundred were diagnosed psvchoties.''

Static-99 was also reliant upon significant percentage of'

forensic psychiatric patients in their developmental sarnpes.

This means that

InTL

samples

!ir:ctm these poptr ar tools possessed quite unique grout characteristics (e.g., significant numbers of'
mental disorders and mental health institutionalizations) that are quite Unlikely to be shared by manly
other groups or iii other settings. Plus, with these tools' developmental samples being entirely
Canadian and United Kingdom offenders, they are unlikely to be representative of any group of
routine sentencing defendants in the United States.

Studies explicitly addressing the issue of'

differences between countries regularly find that the discrimination ability of'aetuarial recidivism risk
tools for violence and sexual reofl'ending tends to be lower with samples in the United States as
compared to samples in Canada"' and the United Kingdom. 10 "
'"hue lack of representativeness renders the practice of reusing the proportionate estimates of
recidivism from the developmental samples (the experience tables) a particularly egr'egioas practice
as a resttlt. If the new group is not similar to the developmental sample, the developmental sample is
not a represetitative reference for the individual to be assessed or the base rates significantly d iffeL
adopting such estimates is speeiotts.''
''Some studies pUtport to have cross-validated and upheld the use of' the popular recidivism WAS
on new samples by accentuating that the study found a large effect size for the Al/C,'" Yet, recall
that this statistic tells 0111v part Of the story about predictive ability. JAI critical aspect tojjtdging the
desirability of' m'elviti& upon arty risk tool's experience table is to either validate that the observed
recidivism rates in the new sample appropriately replicates oç in the '. cry likely case that it does not,
to either decline to use the tool or perhaps to replace it \'. ith one appropriately itortited to the tiew
gt'ottp. Unforttrniatelv, neither option olten occurs in practice, whether in clinical settings or in legal
contexts.
IT?
(p 41): ''The Static-99 developers have issued a revision, Static-99R.'
tatie-991t.— with a new tiornied
grotmp which they call routine ofI'enders, with a base rate of 6%. '"'..EDb.$ttiticS991ic.lihraAipn
index remains weak. At its best (at risk bin 9) the revised instrtttiient earns a PPV Of 33%, meaning
that two-thirds would he false positive predictions.'"
'''I' he atttfiot's concluded that the predicted base rate fluctuations were likely due to the various
impacts of disparities ill 'cohort efl'ects (i.e.. year of release), country, recidivism criteria, quality of
recidivism information, offender type, or treatment participation' and the 'density ot'unmeasured risk
factors external to Statie-99R, ' '° 'l'he sane meta-ana lysis fbund great variability from an alternative
perspective. The underlying studies associated a predicted five-year sexual reek] ivism rate of 15%
91-

with Static-991k scores ranging front two to eight.

(1). 42): ''[lie most recent revision to Minnesota's sexual recidivism instrument (MnSOS'l 3. I)
performs even worse: PPVs of 20°/o and 16% in its top, 10% and 15% ranking_eategpries, respeetiejy3
leaving 80% ft lsepositive predictions at the highest levels,1 ...[l'jhe great degree of false positives,
eight out often for Minnesota, reflect the tenidenes toward exceptional error r'ates,...,
So fir, tile analysis has ibensed oil the fit validity, and reliability _pt' actuarial risk instruments
and drew on empirical and logical issttes that shotrld provide patrse for their use in legal proceed inus,''
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(pp. 42-3):

C.

Group-Based .Siaiislics: the (i2i Problem

...Ihe Ci2i problem represents a basic disconnect between the scientific method, which operates
by studying at the group level, and the law, which focuses on the individual caw. LSQ Translating from
the population. being the group level

the ''(1'' in G2i -- to the individual case

the "I'' I 62i - is a

precarious adventure fraught with errors: but many judges, practitioners, even forensic assessors, fail
to notico""
Actuarial tools are not case studies focused on mdividtialsrior are they intended to
incorporate idiosyncratic traits or qualities of any single person.
... fRjarely occurring variables
significance.""
In the actuarial field for recidivism, the nature
naturally cannot achieve the requisite
of study has been to build models for group-based predictions for reoffcnding, without attention to
heingable to predict which specific individuals in the group will relapse. °°
".,,Scientific studies may properly show that young, tuidered ucated males are significantly more
likely to commit violent acts, but in the law the prosecution must still prove beyond a reasonable
doubt that this particular young. undereducated male committed the violent crime for "hich he is
prosecuted.

Similarly. while scientific studies may find positive correlations betw%cen sexual

recidivism and variables regarding race/ethnicity, neighborhood, and sexual prelerenieo presuniably
in sentencing we remain interested in the prosecution's burden to show this individual defendant
poses a high risk or re-offense top jtnstik a longer prison sentence." Orher ise, the law is merely
profiling in its criminal procedure decisions.''
(p. 45): 'A cognitive error known as an ecological fallacy occurs when uric attributes a taroup
characteristic to any individual in the group_H

Some properties of a croup Only reside at the

aggteLatelcvel. For instance, researchers may have observed in the sample studied the occurrence of
every type of sexual of'ftnse imaginable (e.g.. adult rape. statutory rape, Child molestation, bestiality,
vo)eurism, exhibitionism, child pornography viewing). But no one individual in the group is likely to
have committed several of them. much less all of them. This. the occurrence of a We variety of
sexual recidivism offenses is merely an aggregate statistic; it would he fallacious to describe the study
results as evidence that individuals tend not to specialize in their sexual reoffendinng.
Surely, Be group level statistic that actuarial recidivism tools are perhaps most prized for is the
proportional statistic tied to the relevant score or risk tiiii (e.g., 521a of those who scored 6 and higher
sexually reotThnded). App lying that group proportion to any individual is likewise an ecological
fallacy and deceptive. lhus, the communication of risk in absolutist terms (this defendant is 52%
Rely to sexually reoffend') is perhaps the worst of lender in terms of correctly interpreting the
aggregate statistics."
(p. 461 ''lo he certain, actuarial tools cannot nowpr even technically operate as a sort of test of
an

individual's

tin foil unatel

propensity. ...Altogether then. actimaria I models cannot offer what many
they do. which is the ability to predict which individuals will reoffend.''

(p. 47): ...LTjlie assumption seems to be that offenders at each score or in each bin share
common characteristics or histories. To the contrary, they may only share equivalent point totals.
Because of the variety of' factors available in the tools, study subjects may have received the same
ending point totals based on completely different factors, to offer an example, two different People
may share the same score where one ccci ved po i rits on fitctors relat i rig to criminal history, mental
disorder, and trouble Nxith alcohol, and the other for the recidivism predictors involving choice of
victim, never being married, and young age. Thus individuals assessed \vitli the same resulting

scores, or corn h ned in the same risk bins, may share none or just
tist a few of the same characteristics.
'the pair any he more dissimilar than similar."
(p. 56): "'the notion that unreliable science (even jUnk science) should somehow be protected
because it night constitute simply one source of information in a multi-factor decision should offend
any strong adherent to the principles ol law and the desire to admit only truthful evidence. A plethora
of other independent authorities Would Claim to have the knowledge and ability to predict Future
behavior and would honestly assert a conviction that the foundations of' those predictions lie in
science and based on reliable methods. Envision astrologers. nutnerologists, and palmists who
purported lv pi-edict the future through objective and standardized means. Consider those trained in
psycho logy and psvc h iatry who have in our lust on promoted progitost icat ions of antisocial behavior
Founded oil such sc ient i lie' theories as phrenology, phv s iognornv, and soniatotypes. The 'only one
piece of evidence rationalization would admit as expert evidence each of theta."
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ARA Cannoi Make Any Preclienon

£Lc /0

Ant' individuals i'ruhahiluj.' o/I?e-QJ/ense.

A governmental review of sex of lender civil commitment undertaken by the State of Virginia
qucstionecl whether any ARAI is able to rd ably predict whether a given individual will re-offend.
ARAIs have limited predictive ability for a single person.

Researchers emphasize that accurate

predictions for a large group as a whole do not neeessari Iv trans late i ito accurate predictions for a specific
individual with in that group.' Jowl 1.egis. A orb/i & Rev, Conim 'n. Review of the Civil Commitment of
Sexually Violent Predators FIR. Doc. No. 5 (Va. 2012). at 32.
Melissa Ham il/on, "Back to the Future: The Influence of Cri ni inal F! istory on Risk Assessments," 20
Berkeley .1. Cr/m. L. 75, 115-16 (Spring 2015), addresses the impossibility of prediction of future crimes
by a specific individual thus:
[C]ritics argue that it seems unfair to penalize a person just for the potential of Iliture
belim ior.

From a theoretical perspective, these future risk-based practices deny the specific

deterrence abi lit) of the immediate conviction, sentence, or prograni mi ng. They tend to legate
broader notions of free vill as well. Humans are fundamentally unpredictable. There can be no
certainty as to whether a pgrson will or will not eoriirnit sonic speculative future act. A policy that
permits aggravated discipline fbr a hypothetical, future offense is akin to an informal scheme of
inchoate crimes.

Imperfectly, such a policy disregards criminal law's otherwise fundamental

elements of proving a culpable mental state ( mens rca) coup led with voluntary conduct (aciuc netts').
The crime is merely hypothetical; the consequences to the individual, however, are very real ....

p. 119: "'Virtually all research that presents a scheme to predict dangerous behavior (be it future
offending violence, substance usc,, or another undesirable outcome) is not technically predictive.
Rather. ...these are better thought of as 'post-diction studies, in hich offenders are retrospectively
classified into groups based on measures of' past behavior. (citing Ku//i/eon .1uer/iuhn. Conceptual
and Methodological Issues in the Prediction of Dangerous I3ehavior," 5 Cri;ninoiog3.' & Pub. Po/),
771,772(2006),'
lie actual method compares similarities of an individual's profile to the combined knowledge
of the past events of a convicted group of offenders. An individual may share some, but typically not
all, of the characteristics of the original sample. Hence, applying the results of an actuarial scale to an
individual can have the effect of reducing the predictive accuracy of the scale. 'Ibis is known as the
"statistical fallacy effect.'"'
"A related complaint regarding the G2i [group-to-iodkidual] challenge applies to criminal jLlStiCC
penalties based on risk: the person is not ncccssari lv being sanctioned on his own merits, Penalizing a
person by a risk assessment arrived from group data means that punishment becomes situated on
shared group characteristics and thereby is too dc-individualized. The scheme is akin to purtishinu
someone for what other, purportedly statistically-matched persons have done.' (emphases supplied)

David .1. Cooke & Christine Mich/c. in "Limitations of Diagnostic Precision and Predictive Utility in
the Individual Case: A Challenge for Forensic Practice," 34 Lou' anti Ifuniaji Behavior 259, 260 (Aug.
2010), explain:
"The problem of making predictions for individuals from statistical models is now recogni ed in
In relation to medical risks. Rose (I 992) expressed the position c l early :
other disciplines.
'Unfortunately. the ability to estimate the average for a group, which may he good, is lint matched by
any corresponding ability to predict what individuals are going to fall ill soon,' (p. 48). In relation to
reoffending. Copas and Marshall made a related point: '...the score is not a prediction about an
individual. hut an estimate of' what rate of conviction might be expected of a group of offenders who
match that individual on the set of covariates used by the score.' (p. 170)" (further cites omitted:
emphases supplied)
At pp. 271-72, Cooke & Al/chic explain ftlrther and conclude thus:
"the application of between-subject information to guide within-stihject inference is subject to
the logical fallacy of division (Roper, 1990). One form of this fallacy rests on drawing an invalid
conclusion about an individual member of a group based on the collective properties of the group..
A common defense of the actuarial approach is founded upon this fallacy. 'If it is alright for life
insurance companies, it should be airight for psychology.' 1 he analogue is false. The actuary makes
a profit by predicting the proportion of insured lives that will end in a Particular time period: l'he
actuary has no interest in predicting the deaths of particular individuals,.,,
"In summary, in the basis of empirical findings, statistical theory, and logic it is clear that
predictions of future offending cannot be achieved, with any degree oh confidence. in the individual
case." (emphases supplied)

Stephen P. I/wi & David I. Cooke, ''Another Look at the (htii-)Precision of' Individual Risk
Estimates Made Using Actuarial Risk Assessment Instruments [ARAIs]." 3 I Be/lao. Sci. Lou' 8 I - 102
(2013), explain these points and add other related ones:

- I 03 -

[p. 81, Ahstract]:"Consistent with past research, ARAI scores were moderately and significantly
predictive of failure in the aggregate. but group probability estimates had substantial margins of error
and indivichial probability estimates had very large margins of error.

itliout

major advances in our understanding of the causes of violence A RAls cannot he used to estimate the
soecifie probability or absolute likelihood of future violence with any reasonable degree of precision
or certainty. fire implications for conducting violence risk assessments in forensic mental health are
discussed.

Ip. 94 1: ''As Niels Bohr purportedly quipped, Prediction is difficult, especially about the future.'''
[p. 97]: "Legal Admissibility of ARMS
"The issue of legal admissibility of ARAIs is complex, especially as the relevant laws vary across
jurisdictions (Janus & Prentky, 2003). But ill-jurisdictions that consider them scientific or technical
procedures. it is difficult to understand how ARMS can he to(in legally admissible under Daubert or
similar criterias (e.g., Daulie,'c
Carmichael.

V.

Moire/f Doll'Pharniaceuiicatv

1993

Kiimho Tire Co. v.

999) when the margins of error fr individual risk estimates made using the tests are

large, unknown, or incalculable.''
Thus. A RA tells us nothing of use for predicting a given individual's personal risk of re-otfense.
Even in the hypothetical previously discussed of an ARA-based 75% score, there is simply no way to
know if the particular individual under scrutiny (an SOUP respondent, let its say) is within the 75% who
reoliended or the 25% who did not. Permit a coin-flipping simile: Flip two coins. The 50-50 chance
outcome of the first lip determines, we will assume, that our hypothetical individual is within the
marginal 50%, that is, here halt' will reofftnd and half will not. Now simply hip the second coin. Such
is pure chance, not scientific prediction.
Now recall our ' aud itoriuin ' thought experi nient from Section VI D., supra. The outcome of that
supposit i on was that prediction of' which speei ic sex offenders out of that hypothesized 1,000 in the
auditorium would later reolf end would he wrong 96.8% of the Iftne - regardless which A RA instrument
the raters used,
[his conceptual flaw, of the A RA approach caused the court in Stow r. Rosado, 889 N.Y. S.2d 369
(Supr. Ct. Bronx County 2009) to icjject a Static-99 score. ']'lie Static-99 has no predictive value for an
individual.

[he Static-99 does not and cannot measure an individual's risk of reoffending. ...jTj lie

Static-99 score only indicates that a respondent has characteristics which correlate within a group of
individuals whose rate of recidivism was "x" percent" Id., at 379. Because of this, and the Ilict that such
actuarial outcomes cannot say anything about a given respondent's volitional control capacit>', such A RA
evidence was rejected in Rosaa'o as confusing to the factfinder. The Rosado court also I'ound that, clue to
a 2008 revision by the developers of the Static-99. replacing the former edition and involving a two-tier
system of deriving greatly varied percentages, the Static-99R was not accepted by the scientific
community (see in/ru).
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As a purely statistical approach. it is important to note that ARA inherently cannot make it prediction
as to a given individual, but instead only to some group that is claimed to include that individual.
Percentages derived through ARA only refer to the portion of that group who later committed a sex crime.
Ihere is no way to tell if the individual in question would later turn out to be in that portion, or instead in
We portion that did not commit a later sex crime, even assuming that assignment of the individual to that
statistical group is fair and accurate on the facts. As w e shall see, it is instead arbitrary. without
relationship to actual Ihets in common, or their absence.
lo grasp these fatal flaws, one must first consider the ARA technique. ARA starts with it series of
"factors" placed on a checklist form (a "risk assessment insirtimen ['7"RAIl. Each of these [actors was
selected by the creators of a given RAI because. without regard to interact ion with any oilier factors, some
typically modest level of correlation to later sexual re-offense had previously been reported by some
researcher. Whether or not any true causal re Iationsh p connects a give factor to such future recid iv isrii is
unknown, and ARA disregards this question altogether.

c.

Scoring Püi i/S Jüi' /1/u (fii-('on vie/ed Cr/ni hial ;lI/egaiwns Charged or Uncharged, is
(insc/eni/,/lc' and 11'n'i'c's the Scored iiidn'jdiaiJ of I'i.mdanientol Pcnr,iess,

Melissa I/win/ton, "Back to the Future: The Influence of (ii in inal II Story on Risk Assessments," 20

Iierkelev,/. ('tin,. L. 75 (Spring 20151 succinctly discusses this point of unscientific and unfair forensic
assumptions as follows:
pp. 104-05:

"B. Nonadjudicated Criminal I listory

-Formal recidivist premiums usually reqtnre official convictions to trigger them. Most risk tool
measures of past offending do not limit themselves to convictions. Depending on the instrument, a
variety of'measures are counted, including arrestsU, charges °1, parole/probation rcvocatiorIs. oilier
types of supervision violations, incarceration 01, other official records° , or self-report
Generally, coding rules for many i tisi rti rnents do not exclude cot i it i rig any of the aforementioned
even of the individual was otherwise of licially exonerated. such as via an acquittal, police decision
not to arrest, or prosecutorial declination based on i nstnffic ient evidence. In other words, risk
instruments tend to presume that any evidence

even circumstantial - of prior offendmg behavior

mist he truthful and ace u ate as proving the occurrence of such behavior, and accordingly deserves to
he tallied to increase the risk profile. [his scenario is generally the case regardless of the evidence
actually obtained arid/or events occurring afterward that might re flute such allegations,
.fR]isk instruments generally permit coding for criminal history measures without requiring
convictions. I lence, the potential for weak, if not entirely inaccurate. inlbrniiationi to guide risk
assessment outcomes is real
Notes 140-46:
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-40 ,James 1,, lo/immi ci al., "['lie Constitiction and Validation of the Federal Post Conviction Risk
Assessment (PC RA).- 75 Fed, Probation 16, 26 app. 2 (2011I f.; 1VS. W Dept. o/ ( 'orrecih'e5rrs.,
I.SJ-R I'raining Manual, at 9-20 (2002): Vernon L. Quinsey cent. Violent VJfrnders: 4pjiraisin,nz tend
/t-ianagmg Risk at 239 (1998).
14 1 Federal Pretrial Risk Assessment Instrument: User's Manual and Scoring Gtnde," Off. Of Irab.
And t'reirecrl Servs, (20 13) at 7; MuSOST s ujira note 1 16; 'Validation of Risk Scale," PA. Cm;wt 'ii
on Sent o tb I. 1 (2
0- 13); Ikueson & Thoi'ntouu .s eipra note 119
42 A'S, FV Dept. of (1n'r. Sri-vs. supuce note 140, at 15: Qu?ine1 ci at. supra note 140, at 238:
Christopher /), Webster ci at I/CR-JO: Asse.vsuig Risk for ho/cnn' 11 (1997)
1 43 Johnson ci a/s u/na note 140; i'honias li/ombeig ci a/., -Validation of the Corn pas Risk
Assessment Classification Instrument," Cu'. for ( 'rwiuio/ogy ceuucl l'eib. J'alict' 15 (21)1 0); Al' 5. 1-V Dept.
oJC
t Set-ic suprce note I 40, at 19-20: Quinse' ci ce/s upuci note 140, at 238.
144 VS. W Dept. (?fC0I'I'. Sen's. suep''a note 140. at 19-20,
145 /''edera/ Their/al.

5 utpra

note 14 1 ; Vt/ice of ['rob. & Pretrial Sen's., " Federal Post Con , iction

Risk Assessment: Scoring Guide" § 1 . I (2011) (''Count all contact with law enforcement resulting
f'roni Cliolillal conduct or status offenses [truancy, curlew violations, run-away]. Count arrests and
referrals to court for all offenses [including traffic
Consider official records and sell-report.''):
A'S. [V. Dept. ofCoir. Sen's c upru note 140,at IS.

I.

1465/,an,ion Thnev Snuit/, et al., "Adapting the HCR-20V3 for Pie-trial Settings," 13/nt'! .1. /''orensic
Menu,! flea/tb 160, 109 (20!4): Fed PretriaL sup;'a note 145. at 7; 0//ice of Prob. & Pretrial Serrs.
"Federal Post Conviction Risk Assessment: Scoring Guide § 1.3(20 11
P. 10:

.

ltvidentiari' mat lequacv

As the coding for criminal history in actuarial tools often does not require a formal conviction.
individuals rnay score positively tor criminal acts that they did not commit. In the law, a simple
arrest is insufficient proof that the arrestee actually committed the criminal offense alleged, 4 Arrests
Ireqnentiv happen to the innocent as well as the gtiiltv.' °5

... Outside of conviction data.

record keel) ing can be sketchy or the evidence too thin to reasonably score as criminal history' events.
'Ihus, cotitititig all

other than convictions when the legal and practical consequences to the

defendant may he significant renders risk instrument coding for criminal history variables as
subjective, unreliable, and unjust.
Notes 147-49:
147 Michael Edinwuc! O'Neill ct al., "Past as Prologue: Reconciling Recidivism and Culpability,- 73
tort/han, L. Rev. 245. 267 (2004).
148 (/niteclStcetes v. Zapete-Garcia, 447 I".3d 57, 60(1st Cir, 2006)
149 O'Neill, cupra note 147,

ci

Predict/tug bitt ate C untie from Prior

Criminal BeLa/cl I/fjeciivelv Creates an

I'pperneissib/e Status 0/fonse oj Being a 1 'riniunet
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!vIc'l/.csa F/cnn/lion. 'Back to the future' supra at I 9-23, continues, shifting to examine future
en inc prohahi I itv prediction from this perspective of effective creation of a status CH IM of criminality
with these observations:
"C'.
Punishing Status
pp. 119-20:
-An alternative construction to framing the idea of sanctioning the It

crime via the

proxy of criminal history is to conceive of the issue as one of penalizing an individual for his status.
I lere, the criminalizing status is one prestinied to be indicative of future dangerousness. A couple of
overlapping frames can be explored in this idea of' exploiting incapacitating options based on
perceived status. The status-oriented perspect 'es are that of a cnn] ma I' or one based on his
(assumed) deviant character. Each potential status is formed on the existence of past offending
behavior, is presumed causative of future antisociality, and is deemed fixed in nature.
-

Being a 'Criminal' - A Stattis Offense?

'l'w-o constitutional issues arise with cnimiiializing an individual for his status. l'lic United States
Supreme Court in the case of Robinson i'. ('al/finn/a held that it w as constittitiona I ly Imperm issi tile to
impose criminal punishments based on mdc status.210 ... One of the Court's aversions appeared to be
the state's concession that it person could be contintiously guilty of a criminal offense that targeted
One's cliron ic status.2 1 8 ....
1:
p. 12-

"[A]

person

ith a criminal record is presumed dangerous. one especially deserving

contempt and fear. 'I lie criminal is conceived 'iii terms (if degeneracy. avarice, malice, and Itist.''"
pp. 122-23:

''A debate among retrihntivists exists on the legitimacy of this character-based

approach. A prominent retribution theorist suggests that a second-time offender hears greater
culpability by demonstrating a 'character trait' in repeatedly disregarding others' rights. 0

'ibis

approach views a prior record as factor used to assess the defendant's character, presumably on (lie
assumption that character has some relatively fixed qtiahitv that can be measured. The question, in
shor, is reduced to whether this defendant has an evil character, and lims evil,2U Others disauree on
retribtitivist grounds. One author contends that a character-based approach would be slippery slope:
such an approach would likesise authorize evidence in addition to criminal history that could attest to
character, a regime in which strict just dCSC1'1 philosophers would likely disapprove.?
Holes 147-49:
2 16 Robinson i. Cal//br/a. 370 US, 660. 666-667 (1962).
218k! at 666.
227 Harcourt supra note 136, at 190,
230Aa,'on 1, Rappapo;'/. ''Rationalizing the Commission: ['he Philosophical Premises of the US,
557. at 599 (2003) (regarding Andrew von I lirseh ),
Sentencing Guidelines," 52 //mort L
231 It/.
232/(1. at 600.1

e.

Alas! .4RA Is (Aciucnia/ Risk Assessment /;iv/;'iqiiei,ts) 1)ou/ile-( own S'in gle Prior
Luiiiniul I w n/s I iatgc toting I/ic u Rcpo; Ic/l'; obc,ljtlzi) oj lu/nit I? (ffl usc

Melissa h'cmn/ion, '' Back to the l"titure ....'' supra at 98, addresses this ridiculously anti-scientific miscounting thus:
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"Another reason for the n-topIc effect arises within the risk technologies themselves. Many risk
instrument sassign points more than once For a single prior criminal event, particularly those that
maintain ii urnerotis and overlapping criminal offending items in their scoring sheets. For instance, six
Of the nine variable in a sexual recidivism risk tool with the acronym Mn-SOST developed in
Minnesota (and used in other Jurisdictions) may have overlapping consequences as all involve
convictions, events in prison, and release conditions. A hypothetical offender convicted of stalking
and forcing sexual contact with a male victim in a public place and Nkho was released alter serving
time without supervision would be scored in six of the nine categories. Note 110: ''Minnesota Sex
Offender Screening Tool -. 3.1 ( MnSOST-3 1) Coding Rules.'' Minn. Dept. of Corry. 24 (2012),
http://www.doc.state.mn.us/pages!filcs/lai'ge-li Ies/Puhlieations/MnSOSJ'3- I DOC Report.pd f (scoring
I ) predatory offense sentence. (2) felony sentence, (3) stalking. (4) unsupervised release. (5) inale
victim, (6) crime in a public place).] This risk scoring represents a sextuple effect of the same course
of, conduct.
Static-99, thc popular sexual recidivism instrument, tallies separately the number of prior sex
of tenses, any convict ions ci non-contact sexual of lenses. number of prior sentencing dates,
convictions for ion-sexual offenses, and convictions Of non-sexual violence. ] Note 119: R. Karl
llcarsoii & David Mormon, "Improving Risk Assessments for Sex Offenders: A Conipari son oF lh ree
Actuarial Sea es,' 2:1 Law & liewian Arbor. I 19, at 122 (2000)]."

j:

All .41t4 Is Fail to Accowu for the Decor in the Predictive A/ri/fir qf a Prior Criminal

Event.
Offenders can and do change. such that offense history information decreases in relevance as it fades
into the individual's past. (I?. K. Ilaitso)?...I..!. P. I/cerris. L. /JrinnLs & D. Jhurnton, "II igli Risk Sex
Offenders May Not Be High Risk Forever'," 29 laze'. of hiteipersonal kiolence 2792-2811, doi:
10.1 1 7T0886260514526062 (2014).

See also:

Joanna .'i;nirault & Patrick Lmsier. ''Population

Heterogeneity, State Dependence and Sexual Offender Recidivism: '[he Aging Process and the Lost
Predictive Impact of Prior Criminal Charges over 'time," 39(4) low', of Criminal Justice 344-354 (JulyAug. 2011). at Abstract ]suhseetion:I Highlights......Prior offending in earls adulthood loses its predictive
value with the passage of time." In other words, even the most ''static'' risk indicators are actually timedependent (i.e., dynamic) indicators,

:t'ie(issa lla,nil!on. "Rack to the Furui'e ..." sepia at 123-25, addresses this ridiculously anti-scientific
ff1 is-count

ng thus:
Risk assessment technologies generally qualify a past criminal act no matter how dated. '[he

Practice andereuts scientific principles as recidivism studies eonsistentiv show that the predictive
ability of a prior offense decays over Ii rite and that many offenders actually desist from further
criminal activities. [lie typical failure to place any statute-of-limitations-type of time restriction on
prior crimes also ignores the age-crime curve in which people often naturally age out of criminal law
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violations. Further, risk assessment tools that do not consider dviiam ic factors ignore rehabilitation
successes that should realistically drive down individual recidivism risk'
pp. 124-25:

"Correspondingly. studies show significant decay in the predictive ability of a

prior criminal event A past crime's predict'e salience fbdes over time. 2 " Thus, the record of a
criminal event appears to pro'cide mainly a short-term correlation to recidivism:"! Of even niore
import, the longer the person remains etinie-flee, the risk of criminal offending great I)' decreases as
time passes. though the degree obviously varies depending on the type of crime and history of' the
individua1,238 This pattern of declining risk profiles applies even to categories of offenders that risk
assessment tools often consider high-risk. like sex of lenders.-

In general, the empirical picture

regarding patterns of recidivism indicates that most offenders who have rerun i ned offense- free thr any
appreciable period vv ill eventually become how risk 24' Indeed, with sufficient time elapsed, the nonrecidivist's risk of reolThnding becomes roughly eqtnvalent to the risk of those in the public who have
never offended." .
INotes 236-41:
236 .Jounnu lwiroii/i & Patrick Litssier, ''Population Heterogene it)'. State Dependence and Sexual
Offender Recidivism: hhe Aging process and the Lost Predictive Impact of Prior Criminal Charges
over lime," 391 Cr/ni. JusL, 344351 (2
-01 1)
237 Ategwi C. Kurli.'chek ci at., 'l:nduriig Risk? Old Criminal Records and Predictions of Future
Criminal Involvement." 53 (li/me & De//iiq. 64. 80 (2007) (-'llie problem is that a recent criminal
record seems to he far more predictive of short-term future behavior than older criminal records from
many years ago.); /?appcqJori, supra note 230. at 592 (''I 1 11 w utilitarian has a ieadand plausible
the predictive effect of a prior record likely diminishes with age. Common sense
explanation
suggests that a recent prior record is more likely to indicate future risk than it crime committed twenty
years ago, followed by a long period of apparently law-abiding conduct.').
238 Megan (1 Kur/vciick ci at." Long-lerm Crime Desistance and Recidivism Patterns -- Evidence
from the Essex County Convicted Felon Study." 50 Criniiiio/ogr 71, 71 (2012) (finding evidence of a
trajectory of desistance in a sample of felons in a noilheastern county):.4 /fred /Iliinisie/n & Kunino,,
Vakannira. "Redemption in the Presence of Widespread Criminal Background Checks." 47
Cr/ni/not ogv 327. 350 (2009) (''Younger starting age generally points to a longer time necessary to
become comparable with a person of the same age from the general population.''), at 327 (concluding
from recidivism study of offenders first arrested in New York in 1980 for robbery, burglary, or
aggravated assault that "[riecidivisin probability declines with time cIean', so some point in time is
reached when a person with a criminal record, who remained lee of fiirtl er contact with the criminal
ustice system, is of no greater risk than a counterpart of the same age - an indication of redemption
from the mark of en mc').
239 R. Karl Hanson ci at.. "II igh-Risk Sex Offenders May Not Be High Risk Forever." 29 J
Interpersonal Violence 2792. 2792 (2014) (finding 'sextial offenders risk of serious and persistent
sexual crime decreased the longer they had been sex offense- free in the com mun it>' and - j\\ hercas
the 5-year sexual recidivism rate br high-risk sex offenders was 22% from the time of release, this
rate decreased to 4.2% for the oil enders in the same static risk category who remained offense- fl-ce in
the coniniunity fur 10
240 13/waste/n & Nakamura, slip/ri note 238 at 349 ('Ilit: risk of recidivism declines with time clean,
so we know that a person who has stayed clean for an extended period 01'6111C must be 01'10w risk.'').
241 [R]isk of recidivism for a cohort of offenders returning to the community peaks fairly quickly and
then diminishes considerably with the passage of time. Based on this consistently observed empirical
pattern of criminal recidivism, we suggest that there may be a point at which the risk of a new
criminal event among a population with it prior record becomes sini i lar to the risk of a criminal event
among individuals who have not offended in the past. Kw'Ivc/iek ci all, sujn'ti note 238, at 70.1
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All AR, 11% I'm! to .'lccoimn! for the We/I-knoW/i P/icuoiiieiion of Des/sw ice
Genera//v miiim / 1/no rig/i 'Ainsr- (Mu.

Bc//i

Melissa I him ill on, "Back tothe Future...." si//nu at 126-28. points lip the unaccounted-for i mpael of
desistance, which natural lv occurs both through general reconsideration of further criminality and also
through the vicissitudes of aging, thus:
p 26:

2.

-

Desistance

"A concept closely associated with the decaying risk level is the idea of desistanee.

The slight

difference is that desistance is viewed as a process in which the recidivism rate continues to decrease
over time to a point where a crime-free existence becomes a stable trait.'"' Desistance is considered
generally achieved when the recidivism rate declines to near zero.i A Bureau of Justice Statistics
study of prisoners release in 30 states in 2005, perhaps the best embodiment of it nationally
representative sample to date, Ibund an overall pattern of desistence with risk of recidivism steadily
declining over time after itlease.Ni Positively, the gene!'al tendency for recidivism risk to decline
over time is among the best replicated results in empirical criminology.' 24 "
pp. 126-27:
.fl]fa person with a criminal record remains crime free for a period of about [seven] years, his
or her risk of new offense is similar to that ofa person wilhout any criminal i'ecord.' °
Interest inglv. other investigators have concurred with the seven-year tolling. Desistance research
indicates that risk profiles at the seven-year mark of a crime-free life for known offenders are similar
to those of per sons wit hout prior convict ionsH As further expla i neil by a legal academic, the
reasons why these outdated sentences [should] not 11bel counted is rather simple: they do not
capture the individual's current threat matrix, and an individual's desert for Prior crimes has grown
stale. Put in individual autonomy terms, the older sentences may not he indicative of the internal
,23?
progress that the offender has made over time.
4ge-L'i'/ine Cur ii'
"Age is also high I> relevant in decay and distance models. For a variety of offenses, studies
indicate consistent and distinct patterns in terms of aging. Young people arc far more likely to
commit most types of climes and the risk usually declines 1herealier.'

Still, the pattern is not

entirely linear across the lifespan. lhc 'age-crime curve' accurately assesses research findings:
he work on age-crime curves shows that very large percentages of young people commit
oltenses; rates peak in the mid-teenage years for property offenses and the late teenage years for
violent offenses flowed by rapid declines. For most offenders, a process Of natural desistance results
in cessation ofcriniinal activities in the late teens and early 20s.'
"Overall. 'a common theme of life course criminology is the finding that a majority of one-time
o Ifender s do not go on to lead lives of crime but indeed age out of, or otherwise desist from, criminal
c.tivityH5

For this reason, the United States Sentencing Commission has suggested that ihctoring

criminal history along with age would improve the predictive validity for recithvism. °'
P.128: ". . Several instruments increase risk rating to adjust for a youthful age .

Few, though,

control for the back-end to material Iv reduce risk scores as o ffcnders approach or exceed middleagc?' Institutional practices remain entrenched in reifying criminal history as a whole in recidivism
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predictions with a presumption that evidence of a criminal past retains Value over a lifespan Yet, the
results are inconsistent with a true-evidence-based culture and lead to the unnecessary incapacitation
of many offenders who won Id otherwise have simply desisted as they aged."
Notes 245-59:
245 For more information about the theories and empirical studies concerning criminal career
trajectories a rid desistance, see general k lull;) /1 Alm Lent! ci ci.. Livjth;iniug ('rinilnal ( u;'eeis:
in;p/icaiions]or Justice P0/fry (20 12), Re/ti, Sooth//i ci at., (Inclerviunc//;ig ( 'rini/nul ( 'arecrs (2009).

246 Ku;'!vchek ci ui,supra note 238, at 72.
247 Kui'/vchek ci a/s tip/a note 238, at 73.
248 /ifuttlicw R. Durose ci cit., ''Recidiv isn) of Prisoners Released In 30 States.'' Dcp!. of .Jitci., 13w'. Of
inc/ice Statistics 7 fig. 2 (2014), http://www.bjs.gov/contentlpub/pdflrprtsOipOs 0.1)df
249 Kurt vchek ci at, suprci note 238. at 75.
250 Kurlichck ci at.....u/na note 238. at 80.

251 lu/ian V. Roberts & Or/um If )'a/i,,cik, "Revisiting Prior Record Enhancement Provisions in
State Sentencing Guidelines,' 26 Fed Sent g Report 177 (20 14) at 194 (cii nig /1/a Kazen;/an,
"Assessing the Impact of a Recidivist Sentencing Premium on Crime and Recidivism Rates," in
Previous Convictions cii Sentencing 227 (Julian V. Roberts & Andrew von Hirsch eds.. 2010))
(indicating research has "demonstrated that offenders with seven crime-lice years are no more likely
to reotfend than people with no prior convictions. In other words, prior historyl
history enhancements
beyond the seven-year-mark carry no clinic preventative benefits, although they may well exacerbate
disproportionate in inority o Tender impacts.
252 Dow/rn/er S. S/dim. 'Moneyhall Sentencing.'' 56 liosion ('oil L. Rev. 671 (201 S)
253 Oar) Sweeten ci a/..Age and the Explanation of'( rime, RevisLied." 42 ./. )ouiI; & Ac./oiescence
921,921 (2013).
254 Michael Thnrv. "Sentencing in America: 1975-2025," 42 ('time & Just. 141(2013), at 182.
255 Kuriycl;ck ci ci/.,s uJIJ'u note 238, at 69.
256"Measuring Recidivism: Ilie Criminal I listory Computation of [lie Federal Sentencing
Guidelines," US. Seniencin Conin, ½ 16 (2004
258 1"ec/era/ Pretrial. s ;ipi'u note 1 4 I , at I 0 (variable for age at i iterv iew ); ( )/jice of l','oh. & Pretrial

Servs.. "Federal Post Conviction Risk Assessment: Scoring Guide' § 1.7 (2011) (containing a
category for young age at onset of current sliper\ision); Anclreii Harris ci al.," S'FA'I'IC-99 Coding
Rules: Revised . 2003." XLI T/C-99 at 23(2003) (increased risk rating for young age at interviev
259 But see Quutsev ci a/.,s Il/EU note 140, at 239 (containing factor to deduct points as t he offender's
age at index offense increases with increments of - I age 28-33, -2 age 34-38. -3 over age 38): Succu;
Turner ci at, ''Development of the California Static Risk Assessment CSRA): Recidivism Risk
Prediction in the Cal iforn a Department of Corrections and Rehab i itation," (K' hi/nc Or For
Evidence-Based ('ott's 5 tbl. 3 (2013) (indicating decreasing number of risk points in it linear
fashion).]
Mon/a/c/i, s;i;''u at 845, concludes......the inverse association between age and recidivism rates -- the
age effect-- is yet to be adequately accounted br. even with the revision ofaettiarial instruments.
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Ii.

I/ic ARA iechmquc qJ Mere/v Add/ox Integer Pupils Jur Factor-Scores to Derive a
b/cu Score_/br Conversion Into a Prohahi/ny /'ercentaL'e is Ridiculously (inscienit/ic,

Criticizing the •intcger point addition" technique of scoring all RAIs. P.

Litcsier & Garth Davies,

'A

Person-Oriented Perspective on Sexual Offenders, Offending Trajectories, and Risk of Recidivism: A
New Challenge For Policyrnakers, Risk Assessors, and Actuarial Prediction?". 17

Psvchoi, Pub. Pal &

L. 530. 533 (2011), confirms that '[tIIIle scoring of these instruments is based on the long tradition of
Burgess's (/Juugess. 1928) teehniqtie of adding the scores of drflerent risk ractors included in the
instruments." This ancient. simplistic technique defies all principles of modern statistics.
More specifically, academic psychological literature and federal cases addressing the specific
actuarial instruments used in sex-offender commitment cases include the following representative sample:
ARA assigns a score

typically a one —to each factor on the checklists. If some record indication

exists of the presence of a given factor as to a given sex offender considered for commitment, that sex
Offender gets assessed that point, and so on for all factors given RA I checklist. All such points are then
added together. This point total is compared to a vertical two-column table simply stating an asserted
percentage of predicted likelihood of future sexual re-offense fbr each possible point total. The
percentage of purported likelihood is reported as the ARA conclusion for that sex offender. However, at
least five grave flaws have been pointed out to this method of prediction.
First, no science exists to strpport this integer point addition' method of compiling a total score. The
percentage predictions of recidivism in a given RA I table ol totals were derived from every sex offender
who

\k

as assigned that adverse score level, regardless how comprised of different individual fitctors. That

point total and its corresponding percentage prediction have nothing to do with any specific factor or its
relationship (causal or merely coincidental) to recidivism.

A Jan/on, that point total and percentage

Prediction from any RA I is not specific to any particular combination of fhctors found present as to the
sex offender tinder scrutiny. Effectively, any such offender subjected to ARA in a commitment
proceeding is being penalized by the i tic I usion in the calculation of that score of myriad other
combinations of factors (i.e., not his combination), incltiding factors not present in his ease or history.
This point of criticism also includes the unscientific practice of adding probabilities, as RAIs
effectively do in deriving a percentage probability associated with a point total for all factors. Rather than
being purely eumtr lativ c. such probabilities for i id i vidual factors can, and almost certainly do overlap, a
fact ignored in this pure totaling ARA method. 'lhis could create tremendous overstatement of the
probability of future sex crime(s) in any individual's case, with no way to be certain. in general, most
RAIs lack any academically acceptable level of peer review, and have poor cross-validation. The general
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low base rates for sex-cd me recid vi sni ii u It ply each inaccuracy, generating more false-positive
pied ictions than correct ones.

/.

772e Linscienftfie Inaccuracy of l?ecuhvtsni Risk Prediction hr RAJs Generally

Astral Rossegger ci

al, 'Current Obstacles in Replicating Risk Assessment Findings: A Systematic

Review of Commonly Used Actuarial I nstrument." 31 Behavioral Sciences and the Law 1 54-164 (2013),
available at: wileyonlinelihrai'y.coin, 1)01: I 0. 1 002/bsl.2044. recount a meta-analysis ot 84 studies
involving samples of sex offenders addressing the Violence Risk Appraisal Guide (VRAG), the Sex
Offender Risk Appraisal Guide (SORAG), and the Static-99 RAIs. These authors start from the premise
(at p 161 ) that "A RAls can be considered valid [only] if independent studies can replicate the findings of
the development study." I lowever, they found that:
"None of the replications matched the development sttidv of the instrument they were attempting
to cross-validate with respect to key sample and design characteristics. Furthermore, none of the
replications strictly followed the man ual-reconlmei1ded guidelines for the instruments'
administration.
''Additional replication studies that Follow the methodological protocols outlined in actuarial
instruments' development studies are needed before claims of general itabi ity can be made."
(Abstract).
Amplifying, at p. 162: ''Of the 108 samples investigated, no study could be identified with a
perfect replication match. Roughly half of the study saipplcs matched the development study in twothirds or fewer of the relevant criteria, a It bough the replication match was better for Static-99R
studies than for SORAG/V RAG validation studies.
RA Is have always been startlingly inaccurate, even assuming the 'totals' percentage actually did
apply to the offender under scrutiny. The commonly used "Static-99" RAI, for instance, was found to
have mis-predicted almost as many non-recidivists to recidivists as it correctly predicted true recidivists
as such (a 46% false positive rate - again, close to pure chance). Other common RA Is were also found
to be ridiculously inaccurate as well: Mn.SOST-R: 45-50% accurate: VRAG: 20 0./o accuracy: SOR.AG:
50% accuracy: RRASOR: 259/o accuracy.

Stephen D. Hurt, Ch,Vsu/ne Al/chic & David .1. Cooke, in

"Precision of Actuarial Risk Assessment Instruments_" 190 13i'itLsh Jour, of Psrchia/rr (sup. 49). 560-s65
at s60 (2007), reported that both the VRAG and Static-99 RAts had such wide 'confidence intervals as to
be ''virtually meaningless" as to any individual.
Anecdotally. it should he noted in this connection that Alfonso Rodriguez (later the rapist-killer of
l)rti Sjodin in 2003) was first evaluated by the MnSOS'I'-R RA I. Based on his low predicted percentage
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of likelihood of sexual re-offense derived from that risk tool, he was not referred br commitment
consideration and instead was released from prison to perpetrate that atrocity. Comparably. Jefferv
Dahmer, who killed and cannibalized at least 17 sex abuse victims of his, was not previously rated by
RA I. However, had lie been. using RRASOR, lie would have been rated a low probability of re-offense,
and thus would also have been released to commit those serial killings. (Accord: Stale v. Rnsaa'o, 889
N.Y.S,2d. 369, 393 [2009: jeffrey Dahmer . . would score only a 2 of the Static-99 (low risk)"... .1.) RAIs
and sex offender commitment protect

110

one. In fact, even using those original recidivism figures, among

particular subgroups of sex offenders with loves-than-average rates of recidivism (e.g., older offenders)
rates of false-positives soared upward.

f

The ['in h/eta of fl"jcIe (:oti/ic/ei,ce intervak and the Injpacl

of Low these Rates

Researchers examining the Static-99 lbund that its 95% 'eon lidence interval' ("Cl'') at its highestrisk score was an unbelievably wild spread: 6-95%. Stephen D. Hart, ci at. "Precision of Actuarial Risk
Assessment Instruments: Evaluating the Margins of Error" (etc.), 190 Br/I/ale I. Psych/(1ir); (su pp. 49) s60
(2007), at s60, s62.
Such inaccuracy defies science and deprives Respondents of due process. Ironically, the drastic
reduction in sex-crime recidivism over the last twenty years has also inherently reduced the predictive
accuracy and certainty of ARA (this last reflected in "confidence intervals' so wide as to render any
probability percentage derived through any given "risk assessment instrument" flRAl'fl utterly
meaningless). The current base rate for sex of lcnse recidivism in Minnesota is declared by the M innesota
Department of Corrections to he 3.2%. (This is exaggerated, however, see 1147 I a, supra.) lint-en, StiplO.
at pp. a 5 -52, explains this:
Statistically, the more rare an event is., the more difficult it is to predict those situations in which
it will occur without also including many cases in the same prediction where the event would not
actually occur. Put in terms of sexual recidivism predictions, the rarer is the sexual recidivism being
predicted, the more likely the predictions will include nonreeidivists in the predicted recidivist
category. Predictions trying to distinguish the occurrence of rare events from the fttr more common
are notoriously high in their inaccurate inclusion of the common events in the set where the rare one
is predictedt an error that is largely statistically determined rather than reflective of - bad' assessment
techniques per se.
"...Knowing a reasonable approximation of the underlying sexual recidivism base rate, therefore,
tells evaluators something about the statistical limitations of the predictive accuracy of the methods
being employed...
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See. e.g., 1±. Janus & R. /'reniky, "Forensic Use of Actuarial Risk Assessment with Sex Offenders:..."
40 An,. (i'rini. L. Rev. 1443. 1456 (2004)! Actuarial risk assessment hovers at ust around 50% accuracy
the same as by sheer guessing.

(It!, at

465-67).

l'he point is that neither of these procedures is

scientifically valid at forecasting sexual re-of tense, even when couched only in terms of -probability."
Worse for RAIs, the most-recent twenty years have seen nationwide collapse in the statistical
hequency of sex-crime recidivism. A coiiiparisoi) of Minnesota's 1990 average sex-crime recidivism iate
(17%) to the same statistic compiled in 2007 (3%) aptly illustrates this redaction. 'l'his new "base ate'
for sex-crime recidivism is only 17.6% of the former rate. 'l'his applies at all deemed levels of probability
of re-offense. (itii,,n. Dept.

of

( o;rvc'tfo,ps. "Sex Offender Recidivism in NI nuesota.' 2007). Applying

this multiple (0,176) to derive current probability percentages as to a conlinlitilient defendant in
Appellant's age-60-plus cohort (formerly at 3%), yields a current actuarial probability of 0.528%. or
roughly one out,(if_QQ.
Quite distinctly, Richard Wa//er!, "Low Base Rates I .ini it E.vpert Certainty When Current Actuarials
Are Used to Identify Sexually Violent Predators." I'- /'svcho/ogr, l'uhl:c To/icr, anti L(lin' 56 (2006), at i'
59. demonstrated mathematically that RA Is are inherently unacceptably mace tirate and uncertain at base
rates below 50 0,'o (e.g., at the former 17% Minnesota base rate), a problem that gets worse the lower base
ratesgo. All RAIs. using such higher former recidivism base rates, barely' exceeded the 50% probability
pi'ediction-aectiracy level for ann specific offender (not to be confused with the base 'ate). even those
with the niaximuni point-score possible on a given R A I. in fact, Wa/len's pr'ooi' also showed that the
farther a given offender's percentage of claimed probability of re-offense exceeded the base rate, theniore
this error and uncertainty become. Hence. even in such earlier times. actuarial risk assessment held no
scientific validity.

111

current times of far lower sex-crime recidivism, the exceed ing,lv low base rate

multiplies this error rate. l'his error inevitably greatly overstates the probability estimate 1kw each such
sex offender. In light of the aforesaid six-fold reduction ill base rate, this overestimation error has been
conversely multiplied by six times.

Richard Wo//ei'/. id. at p. 59. presented evidence that all current

or
actuaria Is are useless. and even revised and more accu 'ate act uaria Is in the ful tire might be useless to[valid estimation of recid iv isnn proha Iii lit ies because that base rate of sexual reeid iv ism has dropped so
valid
dramatically in the United States in recent years.

cjrrrcjtb then, no RA! Carl accurately predict

recidivism probabilities of sex offender's. Such inaccuracy is inherent, vet intolerable. It follows that
reliance upon any actuarial estimate o probability of' future sex-crime recidivism inherently violates a
sex-offender-commitment delendant s right to substantive due process.
'l'hus. demonstrated Wa//er!, the lower tile base rate, the greater the r nhercrtt inaccuracy and
uncertainty of all RAIs. At a miniscule base rate of 3.2%. conversely. the inaccuracy and uncertainty of
all RAI s is enormous perhaps in the range of 97% inaccurate.
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I'rc',,iky, joints, ci at." Sexually Violent Predators in the Courtroom (etc.), supra, at p. 374, notes:
lie problems inherent in low base-rate prediction of dangerousness have been addressed numerous
imes (e.g.. Grove & Alec/il, I 996; !tioncehan (V, S'ieiulnzan. 1994 , S'sicis, /)uu es. & Monahan, 2000:
WoIleit, 2006)."
Mon/a/eli, supra. at 858-59. slates:
"...111t is not likely that any actuarial instrument currently available can be used asavalid gauge
of absolute risk. No instrument of which the author is aware has a score category associated with
even one sample of sex offenders released Nvell into the nationwide decline in sexual
offense/recidivism base rates (since 1993 but especially since 1999) showing an observed sexual
recid ivisin rate anywhere close to 50%. ...[NI ost offenders who reoffend do so within a Few years of
release.,.. [citing 1* in/el I'. Monialdi, "A Philosophy of' SVP: One Approach to Identifying Sexually
Violent Predators," in Civic Research Inst., lime Sexual I'reclatoi, Legal. ,'iclniin/siraiire. 4ssessrncL/
ancl lecalinent ('Queen/s (Anita Seh lank, ed 2014), at 4-12 I to -30: Ii. Karl Ilcinson ci al., "I-I ighRisk Sex Offender's May not 1k I ugh Risk Forever," 29 .1. Inicrpei'sonal iiolence 2729, 2805
((2014)].
"No instrument is likely to function as intended for sex offenders released alter 1999....
"Re leased offenders who were recommended for commitment have, for the most part, extensive
histories. But their sexual recidivism rates are low, virtually as low as rates for offenders without
illuch lii sto rv. \V h?
"It is impossible to know at this point. but speculation is reasonable. In this author's opinion, the
reason, at least in part, is an interaction between longer sentences and a still underestimated age
effect."

k,

ARA C imci ice of Pied/c/lie Scorinr. Factors /)oc's Not ,lcci mom! for Variance in Sexual
Rcc/c fly/sn, I.eac/in,ç' to Aitss,ve Inaccuracy.

Ale fivsa I-/ann lion, in ''Public Safety, Ind ivid ual Liberty, and Suspect Science: Future Dangerousness
Assessments and Sex Offender laws,' 83 'Iinmp/e L. Rev. 697 (Spring. 20 11 ). at 728, deriving the
variance of the Static-99's correlation coefficient, determined that on I> 10% of the variance in sexual
recidivism in the development sample used in the Static-99 is explained by any or all of the scoring
factors of tie Slat ie-99 Jianmilion observes, ',..[T jh is means that 90 0,'o of what helps influence sexoffense iecidivism is based on other factors.'' Consequently, as a tool for predicting risk of sexual reoffense, the Stutic-99 simply is ]lot. Next, using the U.S. Dept. oliustiec's sex-crime recidivism base rate
(53%), and an 'ROC'' (receiver operator characteristic) rating of 70, I-toni//un, determined thai, as to its
predictive accuracy, the Static-99 will he wrong 9 limes out of ten. (Al, p. 731).
Nonetheless, these are not just problems of the Static-99 itself. As lion/lion observes more broadly:
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"II umans are simply hard to predict, making assessments of future beliav ior

impractical.

As a

result, the political lv charged atmosphere surrounding the post-release management of sex offenders
HIM lead participants in the process to err on the side of confirrnmg SVP statns rather than risk the
consequences of not applying SVP restrictions to those who eventually reoffend. Expert witnesses
admit feeling pressure ill the adversarial process to provide positive assessments of risk without
adequately explaining contrary research, and even distorting the limitations of the actuarial tools.
(Id.. pp. 725-26).
"Thus, many legal and mental health practitioners and researchers who work in the sex ofkndcr
area, and who feel strongly and justifiably about it enough to publish their professorial opinions ill
peer-reviewed Jon rnals, warn against the use Of act uaria I tests in legal Settings because significant
limitations with the tests make their use questionable in light of the significant deprivation of liberty
they may facilitate. Putting the use of actuarial evidence in context, a mental health practitioner
extrapolated from the Department of Justice's sex-offender recidivism study to conclude that using
Static-99 would have averted only th i-ce percent of sexual offenses committed by released offenders
vh i Ic hundreds of non-reed iv ists would have been ui necessari lv detained. Further, sonic suggest.
it may be professionally unethical for mental health practitioners to testify in court about the
likelihood of an individual rcolfending, at least without being absolutely clear about all of the
substantive limitations in making such predictions.' (hi. p. 734).

I.

RAIs (;C??CVtI/IJ' Arc Sidyccl to tc;sI

JJIUCC1O'UCI.

In 50CC cases currently. the two most frequently used RAIs are the MriSOS 1-3.1 and the Static99R. However, both oftheni are rile with unscientific flaws, such that predictions made through their use
is seienlifrcally nicatingless, Both are subject to vast disparities in scoring depending on lum a specific
"rater'' interprets the applicability of the various 'factors" used in the particular RAI.
All RAls, specifically including V RAG, SORAG, RRAS( )R, Static-Q9, and MnSOSl-R/313 1. are
based on recidivism statistics compiled before the [(Al in quest ion was designed -•- from 13 to 30 years
ago. In urn, those earlier statistics were derived from recidivism histories (or the lack thereof) over years
and even decades before then. Since then, sex offense rates have pl Inn meted dramatically. Therefore.
since all RAls were based on such old recidivism rates. they row inaccurately greatly overstate all
percentages of prohab i lit) by that sante ratio of former base rate to modern base rate ( l 7% divided by 3%.
or 5.67 times too high). Thus, e.g., assuming an individual declared by an RAI. using 'old' recidivism
statistics, to be in a 'cohort' with a 50% probability of re-offense, the corrected current figure for
recidivism would be 8.8Yo---a probability knowing which to court anywhere would commit any sex
offender. G iven the original inaccuracy of RAls, this inultiplier effect reduces their accuracy to less
than 20% in every case

so egregious as to not to be science at all. Fliex are therefore now worth less as

predictors of' individual likelihood of recidivism.
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in. RAls Overprediet Sexual Dangerousness.

RAls ovcrpredict dangerousness, as a large majority Of offenders classified as dangerous never
cmii ii it violent crimes. See, e.g.: (Iupo,v liliuler & lien No/lernion,
Critique'' 54 Ant, Ct/in, L. /&'s

Penal Incapacitation: A S ittiation ist

I. 26 (2017). (1A1 U.S. Department of justice study of almost 10,000

sex olleisders (almost all convicted of' rape, sexual assault, or child niolestat ion) found that only 5.3%
were arrested br a new sex crime within the first three years after release. Only 3,30/s of convicted child
molesters were rearrested for a sex crime against a child during that period. In the face of such low base
rates, any toot predicting recidivism is likely to be fur less accurate than the assumption that any given
past offender v% ill not reeid i ', ate....[A]ctuarial tools exaggerate the likelihood that any particulai
offender poses a danger to the public.''). See also R/chat'c/ Wv//er!, "Low Base Rates Limit Expert
Certainty When Current Aetuarials Are Used to Identit Sexually Violent Predators: An Application of'
Bayes' Theorem," 12 Psycho!., Pith. Pu! 'v ar L. 56. 56 (2006) (''[Aicttlarial scores for predicting sexual
recidivism in civil commitment cases

were inaccurate for identifying i'ecidivists, and misclassified

Ilially nonrecidivists as recidivists..)

ii.

L<cpc let! .LmLth/kües of Recidivism by the Saint' Sex 0/1ender Vary Drastically and
l;ic'onsisieniIvJ'oni RA I/o Difièreiit RAt

Sane/s' .Jung,Amia Phcnn & 1./am Fun/s. ''Measuring the Disparity of Categorical Risk among Various
Sex Oflènder Risk Assessment Measures. 24 Jour. Of J"orens/c Pst'( hiatrs & Pss'cho/ogr 353-370 (No.
3. 2013), available at: http://dx.doi.org/It). I 080/14789949,20 13.806567. analyzes tue inconsistent
probabilities oftecidivism derived from various dilfei'ent RAIs, specifically examining results from these
RAls: Static-99R, Static-2002R, Sex Offender Risk Appraisal Guide (SORAG). and SVR-20.
Recapping prior research, they report at p. 355:
/iai'baree 0/ al. examined the consistency' of ranking risk among five risk assessment
measures: RRASOR. Static-99, Violence Risk Appraisal Guide (VRAG), Sex Offender Risk
Appraisal Guide SORAG). and MnSOS'l'-R. 'I'hev predicted that, based on the Ilict that items in
each iilstruinenl as being high risk, only 3% of' the sample was identified as high risk by all five
instruments. Similarly, only 4% were identified as low risk simultaneously by all of the measures.
I lence. different instruments appear to yield different outcomes (liarharee el at, 2006)."
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At p. 364,

lung c/ at add.

-...Bar/'tree ci al.'s (2006) study

found that the live actuarial

instruments (V RAG, SORAG, RRASOR. M nSOS'l'-R, and Static-99) did not produce consistent risk
rankings for the same evaluations.'' (emphases supplied)

At pp. 359-360.

lunge! at. report ascertaining that, '[d]espite the similarity in development and items

between the Static-2002R and its predecessor the Static-91)k. ott lv moderate percentage agreements
among the risk categories of these two measures were seen, ranging from 36.2910 to 81. 1% (see I able 3
for frequencies and percentage agreements by risk category )."
In 'fable I..Jung

ci ai, report their findings as to two different RAIs, one of which (the SVR-20) was

scored in the two alternative ways suggested in its manual (simply actuarially, or alternatively with
clinician modification, using considerations not within the SVR-20 itselU. Note the widely inconsistent
varying probabilities between these RAI as highlighted in this table (italics: lateral comparison: hold:
vertical comparison) even within the SVR-20 itself, based only on the two different scoring methods:

Converted risk catei1orics (ii)
Nleasure

Low (0-18%)

Moderate (39-90%)

I ugh (91-100%)

SORAG (score range

44 (53.7°/n)

35(427%)

3(3.7%)

SVIt-20 (score range:
0-40)

62 (N3,N%)

9(12.2%)

2(2 . ?/o)

SVR-20

27 (3S,6%)

32 (45.7%)

11(15. 7%)

-27 to 51)

(clinician rated)

Tables 3 and 4 display findings as to agreement (by percentage) between risk categorizations derived
From the Static-2002k and the SORA(i RAIs. respectively, as compared to the Static-99R. As
underscored iii those tables, overall agreement was dismally• lacking, especially between the Static-99R
and the SORAG. liven worse, the percentage of agreement between the SORAG and the Static-2002R
High Risk Category (Fable 4) was found by Jung

ci cii. to he only I I.8% (88.2% disagreement).

-002R and the
Table 3. Percentage agreement between risk categories of the Static-99R with the Static-1
SORAG
Percentage agreement
Static 2002R
36.2
ligh
Percentage agreement (overall)

57.9
62.9

SORAG
I 101A

14.0

Percentage agreement (overall)

37.2
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Table 4. Percentage agreement between risk categories oithc Static-2002R with the SORAG
Static-2002R

High Risk Category

SORAG
Percentage Agreement (overall)

o.

11.8

i?.! Is Score Diii;' ('o,uienn,amo,'t bar/nrc and Ignore

/'l'OICCIIL'C Tar/on,

RAIs do not facloi in any ''protective faders,", only condemnatory ones. 'Ilitis, for instance, it is
beyond dispute that increasing age, especiall\ toni age 50 on. has a drastic reduction eFfect on sex-crime
recidivism. This decline is so precipitous and accelerating that no instances of recidivism could he thtnid
at age 70 or above from which to derive a rec idivisni percentage. Recidiv km in tile age bracket of 60-69
hovered at around 3% (using those decades-old elevated recidivism statistics now outmoded).
Because this 'aging etiëet' is so marked, it disproportionately impacts those otherwise thought to
have a higher risk of recidivism. such as prior recidivists and those with several RAI 'risk factors,' From
age 60 on, even those have only that same, greatly reduced percentage as do non-prior recidivists and
those with only up to two (Al risk factors. Yet to PAl accounts for this with any meaningful degree of
accuracy at all. Nonetheless. courts have corn milled numerous sex of tenders who were over age 60 at the
time. MSOP currently detains several of these now in their SOS and 90s. Over one-quarter of the N'ISOP
d eta i nec pop LI fat i on is c LI ren ly age 60 or above.
More generally, all RAIs treat all risk factors as ''static," that is, as immutable for the life of the sex
offender ill question. However', many of those factors are subject to change. More crucially, all other socalled protective factors are dynamic, and are ignored by RAls. 'l Ids is exemplified by Minnesota's
Department of Corrections (which 'rides close herd' on all sex olferiders and most especially on prior
recidivists arid others deemed a high ['level

'1 risk of 'c-of lense. employing 24-hour monitoring and

daily survei fIance), which can rightly boast of such a drastic reduction in r'ectdivisrii (as a "protective
factor"'). Yet commitment respondents, can find all of this ignored, as if it did not exist, according to any
RAI . Other ignored protective factors include, e.g.. post-release sex offender treatment, formation or
intimate relationship with an appropriated partner, abstaining fi'oni drtrgs and alcohol, support from
fanillics, t'riends, etc., and even adverse events, such as developarerit of' a dehi hating if ness, among
cotiriticss other's.
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Note. mote recently, dvnain Ic factors have begun to ascend ill attn buteci significance, such that they
are often mentioned in sex-ollender commitment proceedings. However, far more often as in the case of
MSOP 5 they are employed as posi-coinni uncut as excuses not to release a committed sex offender oil the
contention that one of more such dynamic factors purportedly indicate contin ned - or even heightened
current probability of

it-offense.

Again, the virtually exclusive use is as risk aggravators; any

"protective'' factors are largely discounted or utterly ignored. This is discussed in connection with MSOP
assessment of those committed to it, in/uui. I lowever, that discussion applies equally to commitment use
of such dynamic factors, and hence is incorporated here as well by this reference.
Since ARA flietors are static, once one is committed based thereon, nothing one (toes can alter that
score. Regardless of participation in and success at years of treatment, and the natural effect of aging
described siqra, no sex offender can ever reduce his assigned actuarial risk of re-offense. 1-lence. once in
commitment, one is doomed to remain detained lhr life.
Those using RAIs typically exercise great subjectivity as to whether to assign a given offender a
pont/points tor a given factor

H)

it and, in the case of a facior with m Li hi p Ic points, whether to assign one,

both, or all of such multiple points. RA "coding rules'' often are vague and lacking in speciNc sample
applications, allowing this subjective interpretation/application.

p.

Clinical ,4c/jnslnn'n( of ARA-Derived Recidivism Probability Esliniales (1/1(1 !L'Thu.ce
ci5 S'itppo s ((I C il/nil? ogc nic Arceds to
oJ Cherrv-Picke(P Dyiu mac Risk Tac /ot
Rationalize Never-Ending Commitment

Sonic evaluators of sex offender recidivism have striven to "adjust'' (almost invariably upward)
scores derived from a given RAI on ''clinical'' considerations. This is just an attempt to resurrect the
"CRA" approach despite its extreme inaccuracy. lo justify this, such clinical evaluators will cite ceilain
facts that they claim are beyond the lietors examined by the RAI that such evaluators claim need to he
reckoned into the probability of the subject sex offenders likelihood of future re-oliense. [here are two
problems with this argument from the standpoint of science.

Dorm, s upia. p. 158, explains the first

problem:
"For something truly to he beyond the actuarial scheme, it needs to he beyond the set of
information incorporated into the development of the instrument and beyond the common attributes
of the research samples, not simply beyond what we feel is tolerable. Quite typically, instrument
developers have included data concerning number of victims, degree of force, degree of mjui'v to
victims, and many other factors in the research Underlying the instrument's development. II' these
factors were not ultimately included on the instrument, then the reason was typically that those data
did not add anything to the instrument's effectiveness as compared to the included items. Hence. if a
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suNect used a significant degree of force to subdue his victims, this consideration, although
emotionally upsetting to read in its details, should not typically he viewed as beyond the actuarial
scheme.
'T ikew ise. if a twice-convicted subject has stated during sex offender treatment that lie rcal ly has
20 victims, this should not he thought of as a reason for adjusting his risk upward. (Such treatment
disclosures may actually he signs of treatment involvement, a sign of potential lowered risk).
Statistically, his apparently high number of victims was essentially accounted for in the other factors
included on most risk-assessment inventories, most particularly by his two convictions. This is not to
say that two convictions should he directly translated to mean that such offenders have 20 victims,
only that the number of acknowledged victims does not regularly add information increasing our
accuracy in assessing risk beyond the type of data already included in the instruments. A subject
would need to have a very large number of victims to be considered beyond the actuarial scheme, and
not simply a n timber that seems emotionally quite disturbing, A though prosecutors can attempt to
make the individual seem worse than Jack the Ripper hs emphasizing how many victims the person
has acknowledged, evaluators should avoid assessing additional risk where it is empirically known
that no extra risk exists.' (emphasis in original).
(pp. 167-68):

[Among lctors outside ol' actuarial instruments that Doren cites as claimed

factors for "clinical adjustment" of RAI probability outcomes are these:]
"Inappropriate/procri m i ml social behaviors (i.e., consisting of the total sum from the following
18 items: impulsivity; insulting. teasing, and obnoxious verbal behaviors: lack of consideration of
others', unconventional attitudes: criminal attitudes ; shallow affect, superficialit).., tension: medication
noncompliance: problem's with housekeeping or cooking: poor sell-care and personal hygiene;
substance abuse, physical

sd

labtise; suggestible and easily led: problems with money management:

fir estarting: criminal associates; inappropriate dependency)
'Mood problems (i.e.. consisting of the following 7 items: excitement anxiety, mania, anger,
blunted affect, depression, guilt feelings)
"social withdrawal (i.e., consisting of the following 9 items: poor use of leisure time, unpopular,
social withdrawal, inactivity, excessive shyness, refusal to participate in nonmedical therapy, - ..poor
assertion, lack of fhinilv support)....
"I-tom the Wong, Giver, of al, (2000) study, the 20 dynamic factors found useful in a pre- and
posttreatnient fashion included the following:
"Violent/criminal lifestyle variables (i.e., Violent Lifestyle, Criminal Personality, Criminal Peers,
Interpersonal Aggression. Violence During Institutional izat iou, Weapon Use. Substance Abuse,
Violence Cycle)
"Cognitive variables ( i.e., Criminal Attitudes, Work Fthic, Insight into the Cause of Violence,
Mental Disorder, Cognitive Distortion)"
the first conclusion that can be deduced from this is that, at a niininiiun. most (if not all, perhaps) socalled ''dyuniu ic' risk factors were studied in (lie course of construction of one or more actuarial measures
and were then rejected as adding nothing significant to risk of re-offense. Therefore, it is exceptionally
intellectually dishonest to resurrect these matters and proclaim them as factors of such risk, merely b): the
rhetorical device of then claiming that they represent a difference from the earlier actuarial examination
of risk.
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Hie second ramification from this consideration of various matters as potential risk factors for reoffense arises in other part from the litet that various actuarial instruments find different factors to he of
significance in assigning claimed probabilities of risk to a given sex ol'fender. And of course, as a matter
of logic, all other actors considered by the creators of' one actuarial instrument, hut ICjCCtCd as having no
incremental significance as to such risk of re-ofthnsc, were rejected by the creators of that instrument for
that v e rv reason.
Yet because different actuarial instruments were created from differing lists of iioniinee potential
risk factors, and because the factors that made the cut' as to one actuarial instrument are di fkrent than
those in another such instrument, so-called expert witnesses in any given sex-olfender corn ni tinent case
can and do select the palictilar actuarial instrument to use that either casts the subject in a horrible light
of claimed high-probability of re-offense or casts the subject as being unlikely to reoffend. depending
enti ely on who retained that expert and what point the experts favors making for whatever ulterior
reason. in short. purely by the poccss of selection of one acttiarial instrument over another, virttially any
claim as to probability of re-offense can be made in any sex offender commitment case.
Further, conversely, again purely by selecting one actuarial instrument and avoiding otheis, a socalled expert can effectively preserve his/her ability to make an alternative argument that such "dvnaniic''
factors as lie/she may select in the case as claimed to be present on the basis of inductive inference from
any fact or cIa i ned fact (no matter how fi i in s and/or ambiguous the evidence for such fact may be)
simply by consciously avoiding the actuarial instrument that themselves did not consider and reicci such
dynamic variables in the course of design of that instrument.
None of this is actual scientific procedure. Instead. it is a crass fraudulent imitation of science
intended to cast a false appearance of scientific legitimacy in place of' rank pick-and-choose stratagems
either made-to-order or to appear to support any preconceived bias held by the so-called expert.
Gregory DeC ii,c. "Years of Predicting Dangerously." 5 S ('at Jnie,dLcc. [.1. 179 (Winter. 20 1 6).
examined the practice of such "clinical adjtistnienf' or RAI predictive probabilities of re-offense.
concluding in the article's Abstract: '.LFjlic data thus far show that clinical adjustments or overrides
reduce the accuracy of actuarial-based risk prediction. ''The findings on which this conclusion is based
are as follow:
(pp. 20-I): 2009
hree studies examined the difference between actuarial scoes and adjusted actuarial risk
ratings (Con' 2007; Hanson, 2007; inina S'rogo & Guzzo, 2008). In these studies, evaluators were
required to complete an acttarial risk tool and then were allowed to adjust the final risk rating on the
basis of factors external to the acttiarial tool. All three studies were prospective, and evaluators
completed the ratings as part of their rotit ie procedures. In two sttidies, the raters were probation
officers (JIan.son. 2007; ! '/ tw1 ci at 2008), and in the other study. the raters were either psycho logists
or correctional staff (Gore, 2007).

For all three measures, l& all types of raters , and for all
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outcomes, the adjusted scores showed lower predictive accuracy than did the unadjusted actuarial
scores.
(pp. 21-2): 2010
low do adjustments or overrides to actuarial risk assessments dilute accuracy? One example is
found in (lore's (2007) dissertation. She found that clinical overrides that increased predicted risk
resulted in 4 more true positives (people rated high risk, who actually sexually recidivatecl) but at the
cost of 75 fewer true negatives (people rated as low risk, who actual lv did not sexually reeidivate).8
2011
''Abut a/c/i (20 1 I mentioned, 'Given decreased base-rates over the past 20 years, the most

accurate method now may he to just use the overall (low) reconviction base-rate arid predict ionrecortv eden for every offtrider. We would have false negative errors hut perhaps fewer errors
overall 9
2012
"Two more studies have addressed the accuracy of pure-actuarial risk assessment versus adjustedactuarial risk assessment for sexual recidivism. In one study . SIotcv, 14att Jackson, and Hart (20] 2)
found that clinical adjustments or overrides of the Static-99 decreased the accuracy of risk prediction:
An 30 cases, clinicians used discretion to 'override' or adjust the Static----99 ratings when making
final risk judgments, hut the predictive validity of the clinical adjusted ratings was worse than that of
the original Static-99 ratings made by clinicians' (p. I ).

'The clinical override scores were less

predictive of sexual recidivism than the scores without overrides .....Examinations of the Flazard
Ratios tar the two sets of ratings indicated that the ratings with overrides predicted recidivism in the
wrong direction - that is. clinical overrides of increased risk were actually associated with lower
recidivism rates and vice versa.' (p. 8)
Other studies have also found that clinical overrides made to actuarial scores decrease
predictive validity (Gore, 2007 liwison. 2007 Vrana . .S';'ogci, & Gco, 2(308) (p. 9). See also
i/tsa/I.
ul
Harris,
is,

Scoti. & //c/imt ( -22007).'
007).-

(p. 23): --In spite of fiwison and Thornton's guidelines (be prudent, make only

Mil
inor
-101-

adjustments or none at all. only make adjustments in the lhce of special features such as debilitating
adjustments
disease or stated intentions to offend), clinicians have soinetmies chosen not to rely on the results of
the actuarial instrument, even in the absence of special c ircurustances. l'he result has been a decrease
in accuracy. Available research does not support the use of professorial judgment to adjust or
override actuarial-based risk assessment of sextrai recidivism.
What lhen Must We Do?
"]it

their 1989 Science article, Dcewe.s. I'cntct, and Alec/il noted that, in spite of an increasingly

riiassive and consistent body of evidence, few practitioners seemed to have changed their practice
habits (see also (;love. 2005). My experience in SVP cases over the past 14 years is similar. In their
reports and Iestiruorw, SVP evaluator's routinely use an actuarial instrtnrnen( (typically the Static-99R
these days) and then trse their jtldgnlerlt to consider additional factors Moo: o fl'ering a 'professional
opinion regarding the person's likelihood to sexually reoffend, In doing so, evaluators typically fail
to mention that tile): are using an approach to risk assessment that has been shown to decrease the
accuracy of risk predictions, has no known reliability, and fails to produce a probability: of' re-offense
with an associated confidence interval (making it impossible to know the certainty of the risk
prediction)"
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Secondly, the range of such supposedly extraneous matters proposed b clinically oriented evaluators
as further factors, upon which to justify inflating the RAI-deriv'ed recidivism probability is endless.
Doren, at 167-68, cites these. for instance, as among stick matters lacking in scientific confirmation:
"insulting, teasing, and obnoxious verbal helms' iors; lack of consideration of others;
unconventional attittides criminal attitudes; shallow affect, stiperfieialitv: tension: medication
noncompliance: problems with housekeeping or cooking; poor se I leare and personal hygiene;
substance abuse; physical se I f-abuse: suggestible and easily led: problems with iiouiev management:
fire-starting: criminal associates: i nappu'opriate dependency).
"excitement, anxiety, mania, anger,... depu'essioui, guilt feelings....
"Poor use of' leisure time, tunpopular, social withdrawal, inactivity, excessive sliness, ... poor
assertion, lack of family support). "violent lifestyle, criminal personality, - , , weapon use, substance abuse....

Lawyer X "Devitnil fits/ice: i'he American C/it/ag, (Jo De)l/i Me(/ia, 2014.

avail.:

wwaIna/on.coIn), at pp. 83-84. adds these for her "dynamic fiictoi's'': "poor social support, antisocial
peers. antisocialtimptilsive liiests'les....hostility.

anxiety, poor coping mechanisms, substance abuse,

intimacy deficits, ,.. tinemplovment. .. poor grooniung.

Many of' these are 'acute." that is, varynig

greatly train one period to the next (e.g., daily, weekly, or monthly variation). All of these matters are
amorphous and subject to extremely subjective judgment. Moreover • lone of them has a c early
demonstrated causal or indicative relationship to sex crime commission.

Lawyer A step-a, at 90-91. cites Prewkv, Janus, ci ai, "Sexual lv Violent Predators...,'', siepz'a. at 12
Thrdwl Pub. Poll & Lair 37$ as explaining that use of' these claimed factors is done in an adverse.
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cherry-picking' manner, seeking to confirm an a priori opinion that the offender remains dangerous. In
other words, merely any criticism whatsoever that can he laid against a given sex offender, regardless
how far removed from sex offending, can he claimed, with no scientific accountability, to justify
increasing the asserted level of sex-crime recidivism probability. this is the end of science.
Worse, more than half of those using an RAI will 'adjust' the perceuitagc of likelihood of recidivism
based on either personaj nupression of inaccuracy of certain aspects of the RAI in qtiestiori or subjective
impressions of the offender scrutinied, Such 'adjustnieiits.' typically not divulged to the court, convert
the A RA process to a (IRA process, with its even lower accuracy.
RAIs judge a sex offender undcr scrutiny for the seeming resemblance of a certain, single factor to
that of the factor in question, said by the RAt's on gi nators to he present as to other individuals, Yet the
RAI "rater" (i.e.. the -examiner" or other expert witness in a given commitment case) has no access to
those individual records of the offenders in that supposedly representative sample; lie/she must simply
take the RAI originator at his/her word, and trust the subjective views of that originator. 'this is
compounded by the thct that, in all RAIs, numerous factors on the 'checklist' are typically found present
as to any given sex offender under scrutiny, when the rater is told that the individual rated per the RAI is
facing a comm itinent petition. The end result is that all sex offenders thus rated are scored with far
greater predictions of likelihood of re-o Tense

even when the actual pool of sex offenders thus rated is

not a commitment subset, but merely an average sampling of all sex offenders then in a given corrections
setting. [his implies that such RAIs, as actually employed, predict everyone in an average sanipl ing as
having far 'above-average likelihood of re-offense, an impossible scientific sell-contradiction in terms.
In this context especially, it is neither accurate nor flair to confine someone &r decades or for natural
life merely because some RAI rater thought he resembled certain factors ascribed to others, or even more
uncertainly, JUSt hecatise lie was assigned the same total RAI scores as some others, 'this only illustrates
that all prediction of sexual re-offense is ulimiately based on group 'membership.' But an average
outcome over that group cannot he a valid prediction of otitcoiiie of any individual in thatgroup who
simply does not con forni to that average.
In one case of an unsuccessfli I lderal attempted sex offender comm it merit. the court rejected that
certification and released the defendant ( ('n/fec! States v. AInegwice, 547 F. Supp. 2d 1145 ID. Hawaii
2008j). Of note, prosecution psychologists applied three different RAIs (Static-99. rtRASOR. and
MnSOST-R) to arrive at frightening predictions from each of those RAts of highly probably future sexual
recidiy ism by the defendant. Yet defense experts, using those same tests, came up with radically lower
scores (and lesser signified percentages of such probability of' future recidivism). Noting this, that judge
sniped at mere ''impressions" and "subjective analysis" inherently involved in the process.
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q.

Current Infrequency v_I Sex C riiiic Rec'u/it'isni /?e;ulers Nec 'ic/ivisni Predic1,00 Wi/cl/v
Inaccurate a/Ic! Alecen fog/es's.

Ironically, the drastic reduction in sex-crime recidivism over the last twenty years has also inherently
reduced the predictive accuracy and certainty of ARA (this last reflected in "confidence intervals'' so
wide as to render ans probability percentage derived through any given "risk assessiiien( instrument''
1"RAVJ utterly meaningless). 'ftc current base rate for sex offense recidivism in Minnesota is 3.2 0 /0.
Doren,siipra, at pp. 151-52, explains this:
"Statistically. the more rare an event is. the mote difficult it is to predict those situations in which
it will occur without also including many cases in the same prediction where the event would not
actually occur. Put in terms of sexual recidivism predictions, the rarer is the sexual recidivism benig
predicted. the more likely the predictions will include nonrecidivists in the predicted recidivist
the occurrence of ate events from the far more common
category. Predictions trying to distinguish
are notoriously high in their inaccurate inclusion of the c.om mon events in the set where the rare one
is predicted, an error that is largely statistical Is determined ....
Knowing a reasonable approximation of the underlying sexual recidivism base i'ate, therefore,
tells evaluators something about the statistical limitations of Ihe predictive accuracy of- tile methods
being employed
l'hus. the lower the base rate, the greater the inherent inaccuracy and uncertainty of all RAIs. At a
ni in iscule base rate of 3.2%. conversely, the inaccuracy and uneerta i nty of all R A Is is enormous
perhaps in the range of 97% inaccurate.

Pieniky. .]anus. c/ al. -Sexually Violent Predators in the Courtroom (etc.), supia. at p. 374, notes:
"'F lie problems inherent in low base-rate prediction of dangerousness have been addressed numerous
i nies (e.g.. Grove & Alec/il. 1996; A Ioiiu/ian & .S'ieadniao, 1994 :: Suns, JXiu'c',s, & Alona/nin. 2000:

[Vv/lei-t, 2006).
Such inaccuracy defies science and deprives Respondents of due process.

r.

No Method of Combining Actuarial I?fvk Scales Provides Ani' Increase in Predictive
Accuracy oi'ei' the A/os! .4ccinaie Actuarial Scale in the (on,/,fiu,ihni.

Michael ('Sew. "Is More Better! Combining Actuarial Risk Scales to Predict Recidivism Among
Adult Sex Offenders,' 17 /'syc/iologica/ Assessment 156-167 (Issue 2, itme 2005), reports evaluating the
accuracy achieved through multiple methods of combining fOur commonly used actuai'ia I risk scales
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Mien applied to a sample of 215 adult male sex offenders. Seto found that no Combination method
provided any StaliSticalk significant or consistent advantage over the predictive accuracy of the single
best actuarial scale in the combination. Fherefbre, such combination does not alleviate tile inaccuracies
of individual actuarial scales.

(inccieniitic Nature of the Lead/lug RAJv

(1) i/ic it /FLST)Si-3/3. //3,/2/-/'

Grant Dime and Pamela Freske, two of the auUors of the MnSOSF-3 and 3.1 series of tools,
acknowledge that these are not risk assessment instruments, hut only just 'tools' (U. Dioce & P..J I'reske,
"Using Logistic Regression Modeling to Predict Sexual Recidivism: The Minnesota Sex Offender
Screening fool -- 3 (MnSOS .-3)."
IT

. 4 Jour. 0/ Research a;ici Treaunent. Vol.

, No.

-28 (2012). Flies note that the MnSOSl-3 ''contains line items, six of which are new." (let, p. 1).

This makes Version 3 a conipletelv new and different "tool

(1101 an ARAI) than previous MnSOSI

versions. I lence% it gains no support from those earlier versions, and attempts by the creators of Version 3
to draw support by appropriating sample populations Irorn those earlier versions are misplaced and nonscientific.
The MnSOST-3, 3.1. and 3.12 were all developed from the same data and sith only trivial
differences. Because version 3.1 appears to he in most prevalent use among these three, it will be

exclusive])

referenced here. I lowever, the flaws and shortcomings mentioned here apply to all three of

these versions,

Ihese versions have rendered the former MnSOSI-R obsolete. Hence, it will be

mentioned here only to the extent that its flaws have been carried Forward into the foregoing versions. To
preface that carry-Iorard, it should be noted that the MnSOSl-R was repudiated by its developers. such
that one of that tools strongest advocates, Dr. Amy Pheni,x, testified that she discontinued its use because
she no longer found it to be sufficicilt1\1 reliable, (lulled States i' Johnson, 856 F. Supp, 2d 768 (F.[).
N.C. 20 1 —2 ) at footnote 1. United States v. Antone, 2012 US Dist I LX IS 138492 (ED. N.C. 20 2), found
the MNS( )Sf-R to be invalid (Footnotes 33 and 39) after the examiner testified that lie no longer uses the
MnSOSI -R because, among other reasons, it has a loss sample rate and it has a high false positive late,
and the data on vli ieli it is based has not been updated.
Like the MnSOST-R. nonetheless, the MnSOST-313,l?3.12 tools are based on extremely small
development samples and on a high claimed base rate.

Dime & Fi'eske, siqn'a. acknowledge

this:'' ......he development sample for the M nSOST-R oversarupled for sexual recidivists, producing an
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artificially high base Ii ne rate ( iVo f/er!. 2002y" The Mi SOST-R, t'or instance, was based on a base rate
figured at between 27 and 35% recidivism. In fact, even in those WE, comparatively-higher-recidivism
ears. average Minnesota sex-crime recidivism was only 1411 As a result. MnSOST percentage figures
for probability of i-cc idivism as to every category (low-, medium-, or high-pi'ohabil it predictions) were
vastly inflated.
DUWC

it J'res/w concede "the similarity in reof tense rates between higher risk (i.e., those with higher

MnSOST-R values) and lower risk (i.e., those with lower MnSOS F-R values) offenders, using sexual
recidivism as the measure to assess the predictive accuracy at the MnSOS I-K on ii contemporary sample
of the Minnesota sex offenders yields relatively low AUC (area under the curve) values. Indeed, as
. in fable 3, the MrSOSJ-R has an M JC value 010.55 for the 1315 sex offenders released horn
shown On
M innesota prison s between 2003 and 2006.'' Foul points emerge frorii this:
a.

['his is nearly pure-chance (0.50) prediction.

ft

These 2,3 15 sample members were released, not committed. I lcmice, the impact of large-scale (tbr
Minnesota) conirnitnient in earlier years clues not affect this near-chance, unsuccessful prediction.

C.

The Ni n 50Sf- R failed to reckon with the admitted impact (as per the Minnesota Dept. of
Corrections report on sex offender recid iv sm in 2007) of "post-release constraints'' on sex
offenders, identified (other than as to those committed) by the Dune & i'reske article (p. 4) as being:
,.more time under post-prison community supervision'':'' increased ... use of intensive supervision
with sex olfenders ; ''more likely to ... have their parole revoked for a technical violation: and
being (upon such revocation) ''incarcerated rot longer periods of time.'' Currently, as to sex
otfender's on ''intensive supervised release, the rate of parole revocationduring
retocation
the whole period a
parole is 58% of releasees - almost all of which revocatkis are for "technical' violations, not new
sex crimcs. Ibis high rate of revocation and consequent rermprrsoniuent, alone, shows how vastly
inaccurate this failure to reckon with such figures of post-release 'constraints" makes the recidivism
lmgtrres.

d.

In light of these points, NlnSOSI -R, at AUC = 0.55, was an utter failure at predicting recidivism.
Note: Using the same, newer Minnesota sample. with lowered recidivism statistics. so too are all
current ARAIs reduced to near-chance prediction So. development of the MnSOST-3 series was
not an improving 'tweak' on an al ready-good test; on the contrary, it was a desperate attempt to

rqthcc

it with a "tool'' that could salvage some higher-than-chance predictive value. However, in

light ol the current similarity in high-risk and low-risk offender's in terms of actual recidivism
outcomes, this is utterly futile.
Page 8 declares. .....three of the MnSOST-R items [including] age at release •- were transformed into
continuous

it nibles [for purposes of this ci ass chcck ttmncttoii on the 3.1 vcr stoni

I Iowc'.cr if this is

true as to age in (lie "multiple regressioti analysis,'' it was reversed in [lie final 3.1 version, in which age is
only a dichotomous cutoll only above/below age 30. the ellect of this incongruity is to falsely appear to
j lisI I R lugher recidivism predictions for releases over age 30, with a greater impact on such probabilities
as ages increased upward tioni age 30.
At page 9. we learn that scores on some items allowing for more than one point each depending on
circumstances such as number of convictions or victims are capped in [lie 3.1 version. Nonetheless, this
multiple-score method, even though capped, is still unscientific, as not reflecting any known incremental
risk elevation for more than one conviction (which could have been for the sonic victim) or victims of a
certain type (male, rather than female).
Page 13 of that booklet declares that bootstrap resampt ing was used -to develop a more parsimon iotis
prediction model. This apparently refers to iterative recalculations intended to make the apparent
statistical d ifierence in terms of icc div sm probability appear more extreme than it really is between the
great mass of offenders and outliers with higher scores. This is how a small number of offenders were
cast as supposedly cxtreniely likely to reoffend. contrary to all other actuarial tools.
Also at page I], a discussion appears regarding use of a "relatively high threshold'' for retention of'
rec i U ivisni predictors. But the test creators never considered the possibility of 'factor overlap.' 'lo the
contrary. use of that 70% (high) threshold unwittingls paired factors that are closely logically related to
each other, ensuring such overlap, and hence, doti ble-con it ing toward a grossly i nacc uratelv inflated
probability prediction
Dune & E;'eskr, Fable 4, at p. 16. and AInSOSt-3. / hook/el, pages 19-20 divulge that, even as low as
the 8% recid iv isni probability level (i.e_ as the tool calculates, the top 10% of offenders). "For every true
positive. (i.e., recidivist) identified at the 8 percent cut point, there were nearly four false positives (11011recidivists)."
this 4X number of false positives to true positives even at the conipaiatively low
probability level of 8% (onl) twice the 4% overall probability) shows the mathematical inability of this
model to accurately 'capttu'e' all recidivists, hut only recidivists. Its inaccuracy is unacceptably low (even
at such low deviations hini a low base rate. This is it classic illustration of Wollert's low base rate
problem' of making accurate predictions. Given that the inaccuracy is four false-positives out of 5
predictions at 8%, just think how high the false-positive ratio must he at the highest level of 40%l Note:
It appears quite clear that this document employs some nonstandard math ( u nspec ill ccl) to claim its TrueFalse Positive Ratio,

I hose figures show that the falscpositivc rate decreases as the probability

predict ion rises toward the top. This is absolutely backward to Wo//c't'/' s truism of geometrically rising
false positives as the probability prediction percentage rise toward the top. So something is very wrong
with the calculations here.

Particularly telling for commitment use of the Mn SOS l-3 is this excerpt from

Dim

& ties/ce. supra,

at p. 17: "The average MnSOSl-3 value for the 134 civilly comm tied [sex] offenders V,110, but br
commitment, would have been in the 2005-06 samplej was O.S%,.... Only four of the ] I 3I ofienders
(3%), however, had an upper 95% confidence interval (Cl) that exceeded 50%....'' (Note that the 4
olfenders were subsumed within that 9 offenders, making 7% the most generous estimate in comparison
to a '50% standard' for commitment, which this report erroneously postulates. In legal fact, it actually is
a "highly likely" standard, which should be interpreted as requiring a pe enlace vastly in excess of 509/o.
such as 70°/b or higher.) l'liis shows that most committed in M innesota actually have it recidivism rate
(10.5%) on I)' modestly above the overall average, mean lag that nearly nine who would not have
rec id ivated (at least within that fit-St four-year period of' the study) were committed for everyone Who
would have reeidivated, but for com ii itment.
Ihis excerpt both concedes the non-ui ility of the liS()SF-3-series in other states, and also points up
extreme the folly is of committing prospective releasees with less than 50% probabilities of

ho

recidivism, and at the same time. how MnSOSl is pole to over-prediction of recidivism, even in
M ulnesola.

A !nSOST-3. / Coding 1 1aiiita/)
Under these bizarre coding rules, one's supposed risk percentage is also inipacted by such
idiosyncrasies as: whether one was sentenced in only one. or more I han one coti fly as to the same vet mi
whet 11cr one Completed chemical dependency treatment: and whether a scIlreported offense appears in a
psychological report, as opposed to any other document.. Such scoring approaches are unheard of iii any
other RAI and completely lack any scientific basis.
The very worst aspect oF the N'tn SOSV-3.1 is its "coding rules" for scoring. Under these bizarre rules,
ones supposed risk percentage is impacted by such idiosyncrasies as whether one received an aggregate
sentence, versus count-specitic sentences; whether one Was sentenced in only one, or more than one
county as to the same victim: whether one completed chemical dependency treatment: whether a selfreported offense appears in a psychological report, as opposed to any other doe timcnt; and up to Ioui' extra
points (with large resulting increase in predicted percentage) fbr the homophobic fortuity of male victims.

,Inch'eu .1/?. fl(ir/s & R. Karl Hanson, "Sex Offender Recidivism: A Simple Quest ion." 2004-03 ( I'uh/ic
Saftn and Emergency /'reparedness Canada), at p. 9. admit: .....the 15 year cst mate for bo\-victim child
molesters . . . was based upon only 95 observations."

Any statistician will agree that no statistical

significance can he drawn from such an infinitesimal sample. Ihe MnSOSl'-3. I scoring approaches are
unheard of in any other RAI -- except its predecessor. the MnSOST-R. More bluntly. Afarcuv .1 Cite/es/c.

henry IC trade//a & Brenda Vogel. "Sex Offender Myths in Print Media: Separating Fact from Fiction in
U.S.

Newspapers,"

13

We.siern

Criminology

Review

4,

6

(2012)

http://wcr.sonoriia.e(lu/v I 3ri2/Galeste.pdf): Kg/i/i Sooth/fl ci cit., "Sex Offenders: Specialists, Generalists
- or Both? A 32-Year Criminological Study,' 40 Br/i/sb Jour, Of ('i' uninologF' 56-67 (No. 1, 2000), at p.
6. found that those who had "committed offtnses against someone of the same sex were less likely to
commit subsequent violent or properly offenses than sex offenders whose original offense had been
against someone of the opposite sex."
The MnSOST-3/3 1/3. 12 (arid all other versions of the MaSOST "tool' were created by the
Minnesota Department of Corrections. That same Department is statutorily charged ith the duty of
assessi rig the purported likelihood of sex-crime re-o li'ense b-car each sc rut i ni,ed offender.
Yet that MnSOST-3 (etc.) series is not truly a sex-crime re-oftense actuarial risk assessment
instrument at all. but rather an internal tool Of said Department for purposes of determining a combined
likelihood of any one of the following occurring in the ease of the scrutinized offender: ( I ) coriitiiitting
another sex crime: (2) committing any other kind of crime; or (3) violating any condition of parole, ISR,
or conditional release during the term of arty such form of post-release supervision. Combination of all
three of these risks into the probability percentages calculated as to each olièndcr seriously exaggerates
the likelihood of sex-crime recidivism specifically.
Further, inclusion in that series of "tools" of matters such as disorderly conduct convictions and
violations of orders for protection show beyond question that the MtiS0Sl'-3x series deparis completely
horn the field of actuarial science as to sex-crime recidivism prediction, given that such factors have ?to
relationship to conlirnission of sex crimes.
The NIIISOSI-1.1 is the classic example of all of these liulures to conform to known actuarial
sc ienti he principles.
First, the MnSOS'l'-3 . I was developed from a statistically insignificant sample of only 200 sex
offenders.

'l'h is is patently insu time ent to draw any statistical conclusions for any purpose.

Arty

statistician will agree that no statistical significance can he drawn from such an infinitesimal sample.
Second. the MnSOS 1-3.1 is not actually an RAI at all, incorporating such unrecognized factors as
institutional misconduct.
Ihird, its developers have steadfastly refused to divulge the data upon w hich it as based

secrecy

that deprives it of any "peer-rcvieved" scientific validity.
Fourth, the idiosyncratic coding rules of the MniSOS'l'-3. I render it trtterlv unscientific (for instance,
turning on proceditra I flukes such as whether count-spec i lie or in stead "aggregate'' sentencing was used
by a judge). Non-sexually motivated crimes, such as harassment, violation of an Order for Protection,
and disorderly conduct, are counted. (MV Dept of COri'eCtu)flS, AInSO5''l'-3. 1 Coding Manual). Under
these bizarre coding rules, ones supposed risk percentage is also impacted by such idiosyncrasies as:
whether one was sentenced ill only one, or note than one county as to the same victim: whether one
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completed chemical dependency treatment; whether a sd f-reported offense appears ill a psycho logical
report, as opposed to any other document: and tip to four extra points (with large resulting increase in
predicted percentage) for the homophobic Ibrttrity of male victims, I he MnSOSF-3.1 scoring approaches
are unheard of in any other RA I and completely lack any scientific basis.
The MnSOS1'-3 and MnSOST-3.I --just like their predecessor, the \'InSOSi-R, were constructed by
nuiltipIe-counting the recidivism tendency of the same individual. 1 his was caused by hilly crediting
that recidivism tendency of each given member 01' the study sample, to each factor' of that test found in
that given member of the study sample, regardless of the relative, contributory level of any cumulative
additional impact (if any) on that recidivism tendency worked by that specific factor. Thus, anygiven test
suhect would then be artificially, 'penalized twice' in test score and hence ill ascribed recidivism
probability, for each pair of such hietors found to he present. Rather like cribbage, this multiple counting
has geometric impact the more factors are found to be present. 1 his ignores that the sttidv sample
members either did or did not recidivate (a yes/rio dichotomy): under the MnS( SI approach. it is as if
each separate factor in the same study sample member \ crc a separate sample member who recid ivated.
Ihis can exponentially exaggerate the predicted probahility of re-oliense by any given test subject with
multiple factors present (as most have).
Discussions in professorial or academic literature of the creation of the MnS0S1-3. I version of that
"tool' state or necessarily i nip lv that that version was constructed from "construction samples that only
comprised 200 to 300 sex offenders. In psychological science, partieu any as applied to sex-offender
recidivism studies, such low numbers amount only to an insignificant statistical pool. Therefore, the
NI!) .SOST-3 . I and any other so-called -tools" or claimed "actuarial risk assessment instrunimerits" created
from such statistically insignificant samplings arc iiiher'eritiv unscientific, arid no meaningful data can be
derived Il-oni them. Accordingly, the MnSOSh-3. I and all other similar low-sample tools and RAIs 11113st
be harmed liom sex offender assessment.
We have seen, for instance, that the MnSOST-3. I chalks up adverse points For disorderly conduct
convictions and for violations of orders for protection -- incidents that have no scientifically established
predictive valtie as to future sex crimes.
MrSOSI' s inclusion of other factors such as whether one was tinder some form of correctional
supervision when it crime was committed. or whether crime was committed in some place nominally
considered "public' (iricludirig, e.g., areas within secured apartment buildings), and including noncrinunal violations of probation or parole, which lack any scientific suppor-i outside of the same extremely
small samplings used to construct that ''toot," also illustrates this problem.
Some recidivism tools, notably the MnSOSf-3. I, calculate multiple points for the same victim either
where multiple charges are laid against the defendant by the prosecuting attorney or where changes
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involving the smiie perpetrator and victim arise in two or more counties. 'Iliese are slicer fortuities having
nothing to do with probability olre-oltcnse. Further, these situations tend to arise in scenarios of ongoing
crimes with the sarlic victim that occur over time, a cornitiori scenario in the case of sexual abuse of a
child, bill which are rare in adult rapes. Ihereftre, such scoring comparatively greatly exaggerates the
impact of recidivism for sexual abuse, as compared to serial rapists. As an example, victimi,ation of a
single, known-victim child on two occasions, each in a separate county, with two convicted acts on each
occasion, would equal a serial rapist attacking four women anywhere, if only one conviction per attack
resulted. 'l'his disparity simply does not comport with actual differences in probability of recidivism
between these utterly different scenarios. The NIriSOSI -3 1 and all other actuarial instruments permitting
sticli point calculation and resulting skewed recidivism probabilities, must he banned.
Another problem speci rc to the MnSO.ST-3 , I is that it scores sentences, not convictions, and allows
multiple points per victim. Ihis causes skewing of recidivism probabilities reported, in this case based oil
tile fort nitous fact of the n nm her of separate sentences that may be imposed in various sex-c ri rue cases.
Under Minnesota law, and apparently also in at least some other states, judges presiding in strch cases
have discretion to impose either individual sentences for each convicted count for the same victim or,
alternatively, to levy an aggregate sentence as to all such counts (nCll as to multiple victiruus in the same
case) or as to sonic of such counts. This practice of sentencing discretion does not definitely indicate
probability of later re-offense, since the number of' victims. nirmnuber of' sex crime acts, or the relative
severity ofstreli acts do not definitely dictate such sentencing decisions. This points up that such scoring
rust be based on convictions, rather than upon sentences, fools such as the MriSOST-3 . 1 that use
sentences for such scoring Mast be banned.
Distinctly, as rioted in/ui as to the Static-99R, the MnSOSl-3 .1 assesses a given sex offender up to
l'utrr extra points (with large resulting increase in predicted percentage) lot the homophobic fortuity of
male victims. Avwfren .1/?, Hari is & R. Kw'/ Ifotison, in Sex Offender Recidi isrii: A Simple Qtrestiori,
2004-03 (Pub/n LS'u/elt inil Ei;iei'geiicy Prepw'et/ness ('uiuu/u), at p. 9, admit. .....the 15 year estimate for
boy-victim child molesters , . , was based upon only 95 observations.'' Any statistician will agree that no
statistical significance can be drawn from such an infinitesimal sample. Consequently, at best. there
simply is no scientific evidence that having male victims makes sex-cririie recidivism more likely at all.
Indeed, this addition of tip to Ibur points (one per ruiafe vict iru) poses vet another unanswered question,
i.e.. whether there actually is any difference in recidivism in that ruiinusctrle sample for olicriders who had
3, versus 4 irate ictirius, or 2. versus 3, or 1, versus 2, or even t). versus I. Apparently, the creators of the
MnSOST 3 and 3.1 simply took on laith the existence of such a difference, based on earlier literature,
However. this ignores that recent research shows that no SUCh relation to nec id ivismr exists'', indeed, it
actually sliovs that abuser's of teenage girls have higher recidivism than abusers of male minors.
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Finally, the MnSOSI, in both its current series and the MnSOSI'-R version, does not adjust for the
age-at-release of the offender in question - a factor acknowledged to singlehandedly he at least as
important as the combined weight of all other factors in the Static-99, comparatively, for instance. Thus,
e.g., in Be//can v, Wa/i ctal., 2015 U .. Dist. LEXIS 125909 (F. Ii Wis. 2015), that court ruled that:
"Although Belleau scored higher on the MnSOST-R, another actuarial risk assessment tool, Dr.
Ellwood gave less weight to that score because of the MnSOST's greater margin of error and the fact
that it did not account for the effect of aging as did the Static-99R. Since Belleau was sixty-seven
years old at the time, the latter fact would appear especially significant.''
The MnSOST-R/3/3 . I is not truly an RAI at all, incorporating such unrecognized factors as
institutional misconduct. Its state-specific limit (i.e., Minnesota SC\ offenders only) and small samples
deprive it of statistic validity, while refusal by its originators to disclose the data upon which it is based
blocks peer review and cross-validation. The idiosyncratic coding rules of MnSOSl -R/3/3.1 render it
utterly unscientific (turning, e.g., on the mere procedural fluke of whether count-specific or instead
aggregate sentencing was used in a given case) Admitted, but non-convicted sex offenders are ignored,
unless they appear in a psychological report. Non-sexually motivated crimes, such as harassment and
disorderly conduct, are counted, while clearly sexually motivated crimes in the category of burglary are
not.
The MnSOST-3 . I was constructed through use of a "construction sample" comprised of sex offenders
in Minnesota who were then imprisoned on a recidivistic sex crime. As the A'KJCJzI Act has been applied.
most of those committed under it were subjected to that commitment petition while in prison on a
recidivistic sex offense. This justifies an inference that they were in flict part of the sample used to devise
that "tool," This means that their own crimes and other attributes were used as the very basis for that test
to compare a sex offender against to supposedly determine his likelihood of re-olleuse.
However, in the ease of all such 'construction sample' subjects, because they had already then
reeidivated, and because their own other attributes were abstracted as a means of divining probability of
re-offense, their scores and corresponding probabilities on that test reflect only theirsimilarity _jo
themselves, and do not prospectively predict a likelihood of re-offense, but instead retrospectively recap
the fact that they reeidivated in the past. This is therefore a scientific fraud, rendering its resulting scores
unusable as evidence.
In re lure, 847 N.W,2d 13, 14; 20 1 4 Minn. LEXIS 1 97 (Minn. Supr. 2014), states: "Numeric

probabilities also varied, showing Ice's ... 4-year probability of reoffending as 7.92 percent (which is
higher than 89.9 percent of sex offenders in M innesota) (Mn SOS]-]. I assessment); or, a "rule of thumb'
suggested by one of the test's developers, in which the 5-year estimated rate of reoffending (31.2 percent)
is doubled to establish a lifetime risk of reoffcnding (62.4 percent)."
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The 31.2 percent" recidivism figure is apparently the 'base rate' used by the MnSOST-3. I. This
alone is anti-scientific in the extreme, since it flies directly in the flice of the Minnesota Dept. of
Corrections' own statistics, ascertaining sex-offense recidivism statistics as reflecting a base rate of 3.4%.
The doubled MnSOSl-3, I "lifetime" figure of a 62.4% base rate is astronomical, even as applied to a
young man such as Cedrick Ince. Note also that the concession in Ii;ce that even a mere 7.92% predicted
recidivism rate is so comparatively high as to outstrip 89.9% of all incarcerated Minnesota sex offenders
(again, including those in younger categories with much higher recidivism percentages than men in their
sixties. ]'his amply shows the surreal km of such MnSOSF-3.1 Ii fetime claimed base rate of 62.4%. That
this figure is arrived at through mere 'rule of thumb' unscientific guesswork of just doubling the
prediction period's base arte (as outrageously high as it already is) demonstrates beyond question the
abdication of science by the MnSOSF-3. l's originators. The MnSOST-3. I is anti-scientific junk and
must be disregarded.
Most critically about the MnSOSl 3.1/3.12 series of' 'tools', their Rilse-positive rate or recidivism
prediction of those with the claimed highest probability of re-offense is 80% incorrect (that is, for each
person in that assigned category who actually reoffended,

tow: c!ict_uc4) Me//ssa Hamilton, ''Adventures

in Risk: Predicting Violent and Sexual Recidivism in Sentencing Law,'' 47 Ant S!. L.J I (2015), at p.
42: " ....he most recent revision to Minnesota's sexual recidivism instrument (MnSOS] 3. I ) periornis
even worse: PPVs of 20% and 16% in its top 10% and 15% ranking categories, respectively, leaving 80%
false positive predictions at the highest levels.'86 .....Jhe great degree of False positives, ...eight out of
ten for Minnesota. reflect the tendency toward exceptional error rates. °° .....his means that for every
one person actually preven ted from perpetrating a recidivistic sex clime through commitment on the
'strength' of the MnSOSl 3. 1/3. I 2, four others languish needlessly and unjustly in interminable
commitment due to that l'alse-positive rate. Such outcomes are intolerable!

(2) 'the "Rf?ASOR, "c,cJr/c-99/cctauc-99R'
The RRA SOR was an early attempt at an actuarial approach to assessing sex-crime recidivism
probability. As of 2002, neither 'RRASOR, and Siatic-99 instruments had not been accepted by the
psychological or psychiatric eommtui ity, but were instead ''young pioneering c flbrts of novel science.",
People i' Thy/or. 782 N.F:,2d 920 (Ill. App. 2002). RRASOR was incorporated into the Static-99 at that
time, and thus received no further work. Therefore, it remains tinacccpted to date.

'I he original Static-99 was replaced by the Static-99R as of 2009. However, the replacement is 110
more valid than the former. '[he Static-99R/Static-2002R is equally unscientific and useless for

predicting sex crimes. See. e.g., (]niI& Slates s'. Lange, 2012 U.S. Dist. [[XIS 159498 (ED. NC .
20 2), noting. at Finding ''89. Dr. Plaud

. .

.statledl that the Static-99R has a low positive predictive value,

and that ill any case the instrument's negative predictive value should be used to evaluate individuals,"
Small component samples of offenders and their varying, unrepresentative constituencies deprive it of any
accuracy. inclusion of non-incarcerated offenders skews the predictions against all who wet'e sent to
prison. Authors of this RA I ''re-weighted" factors used on a merely impressionistic basis

--

another

departure from scientific procedure. Predictions of re-oflense based on this RA I include any kind of
crime, not just sex offenses.
Criticism of the various scientific problems of the Static-99R is widespread. See, e.g.. McILs'sa

Hamilton, ''Public Safety, Individual 1 ibery. and Suspect Science: Future Dangerousness Assessments
and Sex Offender Laws.- 83 /'nip. L. Rev, 697. 726-35 (20 I) (describing five problems that undermi n e
the credibility of actuarial tests such as the Siatic-99R)
This is corroborated bs Mania/il, 5 findings. supra. at 4 I ft'ntA'/iicltel/ Lan' Rev. 820-2 I, observing
that whereas the Static-99R Routine table predicted 40 sex offenders selected for commitment would
reoliend within five veai's, in fact only five did (39% predicted: 4% actually did), The Static-99R is
~Ni dcly

regarded as the best available actuarial assessment instrument. l'lius, this grave overprediction of

probability of sexual re-offense points up that even the best actuarial risk assessment tools are hopelessly
inaccurate. Indeed. A/on talc'!! notes that those Florida sex offenders recommended for coiii niitmnent 'are
most similar to Static-99R ' Routine' Group offenders with a score of I" (3.8% likelihood of sexual reoffense)

-

i.e., extremely unlikely (96.2% unlikely) to reof fend

At pp. 824-25, 837, A/an/aIds drew these conclusions from this outcome:
"The [Floridaj findings from late 2011 provided the first evidence that both the observed rates
used to norm the Static 99 and predicted rates for the revised Static 99R are grossly inflated for use
with a recent sample of sex offenders local to Florida. This is consistent with recent mela-analytical
studies showing that rates for especial lv higher risk actuarial categories vary widely across samples,
to the point where no empirical basis exists for treating rates as absolute probabilities (or measures of
absolute risk).
In th is author's opin on, the larger meaning to be found in comparin g
- the OPPAGA and Adam
Walsh study rates is this: the Florida SVPP, consisting of "ell-trained and dedicated experts using
nationally accepted best practices in risk assessment and diagnostic evaluation, has not been able to
distinguish a small group of unusually dangerous sex offenders front average sex *825 offenders
coming out of prison. It seenis unlikely that a lower rate would have been found if offenders had
been chosen randomly for recommendation and then given conditional release,''
[At p. 837: :inIcLjigroup of sex offenders considered so ''out of control and dangerous that
they were deemed to meet corn iii itmemil criteria and were recommended for commitment in Florida
turned out to have almost a th ird ft wet' sexual recidivists than what would have been expected of
typical sex offenders, according to the Static-99R..,,"

1
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Nis argument is not simply the claim that no empirically validated basis
Adding. at pp. 839-40:
has ever existed for choosing between reference groups, an important point made by other authors, it
is the claim that now an empirical basis exists l'or using the Routine Group. and not any other
refereneLgroup. ifthe Static-99R. is used at all,
'...['l'jhese data give support for the claim that offenders who were recommended for
commitment in Florida were, in Gc, I ittle different risk-wise from offenders not recommended.
Neither group was high risk when they were evaluated for commitment consideration. That neither
group was high risk gives support to the claim that contemporary risk assessment and clinical
evaluation methods are not capable of distinguishing commitment-eligible sex offenders from averace
sex offenders with respçc t to SV P commitment criteria as they are noss formulated (at least not in
Florida), Given no reason to think that Florida sex offenders are, in general, significantly different
from sex offenders anywhere else in the United States, this claim is likely to ggpjy in all states with
sex oltcnders-spcci ic civil commitment laws." (emphases supplied)
The leading RAI series, "Static-99R"/'Static-2002R," is unscientific and useless for probability
derivation, predicting future sex crimes. Small control samples and their varying constituencies (making
aggregation unreprescntatisc) deprive the Static-series RAIs of any accuracy. 'I hose not sentenced to
prison were included. skewing the predicted percentages lbr all commitment candidates (who all had
been) subsiantially higher. T lie designers 're-weightcd'' the Static RAIs without the universal data
needed to do so. Static RAIs produce a prediction of any post-prison-release crime, not just sex offenses.
Use by raters of' non-standard' samples in Static RAIs at their discretion, thereby radically increasing the
reported probability of future re-offense, is anti-scientific in the extreme.

(a) In the Static-99R. Unscientific. Discretionauy Rater's Choice of Extremejy
Divergent Re-offense-Risk Tables

'I he worst aspect ol' the Static-991{ is that it introduces
by

it

it

sweeping authorization for a 'judgment call'

given 'rater'' (assessor) using it in a specific case to simply subjectively decide whether to use the

''Foutiiie table of predicted percentages, or instead to use any of three 'non-routine tables of extremely
highly elevated predicted percentages, based only on that rater's impression of - ho" comparatively risky
lie ''fee Is'' the sex Offender to be. ihis makes

it

huge difference, since the three non-standard tables have

listed recidivism pi'obabilitv figures that are as much as Ihur times higher than the comparable figure in
the standard table for the sante offender's Static-99R score. Ihis is not an actuarial approach at all;
indeed, it is not science at all.
Siau'

t',

/&'sado, 25 Misc.3d 380, 889 N.Y.S.2d 269, 392-93 (2009), observed that this "second stage

involves making a professional judgment as to where a particular offender is likely to fall within that
range ....[C } uri'cntly, there is no research to assess how well evaluators are able to make this judgment.
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Clinicians are still waiting to hear more information about why the author of the Static-Q9R now
created a two-tiered system' and how to interpret the results. Dr. I Earns stated. 'it really is trotibling that
you come UI) with one score and you get two very difkrent outcomes as to what the risk is to sexually
reoffend."

(b) Other Static-99R Problems of Note

Die developers of tile Static-99R have stated that the instrument was developed and intended for use
as to sexual offenders with a current or recent sexual offense. See: Leslie lielnius, "Improving the
Predictive Accuracy of Static-99 and Static 2002 with Older Sex Offenders: Revised Age Weights,' 24

Sexual Abuse: .1. Rex. & Treatment 64, 73 (2012), Yet almost all individuals petitioned for sex offender
commitment have already served a prison term (usually a decade or more) at the time of that petition.
Ibis fact signifies that their ''index" sex offense is farther ill the past than that -- certainly not a current or
recent offense ill any meaningful sense of the term. I lenee. by the admission of Static-99 developers, that
instrument is not sit ited to the context of sex offender commitment and has dubious relevance in that
context and admitted lack of accuracy ill its predictions of recidivism probability percentages.
The Static-99R' s adjustment for increasing age has been criticized as far too little reduction in risk as
subjects approach age 60. Actually, the Static-99R has no further reductions in score or probability after
age 60. (Dr. Pascucci testimony. Kars/ens Trial 'I r., v. 8, p. 1673). lb is hict, however, is simply because
the age 60 probability is already at the lowest measurable level. No numbers below that have ever been
ascertained, due to a complete lack of recidivism at any later ags.

f: Uu/ted Slates

t'.

Hamelin, 2012

[S Dist l.EXIS 54790 (ELI). N.C. 2012):
"After considering the testimony and the reports of the experts in this case. the Court finds more
credible the opinion of' Dr. Plaud with regard to this step of the inquiry. Dr. Plaud relied heavily ill
his testimony on the age of Respondent, who at the time of the hearing was 64 veai's old. and noted in
his report that so few [men in their sixties, even those with histories of multiple sexual of1enscs
includjw'ofienses committed in their lbrties.J re-offend as to make the recidivism rate of this group
of men approach zero statistically.' Rcsp't Ex. I at 2.'' ( Nniphases supplied),
Likewise, inclusion in the Static-99R of a factor as to whether one had ever been married for at least
two years has no scientific support. The scientific support for yet another factor, namely any male
victims, evaporates once one excludes cases of homosexual rapes occurring in incarcerated/confined
settings from the samples said to support that finding. To remain scientifically valid, this factor must he
restructured as a 'prison rape' factor, inapplicable to sex crimes involving juvenile male victims who. by
the numbers, are typically subjected unIv to kllatio, and are usually willing to receive it.
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Researchers examining the Static-99 found that its 95% "confidence interval'' ("Cl") at its highestrisk score was an unbelievably wild spread: 6-95%. Stephen D. Hart, ci at. "Precision of Actuarial Risk
Assessment Instruments: Evaluating the Margins of Error" (etc.), 190 British J, Psychiatry (supp. 49) s60
(2007), at sOD, s62, Distinctly. Melissa Hamilton, in "Public Safety. Individual liberty, and Suspect
Science: Future Dangerousness Assessments and Sex Offender laws." 83 Temple L. Rev, 697 (Spring.
20

), at 728, deriving the variance of the Static-99's correlation coefficient, determined that only 10% of

the variance in sexual recidivism in the development sample used in the Static-99 is explained by any or
all of the scoring factors of the Static-99. Hamilton observes, ". . LT his means that 90% of what helps
influence sex-offense recidivism is based on other factors." Consequently, as a tool for predicting risk of
sexual re-offtnse, the Static-99 simply is not. Next, using the U.S. Dept. of Justices sex-crime
recidivism base rate (5.3%), and an "ROC'' (receiver operator characteristic) rating of .70, Hamilton
delcrm med that. as to its predictive accuracy, the Static-99 will he wrong 9 times out of 10. (Id., p. 731)
(emphases supplied).
More generally, ARA recidivism statistics are almost always derived from studies conducted more
than a decade ago as to offenders released as ni ueh or more than 20 years before that. Thus, almost all
RA Is liii I to account lhr the huge drop in sex-crime recidivism that has occurred since then. In
Minnesota. sex-crime recidivism was measured at 17% in a 1990 stud', hut by 2007, as found by a
matching study, it fell to a mere 3910. Since this is nearly a six-fold decrease, and because all risk levels
vcrc affected by this drop, an offender previously concluded to have a 50% probability of re-offense
under former statistics would now only he 8.8% likely to recidivate in the future - a ibet not reckoned by
existing RAls. (Lawyer X. supra. at pp. 44-46).
Separately, perhaps the most damning of all findings about the Static-99R is the divergence of
actual recidivism rates in field studies from the predicted rates asserted by that RAt.

Marcus T

I?occaccnii, ci al.."Field Validity of Static-991R Scores in a Statewide Sample of 34.687 Convicted
Sexual

()lThuiers."

29(6)

Psychological

Assessment

611-623

(201 7).

DOl:

http://dx.cloi.org/ 0. I 03 7/pas00003 77 found suc Ii radical divergence in a huge study of sex offenders in
'lexas:
Abstract Excerpts:
p. 6 I I : "'Ifie Static-99 (and revision, the Static-99R) reflect the most researched and widely used
approach to sex offender risk assessment. Because the measure is so widely applied in jurisdictions
beyond those on NNhich it was developed, it becomes crucial to examine its field validity and the
degree to which published norms and rec id iv isni rates apply to other jurisdictions. We present a new
and greatly expanded field study of the predictive 'validity ( M - 5.23 years follow-tip) of the Static-99
as applied system-wide in Texas (N = 34,687)....[C al brat ion analyses revealed that the Static-99R
routine sample norms led to a significant overestimation of risk in Texas, especially for offenders
with scores ranging ' )m I to 5

-
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(3) The "SORAG'

cnn' Comp/w// & Den,us//;enes Loramlos, C ross-Itvaintning Experts in the Behavioral Sciences
(Eagan. MN: West Group. 200 1

§ 9:39. pp. 464-65). outlines these fundamental problems with the

SORAG:
"The SORAG is a 14-item actuarial instrument for assessing the recidivism risk of previously
convicted sexual offenders. There is little, if any empirical support, however, for at least five of the
SORAG items: history of alcohol problems, marital status, history of nonviolent offenses, meeting
DSM-1 II criteria for Personality Disorder, and meeting DSM-1 ii criteria for schizophrenia (coded as
reducing recidivism risk).
"The SORAG also includes Psychopathy Checklist-Revised (PCI.-R scores in its overall
assessment. Though it is a more objective procedure than not, there are elements olclinical judgment
involved in using the PCL-R. Consequently, appropriate usage of the PCL-R appears to require
specific training. Psychologists who use the SORAG without specific PCL-R training are at risk for
violating Ethical standards 1.04(a) and 1.04(b) addressing ''Boundaries of Competence.
"The SORAG relies on phallometric assessment to determine 'deviant sexual preferences. As
previously pointed out, however, very few psychologists have been trained to do phallometric
assessments.,
is consideration then raises the q tiestioti of how does a psychologist using the
SORAG assess deviant sexual preferences without the availability of' phalloinetric data? Relying on
tiCi. or other indices of deviant sexual preference, is inconsistent with the standardized procedure for
the SORAG. In other words, deviations from standardized procedure mean that the SORAG

10

longer qualifies as a standardized instrument.

(4) The ''S'VR-O ' (Sexual Violence Risk-20)

to begin with, Gregory DeC/ite, "Avoiding Garbage 2: Assessment of Risk for Sexual Violence after
Long-lerm Treatment," 33 .ini,,'.

Of

Psych/aIry & Lail •' 179 (Summer 2005), clarifies that the SVR-20

instrument uses primarily dynamic claimed risk factors (discussed elsewhere herein). DeClue bluntly
declares, at p. 185:

"An evaluator using a guided clinical approach utilizes all a priori list of risk

factors such as the Sexual Violence Risk-20 (SVR-20)," (emphasis supplied)
data of Hanson & Thtcsie,'e do not support at least five of the SV R-20 factors: victim of
child abuse, substance abuse problems, employment problems, past non io lent offenses, and extreme
minimization and denial. the SVR-20 manual acknowledges 'there is little evidence supporting a
specific link between [being a victini of'I child sexual abuse and later sexual violence.' (p. 44).
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Jo/in Ma//hew Fabian. ''A literature Review of the LU lity of Selected Violence and Sexual Violence
Risk Assessment nstrtiiiients," 34 ,Jow 0/

l'sychiairy & Law 307 (2006). observes, at p. 332,

"S/os/edt & Longs! ion; (2002) did not lnd signi I ant predictive validity between the SVR-20 and
sexual violence and they assert that the instrument has similar weaknesses as the I ICR-20 and at this point
oIlers less research addressing its predictive capacities. Jihe_SVR-20 has not demonstrated great utility in
assessing sexual recidivism for civil commitment populations (Doren, 2002).'' (emphases supplied)
The SVR-20 is now deemed outdated because the factors that it employs have more recently been
largely debunked, or have been concluded to merely be derivative of factors not used in that RAt. This is
simply another vaN of concluding that the design of the SVR-20 is not merely old, but that it inevitably
leads to scientifically invalid conclusions about any given sex offender.

(Si i/ic

'I'CL-R'

As stated in Section II l.A.2.c., supra, the PCL-R purports to measure a "heuristic . construct called
"ps)chopath)" - NOT any actual mental or personality disorder, or even anything that could he called an
"abnormality" (given the vast percentage among the general population of humanity who exhibit at least
some of the behaviors attributed by this "construct's" inventor, Robert Flare, to so-called 'psychopathy.''
"No one is quite sure what psychopathy means ..... The [['CL-k I instrument consists of twenty risk
factors, ....Glibness/superficial charm; grandiose sense of self-worth; need for sI imulation/proneness to
boredom; pathological lying; con iii ag/man ipu lative; lack of remorse or guilt; shallow afl'ect: callous/lack
of sympathy: parasiticlifestyle; poor behavioral controls: promiscuous sexual behavior: early behavioral
problems; lack of realistic long-tern goals; impulsivity; irresponsibility; hiilure to accept responsibility:
many short-term marital relationships; juvenile del inquenev; rev ocat ion of conditional release; criminal
versatility....lihese factors appear to he rather subjective

' Ei'ica Beecher-Xlona,s & /lgar Care/a-

R//I. ''Danger at the edge of Chaos: Predicting Violent Behavior in it Post -Dc ubert World.'' 24 C'ariio:o L.
Rev. 1845. 1873 (2003). Some of them would seem to apply to some attorneys. Information used to
score these factors can he drawn from any portion of one's lifetime to date, so the PC L-R cannot measure
changes over time; it treats subjects as stable 'statues.'
The ['C I.,-R was designed to determine one's propensity to resort to physical violence, not to commit
sex crimes. (Ibi(1) "Psychopathy

is not an acknowledged psychiatric diagnosis in the DSM ....R,.4.

Prentky, F.. Janus, /1. Iiarharee, B. K. Schwariz & Al. I'. Kq/ka, ''Sexually Violent Predators in the
Courtroom: Science on Trial.'' 12

/'svcho/ogy. Public Policy & /.aw 357,368-69 (2006).
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Marna .1.

Johnson. "Minnesota's Sexual Psychopathic Personality and Sexually Dangerous Persons Statute:
Throwing Away the Key,'' 21 Wi/hunt Mitchell Law Review 1139 996]), flatly stales, at footnote 0:
"ftc term "psychopathic persona I tv," however, was expunged from the psychiatric nomenclature in
1952.'
Indeed, even merely as a predictor of the I ikel ihood of future physicil violence, it has been found that
the PC L-R lacks Ilindamental validity and reliability thus, e.g., United States v. '/a ho,, 320 F Sitpp. 2d
790, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10957 (ND. Ind. 2004), banned its use even in the context of death penalty
proceedings.
Katrina A. Rufino. A•Ja;'citc T Jioccac-c an, Samuel IV Ifawes, & Daniel ('M,o'rie, "When
Experts Disagreed, Who Was Correct? A Comparison of PCL-R Scores from Independent Raters and
Opposing Forensic Experts." 36 Law & Human Behavior 527 (2012), at 527, reported that:
"Researchers recently found that Psychopathy Checklist-Revised (PCL-R: Hate. 2003) scores
reported by state experts were much higher than those reported by defense experts in sexually violent
predator cases pursued for civil com ni itment (iL'Jurrie, 13 occacint Johnson, & laintlw. 2008), which
raised the question of which scores were more accurate...
(p. 535-36):

"These findings contribute to the limited. hut growing body of research

suggesting that the field lcliabilily of the PCT-R, and perhaps other measures used for risk
assessment, is often lower than research reliability reported in control led studies

[I' Ihete is

evidence that some evaluators tend to assign higher scores than others (Boccacini el a/ 2008)
This contn'ms''... the pattern of adversarial allegiance /?ti//ino ci at "observed in the 44 texas SV P
cases with opposing expert scores.....

(Li, p. 536). See Daniel C. Mza'rie. Marcus i: Boccatcini.

.Je,-e,nv 'F Johnson, & Chelsea Jan/ce, "Does I nterrater ( Dis)agreenient on Psychopath), Checklist Scores
in Sexually Violent Predator 'Irials Suggest Partisan Allegiance in Forensic Evaluations?.'' 32 Inti and
JJitnan Behavior 352 (2008), reporting findings of scores differing as much as 20 points (out of a
possible 44 maximum). Confirming this interrater variability problem due to party' allegiance by PCL-R
raters. see: Marcus 'F Bo( cm

Daniel C Murrie, Katrina A. Rif/no, 13;'ecl 0. (Jardnei', "Evaluator

Differences in Psychopathy Checklist-Revised Factor and Facet Scores," 38 Law & 1-henuen Behavior 337
(201 4) A'Iurrie, DC, Boc'c'ac'c'int Al 'F.. hih,,son. .1, & Jan/ce, C , "Does I titerrater (Dis )agreenient oil
Psychopathy Checklist scores in Sexually Violent Predator Trials Suggest Partisan Allegiance in Forensic
Evaluation?" 32 Law and liwnan Behavior 352-362. doi: I 0. 1 007/s I 0979-007-9097-5 j, 2008 Mw-rio,
12 C, Bocc'acc-nn, ALT, lurnet, 12, Alecks, Al., Woods, C. & Jun03', ( '., ' Rater ( Dis)agt'eement on Risk
Assessment Measures in Sexually Violent Predator Proceedings: Evidence of Adversarial Allegiance ill
F orensi c Evaluation?''. IS Psvchologt'. Public J'olics and Lair' 19-53. do i
and David Dc \'laueo John F. Ldt F? S

0. I 037/aUG 1 48971. 2009

A /eghann (ia/lair at Ic nit i/c, Cox,
i Shannon Tone-1
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Smith, Dana

J'orn,on, "The Role and Reliability of The Psychopath), Checklist-Revised in U.S. Sexually Violent
Predator Evaluations. A Case Law Survey," 38 Law & liwnan Behavior 248 (2014).
There is also a very large divergence between flare's claims of validity and results of field studies.
See, e.g.: Inge ,Jewufarn,e c/ aL ''PCL-R Field Validity in Prison and tIospital Settings," 4 1(l) Law &

Minion Behavior 29-43 (20 7).
Of separate note, Itaggwd v, Curry, 732 F. Supp. 2d 1003, 1013, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 91882
(N..... Cal. 2010). observes:
Dr. Macomber wrote that the creator of the PCL-R test 'spec i Really notes that his tests should
never be used on inmates over the age of 40, as his test is attempting to assess psychopathy which is a
characteristic that decreases with age."

Not all, hut most sex offenders ultimately committed, especially after long criminal sentences. are
already in the post-age-40 category. Ergo, by definition, the PCI .- R should not he used on them in any
context. Surely this must apply with even more three to misuse of the PCI.-R when the question is not
physical violence propensity, but instead an attempt to predict future sex-crime recidivism.
The fact that this test' is used, together with its subjective interpretations, to condemn indviduals to
lifetime detention under SOCC laws is a classic example of the junk-science employed as a superficial
justification f hr such commitments.

(6) The 'SRA-F V/F V Light

(in/icc! Slates v. K/nc', 2013 U.S. Dist. I XIS 54655 (IL.[), N .C. 20 13), at Footnote 7. clarifies that the
problems of the PCI ,-R apply with equal force to the SRA-FV and the SRA-FV Light:
"the Structured Risk Assessment-Forensic Version (SRA-FV) includes scoring from the
Psychopathy Checklist (P('I -R ). See Govt. Lx. 2, at 16. When the Psychopathy Checklist cannot he
scored - as in this ease because the Respondent cannot be interviewed - a modified version of the
SRA-VA, the SRA-FV light is used. See id"

A forensic risk assessment process presupposes that all instrtinicnts used in that process are
themselves scientifically valid for assessing such risk. A classic example of a claimed K/U that violates
this principle is the SVR-20, hailed by at least some MSOP risk assessors. United S/a/es v. Lange, 2012
U.S. Dist. tF.XIS 159498 (ED. N.C. 2012), more flatly declared the SVR-20 outdated and slated, "you
can come to any conclusion with it ....The SVR-20 is now deemed outdated because the 'actors it
employs have more recently• been largely debunked, or have been Concluded to merely be derivative of
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factors not used in that RAI. This is simply another way of concluding that the design of the SVR-20 is
not merely old, but that it inevitably leads to scientifically invalid conclusions about any given sex
offender.

(7) The Level /$ervice Inventory (-LM -)

Giver, Al. E,S'ockcktle, K. C.., and Worm/h, IS'.. "'I' hirty Years of Research on the Level of Services
Scales: A Meta-Analytic Ixamination of Predictive Accuracy and Sources of Variability." Pycho/og/ca/

Assessment, 26, 156-176 (2014). http://dx.doi.org/l 0.1 03 7/a 0035080.1. found the l,Sl-R, which was
developed on a sample of Canadian offenders, performs significantly worse for off coder populations in
the United States. Therefore, use of the LSI in the United States is unethical.

In general. see also the compendium of' flaws in both CRA and A R1\ approaches and in certain RAI s,
including Static-99 and MnSOST-3 . 1, in: Law ver X Deviant Justice 7/ic An,ei:can On/ag, pp. 32-89 (In
Depth Media, 2014. avail.: www.amazon.com ). Slicing the 'statistical pie' in ever-increasingly artful
ways to find some combination of' descriptors arguably applicable to a given individual to artificially
inflate the predicted probability of recidivism by that individual ignores the whole person at present and
worse, treats him like a statue. forever frozen in time with certain traits that are claimed to doom him to
such recidivism

i.

AR.4 Use is an Unscientificc A u/CI?Ip( to P;eciwt a Giveti lmlii'n/uai is /'uiu;'-'.

By our very nature, humans are not only changeable, .e are constantly changing. even when we don t
want to and when we are unaware of such personal change. Uven firm intent to recidivate can, and
usually does melt away over time as individuals experience and witness numerous events, learn of myriad
things, and have discourse with any number of other individuals. life is full of advance repentance of
such temptations to do evil deeds, whether petty or enormous. As surely as each one of us has
experienced some such abandoned temptation, it is unfair to treat others as incapable of such
abandonment of temptation. l'o coin mit someone to I ifetirne detention engages exactly that presumption,
and then puts the seal o fj ud i cia I condem nation, not u pon the deed, but upon the man.
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At bottom, it is simply not possible to know the future, particularly as to what ally given individual
will or will not do. The futures of all humanity, ex-cons to would-be saints, are subject to change, often
by sheer happenstance or the stark fist of fate, but always affected by choices made each day. Risk
prediction' of sex offenders Iu,ils to account to this at all.
In defense of their predictions, both CRA and ARA witnesses claim that the best predictor of future
behavior is past behavior. But this lip epigram is untrue, at best only reflecting the reality that no reliable
prediction of future conduct by any individual is possible. In any event, past behavior was already
factored into the sentencing calculus for every sex offender who later finds himself before a l atter_da y
tribunal whose purpose is to deprive him of the end of the prison term already served.
The underlying assumption of all sex offender risk prediction is that human beings do not change, but
are programmed to act ill the future in accordance with tile manner in wll ic h they have, at their worst.
acted ill the past - all assumption which runs contrary to the basic principles of' our legal and penal
system, and contrary to the premises of clinical psychology and psyc 1 atry. as evidence by the ethical
position papers of both the American Psychological Association and the American Psychiatric
Association taking stands against such prediction of sex offender likelihoods of recidivism for this very
reason,
I ll

5(1111

john A. Fe1iii(2I. J.1)., P11.1)., in -Punishment by Another Name: The Inherent Overreaching in

Sexually Dangerous Person Conl Ill itnlcnts,' 35 New England .1. on ('rim. & C/v. (i'on/Inen;en( 37, at 39
Winter. 2009), flatly declare, ''The science of sex offender research cannot accurately sort those
offenders likely to rec idivate from those who are not," Because of this basic scientific fact, sex offender
colllmitnierit is inherently nothing more than sheer guesswork powered by anti-sex-offender bias alone.
Anne P. I::,. ''Constitutional Law -- The Cage a Fetish Can Build: Proposed Legislative Reform for
Civil Commitment Procedures in Sexually Violent Predator Laws," 39 Western New England Law Rev.
141 (2017). at 154, bluntly concludes. "...[']']here are

110

reliable tests for determining the likelihood of

recidivism.- (citing I red irk F. Vars, 'Rethinking the Indefinite Detention of Sex Offenders." 44 Coon.
L. Rev. 161, 193 (20 1 I) (''The variation in sex offense characteristics and motivations causes uncertainty
in assessing the level

It

(If

risk for a particular offender.'')

Evirapohirioii o/AIt'l
fit 'a/id.

/?C'('i(li\'iStii

5/a1i51ICS to Longer I'eriods/i.i/e/iflie /s Seieiu,fIeciI/y

Lxtrapolatioll is the practice of extending the period of' prediction of recidivism beyond the postrelease period studied for construction of a given RAI . Prosecution experts will frequently extrapolate a
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predicted recidivism probability from the follow-up period covered by the RAI used to attempt to state a
far higher life eypectancv probability percentage. Most commonly (as by raters using the MnSOST 3. I
discussed supra). this is done by simply applying an arithmetic multiple (reflecting the ratio oldie length
of the increased period over that of the original study period) to the HAl's probability percentage listed
for that studied post-release period. This, among other aspects, defies science by ignoring the fact that
sex-crime recidivism reduces on an accelerating basis as age increases after age 30, to eventual complete
extinction.
Doren,supra at 174, observes: "There are no data about actual lifetime sexual recidivism frequencies,
only proxy measures to that effect." This practice has been determined to he scientifically baseless.
This higher reported figure involves two statistical oversights:
(a)

It is contrary to the known decline in recidivism as sex offenders age; after age 30. sex-

crime recidivism shrinks year-by-year, especially steeply from age 50 up. In the case of cxtra-familial
pedoli lie offenders, R.K Hanson, supra, calls this increasing steeply annual reduction in rccidiv isni
likelihood "curvilinear."
(h)

Sex-offense recidivism, from any release age, if it is to occur at all, almost invariably

occurs within the first five years post-prison-release. (Allan. Dept. of Corrections, "Sex Offender
Recidivism" 2007). This means, conversely, that if recidivism does not occur within that short timcframe
(which is well within the follow-up period used by all current RAls - and within the 8.4-year average
follow-up period in that MN DOG study), later recidivism is highly i.in likely. 'I hat study also derived the
now-widely accepted sex-crime recidivism rate, 32% for that 8.4-year average post-release period.
Balancing the 3.4-year excess of that period over that first-five-years' conclusion in that report seems to
strongly suggest that all anticipatable sex-crime recidivism is accounted for in that 8.4-year period that
report. In other words, there is no excess atitici patab Ic recidivism beyond that period that would need to
be reckoned through any "extrapolation': there is simply tiollung left to extrapolate. Since ISR and
Conditional Release (''CR'') together exceed that five-year period, this equates a permanent extinction of
recidivism. Therefore, reliance on this fallacious, extreme overstatement of predicted recidivism through
scientifically baseless and anti-factual extrapolation in defiance of the true statistics is unfair to every
50CC respondent.
Despite such antiscientific baselessness, extrapolation is an extraordinarily common practice that
sometimes (as in the case of the MnSOST-3. I) is actually invited by the RAI's creators. The majority
opinion in In re /;ice, 847 N .W.2d 13, 14 (lvi ion. Supr. 2014). states, concerning MnSOSf-3 .
assessment, " . . . a 'rule of thumb' suggested by one of the tests developers," of extrapolation 'in which
the 5-year estimated rate of reoffending . . . is doubled to establish a lifetime risk of reoflCnding.
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Parenthetically, this further confirms the extremely unscientific nature ("rule of thumb'') of the
MNSOST-3. I
Thus, e.g., Uhi/ed States i.. CR., 792 F. Stipp. 2d 343, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 53497 (ED. N.Y.
201 1), ruled such extrapolation testimony inadmissible as unscientific:
"Extrapolating risk of recidivism for sexual offense for the defendant from the results of these
tests is unacceptable as a matter of scientific principle. See, e.g., Rule 702 of Pe!. It Evid.
(testimony of expert most be 'the product of reliable principles and methods and . . - the witness [must
have I applied the principles and methods reliably to the facts of the case.').'

I. The Clear Over-Prediction of "Dangerousness" Through Sex Offender "Assessment"
Completely Neaates the Scientific and Legal Legitimacy of Sex Offender Commitment.

:1/exatider .1. BeI/cinsopp, Dangerousness and the Civil-Criminal Distinction: Another Reason to
Rethink the Indefinite Detention of Sex Offenders," 45 ('OIVN/en;pla/ions 9 (Nov. 2012), at p. II
commented on Fret/rick F. Vans, "Rethinking the Indefinite Detention of Sex Offenders," 44 Con;,, I.,
Rev. 161 (201 1). in which Prof. Vars intensively examined leading ARA techniques for sex offender
assessment and found them to be grossly unscientific and to result in massive over-prediction of the
probability of future sex ollending by any given sex offender, As B/enkinsopp summarizes, Fars "makes
a convincing case that the predictions of future dangerousness used in sex offender civil commitment
hearings are deeply flawed. . . . Vars' findings weaken the justification for sex offender civil commitment
in an additional way: by undermining the 'civil' label that has been attached to the practice.'
p. 12: "For decades, courts and government officials have been engaged in a 'legal labeling
game.' States adopt laws that allow government officials to abridge individ nals' liberty. The states
label those laws 'civil' rather than 'criminal,' so that they can face civil procedural safeguards, which
are less stringent than criminal safeguards. The courts then defer to the legislature's label, depriving
defendants of protections that could have preserved their liberty. The legal labeling game makes it
easier for states to detain or otherwise limit individuals', and fur courts to evade responsibility for
keeping the states in check."
pp. 14-15:

"hendricks makes clear that the civil label is appropriate for the commitment of

sex offenders because the measure is attempting to regulate future dangerousness. But one must
tlUCSti0ll that cone! usion when the attempt at regulation is maui fcst!v flawed. [lie evidence provided
by Vats and others was not available when Hendricks was decided, but it is now time to revisit the
underlying assumption of sex offender commitment with an eve toward this new information. The
S V P Act and similar laws are much more likely to appear punitive when the primary non-punitive
just Ii catior i Wins out to be inaccurate."
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PP. 15-16:

"There seem to he two inalor sets of literature objecting to civil commitment of

sex offenders. the first takes at face value the claim that civil commitment should seriously attempt
to predict future dangerousness and that the state must redress shortcomings in those predictions. the
second lakes issue with the lion-punitive label that has been applied to sex offender civil
Collin) ttme nE
Vars could highlight the Static-99's shoddy handling of age as yet another example of
how insufficient safeguards in commitment proceedmgs lead to perverse outcomes.
"Vars' article is also anchored in quantification of proof standards and commit nent
standards. His calculations lead to the conclusion that 'an instrument as good as the Static-99
identified not one individual who qua Ii lied for commitment at the 50% or 759 /0 threshold' of probab Ic
recidivism."
p. 17: "...It might be better to call into question the honesty, of sex offender civil commitment.
I-low is it that so many people have been detained without meeting the legal threshold? One should
instead recognize that the legal labeling game provides a strong incentive to circumvent procedural
safeguards.

Tweaking those safeguards - especially if that entails lowering them, as Vth,c

acknowledges is one way forward

is unlikely to address the underlying incentives of the state to

find a way to keep these individuals locked up. To fix the system. something more sweep i" than
alterations to the actuarial tool is needed." (underlined emphases supplied)
At . 9, discussing the hendricks ruling. B/eiikinsopp observes that the argument for it 'would he
Significantly weakened if there was good reason - such as that provided by Vars - to believe that the
detainee is either not dangerous or not as dangerous as the law reqtures....Without the necessary
ingredient of dangerousness, the parallel between sex offender commitment and conventional civil
cumin itmeiit collapses.'* (Id. at 13).

Clcarly, an accurate determination of dangerousness is central to

the Gout's eoncltision that the law is civil, not criminal, in nature.' (p. 14)
Ihe evidence provided by Lois and others was not available when Hem/ricks was decided, but it is
now time to revisit the underlying assumption of sex offender commitment with an eve toward this new
information. [Stich] laws are much more likely to appear punitive when the primary non-punitive
justification turns out to he inaccurate.' (Id, p. IS). For instance, Vars (at p. 91) concluded that the
Static-99 (including Static-99R) "identified not one individual who qualified for commitment at the 50%
or 759/0 threshold" of probable recidivism. (Id., p. I 6)
In this regard. (Tm/h/a Calkins. el al. in ''Sexual Violence Legislation: A Review of Case Law and
knipirical Research," 20 Psvc/,oL Pub. Pol

& L. 443 (Nov. 2014), at p. 449. summarize pertinent

research thus:
Despite judicial decisions consistently based on the stance that SV P commitment is not
punishment, empirical research has found that decisions surrounding commitment are driven by the
desire for retribution (i.e., motivations are punitive) rather than incapacitation and public protection
(K Al. (,rlsn,hhi, J. Monahan, & A. Evans, "The Function of Punishment in the'Civil' Comm itnicnt
of Sexually Violent Predators." 25

Behavioral S'ciences & the Lan

http://x,doi.org' 1011 002/hsl.761 L2007])"
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437-448.

Daniel Kriegnian, "New Salem Witch Trials: Evaluating Bias in Expert Witness Conclusions of
'Sexual Dangerousness,' Part 1,' Sex Offender Law Report, Vol. 15, No. 4 (June/July, 2014), at pp. 4950, states that "preventative detention of the majority of men reviewed, committed and recommitted as
sexually dangerous because of crimes they supposedly would commit if released is reckless and arbitrary
with a level of validity approaching that found in witch trials ....'' [emphasis supplied]
p. 53] "Researchers have shown that there is considerable bias and/or questionable validity in
expert predictions of dangerousness. (1C11 Grove, DII. ZalcI. AS, Lebow, B.E. Snit: & C Nelson,

- Clinical Versus Mechanical Prediction: A Meta-Analysis,' 12(l) Psychol.Assess,nwn 19-30 (2000);

ES,.Jani&s & R.A. Preniky, 'Forensic Use of Actuarial Risk Assessment with Sex Offenders:
Accuracy, Adinissibiliry. and Accountability,' 40 An,. Criin. I. Per. 1143-489 (2003); 1. Monahan,

PredicJizg Violent Behavior: An Assessment of Clinical Thehuiques (198]): G.G. Woodworth & .1.8.
Kadane.

iExpert Testimony Supporting Post-Sentence Civil Incarceration of Violent Sexual

Offenders,' 31... Probability, & Risk 221-41 (2004).
Wjlien it conies to predicting the likelihood of future sex oftending, the bias becomes
literal lv astrononi lea I. Based on the actual patterns of experts opining "sexually dangerous.' it can be
established beyond the possibility of doubt that the methodology used and conclusions reached by the
Qualified Examiners employed by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts leads (or allows) them to
grossly over-predict dangerousness ....[emphasis suppliedj
At pp. 59-60, Kriegtnan describes a study he perfbrmed of Massachusetts se -offender commitment
proceedings, in which assessors testified that the minimum level of probability of recidivism for those
they assessed was at least 50%. However, Kriegnan examined the subsequent actual recidivism of those
not Committed despite such testimony. He found that the actual observed rate of i-cc id ivism over a fiveyear average period after release was only 2% (new charge: conviction unknown). Because of the vast
disparity between 50% predicted recidivism and a maximum (if convicted) actual recidivism of 2% over
five years post-release in the conimun it>, Kriegnian concluded that bias has simply utterly replaced
science in the conclusions by the assessors. (p.62).
Rather than look for a more lax commitment threshold. Bleukinsopp, at

17, concludes: ...[I]

might he better to call into question the honesty of sex offender civil commitoient. How is it that Sc) many
people have been detained without meeting the legal threshold? One should instead recognize that the
legal labeling game provides a strong incentive to circumvent procedural safeguards."
Because no tc.chn icjue can d isringu sir those of true high likelihood of rec idi v isin from those not, and
because all existing techniques tend to greatly overstate such likelihood, eomniitment of sex offenders,
inherently requ in ng such likelihood. inherently deprives all those detained pursuant to such commitments
elemental substantive clue process in its most crucial application, the preservation of individual physical
liberty.
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More generally, almost all ARA recidivism statistics were derived from studies conducted more
than a decade ago as to offenders released as much or more than 20 years before that. Thus, almost all
RAls fail to account for the huge drop in sex-crime recidivism that has occurred since then. In
Minnesota, sex-crime recidivism was measured at 17% in a 1990 study, but by 2007, as found by a
matching study, it fell to a mere 3 Vo. Since this is nearly a six-fold decrease. and because all risk levels
were affected by this drop, an offender previously concluded to have a 50% probability of re-offense
under former statistics would now only be 88% likely to recidivate in the future - a fact not reckoned by
existing RAls. (La•rver X, szi)ri, at pp. 44-46.
The situation can he aptly summed up thus:
Recalling that the only two 'risk assessment' techniques claimed to have an): scientific basis
as to sex offenders are CPA and ARz\, and that the immediately foregoing allegations have shown
that neither of those two techniques have any level of accuracy above mere chance, the truth in sum is
that each sex offender subjected to a commitment proceeding pursuant to said Act is being tried and
adj udged to meet said commitment criteria on an indispensable element of being highly likely'' to
sexually reoffend that is based on unscientific, anti-academic, and unprofessional sheer guesswork
and inaccurate, mere-chance, unreliable predictions whose asserted percentages have no scientific
validity or applicability to the sex offender at bar.
At bottom, it is simply not possible to know the future, particularly as to what any given
individual will or will not do. The futures of all humanity, ex-cons to would-be saints. are subject to
change, often by slicer happenstance or the stark fist of fate. but always affected by: choices made
each day, Risk prediction' of sex offenders fails to account for this at all.
In defense of their predictions. both CRA and ARA witnesses claim that the best predictor of
future behavior is past behavior. But this flip epigram is untrue, at best only reflecting the reality that
no reliable prediction of future conduct by an individual is possible. In any event, past behavior was
already factored into the sentencing calculus for every sex offender who later finds himself before a
latter-day tribunal whose purpose is to deprive him of the end of that prison term already served.
The underlying assumption of all such sex offender risk prediction is that human beings do
not change, but are programmed to act in the future in accordance with the manner in which (lie):'
have, at their worst, acted in the past. But this assumption runs contrary to the basic principles of our
legal and penal system, and contrary to the petu ises of clinical psychology and psychiatry, as
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evidenced by the ethical position papers of both the American Psychological Association and the
American Psychiatric Association, taking stands against such prediction of sex offender likelihoods of
recidivism for this very reason
Final[), and worst of all, as L)oren.5

1I/E'O

at ISO, points out succinctly. .....[R]esearchers found

substantial differences inpei'ceived risk depending on alternative ways of . . . communicating the same
statistical degree of risk .....hat is to say, rhetorical means are employed that frequently succeed in
convincing a judge in a sex offender commitment case that the sex offender's probability of re-offense is
far higher, even though in fact it is not so. When such rhetorical tricks of persuasion trump elemental
science, no justice can exist in such commitment attempts.
In light of these facts regarding the unscientific and unreliable nature of both CRA and ARA
approaches to predicting recidivism likelihood, admission into evidence of and judicial reliance upon socalled expert' evidence and testimony derived from either such approach deprives Respondents of both
substantive and proced trral due process.

CONC LUSION

At the end, all of tire foregoing, both specifically as to so-called "risk assessment" and to all other
arguments for 50CC, show clearly and beyond room for serious question that there is no science
supporting any of it. To the contrary, every lilt ol' these proclaimed justifications is the product of spitefilled bias and unreasoning, exaggerated, and manipulated fears, and the whole-cloth inventions and
sophistry of those who seek to achieve or increase personal fame and/or riches. Today, they do this by
subjecting others to probably Ii feti lie pseudo-incarceration through lynch-mob motivated and pressexploitative proceedings. But the larger picture is that this strategy effectively holds all -- who otherwise
approach the issue of answers to the existence of some (albeit lessening rates of) sex crime - as helpless
hostages forced to pay public lip service to a litany of unholy lies and extreme exaggerations that
everyone knows do not square with everyday reality. Those of its from northerly climes

in our land

would call this a snowball that can unleash an avalanche.
There is no 'fix' for ''sex offender civil coirruitrilent," for that is not really what it is at all. It is
simply the accosting of convenient victims to stibject to a modern-day version of witch-hunting. Repeal
of SOCC laws, including that on the books in Virginia, is the only answer.
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Repeal is necessary to save liberty, both of the individual and of all, collectively. No one can
breathe flee and fearless while totalitarianism surreptitiously and silently slithers along serpentinely
among us, look rig for the next victim to lake
Repeal is necessary to li-cc our political process from the snares and fetters in an ever-deepening
morass of 'political correctness' -- a kidnapping of our very language and an extortion of all of tis to adopt
that misuse of it to bestow an imprimatur of permanent truth, either unwittingly or knowingly but against
our will and our better judgment, to extremists And these extrerii ists. beyond most of that ilk, seek
nothing less than the conversion of our entire nation to a land of the lock-up of everyone they hate or fear,
or. at its most extreme, everyone not like them. - the inevitable, fearsome result of I hat is an eventual
two-class social hierarchy of, first, the self-proclaimed 'safe' right-thinkers.' who will he the only ones
permitted to govern -- and, then, all others, who will he the new untermen schen, with no rights and rio
prospects of rising from i lid r pernianently marked 'ii ic lean' caste.
Most of all, repeal is necessary to restore the social health Of our societ, so that we iced not live
in nightmare fear of maniacal villainy, driven by such hysteria into the clutches of those who promise
safety through imposition of totalitarian control over all -- but only at the irrevocable surrender of
freedom of action, freedom of discourse, even freedom of thought. I may not be a Virginian, but I know
when I have heard something evil before. And I know what Patrick I lenry would say to that: Surrender
of liberty is never worth it and will always be regretted.
Please repeal the SOCC law in Virginia. so that, by taking this stand. Virginia call stand as a
bellwether of change and inspiration for .50CC repeal to other slates burdened by such ill-advised
legislation and thereby, to turn away Il-ecu the creeping totalitarianism that has been albot in this bizarre.
asymmetrical initial way.
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